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  A Model of 42 Models of Creativity
Plus a New Model Derived from Selecting 7 of Them

--the Four Cycle Model--
Combining the Following 7 Models:

Subcreations; Insight, Creation Process, and Question Finding Dynamics; Population Automaton, and Darwinian Systems Mod-
els of Creativity1  

By Richard Tabor Greene, 
Email: richardtgreene@alum.mit.edu

Professor of Knowledge and Creativity Management, School of Policy Studies, Kwansei Gakuin University, Sanda, Japan

This article presents a model of 42 models of creativity from the research literature.  Weaknesses in the last five years of research journal
publishings on creativity are then specified and understood with reference to this model of models.   A new model of creativity--a gar-
bage can type model--called the “Four Cycle Model”--that corrects certain, but not all, weaknesses in that research literature including
well-known models by Amabile, Simonton, Sternberg, Martindale, Gruber, Runco, and others is presented.   Thirteen types of variables
are included in this new model:  long-term background variable types (culture, socio-economics, self type), creation variable types
(mental fluency and association breadth, subcreations, creativity processes, creation dynamics, question finding dynamics, creative out-
put), audience variable types (audience hot topics), short term background variable types (career, environment, workstyle).  Of these
thirteen, subcreations plays the linchpin role, in various ways.  Four feedbacks are explicitly modeled:  one, creative outputs change long
term background variables of the creator which in turn change creative outputs; two, creative outputs change short term variables of the
society which in turn change creative outputs; three, creative intermediate outputs change questions pursued by the creator which deter-
mine creation process steps done which specify creation functions applied which change creative outputs; and four, mental flexibility
and breadth of association achieved change subcreations invented, which, in turn, change mental flexibility and association breadth pos-
sible.  The Four Cycles Model, that this paper presents, includes seven other models of creativity within it, explained in this article:  the
subcreations model, insight model, creation dynamics model, question finding dynamics model, darwinian systems model, culture mix
model, and population automaton model.   303 variables affecting creativity are encompassed in these models.  The Four Cycle Model
also includes  models of other long-term and short-term background aspects that influence creativity (culture, self image, workstyle,
career dynamics, work environment, and social processes).  A 44 page creativity questionnaire produced from this model is attached as
an appendix.   A stratified sample of 63 creator types in Japanese society is presented as the target population the questionnaire is being
administered to now and over the next few years.  Hypotheses and research questions derived from the 4 cycle model are summarized at
the end of the article.    

Creativity Research Needs Some Creativity
If you live in academia, and work as a professor, you expect of yourself a clarity of work and precision of understanding often entirely
missing from the world of work.   On the other hand, distinctions that professors carefully make can seem comical to those in the world
of work where creativity happens.  If you live in the world of work, perhaps working daily in a venture business, a studio, a major cor-
poration, or an agency of some sort, you daily make things work that are poorly thought out and designed (work-arounds are essential).
Academics viewing this see such poor selection and implementation of ideas that it is amazing organizations work at all.    The culture
of academia is quite different than the culture of work in this way.   Such different cultures can lose respect for each other, especially as
they get bored by the types of discourse common in the other culture.   Loss of respect can rapidly lead to lessening, then ending of con-
tacts between them.   Separate audiences develop--professors as the only audience of professorial research on creativity, and managers/
inventors/artists who never study or benefit from research on creation.  Modern societies, including the US, do not worry themselves
about having links between research and practice--practice is so low in status that professors avoid it for the most part.  Since much of
the research that is produced is tiny in topic, portending little for practice, it is not blameworthy to be unexcited about its practice impli-
cations.   

Recent literature on knowledge management (Nonaka and Teece, 2001) works to include “communities of practice”, “practical intelli-
gence”, and “tacit knowledge” concepts.   Without tapping communities of creativity practice, perhaps by legitimating peripheral partic-
ipation in them, much information about the creation process may be lost.  There is some evidence that the research literature by
academics in general on creativity is drifting apart from the communities that “practice” creating.  I reviewed 552 articles from 1996 to
present that the psych-lit database produced when asked for articles having the word “creativity” or its related forms in their titles.   I
found:

1. a great number of studies use, as outcome measures, common creative thinking scales that have shown little long term power to pre-
dict who will later be creative and how creative they will later be 

2. a number of studies use other measures of creativity output but applied to populations whose total amount of creativity is slight at best
and probably largely specious (if tested longitudinally), making relations found uninspiring

1. Thanks to the engineering deparments and Enterprise Forums of MIT for assisting the “latent creativity” portion of this research.  This research was 
assisted by Chieko Terao, Takashi Morita, and Satoko Bando, during a research project course at Kwansei Gakuin University.  The Japanese transla-
tion of the questionnaire was done entirely by Ms. Terao.   Thanks also to Muriel Losada for the French translation, Chuon Lee for the Korean trans-
lation, and Li Wei for the Chinese translation.  Ms. Terao and Mr. Morita have recently formed the Japanese Creativity Development Group.   A 
competitively administered grant from Kwansei Gakuin University, gratefully acknowledged here, supported this work.  
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3. a number of studies apply models of creativity that either do not exist or that exist but the form of the theory applied is so attenuated, exten-
uated, or misunderstood that operationalization of key concepts is missing or impossible as formulated by the research (see mis-uses of “flow”
“insight” “novelty” and “innovation”, that is, try distinguishing them in any way whatsoever from “change” and  “good feeling”)

4. the word “creation” is applied casually to a great many phenomena produced in industry whose conceptual content indicates extremely
slight amounts of novelty (two distortions are involved--self-interests of people in industry wanting to make themselves or their firms appear
“creative” and subjective strenuousness experienced in trying to get anything new through a bulky bureaucracy causing self-celebration of
conceptually thin tiny victories as if great accomplishments and conquests)

5. good measures and models of creativity are used but there are casual, amateur, or sometimes somewhat sloppy models of the input variables
hypothesized to affect it (see studies of “culture” affecting creativity, also “management” “climate” “rewards”)

6. graduate students, hangers on, and followers of leading scholars continue to publish research on tiny elaborations of their master’s work
(X’s theory applied to shoes, X’s theory--does it work on Thursdays?, X’s theory tested in Indiana, X’s study using a different font set, and like
studies, note: I exaggerate here).

7. some, apparently for commercial reasons, have come up with  business analogs of creative process phenomena and published a number of
articles with the same conceptual content, centering on how creativity is just like something businessmen know and do everyday (two areas of
thought eroded by commercial concerns are such theories and “innovations” in industry treated casually as “creations” by naive creativity
researchers out to discover something, perhaps, that they can sell to industry).

8. when I show leading models of creativity from the research literature to extremely creative people they almost never get interested, excited,
or discover anything new and interesting to them (indeed their reaction is so uniformly bored and disinterested that I have stopped showing
them such models till after whatever research activity that brought us together is complete); for years I have longed for a single good model of
creativity that, when presented to extremely creative individuals, would produce instant self identification with the model and self motivated
intense scrutiny of its details--a recent model that does produce such responses--the Recommendations Model--is included in the model of
models of creativity in this article but not presented in detail in this article; I have a book presenting it, see Greene, 2001; I, as a professor,
enjoy the extant models on creativity but creative practitioners decidedly do not.

There is some very good work too centering on conceptual processes case studied (Adams-Price, 1998), historiometric framing of cognitive
process-of-creation questions (Adams-Price, 1998), testing of creativity-fostering properties of entire eras and societies (Simonton, 1999),
and ecological multiple-intelligent-agents reframing of “brilliant individual” models of creation (Read and Miller, 1998).    

I personally want to keep away from the good work others are doing and to somehow make a contribution that fixes some of  the overall
weaknesses in the research literature of these past five years.   These two are not all that needs doing.  I have taught creativity for a number of
years and though recent new books by Sternberg (Sternberg, 1999), Simonton (Simonton, 1999), Runco (Runco and Pritzker, 1999), and oth-
ers have greatly improved what can easily and thoroughly be taught, there are still major gaps in the types of books and models available.   I
want to fill some of these gaps.  Also, I have been an “innovator” within three large corporations, and in one venture-business spin off.  Little
in the existing creativity (and innovation) literature touches on the most vital dynamics I encountered and had to invent in my career there.   I
want to enlarge current creativity models guided by dynamics experienced but not now in the literature.   

In this article (and in the research it describes) I attempt all four of the above aims:  to avoid the types of good work already in the literature,
to fix some of the faults in the overall research literature on creativity, fill gaps in types of books now available for teaching creativity, and
bring new models of creativity into the literature that fully capture my own experience as an “innovator” in industry.  

About five years ago, as preparation for my first course on creativity, I surveyed the literature, building models of various sorts to summarize
its concepts and findings.  Not surprisingly, since creativity is found in nearly any human endeavor (sex, jungle exploration, moon walks,
cooking, fashion, industries to produce olympic athletes etc.) I kept running across more and more models of creativity.   I was told, decades
ago, that research literatures should be cumulative, recent results building on past results.   When the number and variety of models is great,
cumulativeness of research is dissipated.  Research fans out rather than accumulates.   The field of creativity research seemed to need order,
focus, and convergence.   A first step in that direction might be a model of models of creativity, both explicitly presented models and models
implicit in discussions or practices.  A second step in that direction might be particular models that were more thorough and inclusive than the
versions of them usual in the research literature.   For example, there are a great many implicit models of creation dynamics in various studies,
but authors stop at six or seven dynamics and each author has a different six or seven, making for dozens in all, though no one study acknowl-
edges them all or uses them all.  This article attempts both of these improvements in the literature.   A third step in that direction might be
combination of the leading current models.   If there is truth to them all, and if they can be conceptually combined without contradiction or
confusion, then careful combinations of them might outperform any of them used alone.  This article attempts this improvement too via a gar-
bage can type model that includes seven such models.   To fix the literature’s poor measures of inputs to creativity problem this article goes
outside the creativity literature for better models of key inputs like culture, workstyle, work environment, self type, and social processes.   To
fix the literature’s trivialization by commercial possibilities and interests this article proposes a model of creativity that fascinates creators to
whom it is shown.   

Below I present the model of 42 models of creativity, followed by models of each of the seven creativity models it subsumes that are included
in my new garbage can 4 Cycle model.   Those subsumed models, as presented here, are more comprehensive versions than their correspond-
ing versions in existing research literature (where others present twelve “traits” of creators I present sixty four, well categorized and ordered
fractally).  

  A Note on How Hundreds of Variables in the Models Below Contribute to This Research

As the reader peruses the models below, especially the seven of them included in the 4 Cycle model, the large number of creativity variables
included in them may overwhelm.  How can decent research include or cover in any way so many variables?  This article makes the argument
that letting researchers edit out hundreds of such variables is, sometimes, less valid than letting creators do that editing by selecting certain
creativity dynamics (question finding dynamics, darwinian systems categories, etc. below) and not selecting others, by repeating such selec-
tions (the same item reappearing in several different guises in a questionnaire) hence measuring creator consistency of recognition of particu-
lar dynamics chosen.   In a way, this research is designed to get creators to map for us, what dynamics they recognize and do not recognize,
which they use and do not use, and which interest them and do not interest them.  When years of research does not converge--that is, research
lacks cumulativeness--we are forced to appeal to research subjects for focus, of certain sorts.  Such creator selecting of factors is not all of this
research, by any means, but it is an important part.  I depart in doing this, from past research practice, wherein qualitative interviews were
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made of creative people for finding what factors they mentioned as helping or hindering their creativity.   My experience with such inter-
views was discouraging--creative people, however creative they were, mentioned only a very few factors while clearly showing evidence of
being influenced by a great many others, that they neglected to mention.   Self reports by creators are neither reliable nor valid.   Recognition
of factors, with prompts in the form of questionnaire items, repeatedly presented in different formats and contexts, might be easier and more
complete than self report stories about past creative projects with their casual mentions of factors, I believe.  That questionnaires thus con-
structed “educate” respondents, peaking their interest, is a side profit.  

Creative Practice Needs Some Creativity
Via my own work as an innovator and via interviews over the last five years with dozens of creative people I have noticed not only some
lackings in the research literature on creativity but some lackings in how creative people achieve their current levels of creative functioning.
That may sound a little bold, but it is not if you consider my earlier background building expert systems of some of the world’s leading
experts.   Finding their heuristic rules of design and turning them into functioning software exposed me, at a minimum, to a very detailed
model of how these expert people worked and how that way of work differed from how novices in their field worked.   Studying creative
people after years of such expert system building, benefited from exposure to heuristics used by a great number of experts in very different
fields of work (Chi et al, 1988).  With that background, it was inevitable that I noticed particular heuristic rules or ways of being creative
untried by some of the people I interviewed.  Over the years, in a few cases, a few suggestions I made, during the interview process, got
remembered and actually applied, with good, in some cases, great results.   Clearly, already very creative people could fairly easily become
even more creative if they were exposed to which creativity dynamics others used but they did not, in the right, approachable way.  Also my
background included study, in Japan, of total quality techniques of two Deming Prize winner companies, for best quality.  World best busi-
ness processes for all sorts of design, invention, research, patenting, customer understanding, production, marketing procedures were
encountered and modeled in detail in this work.  It was inevitable that exposure to such benchmark processes showed me particular work
arrangements dozens of times more productive, inventive, and powerful than competitor arrangements.   I found that nearly all other compa-
nies I visited were impressed and willing to pay me for casual observations I had made at these world leading quality companies.   Clearly,
already very creative firms could fairly easily become even more creative if they were exposed to particular creative dynamics from world
best procedures elsewhere for relevant functions of work.   

I have talked to not a few other researchers who interview creative people and realize that I am not alone in this experience.  Indeed, most of
them also report that there are great obvious approaches to heightening creativity staring various types of creative people in the face, but
without much recognition or result as yet (Chi et al, 1988).   For example, nearly all of us found not a few artists locked into rigid dislike of
conceptual ways of thinking, believing that following their own feelings and intuitions would be jeopardized by conceptual, self-conscious
mapping or exploration of any sort.  They have a point--creativity research has found the “wandering without goal” outperforms at key
points in creative processes “goal directed search”.  However, by ruling out conceptual work nearly entirely  their next works exhibited one
conceptual innovation out of a entire space of possible such innovations, that, because they refused self conscious exploration of it, went
unexplored.  The result, in not a few instances, was quite pedestrian novelty achieved in their work compared to responses by peers and
competitors who envisioned the same space but explored more possibilities in it.  Bias for intuition to the exclusion of conceptualization is
one way creators limit or ruin their creative potential.   

Similarly, we found corporations, having myriad discussions about what new products to launch into markets, without anyone participating
in any of those discussions having a well ordered complete model of all the types of products in such markets that their company had never
launched but that others had.   Nor did any of the people in any of these discussions have well ordered complete models of what dissatisfied
customers the most with critical present product offerings, by their company and competitors (Greene, Journal, March, 1998).   Thus each
discussion participant operated using six or seven favorite ideas held tightly in their own minds, rather than the fifty or ninety similar such
ideas really there in the domain to be thought about.   This “folk focus” comes from lack of mental tools for handling fifty ideas as fast and
accurately as people now handle six or eight, though such tools have been around for decades if not centuries.    Refusal or ignorance of
tools for structural thinking is another way creators limit or ruin their creative potential.   

Creative people may benefit from comprehensive maps of all the mental operations (or social ones) used by creative people anywhere so
they can spot ones that might improve how they create.   Creative practice as now done is done at surprisingly low levels of thoroughness
and depth of application of relevant creative process dynamics.   There is much room for more “creative” ways of being creative.  The
research in this article is designed to provide tools that allow creators to see, on comprehensive maps of creative dynamics, question finding
dynamics, extended mind tool types, and the like where they are compared to where other creators are.   This type of research result may
allow creators to rapidly improve their creativity approaches.   Not excluded from that is inventing new approaches not on any of our current
models or maps.   

A particular glaring weakness in creative practice is the lack of self-conscious application of various models of the creation process by cre-
ators.  None of the famous design colleges in the world teach creativity dynamics for one stark example.  Very few of the creators I inter-
viewed had three or more different models of what “creating” was that they applied to enrich and redirect their own creative work.  Instead,
they all tended to have just one favorite personal model that, because it had worked once or more in the past, had become their personal god,
rejecting jealously all other creative process gods.   It is hoped that creators studying or in other ways exposed to the model of 42 creativity
models below, will find it helps them improve their creativity.   

A Model of 42 Models of Creativity
The figure below presents seven types of models, with six models in each type.  That makes a total of 42 models presented.  In some cases,
however, what I present as one of the 42 models is really a family of highly similar or related models.   I make these exceptions clear in my
explanations below, often mentioning the particular related models represented as one here.   Note not all of the models in this model are
explicit in current research on creativity.   In quite a few cases I created explicit forms of models now implicit in the creativity, innovation,
or expert-novice differences literatures.   Also, as I present the 42 models in this model in order, below, I make clear which of the 42 consti-
tute the seven subsumed by my 4-Cycle Model of creativity that this article presents.  Note my 4-Cycle Model is a Garbage Can type model,
similar to the famous Amabile model (Amabile,1996) and Woodman’s famous innovation model (Woodman et al, 1993).  

The seven types of models are numbered from one to seven.   There is a progression from global, complex, collections of many things to
particular, local, specific small numbers of things as you move from number one to number seven.  The catalog type includes models that
are collections of large numbers of factors said to affect creativity or to constitute creation itself.   The mind type includes models of partic-
ular processes or entities in the mind that “do” creating.   In between these extremes are progressively less numerous and vast types of mod-
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els.   Catalog and blend models concern numerous factors.   Social and system models concern less numerous sets of factors.   Purity, self, and
mind models contain the fewest numbers of factors.    

I am going to use this model of models to justify, partially, the selection of seven particular models to include in my own “garbage can type”
model, the 4 Cycle Model.   Later, when I present details of the seven particular models thus selected, I will make it clear that my first use of
their details, for research, will be a kind of recognition mapping use--I will ask research subjects whether they recognize particular model
details/dynamics as things that are important parts of their own creation work, creation environment, and so forth or not.   I intend to get
research subjects to tell me what particular dynamics are part of their creating.  Doing this as recognition work is easier on research subjects
than getting them to, for the first time in their lives perhaps, describe in immense detail what they do and how they do it.  There will be more
on this use of the model within my 4 Cycle Model issue later in this article.  

  Catalog Type: Model 1, the Recommendations Model

This model was produced by taking the specific recommendations made by twenty one famous creativity researchers (Csikszentmihalyi,
1996; Gardner, 1993; Amabile, 1996; Runco, 1997 plus others), on how to make oneself more creative, grouping them by similarity, grouping
those groups, ordering super-groups, copying that ordering with subordinate groups, and with individual recommendations.  The result is a
model of creativity as creating a creative life then using it to make creative works.   Making interior room, making exterior room, seeking par-
adox, and mental travel are the components of making a creative life.   Creating a creation machine, thinking, conquering, and managing
emergence are the components of creating creative works.   128 recommendations are organized into two sets of 16 categories in this model.  

This model has been tested against 12 of the leading models in the research literature on creativity, by submitting them to extremely creative
people, without context or explanation, and waiting for spontaneous responses of the tested creator.   Only this model produced strong state-
ments of self recognition and intense further scrutiny of details in the model.   The other 11 models produced distinctly “ho-hum” responses.
This model, therefore, fulfills one of my criteria for making an improvement in the overall creativity research literature, presented above.  For
further information on this model see the book written on it (Greene, 2001).
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It was work on building this model that gave rise to an unexpected new model of creativity--the subcreations model.  That is explained
below under the subcreations model listing.  

  Catalog Type:  Model 2, the Traits Model

This model was built by taking all statements of traits of creative works, people, societies from recent creativity research publishings, and
grouping them, grouping those groups, ordering super-groups, copying that ordering with groups, and with items within groups (Arendt, 85;
Bartholomew, 1989; Campbell, 1986; Boorstin, 1992; Barron et al, 1999; Greene, Journal, Sept. 1999; and others).   Some 722 individual
traits were treated in this way to produce a final model of 64 types of creativity traits.   

The model has four main categories, each of which has four subcategories (each of which has four traits):  variation (problem finding, brico-
lage, violation, and ingenue), combination (metaphor, abstraction, index events, and multiple worlds), selection (counter intuition, articu-
late, aesthetics, saturated fields), and reproduction (explanatory power, tool and frame invention, question invention, and zeitgeist).   

  Catalog Type: Model 3, the Question Finding Model

This model comes from a number of books and articles that have investigated how creative people select what to solve, what to invent, what
to paint, what to work on (Runco, 1994; Root-Bernstein, 1989; Petroski, 1998; Greene, Journal, Sept. 1999).   Each book and article sug-
gests ways of finding good questions that differ from the others.  I collected all such suggestions that I could find, grouped them by similar-
ity, grouped groups, ordered top level supergroups, copied that ordering on lower levels, till a 64 item model of ways that creative people
use to find good questions to work on resulted.  

There are four primary groups, each having four subgroups: find opportunity gaps (by reversing enthusiasms of various sorts, depersonaliz-
ing phenomena in your field, undoing successes of the past, and expanding models), find leverage points (by fully representing phenomena,
socially indexing questions and capabilities, seeking intersecting trends, indexing in your mind), change representations of things (by
changing measures, scales, what is foreground and what is background, and models), and changing logic (by proving relations among
things, finding unlikely implications, unifying disparate phenomena, and applying things from one field to a different field’s problems and
opportunities).  

  Catalog Type: Model 4, the Darwinian System Model

This model is the result of combining two simpler models--Csikszentmihalyi’s systems model (Feldman, 1994) with Simonton’s darwinian
model (Simonton, 1999; Bentley, 1999; Greene, Journal, Sept. 1999).   It is a matrix having four darwinian operators as column titles--vari-
ation, combination, selection, and reproduction, and having four systems levels of society as row titles--person, work, field, and domain.
As there are too many types of creative “work” to generalize usefully across, that row is eliminated in practice, leaving four columns by
three rows, or twelve boxes in the final matrix.  Characteristics of that level (row) that foster the creative function (column) are filled in.
This is useful as it moves us beyond thinking only that traits of individual persons or the interiors of their minds count for being creative.
Traits of fields of people who evaluate, criticize, and fund domains of knowledge and practice as well as traits of the knowledge itself of a
domain can foster or hinder creativity.   Also, it is not “creativity” in general that is fostered in this model for four particular functions of
being creative:  generating variants, combining variants, selecting “winning” variant combinations, and reproducing those winning combi-
nations.   This simultaneous movement of pluralizing “the creator” and “creation process” contents is a simple but immensely important
improvement in creativity research overall.  

I built this matrix then searched through 50 recent creativity books for traits appropriate for each of its twelve boxes.   

  Catalog Type: Model 5, the Combined Thought Types Model

There are a number of people and studies that have suggested that creativity is either certain particular types of thinking done unusually
intensively or unusual combinations of ordinary types of thinking (see Sinnott in Adams-Price, 1998 on postformal thought types; Allwein
and Barwise, 1996).  A few less plentiful studies suggest the creativity is the result of special types of thought.   The problem with these
models, overall, is their technical “technician” cast.   Their “types” of thinking tend to be specific ways of generating variants, combining
variants, evaluating and selecting them, and propagating them.   The drive, fanaticism, motivation, and elan of actual creative people never
seem to show up as particular types of such thought.   It is striking in the literature how types of thinking are offered (lateral, metaphoric,
spiral, buy low sell high, dialectic, and so on) without a single one of those types being something that generates courage, drive, persistent
effort or any of the other most obvious differences between creative people and highly intelligent uncreative people.   One recent such
flawed offering (Root-Bernstein, 1999) suggests observing, imaging, abstracting, pattern recognizing, pattern forming, making analogies,
body thinking, empathizing, thinking in dimensions, modeling, playing, transforming, and synthesizing.  It is hard to find morale, drive, per-
sistence, dogged determination, courage, immense productivity, countering conventions, in any of those types of thought.   This is surely a
blind spot, either in these types of models or in our repertoires of types of thinking.  

The form of this model, therefore, presented here includes types of thinking for various fundamental dimensions of being creative--novelty,
non-conformism, ruthless opportunism, persistent effort, and so forth.  These types are much broader than the lists usual in the literature
which have a narrow technocratic bias, as if being creative were problem solving or clever thinking.   Edison is a great example.   Light bulb
material 9999 failed and he tried material 10,000--what type of thinking was involved in that persistence of effort?   It was probably nothing
the least bit technocratic or clever.   

  Catalog Type: Model 6, the Garbage Can Model

There are several of these in the research literature on creativity (Amabile, 1996; Ford and Gioia, 1995; Woodman et al, 1993).   Amabile
has one with domain skills, creation skills, and task motivation skills applied to four steps of a process--problem identification, preparation,
response generation, and validation/communication.   Immediately you can see this is a theory of creative individuals, not a theory of what
makes entire fields, domains, and societies creative.   Woodman, looking at innovation in work organizations, has another one of work moti-
vation, task environment, organization factors, personal capabilities, and like factors.   What characterizes such garbage can models (and
what gives them this name) is, if you take “creativity” entirely out of such models and substitute “being father”, “managing a small group”,
“founding enterprises”, “handling personal problems” or virtually any other social phenomena, the factors in the model make just as much
sense.   Garbage can models explain creativity by applying to it an entire panorama of different factor types that could just as easily apply to
any humanly achievable social function.   There is nothing all that specific to creativity in the models of “what causes creativity” that they
propose, hence their name.   “Kitchen sink” would be an equally good name, some have said.   

In my opinion, therefore, what needs to happen to improve garbage can models in general, is the inclusion in them of factors so specific to
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creativity that the models, with those factors included, would not be equally good for any other general social capability that people have.   In
this article I propose my own garbage can model--the 4 Cycle Model--but it differs from Amabile’s and Woodman’s and other garbage can
models in the factors particular to creativity that it includes.   First, I include subcreations as what career-environment-workstyle variables
directly impact.   Subcreations are all the little preparatory creations of lifestyle and work tools that precede actual creation of a major creative
“work”.  Second, I include effects of environment factors on each of the population automaton model’s key populations involved in creativity
(populations of candidate problems, possible points of leverage, candidate solution approaches, failed solution approaches, possible reasons
for solution approach failure, and so on).  Third, I include environment effects on each of the ten key functions in the insight process model,
which presents a five by five matrix of 25 steps in generating any insight.   Fourth, I include models of creative functions (dynamics), question
finding functions (dynamics), ordered into particular creative processes by creators.   In these and other ways, my “garbage can” model
attempts to suggest factors that could not equally well be applied to nearly any human social endeavor.  It is that particularity that is lacking in
existing garbage can models, I feel.  

  Blend Type:  Model 7, the Culture Mixing Model

This model is one of my favorites.   In its pure form, it says that creativity is merely the work that comes from people who simultaneously live
and work in half a dozen or more cultures (Segel, 1987; Rothschild, 2001; Paz, 1995; Greene, Journal, March, 2000; Detert et al, 2000;
Munch and Smelser, 1992; Taylor, 1998).   A Jewish scholar, trained in math but working in physics, born in Germany but working in Swit-
zerland, married but an adulterer, graduated with a doctorate but working as a government office clerk, for example, embodies five conflicted
cultures within him--religion, discipline, nationality, sexuality, and profession.   Such was Einstein.   In its pure form this model says that ordi-
nary work, attempted by people embodying many culture differences simultaneously, nearly inevitably ends up being things creative.   The
more the cultures conflicted, the greater their clash and conflict, the greater the creativity that results.   In its less pure form, this model sug-
gests creativity occurs when incompatible value systems intersect, when cultures clash.   The diversity of what clashes and the detail and thor-
ough-goingness of their interaction both independently determine the creativity of the result of their clash.  

  Blend Type, Model 8, Discipline Combinatorics

This model of creativity holds that nearly all creativity comes from viewing the matters of one domain from the vantage point of things in
another, often quite different domain (Braczyk et al, 1998; Brown and Duguid, 2000; Berger, 1991).   It is striking how collaborative teams
who win Nobel prizes and other recognitions of creativity, often combine just such different domains (John-Steiner, 2000).   It is also striking
how the immensely surprising and unsurpassable results of a creative person in a domain, shrivel into commonsense applications when you
see how they took ordinary methods from one field and merely routinely applied them to a field normally not related to that other field at all.
I keep thinking of Clifford Geertz, the famous anthropologist, applying text analysis techniques, taught to nearly all undergraduate majors in
literary criticism, and by applying them instead of to novels to accounts of rites and rituals of a society, he achieved global fame and honors.   

  Blend Type, Model 9, the Trait Balancing Model

The literature on creativity often in the past degenerated into vast collections of “noticings”.  These often took the form of “traits” that cre-
ative people or works were supposed to have.  As such collections of traits got published and republished, people started noticing patterns
among the traits.   In particular, a great number of traits of creative people and work took the form of inverted “U” functions--too little of
some value and no creativity resulted, too much of the same value and no creativity resulted.  At some intermediate value, creativity was opti-
mal.   Originality is one such trait--too much of it and people reject the work as outrageous and outside the discipline; too little of it and people
reject the work as derivative and something anyone could imagine or do.   Over the years a great number of such inverted “U” functions have
been noticed (Andersson, 1997; Adams-Price, 1998; Greene, volume 2, 2002; Simonton, 2001; Steptoe, 1998; Sternberg, 1988).   

  Blend Type, Model 10, the Paradox Balancing Model

People have long noticed how creative people and creative works tend to simultaneously embody opposites (Lewis, 2000; Shaw et al, 1994).
Creative people have been noticed to pursue and show interest in opposites as well.  Jansian thinking has been suggested as the name of this
trait--the ability to simultaneously embody opposites.   Creative people seek out anomalies, errors, paradoxes, and contradictions.   They perk
up and show excitement at what frustrates and irritates the rest of us.   When something that should have worked fails to work, creative people
wake up and launch themselves with real curiosity to track down the cause.   The unexpected has an inviting aspect to them.   This is a feature
repeated on many different size scales.  

The paradox balancing models suggest that creativity is nearly always the combining of opposites.   Einstein by making a speed absolute (the
speed of light in a vacuum) made time and space, energy and mass, gravity and momentum relative.  Old paradoxes get resolved by new par-
adoxes.   The paradox before Einstein was that movement through “ether” had no effect on light’s speed in a vacuum.   The paradox after Ein-
stein was that ether, and hence, absolute time and space, did not exist, being replaced by space-time, energy-mass, and gravity-momentum
contiuua where movement through space affected time, energy became mass, and gravity became momentum.   That is why some creations
are so difficult to accept--they resolve one paradox but by creating a new one.  

  Blend Type, Model 11, the Scale Blending Model

The history of science has been extensions to larger scales and smaller scales.  Invention of measures and instrumentation preceded invention
of better theories and explanations in most cases (Wallace and Gruber, 1989; Barrow, 1992, 1998; Bossomaier,and Green, 1998).   Neuropsy-
chology today bursts with results for a few years as new instruments allow the brain’s operations to be seen and measured then languishes as
researchers wait for invention of still better instruments.   The Scale Blending model of creativity sees creativity as nearly always consisting
of paying attention to larger or smaller, faster or slower, more complex or simpler scales than others or society as a whole does.   Creation is
an operation on scales.

In its simplest form this model sees globalization of thought and topic leading to greater and more precise detail of thought and application.
By going global we open up new locals and aspects of the local.   Similarly, we can discover things in a locale only at the cost of undoing our
most global and sweeping beliefs and idea commitments.  

  Blend Type, Model 12, the Fractal Marketing Model

Imagine making a package for something, with the package nearly as creative as the something.   Imagine now making a package as creative
as the something.  Now, imagine making the package more creative than the something.  Now imagine the package as the something.  This is
the fractal marketing model of creativity.  All creativity, according to this model, is marketing of society to itself, or rather a part of society to
society (Ghiselin, 1952; Bhide, 2000).   If I identify better benefits, better features, better ways to use, better results of use, of the speed of
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light in a vacuum, then perhaps I come up with Einstein’s theory of special relativity, for example.  Creating is telling society what features
and benefits to really attend to in something, in lieu of existing features and benefits attended to conventionally.   This is the pure form of
this model.  An extended form of this model says creators inevitably market ideas to fields in charge of domains of knowledge.   Some cre-
ations are simply the same marketing done by the same person but to a different generation of the field, resulting in the work being declared
“creative”.   Some creations are simply the same marketing done by a different person to the same field, resulting in the work being declared
“creative”.   Some creations are different marketing of the same work, the marketing done by the same person to the same field, resulting in
the work being declared “creative”.   Changes in marketing spill over to the work itself, as the creator sees it differently through trying to
communicate it better to the field that evaluates it.  Such spill overs foster “invention” of new things but the driver is often marketing an idea
to a field differently, rather than inventing a new thing to market.   

In a way Einstein marketed the speed of light differently, downgrading “ether” as an illusory feature of the light-mass-energy-gravity-time-
momentum system.   

  Social Type, Model 13, the Community of Ideas Model

In some ways this is the most elemental of the social models of creativity.   This model sees creativity as the result of a social process, not
between people, but a social process between ideas (Greene, volume 2, 2002; Calvin, 1996).   Its components are conferences, dialogs, mar-
riages, divorces, partnerships, competitions, mediation, and like functions between ideas.   It models creation as the result of the social life
that ideas have while inside individual minds and while shared by a community of competing or cooperating human beings.   

Subtly within this model is a split between ideas linked strictly to their origins in the world of perception and ideas, considered irrespective
of such links, associating purely with each other, inside minds or groups of minds.   The key ideas of this model are variables like “toler-
ance”, “boundary precision”, “idea mixer events”, that determine how much and how many and how well ideas associate with other ideas.
Ideas having rich social lives develop into creations; ideas having poor social lives, fail to create.

  Social Type: Model 14, the System Model

This model might be an obvious candidate for the next type of creativity models--the system models.  However, this model is really a social
model that gave rise to later systems models as an entire family of related creativity models (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996; Feldman et al, 1994).
In that way, this is a particularly fecund type of model.   This model introduced into creativity research the idea that fields of people judging
a domain could have traits that made them more or less creative, regardless of the traits of the creative individual people in that field.   Also,
the knowledge domains such fields administered might have their own traits that fostered or hindered creativity.   This model de-individual-
ized creativity research and opened up research into traits of fields and domains, where before it was only traits of creators and creative
works that were investigated.   

The key concepts in this model are person, work, field and domain.   Creativity is a social judgement process made by a group of people, the
field, responsible for a domain of knowledge, the domain, on the work done by an individual or group.   As a social judgement, creativity is
subject to all the group dynamics, persuasion, social psychology, culture, and other influences of any other human social activity.   

  Social Type, Model 15, the Social Computation Model

One of the more interesting social models of creativity, especially in a time when knowledge management, organizational learning, and cog-
nitive competitiveness are ascendant, is this social computation model (Salomon, 1999; Greene, Journal, Sept. 1998; John-Steiner, 2000;
Thompson et al, 1999; Greene, Journal, Sept. 2000).   Social computations are patterns of interaction among people, seen as computations--
input, processor, output, with the processor having layers (hardware, firmware, software) of code operations, each of which has input, pro-
cessor, and output--making the idea “computation” endlessly recursive, in principle.  As a boat navigates a channel, officers compare hap-
penings to plotted course and a series of formal and informal consultations among various parties on board occur till a course correction
results that saves the situation.   A new boss takes over an office and spends his first year fighting unexpected crises as workers under him
sabotage his every initiative, they seeing him as lacking the social skills and care for workers of their previous boss.   These are common
social phenomena that can easily be modeled as social computations--particular patterns of information disclosure and application among a
group of people.  

Creativity, seen as such a social computation, is not something individuals do (or “compute”).   It is a particular type of social computation.
What are its properties, that distinguish it from the boat being navigated and the boss being sabotaged?  Creativity as a social computation
involves the computation of what is unexpected, undeserved, un-founded in the existing group and its tendencies.   It is departure of the
group from its own norms and habits.   It is novelty breaking into the world, in spite of human fear, cowardice, selfishness, conservatism,
and narcissism.  Creativity is the social computation of courage, the courage to violate norms and traditions, first.   It is the social computa-
tion of directing that courage at unusual approaches to defining problems and solving them, second.   As a social computation, creativity
involves certain interactions reaching critical mass--the bursting forth of things from crowd phenomena--that would never occur under nor-
mal operation.   

  Social Type, Model 16, the Social Movement Model

A particular type of social computation computes a social trend or movement from supersaturated interests or frustrations among a popula-
tion of people (Marcus and Fisher, 1986; Greene, Journal, March 1997; Horsehairs, 1988; Goliard and D’andria, 1999; Arendt, 1985).
Invisible frustration or hope builds up till some tiny one initial event suddenly releases it in the form of a social movement.   (We can see
strong hints of non-linear systems phenomena here but this is not the place to notice or talk about them in detail, see the system type models
below).   If we take Einstein and Picasso as exemplars, the social movement model can be easily seen.  Picasso virtually designed, launched,
and managed his own pro-Picasso social movement among artists and art buyers.  For years he gave away hundreds of his works, then later
toured Europe setting up exhibitions locally of works local people had in their possession.   He distributed his works, then formed those
local clumps of works into publicity through local exhibitions, upping his profile and the value of his well-distributed works.  Einstein did
not release three scientific papers and sit back letting people respond.  He very actively toured and talked, working tirelessly to get others to
convert to his new way of seeing the physics of the world.   He recruited people constantly to relativity, rather than standing back and letting
the discourse take its own way.   It took this organizing to get critical masses of interest sufficient to fund major tests of his theory (like the
1919 star’s gravity bending light rays test).  

One of the very best examples of this model is Sigmund Freud.   He had the choice of persuading practitioners in his field or creating his
own field.  He chose the latter and after ten years of effort, succeeded in creating a new field of psychoanalysis, more or less by social move-
ment building tactics.    
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Creative works are small scale or large scale social movements in this way.   They are not “let’s change the world” type social movements but
rather “the world has changed into this new way” type (or “let’s see the world this way, not that old way”).   

It is worth noting that Kuhn’s famous paradigm change model of the history of science, can be re-expressed quite well and simply in creativity
as social movement form.   When latent frustration with models in a field rises greatly even tiny “inventions” may spawn massive defection
from such models in favor of entirely new ones.   

  Social Type, Model 17, the Space Sharing (or Collaboration) Models

The system model broke the individualist spell that had limited creativity research for generations.   It got people interested in seeing the com-
munal, social nature of creativity (Montuori et al, 1999; Casti, 1997; John-Steiner, 2000; Schrage, 2000; Horgen et al, 1999).   An offshoot of
this was the discovery of simultaneous discovery.  Nearly all of Einstein’s ideas had been around in the discourse of physicists--Einstein put it
all together in an especially cogent and coherent way.   DNA’s structure was being tracked down by a dozen labs, if Watson and Crick had
been a few months late, any of several labs would have announced the same finding they did.   The richness of intellect was at least as much
in these competing communities of people following similar interests as in individual creators among them. Collaboration models go back
over creation history and show how two or three people “discovered”, that is, did the work, that is now attributed to just one “creator”.   In
particular, they often show how women did the key work but their husbands or lovers took the credit.   

Related to these collaboration models are models of space sharing, which may be more fundamental and explain collaborations.   The space
that is shared is intellectual space--a common set of ideas and operations on ideas.  People who share such spaces collaborate and compete
within them.   They extend them and occasionally break off from them or fuse them.   Particular physical places--a coffee shop, for example-
-or other tools--internet news groups, for example--may define, amplify, or modify such shared spaces.   For designers new CAD tools and
models often constitute such shared intellectual spaces, unifying and uniting discourses, making ideas come to the attention of similarly inter-
ested others.   Collaborations, among colleagues sharing an office or a marriage, are a subset of such shared spaces, perhaps.   Intensely shar-
ing such intellectual spaces is enough to cause creation in these models.  

  Social Type, Model 18, the Participatory Art and Design Models

Many people have noticed how performance has been stripped from ordinary lives and concentrated in immensely rich “talents” in Holly-
wood and other entertainment centers.   Millions and tens of millions of families do not perform, do not have members performing for each
other--all gather around broadcast instruments, like TVs, and watch others perform.  Ordinary lives thus stripped of the expressive possibili-
ties of performance turn hatefilled, bitter, or suicidal at times.  Explosive rages run unchecked.   All because ordinary feelings are not tapped
constructively in regular chances to perform before friends and family.   This paucity of performance is also a paucity of art.  Society and its
members lose the chance for reflection and recognition of what is going on in self and others (Greene, Journal, February, 1999).   

The participatory art and design models of creativity view creativity this way too--as something tragically concentrated in immensely famous
and rich “talents” at a cost of stripping it from ordinary lives.   They see the structures of civilization as designed to produce such concentra-
tions of creativity in a few at the cost of stripping it from nearly everyone.   They identify the potentials everyone has for being creative and
test channels for developing “everyman” creativity that can rival “lone rare genius” creativity (Montuori et al, 1999; Segel, 1987; Green,
1986; Kohn, 1993).   Much of this involves group forms of invention, group forms of imagining, that violate the myth of the individuality of
creation (Michelangelo, for example, had his work specified, checked, and corrected by committees of concerned citizens, rather than doing
what he wanted alone).  

  System Type, Model 19, the Non-Linear Systems Model

There are quite a few people who believe this is the ultimate theory of creativity.  Its scope is enormous--the origins of the universe, the ori-
gins of life itself, the origins of Darwin’s natural selection process (which invented human beings among myriad other life forms), the origins
of artificial life forms that humans design, and so forth (Casti, 1991; Davis, 1987; Axelrod and Cohen, 1999; Bak, 1996; Bailey, 1996; Schell-
ing, 1978; Schon and Rein, 1994).   I believe a more ultimate (and simpler one) the Adjacent Beyond model exists (it is number 23 in this
model of 42 models).  

The non-linear system model perhaps comes from personal computing becoming widely and inexpensively available.  For the first time in
history, direct non-linear models of phenomena could be built and analyzed, the calculations handled by personal computers.  Linear simplifi-
cations were no longer necessary.   Non-linear models could handle dynamics--the evolution of situations through time.  As soon as non-linear
modeling became available, people discovered very powerful things.  For example, simulations of simple hunter gatherer societies through
millions of simulated years showed the appearance of banking, currency, and interest rates without any individual “human” in the simulation
designing or planning them.   These institutions simply “emerged” from local people interacting over myriad years.   

The concepts of non-linear systems models--phase space, trajectories in phase space, attractors that pull trajectories together, strange and peri-
odic attractors, catastrophes that switch trajectories from going towards one attractor in phase space to going towards another, the butterfly
effect of trajectories vanishingly close together at start ending up at entirely different attractors--have percolated throughout society and each
academic discipline at the end of the 20th century.  Neural nets, genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, I-sing models, boolean nets and
other particular techniques of non-linear modeling are included.   In all of them, results can suddenly emerge that no one element in the sys-
tem planned, designed, or intended.   Interactions on one scale can lead to entirely unexpected results on other size scales.   This is “auto-
matic” creativity of a powerful sort, that makes it look like immense creations might arise without the need for particular “genius” humans to
invent them.   Interaction patterns left on-going for long enough might be enough to “invent” and “create” banking, machinery, and electrical
systems.   I want to emphasize how abstract, general, powerful, and mysterious this new model of creativity is.   It differs in all these regards
from all the other models in this model of 42 models (save a few, dealt with in this “systems” section).  

  System Type, Model 20, the Darwinian Model

One of the non-linear model types is natural selection, the most creative process in the known universe, the one that invented human beings.
The simplest form of this model is the four operators--variation, combination, selection, and reproduction.   They capture a great deal of how
natural selection works.   Of course, elaborations of each and all of these is possible.  The subtlest dynamics of real world natural selection--
neutral drift, levels of mutation and selection, and so forth--can be included in such models (Langton et al, 1992; Simonton, 1999; Holland,
1995, 1998; Jacob, 2001; Kenrick, 2001).  Certainly, natural selection, as the most creative single process known, deserves serious treatment
as a model of more general creativity.  The problem is, what parts of real world animal-type natural selection to include and to exclude.   Sim-
onton at Harvard tried including truly random variation (mutation) in his model of all creativity inside human minds as natural selection
among ideas.  Yet there is much evidence that non-random variant generation plays a major role in nearly all human creativity.  Neurophysi-
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ologists invented models of thoughts competing inside brains in a natural selection process among neural “hexagon” areas.   It is hard to
know what to include and what to exclude in these models or how far to take them.   

  System Type, Model 21, the System Effects Model

Systems effects are a kind of inverse creativity.   Humans plan some intervention to change or improve a system and instead of what they
planned, unwanted side-effects dominate their planned for effects.  Such system effects are highly irritating and unwanted.  Their existence
attests to how little humans understand of the world they intervene in.   They are the creativity of the world overpowering the creativity of
people (Jervis, 1997; Richards, 1999; Sawyer, 1997; Axelrod, 1994; Barthes, 1983; Bonabeau, 1999; Epstein and Axtell, 1998).  Indeed, not
a few “discoveries, of humans, have come from observing unwanted side-effects and finding a use for them.  As such, they are genuine cre-
ativity and people have begun serious cataloging of their types and causes in the hope of someday deliberately generating the types of them
that they want, to change systems in designed ways.  Similarly, the ways that implementations fail are myriad and arise as unexpected side-
effects.   Careful cataloguing of them along with other system effects produces dozens of individual items--situational creativity types. 

  System Type, Model 22, the Surprise Model

There seem to be at least two entirely different sources of surprise.  One is system effects, unwanted and unexpected side-effects of interven-
tions that humans make in the world.  The other is unusual frameworks and analogies they produce that allow individual humans to see not-
so-strange happenings in utterly new and unusual contexts, producing surprising new relationships, potentials, and ideas.   It is the plurality
of frameworks inside the world that produces surprise in the first source and it is the plurality of frameworks inside individual minds that
produces surprise in the second.   If we combine both sources of surprise into a general theory of surprise we capture most of what creativity
is and produces (Casti, 1991; Douglar, 1984; Grint, 2000; Klahr, 2000; Axelrod and Cohen, 1999; Baron, 2000; Cowan et al, 1994; Johnson,
1995).   There is always surprise associated with creativity because creativity goes beyond expectations and conventions, by definition.   

  System Type, Model 23, the Adjacent Beyond Model

If we invent one new thing and add it to the world, it can be combined with some of all the previously existing things in that world.   Each
new thing added exponentially expands the total possible number of such combinations of things (Arthur, 1994; Kauffman, 1995; Kauff-
man, 2000).   Each such possible combination can be imagined and tested for utility or interest in various contexts.   Eventually some com-
binations are found exciting new creations, that, as soon as they are implemented in reality, exponentially combine with all previous items,
in turn, fostering still further “discovered” combination-inventions.   This “adjacent beyond” of all possible changes in the present that are
one step removed from it, grows exponentially as discoveries are made, due to the factorial nature of  the way they increase possible combi-
nations with existing things.   Thus any system capable of noticing new combinations and deploying them in its own midst, necessarily
becomes increasingly “creative” over time--whether this be sunspots, bacteria, or humans.   

In a way the adjacent beyond model is a more elemental version of the general non-linear systems model.  It identifies within that larger
framework a core that suffices to become a fourth law of thermodynamics--systems increase organization/complexity over time via
increased combinatorial possibilities everytime they develop a combination of their elements into a new functioning whole to deploy in their
midst.   

  System Type, Model 24, the Population Automaton Model

This model of creativity focusses on the various populations within creation processes (Greene, Journal, Sept. 1999).   There are populations
of possible problems, ways to represent problems, possible solutions, ways that particular solutions fail, possible modifications of any one
partially effective solution, and many others.  Creation in this model is the management (the non-linear management one would say) of such
populations.   The entire model, then, is a sequence of populations involved in creating and a set of non-linear operations to perform on
those various populations. 

What you manage in this model of creating is the process of something creative self-emerging, self-organizing from myriad interactions
within a particular population or where several populations intersect.   Managing self-emergence has its own paradoxic character--how do
you “manage” something that manages itself?   “Tuning” the interactions among items is the answer--you tune the interactions till wanted or
pleasantly surprising results emerge.   There are various parameters of any system you can thus tune--degree of connectedness, degree of
diversity, degree that certain forms of initiative are distributed throughout the system, and so forth.  

  Purity Type, Model 25, the Subcreations Model

It is striking when you interview creators how much they created before creating their main creative works.   You see how they created cer-
tain styles of life, tools for work, schedules, associations of friends, samples of experiences that preceded and prepared the way for later
“creative works”.  It is natural to wonder whether these subcreations are true for all creators, essential (if you prevent them you prevent peo-
ple becoming creative), and are grounds for initial practicing of skills that later make the person famous as a creative being.   

The subcreations model holds that subcreations are the primary path toward becoming creative (Greene, volume 1, 2001; volume 2, 2002).
All creators make inventions of lifestyle, workstyle, workplace, associations that precede their major creative works and prepare the way for
them.  Research on the amount, types, and evolution of these subcreations before creation needs to be undertaken.   

In the past, some people ignored subcreations--seeing them as the results of creators toying with their internal “creative” capabilities.   How-
ever, interviews of creative people shows a clear development path each domain of subcreation has undergone, as more and more “inven-
tion” gets deployed to it.   For example, slight oddnesses of family life arrangements grow and get suddenly amended until the creator, in
mid-career, ends up with highly unusual family life arrangements, that have been in some ways optimized to make room for his or her main
creative work.  

  Purity Type, Model 26, the Productivity Model

A number of researchers have insisted that there are no extraordinary cognitive processes involved in great creativity (Klahr and Simon,
2001; Simonton, 1999).   Creative people deploy ordinary cognitive processes, the same as we all use, but they do them faster, more accu-
rately, or simply they do more of them, combined better, than we do.   A more specific version of this argument holds that creativity is just
productivity of certain cognitive and social sorts.  Once you reach a certain level of productivity in doing certain cognitive and social pro-
cesses, you automatically end up doing a number of creative things and making a number of creative things.   Creativity is sheer productiv-
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ity here.   A solid support for this model is the data from research studies indicating that creative people are incredibly more productive than
less creative people.   That data hints at a role for productivity in creativity but it does not show directly that simply achieving certain sorts of
productivity suffices to make one creative.   

Nevertheless, when interviewing creative people, I was struck, again and again, at particular tiny cognitive operations that they performed
incredibly fast or thoroughly.   There were all sorts of small particular mental processes that were done much more productively by the cre-
ative people I interviewed than by ordinary people I knew.  

  Purity Type, Model 27, the Performance Model

All creativity is performance before an audience of one’s field--the people, including peers, who judge contributions to a domain, in this
model.  As such, we can borrow what is known about performance elsewhere--singing, concerts, high performing teams, leadership “perfor-
mances”--and apply such ideas in order to understand creativity.  Two stances dominate such borrowings from other performance types--the
anthropological stance and the theological stance of performing.   The anthropological stance during performing sees self and audience as
transmitting cultural elements, modifying other cultural elements, and raising questions about still other elements during each performance.
The performer him or herself takes an anthropologist’s stance towards the audience--seeing the flaws and benefits of their beliefs and posi-
tion, seeing their fatedness trapped as they are inside their own beliefs and traditions.  The performer evokes some sort of wider human,
deeper human, wider possibilities for living, longing for deeper ways of living, from the audience.   The theological stance is the performer
finding, embodying, and releasing the audience’s longing to be rid of the constraints and sufferings inherent in the human condition.  The per-
former draws people out of their loyalty prison of normalcy into a consciousness of how their daily consciousness imprisons them.   These
two movements--the performer seeing the trapped fatedness of the audience inside the limitations of its beliefs and worldviews, and the per-
former tapping into the audience’s longing to be free of the constraining trappedness of their ordinary consciousness--are part and parcel of all
creation.   All creators perform, whether with equations in physics, or gestures in dance, or notes in music, or transformed student lives in
higher education, in this way (Frank, 1988; Arendt, 1985; Kelly, 1994; Lestienne, 1995; May, 1975).      

  Purity Type,  Model 28, the Influence Model

Social psychologists tend to see creativity as simply one particular type of influence strategy (Davis, 1993; Frank, 1988; Barron et al, 1999;
Ford and Gioia, 1995).  It is influence by surprise, that is, by producing explosive disillusionment with existing frameworks.   Creative people
select some target community (the field Csikszentmihalyi would say), study up on its masterworks, traditions, and tools, then select some-
thing to contribute to the target community to shake it up, get it aroused in certain ways.   All steps and substeps in this process are managed
so as to influence a particular group.   All the tactics and accomplishments are deployed to achieve that influence, the intended change of the
group.   Creativity is an influence strategy, pure and simple, in this model.   This allows decades of detailed research results on how people
influence groups to be immediately deployed to explain creativity phenomena.  

The intellectual conditions, the social conditions, the competition conditions--all can be either favorable or unfavorable at some point in time
for shaking a community up with exciting new contributions.   Creative people often shop around for fields ready for such influence.   They
latch on the first such field whose “contribution” skill requirements match their own personal interests in what skills to develop in themselves.   

  Purity Type, Model 29, the Investing Model

A rather cute commercialization of models of creativity is this investment model.   People buy low and sell high at the core of this model
(Robinson and Stern, 1997; Sternberg, 1995; Van de Ven, 2000).   In other words, people look in unlikely places that others have discarded,
ignored, or are biased against, find value there and deploy that value till impressive results produce a high “sales” price for the deeds thusly
achieved.  My problem with this model is, as just stated, it is shallow conceptually because the “buy low sell high” concept merely repeats
trite certainties already known about creativity for centuries--it involves unconventional surprising things.   As just stated it has no new con-
cepts to offer.   Its appeal is the idea of  “investing” as risk-based deployment of effort and resources.   Investing is exactly what creative peo-
ple do--in projects that may produce nothing in the end.   The fame and fortune that comes from some rare creative works but not many
equivalent-looking others is a surprise just as the fame and fortune that comes from some rare investments but not many equivalent-looking
others.   In this sense, creating is at least investing.  

A better model, I believe, that is true to this model’s intent, is an options-pricing model of creativity.   In options pricing people buy a right to
in the future trade something at a certain value/price.   It could be the right to sell at a certain price or the right to buy at a certain price.   It
could be when it rains next or when the first US female president is elected (or any other future condition specifiable in a contract form).  Cre-
ativity as options pricing is investment in something now for the sake of returns that may or may not eventuate at any of several possible
future dates.   One reason creative people tend to involve themselves simultaneously in parallel projects--networks of enterprise--is they know
very well the chances than any one project will produce a hit are small.  By managing a population of options-priced projects, they mix liberal
and conservative, long-term and short-term efforts optimally, given current likelihoods and information available about such likelihoods.  

  Purity Type, Model 30, the Information Design Model

From a knowledge management or organizational learning perspective, creativity is a property of how information is distributed among peo-
ple and within minds.   Structural holes, hubs in webs, worm holes across great spans of nets, and other structural features of distributions of
information might account for creations taking place.   Theory of this sort to explain the invention of venture businesses has already been
around for years with a few graduate students studying it in some detail (Burt, 1992; Watts, 1999; Brown and Duguid, 2000; Salomon, 1999;
De Rosnay, 200; Devlin, 1999; Lesser et al, 2000).   

Finding what structural features of information distributions correspond with or cause or assist creation and which hinder or prevent it is
important work in this model.   Part of that is learning how to represent information distributions abstractly and using those abstractions to
map real world such distributions and their differential results on creativity.   

Also, distributions within single minds are involved here.   Do they respond--that is produce creative works--when the same structural fea-
tures of the distribution that work for groups and societies are present or do they need different structural features of information distribu-
tions?  Of course the neuronal substrate of the mind differs greatly from the communities of humans substrates of social groups, but the
information design model suggests there may be topological, deployment process, patterns of flow as abstract similarities of the within-mind
and between-mind cases.  
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  Self Type, Model 31, the Courage Model

There are so many models of creativity that focus on the ways of thinking distinctive of it, that you can easily forget that we have as yet no
proof that any unusual ways of thinking are involved in it (remember the productivity model, for example).  Not many models concentrate
on the morale, the character, the drive, and the courage of creating.   The courage model was an early model of creativity, not followed up
with research (May, 1975; Munck, 2000; Piirto, 1998; Shaw et al, 1994).   

One of the great powers of this model is its critique of the Torrence  and other tests for creative mindsets.  These tests give people some
objects and ask them how many things they can make out of those objects, or how many uses for such objects can they imagine.  The total
number of such imagined uses and the cleverness of each and the breadth of fields and contexts touched on by them all are separate indica-
tors of the type of mentality that creative people have, so it is said.   However, pure disembodied cognitive capabilities never were closely
related to human performance as anyone knows who has raised a child (who knows what to do but stubbornly refuses to do it, even when it
is in his own self interest).  These traditional creativity tests omit the courage to actually follow a strange cognition when social forces, tra-
ditions, parents, one’s own background and preferences oppose one.   And the courage of facing one’s parents is different than the courage
of facing loneliness and the courage of facing heated opposition and backbiting colleagues.   Various courages are involved in creating, not
a single type.   

We can combine the productivity and courage models here by noting that ordinary cognitive processes if taken to very productive speeds
and accuracies then boosted by the courage to face and overcome various types of opposition, produce creativity.   

  Self Type, Model 32, the Anxieties Channeled Model

What are the greatest curiosities of humankind?  What are the questions that all lives struggle to answer?  Religions for eons monopolized
this area.  In the 20th century, immense tumult, war, disaster, nuclear threat and the like combined to cause ordinary people to invent philos-
ophies about what the anxieties are underneath all lives and how all lives face or hide from them.   Existentialism was one such major phi-
losophy, that has, to a large extent, percolated through common culture and entered ordinary human commonsense in more and more
nations, bypassing traditional religions and traditions and salving people lost in modern civilization’s materialism and individualism.   From
the greats of physics to the latest outrageous painting--creators tend to always tap one or more of the fundamental anxieties underneath all
lives (Cannon, 1994; Barrow, 1992; Campbell, 1986; May, 1975).   Breaking through to such deep layers of human fear and fascination is
one of the touchstones of all great creative works.  Einstein’s equations, remember, said the entire universe originated in an infinitesimally
small point that exploded into spaces with black holes a billions times heavier than our sun but the size of a thimbal--hardly emotionally
neutral or boring images for one example.  

The anxieties channeled model sees creativity as a two part process of using the present potentials of a domain so as to tap these layers of
deep abiding human anxiety and release that anxiety into constructive fascination or engagement.   Which anxiety gets tapped differentiates
creative works.   What present opportunistic features are used to tap that anxiety also differentiates creative works.   Creators view a field of
people and how their own works and attitudes are drawing them away from the fundamental anxieties of life.  They then devise works that,
like lightning strikes, reconnect the people of the field with life’s powerful deeps of hope and despair.   Creators are the emotional electri-
cians, rewiring practices and projects to keep spiritual currents flowing.  The courage model is quite close to this one as we can easily imag-
ine types of courage specific to each fundamental anxiety underneath life.  

  Self Type, Model 33, the Extended Self Development Model

When we meet a person and we find that what they say, do, and believe is easily predicted from where they were born and raised, we sense
not much of a person is there.   When we meet a person and find that nearly nothing they say, do, and believe can be thus predicted from
where they were born and raised, we sense a “lot of” person is there.   Being more of a person requires not being the simple product of what
raised you.   Something inside you made you a product of your own work and design, instead of a mere product of your various environ-
ments.  You made you in some serious sense if you are quite a bit of a person (Carrithers et al, 1985; Ferrari and Sternberg, 1998; Klar et al,
1992; Kegan, 1991; Carrithers, 1985; Dumont, 1986; Palombo, 1999).   Indeed, being a person means inventing your self, creating your self
instead of letting your environments create you alone.   Being a person means creating your self.  

With this idea that being a person is creating a self--perhaps as everyone’s very first and most important creation--we can see how creativity
in general might be modeled as extending self development.  Some people do not stop at making their own selves something they self-con-
sciously create, but they create a type of self that itself creates other selves and works.   They create a creative self type.   

Indeed, as a matter of fact, all creators succeed, by definition, in creating such a self.   What is more, many creative people have testified to
the satisfaction of how creative works speak for them to the world even when they, as people, are not around.   The power of creative works
to work in stead of persons is one of the main attractions of the creative way of life.   

Part of this is perhaps the elemental drive of people to distinguish them selves from one another.  The Greek polis was a community of such
agonal competitive striving for distinction.   The motive was immortality--the only form of it the world then knew of, having the story of
one’s great deeds repeated for generations by story tellers through the history of the community.   The extended self development model of
creativity extends self development to small democratic communities of immortalizing those selves through story telling and celebrating
great deeds done.   As soon as this is said, readers will notice how much this captures of the satisfaction a creator gets from any one creative
work released into the world--it becomes a deed that generates immortal stories that speak for the creator, extending his or her self, even
after he or she dies.  

  Self Type, Model 34, the Interest Ecstasy Model

Some people jump out of airplanes, climb deadly mountains, dive unaided to 70 or 100 meters below seas, and the like.  Researchers now
tell us many such people feel bored and uninterested in life when not engaged in highly risky stimulating endeavors.   They take risks in
order to “feel normal contentment” that the rest of us get from drinking a quiet Lafitte Rothschild in our easy chairs.   Whether that theory of
the brain chemistry cause of risk-taking lifestyles is true or not, the interest model of creativity is somewhat similar.   It holds that creative
people create primarily to stay interested in life.   They pursue not wealth, fame, or fortune, but interest.   They work for the sake of interest.
They often declare when a creative work is done that they did it because doing it was “interesting”.   

When creative people choose what field to contribute to (and therefore to study for years) they seek “interesting” fields.   When they select
what problems to work on in a field they seek “interesting” problems.   When they solve such problems they seek “interesting anomalies or
surprises” in solutions that should have worked.  When they eventually solve such problems their final solutions are “interesting” unex-
pected ones.    Creative people are driven to find and produce “interest”.  
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The “flow” models of creativity come here (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996; Green, 1986; see Van de Ven for a sociological level of the same flow
across organization units as a fluid dynamic coalition among people dropping in an out).   Creativity is, in these models, a kind of ecstasy of
fully deploying one’s capabilities, working beyond what capabilities one presently has, and balancing exquisitely dimensions of work and
attention to maintain a “flow” of divine-feeling “given” power that courses through one while “creating”.  One works “beyond” oneself.
Shocking realizations “come to” one.   Months or years of frustrated efforts suddenly dissolve into “given, entire, rapturous” solution.   

  Self Type, Model 35, the Career Invention Model

The world comes to us all pre-structured.   It has organizations and career paths among and through them.   Many people go over the structure
of the world and pick interesting parts of it to get involved with.   They design career paths to get them to those wanted roles in those wanted
parts of the world.   Other people peruse all of that but cannot get interested in it.  They want not to find career paths but to invent new ones,
possibly ending up in new careers, never seen before.   They want to invent careers for themselves.   This can happen within particular fields,
wherein a person does not pursue existing careers but rather tries to invent new ones.   

It is deeper than this.  When a person decides to not find or follow careers but invent them instead, that person decides to create.   Creating is
a kind of side-effect of inventing one’s own career and paths to it (Slivester, 1995; Runco and Richards, 1997; Young and Collin, 1992; Eikle-
berry, 1999; Svyantek and Brown, 2000; Young and Burgen, 1990).  The steps of inventing one’s own career and path to it are creations.   If,
instead, a person chooses to find and follow an existing career, the steps to it are not creations, for the career and the path to it are already
there, created by someone else earlier.   

In this model you research creativity by looking for what causes people to not follow existing careers.   So many writers, for example, have
said they became writers because they failed at becoming anything else.  You research how the imagined sequence of your created works will
establish the new career you want to invent.   

  Self Type, Model 36, the Performance Creativity Model

Earlier in this article, the performance model of creativity was presented.  It sees creativity as always a performance before audiences (Webb,
1998; Noice and Noice, 1997; Sawyer, 1997; Strasberg, 1987).   It sees the moves, the “acting”, the drama, and the music of creation before
that audience.   That model is not this model.  The performance creativity model concerns the creativity that is inside performing.   It is sort of
the inside out version of that outside-in “creativity as performance” model.  

Performance creativity involves staging, before an audience.   The field that judges creative works is often quite particular about what staging
they will accept.  Pick the wrong staging and they do not notice you.   Performance creativity involves the drama within one’s own work and
the drama across the sequence of works you generate.   It is often the drama that draws an audience into the work.  In this model of creativity
you study performance and the types of creation in it and then apply them generally to creativity in all its sorts.

  Mind Type, Model 37, the Insight Model

For many people and many years the stereotypical image of creation was “eureka”, sudden insights that come out of nowhere.   Actual
research has found that though insights indeed are sudden and though they often occur when the mind is semi-conscious not fully engaged,
they do not come from nowhere.  They occur, always, after months or years of intense work in an area, tracking down dozens of failed possi-
bilities, accumulating failed solution attempts.  In these well populated deserts of missing correctness and victory, insights occur.

The insight model of creativity presents both these parts--the desert of solution tries that do not work and accumulate maddeningly, and the
sudden appearance in the midst of such deserts of insights, sudden illuminations that show the way  to solution instantly (Root-Bernstein,
1989; Sternberg and Davidson, 1995; Holyoak and Thagard, 1995; Greene, Journal, Sept. 1999).  It breaks these down into steps in a process
of insight building and occurrence.  Insights are fractal in nature--they occur on various size scales.  Within larger insights are often smaller
insights.   Within long term ones are often many short term ones.   This model models all of these, on all size scales, with the same step by step
model.  In a way, this is the foundation of all process models of creativity.  Insight models, by breaking down “sudden illumination events”
into steps, began the break down of entire creative processes and careers into similar steps.  

  Mind Type, Model 38, the Cognitive Operator Extremes Model

Another mind type model of creativity is this one, the cognitive operator extremes model.  This is a model of ordinary cognitive operations
carried to extremes, of speed, accuracy, breadth, depth, and so forth.  Creativity occurs when one or several ordinary cognitive operations are
thus enhanced  (Petroski, 1998; Zeldin, 1983; Ward et al, 1997, 1995;  Wallace and Gruber, 1989; Smith et al, 1995; for fascinating neural net
brain hardware perspective on creativity see Elman et al, 1999 and do the exercises in Plunkett and Elman, 1997).   

This is hard to visualize without an example.   Consider people who glance through a twenty page chapter in a minute and come away with
200 main points, named in a complicated hierarchical order, from the article.   This seems like magic and certain people allow others to
believe that to be the case.   It is actually a structural way of reading that is taught in certain school systems.   It increases standardized test
verbal ability scores by hundreds of points, too.  When such a reading ability is deployed seriously to the literature on a certain deep topic in a
field of knowledge, creativity often results.  When such a skill is deployed along with several other different cognitive abilities carried to sim-
ilar extremes of performance, even more creativity results.  

This model is quite close to the productivity model.  It differs in its emphasis on cognitive skills and on extremes of performance that include
things beyond mere productivity.   Such extremes might include, for a reading skill example, marking every 20 lines of a book with which of
the ten key concepts from a theory of creativity, a theory of political negotiation, or a theory of self organizing systems dynamics they illus-
trate.   

  Mind Type, Model 39, the Making Sense Model

Imagine a person who simply does not get it.   He fails to understand answers that satisfy the rest of us.  He keeps in each encounter in life
running into beliefs, values, procedures, and ideas that do not make sense to him.  He lives in a world of inadequate models and failed expla-
nations.   He sees flaws and faults with even the most common, applauded, taken-for-granted, basic concepts in a domain.   As he struggles,
given this is the type of life he lives, to make sense of his world, a side-effect is immense creativity as he invents new explanations, proce-
dures, and ways of work that “make” sense to him (Ludwig, 1995; Giddens, 1991; Runco, 1994; Gognen, 1999; Junge, 1998; Taylor and van
Every, 2000).   This is the making sense model of creativity.

There are two parts of this model.  The first is a submodel of how to find unsatisfying all the existing concepts, procedures, and explanations
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of this world.   The second part is how to not despair at seeing all of this slop and flaw but how to, undaunted by it, courageously supply bet-
ter ideas, procedures, and explanations of ones own.   Creative people, according to this model, are merely people who won’t accept com-
mon applauded explanations that the rest of us accept as we grow up.   They are the ones who simply fail to “get it”.   Connections that work
for us, do not satisfy them.  Things that are answers to us are questions to them.  

  Mind Type, Model 40, the Hint Type Recognition Model

Sherlock Holmes is the illustration of this model that most people can most easily visualize and connect with.   Holmes lives in a world of
clues and hints.  Where we see nothing, he takes the most slight and quotidian objects and sees entire stories and sequences of actions.   This
model of creativity involves people who live in a world of fascinating clues, hints, conundrums, enigmas, mysteries, anomalies (Colcutt,
1981; Gardner, 1993; Henry, 1991; Grint, 2000; Hiber and Glick, 1993; Kanter et al, 1997; Rickards, 1999).   Scientists and artists too live
in worlds of clues and hints, suddenly chanced upon.  

This is saying that creativity is something like a large scale thorough-going dislocation of the perception process.   It is attention focussed on
anomalies, errors, failings, circular arguments, and other traces of partial understanding of reality.   It is like creative people see spaces
between objects where we see objects, they see the 5% flaw where we see the 95% adequate explanation, they see what fails to work where
we see what works.   Creative people live with a photographic negative view of the world.   Their perception is inverted in a way that makes
creating a natural outcome of how they perceive.   

  Mind Type, Model 41, the Experience Realization Forms Model

Some people know what they see, what they feel, what they experience.   Many such people are artists.  Where we see a tree, they see an
abstract branching process throughout the universe--rivers, trees, fingers, social networks (Flake, 2000; Dawkins, 1998; Pickover, 1995;
Paz, 1995; Strasberg, 1987; Smith and Carlsson, 1990; Macauley and Lanning, 1987; Hirschfeld and Gelman, 1994; Hobbs, 1999; Junge,
1998; for practical intelligence and tacit knowledge versions of this see Lave and Wenger, 1999; Nonaka and Teece, 2001; Sternberg and
Horvath, 1999; Tatsuno, 1990).   Some people tap into more direct, unmediated layers of experience, thought, and perception than non-cre-
ative people do.   Such people eventually try to give form to what they are experiencing.  The forms that they come up with are creations.
Creation is, to these people, merely giving form to what they have already realized about what they experienced.   Einstein is a good exam-
ple.  For him the most elemental explanations of physics, heard in schools, did not make sense.  He remember keenly exactly which con-
cepts, how, did not make sense to him.  His memory of his own experiences of something not-making-sense became the basis of later
imaginings of what might make sense there instead.   

Though creativity in the arts most naturally talks about experience this way and giving form to it, science is just as much this type of artistic
capturing of experience (only what is experienced differs).  

  MInd Type, Model 42, the Representational Topologies Model

The final model of creativity in this model of models sees creativity as changes of representations (Vallacher and Nowak, 1994; Sternberg,
1988; Casti, 1997; Caves, 2000; Ortony, 1993).   More specifically it sees creativity coming from changes in representation topology--the
geometric configuration of relations among entities in any representation.   If you represent “what is the problem” or “what is the opportu-
nity” of “what is to be solved” or “what is to be invented” in multiple ways, and if among those multiple ways are variations in the geomet-
ric pattern of how idea relates to idea within any given representation, then eventually such a change in representation topology will bring
you to a full solution.   

Each viewpoint, possibly from a different person, field, or area of knowledge, highlights different aspects of a situation.   Each such view-
point can stand somewhat inchoate till you do the imaginative work of turning it from a flash into a representation of what is there.  In the
details that appear from turning the applied viewpoint into a full representation of what is there, come essential hints, anomalies, and pat-
terns recognized that lead the way to full solution later.   The more such viewpoints that you apply, turning them into full representations, the
more of the situation gets made evident, visible, and apparent to the senses and intuition of the creator.   As the creator switches among these
full representations, patterns invariant across changes of representation appear as well as patterns dependent highly on which representation
you use.   These differences too lead to solving activity.  

Attractive Possible Future Combinations Among These Models
One of the 42 models above--the darwinian systems model, a catalog type--was the result of combining two simpler models, the darwinian
model with the systems model.   The result was a matrix of natural selection’s four operators with three of the four entities of the Csikszent-
mihalyi systems model (variation, combination, selection, reproduction as rows with person, field, and domain--creative work omitted--as
columns).  Into intersections of this matrix go conditions that make that intersection “more creative” or “less creative”.   Thus, how the field
of people in the domain of painting, for example, foster variation generation or hinder it, in particular areas or eras gets specified at the inter-
section of variation with field.   This example, in the context of a model of 42 models of creativity, raises the question of what other combi-
nations might be fruitful for research or creative practice improvement.  

The self models immediately suggest themselves for combination with other groups of model types because the self models alone bring into
the picture all the human drives, motivations, persistence effects so important to actual creativity and so evident in the real character of cre-
ators.  The self models might well be combined with “drier” groups like the mind models, which are cognitive and inside the mind, or the
systems models, which are populations of interacting things.   The purity group models and the blend group models seem to be opposites, so
they might make for interesting combinations (for example, fractal marketing with influence a similar type of model, or culture mixing with
subcreations, rather different types of models).   

When we suggest mixes of models, in this way, we are perhaps going beyond Amabile’s, Woodman’s, and Greene’s garbage can types of
models, which combine variables from all domains of human “being” to specify creative behavior.   Instead of drawing variables from every
domain of human social and personal being, we draw particular limited models and combine their variables.   This, I think, makes for better
specification of what we build and less kitchen-sink-ism, temptations to include every thinkable variable type.   
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The Seven Models Selected from These 42 for the 4 Cycle Model
In the 4 Cycle model this article presents, a garbage can type model, several of the models from the model of 42 models of creativity are
included.   Why those were chosen from among the 42 possible ones to choose should be explained.   

  Selection Rationale

The models, from the 42, included in the 4 Cycle model are listed here:

traits model

question finding model

darwinian system model

insight model

population automaton model

subcreations model

culture mix model.
The traits model is a catalog type model of many traits of creative works and creative people.   It represents the early history of research into
creativity.  It is through these traits that most people think about creativity.   A second catalog type model included in the 4 Cycle model is the
question finding model.   It is hard, in the research, to figure out whether effort is best invested in tackling the right questions or in tackling
questions right.   For well structured domains having long histories, it is often clear what the hard outstanding unsolved questions are.   Ques-
tion finding effort is not well rewarded often in such domains.  In new emerging domains largely unstructured and unexplored, question find-
ing effort is greatly appreciated by one and all and it gives clarity and form to the entire domain for others.   A third catalog type model, the
darwinian systems model, is included in the 4 Cycle model of this article.   This model catalogs features of persons, fields, and domains, that
assist variation, combination, selection, and reproduction of creative ideas.   This de-individualizes results of the earlier two catalog type
models in the 4 Cycle model.   

The insight model is a mind type, the population automation model is a system type, the subcreations model is a purity type, and the culture
mix model is a blend type.  The model of culture used in this 4 Cycle model (presented in a later section of this article) covers nine fundamen-
tal anxieties of living in some ways, so partial inclusion of the anxieties channeled model of the self type is achieved.  Also, the career dynam-
ics model used in the 4 Cycle model (presented later in this article) covers a number of situations requiring courage, the type of courage that
being creative requires.  Thus partial inclusion of the courage model of the self type can be achieved.  The only one of the seven types of
model in the model of 42 models of creativity that is not included in the 4 Cycle model is the social type--because one of its members, the sys-
tem model, is combined with the darwinian model, to make the darwinian system catalog type model, which is included in the 4 Cycle model.
Thus, all types of models are included in the 4 Cycle model with three models from the catalog type and one each from the others (except one
and a half from the system type--the darwinian model plus the population automaton model, and two halves--the courage and anxieties chan-
neled models from the self type).  This constitutes the first basis of selection--representativeness--the 4 Cycle model represents a combination
of all the types of models that there are.  

Other garbage can models by Amabile and Woodman do not include complete versions of multiple models of creativity.   They rather try for
economy of variable number by gathering variables from a great many areas, but as few variables as possible from each area.   This is frustrat-
ing in two ways.   It leads to unwieldy large models that yet are incomplete and it attempts to cover all of creativity dynamics completely
while covering subareas of it incompletely.   The 4 Cycle model attempts modest improvement of these defects by combining complete mod-
els of several broadly cast types.   

  Description of Each Model Selected

Having presented the model of 42 models of creativity and justification of my selection of seven of them for inclusion in a new garbage can
type model, the 4 Cycle model, it is time to present, in a cursory way, the major features of each of the included seven models.  Proper and
thorough treatment of each model requires a small 150 page book per model, obviously beyond space available in an article like this.  There-
fore, all I can present here is enough description of major model dynamics to give readers a feeling for the thoroughness and quality and
unique contribution to understanding of each model.  
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traits model

This model summarizes in 64
categories the types of traits
that creative people and
works have been said to have,
across domains, by hundreds
of previous research articles
and books.  The 64 basic cate-
gories are themselves orga-
nized into sixteen upper level
categories and those, in turn,
organized into four overall
categories.   The order of
those four uppermost catego-
ries is copied by the next
lower 16 categories and by
the lowest 64 categories (in
their subsubgroups of four
types each).  This overall
form of 4, 16, 64 with each
lower level following the
ordering pattern set by the
highest (four) level is called a
“fractal concept model” of
“branch factor 4”.  

Problem finding, bricolage,
violation, and being an inge-
nue are the four types of ways
that creative people achieve
variation in past practices,
novelty, surprise, and depar-
ture from convention and
norms.   Metaphor, abstrac-
tion, index events, and multi-
ple worlds are the four ways
creative people achieve com-
bination of new ideas into
workable, larger scale entities
capable of solving the tasks
the creators set themselves.
Countering intuition, articu-
lating, aesthetic choice, and

finding saturated fields, are the four ways creative people select winning combinations of novel variants.   Explanatory power, tool and frame
invention, question invention, and creation-supporting zeitgeist are the four ways creative people reproduce their discoveries and inventions
in history and society at large.   Note the problem finding box’s main four functions do not correspond with the Problem Finding model pre-
sented below this section.   They were separately developed by grouping different populations of component ideas so the emergent structure
of upper level box names became different for each model.  Lowest level 64 box titles are explained in the diagrams that follow the
64+16+4+1=85 box first fractal diagram.
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Creative people use other
people and their ideas,
regardless of social norms
and boundaries.  They do
not let prejudice or social
niceties prevent using
what people offer.  

The core of each field
is based on elemental
concepts no one exam-
ines; often these are
circular ideas from pre-
vious ages; challenge
them successfully and
much else in the field is
revolutionized.

Having or inventing a
dozen different frame-
works for viewing and rep-
resenting entities and
relations in a problem,
reveals aspects no one else
noticed that allow solution.
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       Attempt    Seek high

      Change Challenge

�
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      Use other domain   Wildly change

Violate
 Use others

Faustian 
        Stay on margins
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     Immigrate to Enter new

    Develop 2 culture

�

The problems that oth-
ers avoid or give up on
can propel you to fame.

Finding a dozen problems
that though superficially
different, abstractly are
identical, allows one solu-
tion effort to end up hav-
ing immensely broad and
deep repercussions.

Unlikely solution com-
ponents can come from
those intentionally or
by traditional bias
excluded from dis-
course, publishing, and
official support.  

Simultaneous parallel
engagement in diverse
projects allows opportu-
nistic borrowing of ideas
and items from one
domain for instant appli-
cation in another entirely
different one.  

In the midst of the
intense, persistent
engagement of creating,
creators suddenly break
off and do utterly differ-
ent things, allowing
associative neural net
mind work to replace
conscious symbolic
mind work

Working in cultures
other than your own
fosters creativity.  A
disproportionate share
of creators are immi-
grants.  

Working in disciplines
other than the ones you
originally were trained in
fosters creation.   Many
creators change fields
every nine or so years.  

Creative people legitimate
their own snooping (periph-
eral participation in commu-
nities new to them); they go
where they are forbidden to
go; they use what they are
forbidden to use; they test
boundaries ruthlessly

People self taught or who
enter fields while very
young, miss the respect
dynamics that cause too
much respect of the past
and traditions of the field,
allowing naive questions
to open up new invention.

Working in a culture and
a field other than what
one was raised/trained in
fosters creativity. More
such culture mixes
increases creativity
achieved.  

Fame, success, and
supportive colleagues
annoy and are fled
from by many creators-
-they need the dark-
ness of margins (not
centers) in order to
have enough “edge” to
want to create.  

Once creative people latch
onto a way to release their
creativity, the imbalanced
social, family, lifestyle, or
workstyle features it
embodies may become a
high price they are willing
continually to pay for cre-
ative accomplishments.   
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Systematic search through
other domains, and deliber-
ate gradual mastery of plu-
ral other domains, allows
casual use of items from a
different domain (unknown
to your competitors) to
handle situations in your
own domain. 
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   Images of
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   Simultaneous        Disunite 

     Multi-task among
�

Seeing how chemical
things are like litera-
ture plot situations,
and like metaphors,
allows unlikely
things to be com-
bined. 

Images that fuse entirely
disparate phenomena
from many areas (hence,
abstract images) like
Darwin’s tree of life
drawings in his note-
books, can guide exten-
sive creative processes
coherently, causing
insights to cumulate.  

What phenomena are “noticed”
and how noticed ones are catego-
rized are determined by often-
unconscious abstract models in
the mind--pluralizing such mod-
els and making them conscious,
allows new combinations of
ideas.

Abstracting features,
operations on features,
and constraints on those
operations, allows unit-
ing ideas on all three
levels from concrete,
static entities to abstract,
dynamic restrictions on
what is done.  

Precisely mapping what in
domain 1 corresponds to
what in domain 2, exactly
how, for each metaphor
used, reveals aspects of fea-
tures, operations, constraints
that would otherwise be
entirely missed.  

Moving beyond analogies for the
obvious features of a domain to
analogies for operations on those
features, allows unification, on a
conceptual basis of many opera-
tions/features, revealing new oper-
ations to try on features of any one
domain

Using mental models to
direct mental searches for
new features, operations, or
constraints on operations,
allows intuitions to marry
systematic categories to
broaden and deepen what is
searched for and found.  

Building mental models
and running, in your mind,
simulations using them of
what happens when such
and such effects obtain,
encourages apparently
separate ideas to be seen
as connected.  

Semi-conscious
dreamy awareness
wherein contradictory
ideas are allowed to
associate and join,
often spawns inven-
tion, insight, and cre-
ation.  

Making distinctions that
one’s own field and col-
leagues refuse to make,
thereby, dissociating
united things, often
allows new combina-
tions to be invented.  

All the past creative works
and attempted such works of
self and admired/despised
others, if well indexed by
features and the like provide
abstract models of what is
tried and untried in a field,
encouraging novelty.  

All past failed attempts at a
solution, if indexed well,
reveal general principles of
what fails, how it fails, why
it fails, hence, inversely,
what might work, as a
gradually built up specifi-
cation, that becomes the
basis of “sudden” insights.  

Shunning obvious or
easy combinations of
ideas for difficult or
extremely unpopular
and unlikely ones, will
occasionally turn up
entirely new concepts
from entirely
unthought combina-
tions of ideas.  

Engaging simulta-
neously in diverse
projects, switching from
one to another, so rest-
ing by working on
entirely different con-
tents, encourages wild
combinations.  

Finding among vari-
ous partially success-
ful solution attempts,
what worked in them
all and what lacked in
them all, allows parts
of partial solutions to
be combined into full
ones.  

Casual discourse with
unassociated diverse
outsiders of one’s cre-
ative work, or closely
related co-workers, can
spawn index building
insights that allow pat-
terns and commonali-
ties to be seen. 
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Unlikely Unlikely

      Unlikely
Unlikely
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    What does not
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    Beautifully        Beautifully
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  Simultaneous          Pivotal

Seed discovery
�

Creators tend to
work on smaller and
larger size scales
than others, often
both simulta-
neously, or the take
patterns from one
scale and apply
them to others.  

Creators sense the
intuitions of others,
reproducing it within
themselves, in order
to go beyond it, seek-
ing patterns that oth-
ers would not see or
value.  

Creative people
notice what works
in each partial solu-
tion, learning from
each one, a bit more
about the direction
of any eventual
solution.  

Creative people notice
what does not work in each
partial solution, seeing pat-
terns shared across failed
partial solutions, of what
causes them to fail, the
inverse of which gradually
becomes a specification of
what eventual solutions
must have. 

The easy and out-
standing analogies
are avoided by cre-
ators, who seek,
instead, unlikely
analogies that no
one else would
notice.   

Uncreative and creative
combinations of others
are both surpassed as
creators go beyond them
toward combinations no
one else thinks of or val-
ues.  

By seeing what each
partial solution lacks,
and noticing patterns
among such lacks of
various partial solu-
tions, creative people
find, by inverse, what
the eventual solution
must have.  

Bt noticing what pre-
vents each partial solu-
tion from solving the
situation entirely, cre-
ative people, learn how
to modify partial solu-
tions toward making
them final solutions.  

Creators operate in networks of
people all working on similar
opportunities, visions, or prob-
lems.   They strategize how to
lead such networks they are
embedded in by copying good
points in the network while
departing in key points from its
enthusiasms.  

Creators seek out
fecund fields and per-
sons and networks,
using that fecundity to
heighten response to
their inventions.  

Creators choose
beautifully simple
solutions, the mini-
mum of concept and
content needed for a
wonderful result.  

Creators choose beau-
tifully inter-con-
nected solution
components, where
the relations among
entities are unimag-
ined, unusual, and
elegant.  

Creators participate in
emergent processes in a
simultaneous discovery
network yet see the
emergent whole and
manage it to fruition,
recognize first its ulti-
mate direction and possi-
bilities.  

Creators discover seeds
that recrystalize entire
fields.  They look for
paradigm changing
invention possibilities,
opportunistically going
beyond the problem that
first involved them.  

Creators choose beautifully
competitive solution compo-
nents.   They revel in demon-
strating with their solution
approaches entirely differ-
ent views than embodied in
solutions that went before
them in the field.  

Creators choose beau-
tifully unlikely com-
ponents in their
eventual solutions.
They revel in using
what others discard or
dismiss.  
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question finding model

The question finding model is a fractal concept model, just like the traits model above, having four, sixteen, then sixty four boxes in a hierar-
chy.  The ordering of the top level four boxes is copied by each set of four in the sixteen mid-level boxes, and by each set of four in the sixty
four bottom level boxes.  
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Intermingling Viable marginal

Competing funding
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Creative works get
reproduced when
they elaborate an
existing paradigm
in a field better than
any other current
works.  

Creative works get
reproduced when they
challenge and existing
paradigm better than
any other existing
works in the field and
better than defenses
of the paradigm being
challenged.  

Frameworks or tools
that better distinguish
phenomena in a field--
often new ways to
measure or judge or
compare things--get
reproduced and
widely used by others.  

Frameworks or tools
that fuse phenomena
in a field hithertofore
considered separate or
antagonistic--often
new measures or eval-
uation frameworks--
get reproduced and
widely used by others.  

Creative works get
reproduced in a field
when they establish a
replacement, new par-
adigm for an older one
recently overthrown,
inviting followers to
elaborate the new
territory their new
paradigm intro-

Creative works get repro-
duced when they over-
throw a long-standing
paradigm that dominates a
field, ushering in many
opportunistic followers
who use the same break-
through to explore new ter-
ritory in the field.  

Frameworks or
tools that result in
the invention of still
other new frame-
works or tools get
widely used and
reproduced.   

Frameworks or tools
that uncover hitherto-
fore unknown or
under-valued phe-
nomena in a field get
widely used and
reproduced.  

Societies that encour-
age many fields, cul-
tures, and domains to
inter-mingle freely
without prejudice or
antagonism spawn
more creativity than
societies with less
mingling.  

Societies that are
wealthy and tolerant
enough to allow decent
lifestyles from people
having extremely mar-
ginal or unusual occupa-
tions or interests have
more creativity than oth-
ers. 

Seeing the same facts
as others but using
different frameworks
often results in new
questions emerging
that fascinate others,
inciting solution
attempts by them.  

Applying usual
frames in a field to
unusual or different
facts in the field often
results in new ques-
tions emerging that
fascinate others, incit-
ing solution attempts
by them.  

Societies whose authorities
of all sorts are well distrib-
uted ethnically, intellectu-
ally, institutionally, and who
compete for excellence with
each other, trying to outdo
each other, offer creators
more chances for influence
and recognition.  

Societies whose sources
of funding and recogni-
tion are plural and not
consensing with each
other, offer creators
more possible avenues
to success, spawning,
thereby, more creativity.  

Separating frame-
works and sets of facts
usually considered
together in a field, for
example, by proving
limitations of such
unities, often opens up
new questions, that
others pursue.  

Putting together facts
not usually viewed
with particular frames
often results in new
questions drawing
follow up efforts by
others.  
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Question finding is a matter of finding
good questions to answer, good visions
of what to paint, good problems to try
solving.  Many researchers notice that
it may be more important than question
answering.   Creative people often
seem able to invent solutions more eas-
ily than they can find important ques-
tions to answer.   An entire lifespan
expended with immense talent on ho-
hum questions results in nothing cre-
ative accomplished whereas a few days
or weeks devoted to exactly the right
problem can inspire invention of solu-
tions that become world and history
famous.   

In this particular model of question
finding, such fecund questions are
found four primary ways--by spotting
opportunity gaps, seeking leverage
points, changing representations of
problems, and changing logic relating
concepts to other concepts.  You find
opportunity gaps by reversing enthusi-
asms and trends in a field, by deperson-
alizing accomplishments and forces in
a field, by undoing past successes and
their side-effects in your field, and by
expanding models in your field on
many size scales.   You find points of
leverage by fully representing things
now only partially represented in your
field, by socially mapping key forces

and curiosities of your field, by seeing the abstract and concrete points where things in your field intersect, and by indexing fully (both
abstractly and concretely) the approaches, failures, and successes of your field.   You change representations in your field by changing what is
measured and how it is measured, by changing the size scales you and your field operate on, by changing causal path points of emphasis
(where you adjust things and results), and by changing models in your field.   You change logics of your field by relating things differently
(promoting side to main effects and so forth), by finding implications others miss, by unifying phenomena considered separate in your field,
and by applying parts of other fields to issues in your own field.   The result of all of these is invention of profound fecund questions, even par-
tial answers to which cause fame and fortune.   

Consider a newcomer to a field who sees the politics and social cliques in the field especially clearly, since he does not belong to any of them,
and sees how they sustain a few irrational assumptions for generations that might as well now be throw away and questioned.   This newcomer
proceeds to throw away the most fundamental of the field’s assumptions and rebuild the field without this old familiar assumption.   In twenty
years he becomes the 20th century’s most famous creator--Einstein.   In this case a creation dynamic or trait--ingenue--from the trait model
above fosters a question finding dynamic from the model here--depersonalizing and undoing past successes--causing entire revision of the par-
adigms of the field of physics.   The creation dynamics and traits of the traits model relate thusly to the dynamics of the present question find-
ing model.  

����������������������������
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Add Scales Interpolate
Sequences

Extrapolate
Sequences

Change Fractal
  Dimension

Identify all the
trends in a field then
reverse them.   If,
for example, nano-
technology is grow-
ing, then imagine
gigatechnologies.   

Identify all the hot ques-
tions now in a field then
reverse them.   If, for
example, “what causes
X” is a hot question,
generate “what does X
cause” and “what blocks
the coming of X” as
reverse questions.  

Identify all competi-
tors you respect
greatly or fear, then
view them as teachers
and friends.  For
example, find how
your desire to be bet-
ter than them exagger-
ates your victories and
their weaknesses.  

Identify all of your per-
sonal limitations, then
view them as advan-
tages.  For example,
what errors do they save
you from and how has
your desire to minimize
them caused error in the
past and is causing error
now.  

Identify all the biases
of self and groups to
which you belong,
then undo them.   For
example, if you are a
detail person, then
practice big pictures
and sweeping general-
izations.  

Identify all the big prior-
ities of self or groups to
which you belong then
reverse them.   If four
year projects are the
norm and important
then, for example, com-
mit to an eight and a two
year project. 

Identify what gets
published (and not) in
your field, then
remove how it dis-
torts your work.   For
example, imagine
numerous unpublish-
able topics of interest.  

Identify all the interests
of your organization(s)
then remove your per-
sonal intimidation by
them.  For example, how
have they distorted your
agenda, and how do they
self-defeat.  

Identify the domi-
nant size scale of
your current mod-
els and then pro-
duce much smaller
size scale and much
larger size scale
extensions of your
models.   

Identify patterns
ordering things in
your models and
between items inter-
polate new entities or
relations among enti-
ties.   

Identify all of your
own major successes
and how you have
copied and been influ-
enced--rutted--by each
afterwards, then undo
their influences.   

Identify all of your
organization’s major
successes and how
you have copied and
been influenced--rut-
ted--by each after-
wards, then undo their
influences.  

Organize all the
important dynamics in
your model into a
fractal model having 3
or more size scales
sharing one ordering
pattern, and one
branching factor.
Then expand branch-
ing factor.  

Identify patterns
ordering things in
your models and
beyond the ends of
each pattern extrapo-
late smaller and larger
next items.  

Identify all of your
era’s major successes
and how you have
copied and been influ-
enced--rutted--by each
afterwards, then undo
their influences.   

Identify all of your
domain’s major suc-
cesses and how you
have copied and been
influenced--rutted--by
each afterwards, then
undo their influences.  

Undo
Succes-
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Find all customers
or all outputs and
find all their require-
ments, implicit and
explicit, latent and
present.  Represent
their needs more
fully than competi-
tors.   

Find all the methods in
your domain and how
they evolved from
each other and now
influence each other’s
further evolution.
Represent the set of all
methods more fully
than competitors.   

Measure what all the
needs of important
stakeholders to you are
and measure the
degree to which you
and your field are
aware of them.  Then
index all these needs
yourself, better than
competitors.  

 Measure what all the inter-
ests of important stakehold-
ers to you are and measure
the degree to which you and
your field are aware of
them.   Then index all these
interests yourself, better
than competitors.  

Find all the capabili-
ties of yourself, your
field, that are cur-
rently being under-
utilized or other-
wise slighted.   Rep-
resent the set of all
capabilities in the
field more fully than

Find all the questions
currently being tackled
seriously in your domain
and being toyed with in
it.  Represent this set
more fully and orderedly
than competitors.  

 Measure what all the
problems/solutions of
important stakeholders to
you are and measure the
degree to which you and
your field are aware of
them.   Then index all
these them yourself, bet-
ter than competitors.  

 Measure what all side
discoveries of important
stakeholders to you are
and measure the degree
to which you and your
field are aware of them.
Then index all these side
discoveries yourself, bet-
ter than competitors.  

Build an index of
what varies and
what does not vary
among all the
approaches you or
others tried.   Use
that index to invent
better questions.  

Build an index of what
varies and what does
not vary among all the
failures you or others
had trying to solve a
particular problem.
Use that index to
invent better ques-
tions. 

Plot all problems of
interest and all interests
on various categorical
models, to find what
dynamic of the model
clumps of them congre-
gate in.  Use those cate-
gories  to raise new
questions.   

Plot all causes of phe-
nomenon in a domain
on various categorical
models, to find what
dynamic of the model
clumps of them con-
gregate in.  Use those
categories  to raise
new questions.   

Build an index of what
varies and what does
not vary among all the
constraints on your
eventual solution.  Use
that index to invent
better questions.  

Build an index of what
varies and what does not
vary among all the
causes of failure you or
others had trying to solve
a particular problem.
Use that index to invent
better questions.

Plot constraints of
interest in a problem
on various categorical
models, to find what
dynamic of the model
clumps of them con-
gregate in.  Use those
categories  to raise new
questions.     

Plot all solutions of inter-
est on various categorical
models, to find what
dynamic of the model
clumps of them congre-
gate in.  Use those cate-
gories  to raise new
questions.   
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Invent a way to do
quickly, errorlessly, and
automatically research
processes now done with
difficulty, or expensively,
and therefore rarely.
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 Find aspects of the
domain or situation
that are unmeasured
and measure them.   

Find aspects of the
domain or situation that
people or you yourself
have tried to measure in
the past and invent a way
to measure it now, keep-
ing in mind technologies
developed since the last
measurement attempt.  

Find what size scale
all existing work in
an area has been
done on and operate
on a larger size
scale.  

Find what size scale
all existing work in an
area has been done on
and operate on a small
size scale.  

Invent a way to reduce
the salience, visibility,
attention, and masking
effects of main effects
so as to reveal subtle
effects never attended
to before.  

Invent a way to make
subtle effects easily
and highly visible.

Find what varies and
does not vary when
scale of viewing or
operating is changed
higher or lower.    

Find hypotheses, proved
and unproved as yet,
made on one size scale
and extend them to
higher and lower size
scales.   

 

Build a categorical
model that includes
all the phenomena in
a particular field or
related to a particu-
lar topic--ordered
multi-scale models
are preferred.  

Build a simulation that
mimics key system
behaviors allowing
behavior discovery as
different inputs/out-
puts are tried.  

Find several functions
now done by separate
mechanisms or pro-
cesses and devise a way
for one to do them.      

Find factors that allow
the main effect to be
changed easily or at
low cost in resources
including time and
human effort.     

Invent a way to do
many things now
done sequentially,
simultaneously
instead.  

Find an effect of a
system never seen,
observed, or noticed
before.   

Find which component
of a system out of
many is causing a par-
ticular effect.  
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darwinian system model

The Darwinian systems model of creativity is the result of combining two simpler models, the darwinian model (in its simplest form) and the
systems model (also in its simplest form).  The result is a matrix of person, field, and domain rows intersected by variation, combination,
selection, and reproduction columns.   In each box of the matrix are characteristics of that system part of being creative that foster the darwin-
ian “natural selection” function given by the column the box is in.   The unique value of this model is how it finds creative characteristics that
entire societies, worldviews, cities, and like social entities have, getting us away from heroic images of “creative individuals”.   This is one
step towards the general non-linear model type that sees systems in certain configurations that make creativity appear, nearly regardless of
what sort of individual people are around.   These non-linear models see systems making creativity that individuals take credit for in some cul-
tures.   So we have heroic individual creator type models, mid-way system models, and radically situational non-linear system models, with
the former emphasizing individuals and the latter denying their importance for creativity.  This span from individual to system to non-linear
model has the nice attribute of allowing researchers blinded by political bigotry to find the model that matches how they wish the world were.   

The particular form of Darwinian systems model presented here adds within each systems row, three subrows representing different size
scales--within the mind cognitive operators, entire society zeitgeist, and a time dimension of lifespans.  Keeping size scales separate in a clear
way greatly helps to make the model focussed.

Person: cognitive process: variation:

1 network of enterprises, 2 immunity to social conformist pressures, 3 derutting by deliberate environment change

Many of the features of the cognition patterns of creative people come from their simultaneous engagement in diverse projects and enterprises.
Their tendency to multi-task fosters: familiarity with many domains, opportunistic use of immediate resources, frequent metaphors and analo-
gies, question finding practice, and like attributes.  The productivity of not a few creators is boosted by using work on another project of a very
different type as rest from a first project.   
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Find phenomenon
for which there is no
current valid expla-
nation--find a mys-
tery.

Find a context to put
around a phenomenon
that turns a side-effect
into the main effect in
a system.  

Find unsuspected
implications of some
already established
goal.   Find dessider-
ata for meeting that
goal that no one sus-
pects.  

Find unsuspected
implications of some
already established
goal that are contradic-
tory, putting the attain-
ment of the goal in
jeopardy.  

Prove that a vari-
able that no one has
seriously consid-
ered before is actu-
ally the cause of an
outcome of interest.  

Prove that a variable that
is supposed to cause
some outcome does not
cause that outcome or, it
is a smaller one of sev-
eral more important
causes.  

Find implications of a
theory that no one has
noticed that are contra-
dictory, putting the
validity of the theory
in jeopardy.  

Find implications of a
theory that no one has
noticed.   Find situations
a theory was thought
irrelevant to are actually
very relevant.   

 

Take a problem in
one field and apply
that problem to
another, by finding a
similar problem or a
large effect of the
problem in that other
field.  

Take a method in one
field and apply it to
problems in another
field.

Show that several sep-
arate relationships are
really cases of one
overall more funda-
mental relationship.  

Show that hithertofore
incompatible theories are
actually one theory with
different specializations
or show how specific
incompatibilities can be
resolved theoretically or
practically. 

 Take results from
one field and apply
them to solve or
understand or dis-
cover things in
another field.  

Take a solution to a
problem in one field
and find problems in
another field that it
also solves.  

Find things that do
not change when
you change the oper-
ation applied to a sit-
uation.  

Find things that do not
change when you
change representation
of or perspective on a
situation.  
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Creative people resist pressures to conform.   Indeed, they often invent entire lifestyles and workstyles based on thumbing their noses at
herds, trends, fashions, popularity, ideologies, and like social crowd phenomena.   Just because everyone else likes, uses, or respects some-
thing is no reason not to ignore or denigrate it, for many creative people.   

The well known persistence creators apply to what they do is balanced by an opposite tendency, the sudden departure from a problem or
place in the name of getting out of investment in particular solution approaches.   Creative people doggedly follow a problem, but, at times,
drop everything, and work on something entirely different, in order to break free of gradually built up assumptions and habits of approaching
that problem.  

Person:  cognitive process: combination:

4 images of wide scope, 5 selective combination, 6 use of unusual metaphors, 7 simultaneous commitment to contradictory things, 8
abstracting features of problems so as to relate to similar things in other fields

Not a few creators organize their visions, thinking, and work around certain core images that are abstract enough to draw in associations
from a wide variety of phenomena in one or several fields.   Such “images of wide scope” can gradually build up detail and associations and
lead to a number of innovations and inventions over time.   Entire life works can build and develop such images.   Darwin’s “tree of life”
image is one example of such an image that repeatedly developed and organized Darwin’s insights and imagination as he developed his the-
ory of natural selection over a period of years of observation and writing.  

Selective combination refers to theory based or model based selecting, using the conscious symbolic mind we all have, to filter variations
often generated by the unconscious associative neural net mind we all also have.   A single association can be pursued by conscious mind
tactics in a thorough and systematic fashion resulting in dozens of novel variations to select from.   

Metaphors come from seeing aspects of one’s situation abstractly, allowing entities and relations among entities in one’s own domain to be
compared with very different entities and relations among entities in other domains.  As such, metaphors allow ideas across different
domains to be seen as similar.  For example, a solution in one domain can be modified so as to be tried with a problem, somewhat abstractly
similar, in one’s own domain.  

Creative people can tolerate at the same time two or more contradictory images, methods, or approaches and pursue them all at once without
forcing themselves to choose one over the others.  This obviously helps them combine things that are unlikely to be combined by others.

Abstraction is the foundation of metaphor and analogy, for it is an abstraction of the features of a situation that allows quite different phe-
nomena, abstractly understood in a different field, to be spotted as similar or relevant.   Abstraction, then, is a foundation for combining ideas
across disciplines.  

Person: cognitive process: selection:

9 select high leverage problems, 10 selective encoding and comparison, 11 build up failure indices so attributes of failed attempts inversely
gradually specify what eventual solutions must look like

Creative people choose to have entire lives dedicated to handling a few great problems or opportunities.   They choose to spend time han-
dling a few really great questions.   This means they turn down many daily and yearly issues that people and institutions around them are
caught up with and highly interested in.   This makes creative people seem to be “out of touch”, “arrogant”, or “irrelevant”.   They indeed tol-
erate generating such impressions as the cost of working on ultimate potentials and chances.

How a person chooses to represent what the “problem” or “opportunity” is, is a very critical step towards creative solution.   Creative people
notice aspects of situations that others do not notice.  Not only that but what they notice they interpret according to frameworks beyond what
others apply.   Selective encoding--what to attend to and what attended to things “mean” --and selecting comparison--picking features from
something to compare with features of something else, based on unusual, deliberately chosen frameworks--are key choices made before cre-
ative people choose a problem to work on or a solution to try.  

A profound basis of insight is a gradually built up failure index of what is similar and different among various failed solution attempts.   By
inverting these shared aspects, creative people gradually build up a specification of what attributes an eventual solution must have.   Selec-
tion of an eventual solution is a gradual specification process done as failure indexes are built.   

Person: zeitgeist and environment: variation:

12 end of empire, 13 borderline metropolis, 14 self built “crafted world” of tools and images

 Empires impose consensus, an ideology, and stifle dissent of various sorts.  When empires end, forces long bottled up thrive and flourish,
blooming like long dormant flowers released.   Hence, when empires end, some people used to living in some uniformity of “what’s right”,
discover the variety of diverse “rights”.  

Borderline major cities, where cultures, empires, histories collide foster the variety of value system, framework, and approach that makes
creativity thrive.   They provide rich diverse experiences, often via competing authorities and value systems.  They furnish and ask for vari-
ety.  

The personal spaces, whether living spaces or work spaces, of creative people are themselves “creations”, perhaps “pre-creations” that pre-
cede creative works by these people.  Creative people create their own life and work spaces as part of becoming and being creative.   The
inventiveness of image and tool that populate such spaces perform important reminding functions, keeping variety and open-ends before cre-
ators as they work.  Such self-built environments often contradict the default usual environments around other people in the same society.
They are often anti-environments meant to cancel the herd-like conformities and ideological bigotries around the creative people who build
them.  

Person: zeitgeist and environment: combination:

15 competition among disciplines; 16 venues where different disciplines co-exhibit
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The times and environment around creative persons can foster combination of diverse ideas by embodying competing authorities.  If authori-
ties compete with each other, no one idea or taste is allowed to dominate.  Plural competing authorities give creative people several avenues for
success instead of just one.   This fosters not only more creativity in volume but also in quality, degree of departure from past practice.  

Also, when different disciplines are mixed in various events and venues, rather than being kept rigorously separated, it brings together ideas
and communities.  This allows people, resources, and ideas to combine that otherwise would not.   

Person: zeitgeist and environment: selection

17 intrinsic motivation, 18 lack of direct supervision, 19 local informal meeting places where safe improvisation and new idea try outs

Selecting from variants and possibilities, the one that will be “creative” is hard, very hard work.  People have to love what they are doing to put
up with it.   Even great external rewards are not sufficient to motivate people for such work.  Indeed, such external rewards tend to distract peo-
ple from the particulars of the hard choice they face in selecting from possibly creative variants.  Only intrinsic satisfaction with what one is
doing, love of the process of being creative, the process of selecting from myriad possible variants, suffices.

Direct supervision is the enemy of intrinsic motivation.  It also supplants one’s own criteria with one’s suppositions about the criteria of the
person supervising one’s work.   Freedom from direct supervision is essential, therefore, for nearly all forms of creativity.   The issue is distrac-
tion--having the chance to fully explore one’s own criteria without worrying about being second guessed or interfered with by others.  How-
ever, committee revisions of creative works by Leonardo de Vinci in Renaissance Europe, did not destroy his creativity and may even have
enhanced it, so all forms of supervision in all cultures and conditions are not apparently harmful for achieving historic levels of creativity.   

Improvisational try out spaces, often where creative peers review one’s partially completed works, are effective for selecting the truly creative
from the merely creative-looking.   The best example we have in history is Le Chat Noire, cabaret in Paris between 1880 and 1920.   It had two
audience sections, one for artists only and the other for the general public, though the last 20 years only kings, queens, and presidents could get
reservations, so great was the fame of the place.   These two audiences were essential to its success for artists improvised before fellow artists,
while the public looked on.   Apparently an audience of other artists stimulated risk and extension that an audience of the general public would
not have.   

Person:  zeitgeist and environment:   reproduction:

20 discipline districts with tight fast thorough communication

Well connected communities where everyone knows everyone else, though they may disagree and combine many cultures and viewpoints,
allow creative discoveries by one authority in the community to become widely known by all other authorities, giving a chance for creative
discoveries to become generally known and accepted by all parts of the community.   Dis-jointed communities where disagreements have split
it deeply or so distributed that communication is hard often leave local pockets so isolated that great findings there never get general notice and
acclaim, reducing creativity in the entire community and reducing the community’s ability to attract, draw in, and nurture possibly creative
contributors. 

Person:  lifespan:  variation:

21 immigration, 22 cross-discipline work, 23 experience of two or more cultures, 24 being new to a field, 25 being self taught, 26 being very
young, having changed fields

What attributes of the lifespan of a person foster creative variation?   Immigration makes individuals more creative and is often found in the
life histories of creative people.   Cross-discipline work, with collaborators in other disciplines, or actual move from one’s discipline of train-
ing to another one, fosters imagining variants that others miss.  Cross cultural marriages, neighborhoods, vacations, travel, friends, institutions
and the like foster repertoires of variants broader and more imaginative than others have.   

Being new to a field or very young when entering it both foster more diverse variation.  It is a matter of not being steeped in the traditions and
values of the field and also a matter of not having dense, heavy personal relationships with people in the field so that social forces can rein-
force past and present conventions and norms in the field for you.   Being self taught works similarly because you avoid the indoctrination in
norms, unconscious value commitments, and traditions that usually come along with schools, colleges, teachers, and formal instruction in gen-
eral.  

Person:  lifespan:  combination:   

27 exposure to creative adults as a child; 28 great personal productivity

It is clear from research that being around creative adults affects kids somehow, but what exactly is the effect?  In some cases, but not all or
even most, variation is promoted by a child witnessing imaginative acts of the nearby adult.  However, perhaps it is combination that most ben-
efits from exposure to such adults as a child.  Children may not get creatively involved in the same field as the adults they observe or interact
with, but, they may draw abstract lessons from the way that person’s mind works.   Such abstract lessons are really experiences of certain pro-
cedures of thought, many of which involve how ideas combine.   

Great personal productivity fosters creative combination.  It does this at first in an abstract way--every creative work one produces exponen-
tially increases the combinations of that with all one’s past creative works.   With each new work, more and more combinations are possible
with the earlier works that one produced.  A second way personal productivity fosters creative combination is it tends to be achieved by simul-
taneous work (multi-tasking) on parallel projects.   The context of one project spills over to the adjacent ones that one is switching to and from.
This invites cross-project idea combination.  

Person:  lifespan:  selection:

29 being new to a field; 30 applying techniques from another field

Selection of creative combinations is fostered by being new to a field.   Newcomers combine ideas that people well steeped in a field would
never tolerate, think of, or try.   Newcomers, in particular, are quick to treat tentative new findings as solid objects for combining with better
established parts of the field, while those well steeped in the field are often slow to admit new contributions fully for use in the field.   
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Applying techniques from a different field to issues and opportunities within one’s own field naturally produces combinations of things that
the techniques of one’s own field would never combine.   

Person:  lifespan:  reproduction:

31 self promotion/marketing activity during or after production; 32 having formed new communities or peers within one’s field before com-
petitive isolation in mid-career sets in

Though a few creators worked quietly in some out of the way cul de sac before suddenly having world-wide attention focussed on their great
works, most creators were the opposite.   They worked in key metropolitan areas where all the world’s key trends were intersecting and
where massive media attention was seeking out actively anything that would interest the public.   In other words, there is a valid marketing
component to many forms of creating.  Indeed, the idiosyncratic lifestyles and workstyles of many creative people draw attention to them, in
other words, work as advertising, before they release their first creative works.   It is common these days to find creative people having two
streams of creative work--one deliberately designed to draw the media and public attention so that, during that attention the creator can intro-
duce their real creative work, something quite different and something inherently harder to get attention for.   A Manhattan artist (from Har-
vard’s school of design) put signs on mundane street objects all over the city, declaring them works of citizen art.   He got all sorts of local
media attention for doing this, during which he always introduced his real work, painting doors with art work (since walls already had been
handled by centuries of hanging paintings).   He shows three streams of marketing here--a second creativity stream to draw attention to his
real stream of contribution, a real stream of contribution that is located where no one else is working (doors), and three, that place where no
one else is working is something mundane everyone sees and uses all during the day, getting much automatic exposure.   

Field:  cognitive process:  variation:

33 tire of own methods or subjects; 34 turn on or foster own cannon; 35 training by abstract principles not cases of master-disciple relations

Fields are groups of people that manage domains of knowledge into which people my contribute creative works.  The cognitive process of
the field (handling some domain) may have characteristics that foster or hinder the variation that creativity needs.  One such characteristic is
a field tiring of its own methods or subjects.  Sometimes an entire field becomes tired of existing approaches and contents in the field.  It is
as if collective boredom sets in.  Publications and speeches suddenly are made calling for some sorts of radical departures from present prac-
tices.   Departures from past practice are invited.   This sometimes takes the form of the entire field condemning itself and its recent produc-
tions.  Fields who do all of these things invite new variants beyond past ones declared creative by them.  

Also, at times, fields reject the canon of works built up in their pasts.   Such times are rare but they do happen.  When they happen, radical
variants, radical departures from past canon practice are invited.   At other times fields may return to parts of their past canons with renewed
interest.   At such times new take-offs of past practices, new contributions inspired by past periods may be invited.   In this way the amount
of variation and type of it may be managed somewhat by the field as a whole.  

When fields train new members using abstract principles rather than cases or master-disciple relationships, they invite radical innovations
and variants.   Abstract principles allow a change in something abstract to produce radically different concrete embodiments whereas con-
crete present cases (or master practices) allow increments from them that are not surprisingly different.   Abstract training invites radical
variation amounts whereas concrete training (through cases or master-disciple relationships) invites smaller scale amounts of variation.  

Field:  cognitive process:  combination:

36 composing canon of best works; 37 factionalization of the field into competing schools

When a field, as a group of people caring for some domain, represents the history of itself through time anew by composing or teaching a
new canon of best works, it inevitably categorizes and arranges past works in some ways, that can invite new combinations of ideas.   

When a field splits into factions who bicker and hate one another, combination of ideas is reduced. When, however, such factions take the
form of competing schools, trying to outdo one another and willing to applaud the occasional other school winner of such competitions, then
combination of ideas is enhanced.   

Field:  cognitive process:  selection:

38 select boundary challenges to discard or applaud; 39 build failure indexes as funders of failed attempts till accumulated failed attempts
specify,  40 inversely, what eventual success will look like 

Fields that are willing to modify their boundaries from time to time, either by extending them to include new things or by retracting them to
better focus, find the deliberation among people involved in doing either of these sharpens selection generally of creative works contributed
to the field.   

Fields may collectively decide to try certain things or tackle certain challenges.  They may support and fund a number of tries to do some-
thing.   If, beyond just providing resources, they analyze each failed attempt to extract what can be learned from it about what is causing fail-
ure and what attributes, therefore, an eventual solution must have, then selection of next projects to fund becomes sharp and bold, as it is
based on abstract patterns noticed among previous failed attempts.   

Field:  cognitive process:  reproduction:

41 solicit emulators of best performers formally or informally by acclaim; 42 train by master-disciple relationship

Fields often best reproduce creative works by getting people to elaborate on and extend them.   When fields greet a new work with wide-
spread and lasting acclaim, it invites the attention of other contributors who draw inspiration or themes from it.   

Master-disciple relationships are means of direct transmission of vision, values, practices, via tacit knowledge picked up while working
together with someone.   As such they reproduce the master’s creative ideas in subsequent generations of contributor-elaborators or contrib-
utor-rebels.   

Field:  zeitgeist and environment:  variation:  
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43 offer better rewards than other fields to attract the best people; 44 compete with other fields for opportunities or people; 45 open polity
arrangements within the field with plural centers of power and funding

Fields that offer better rewards than other fields tend to attract better, more creative people.   In any given era or environment there will be
some hot fields and some cold or dying or disorganized ones.   The hot fields compete to get the best people and generally get better people
than more moribund fields.   The kind of person willing to enter hot fields has a type of courage and independence of mind to see themselves
successful against even the best competitors.   That fosters variation not conformity in the field that attracts such people.  

When a field has to compete with other fields to attract attention, customers, contributors, resources or the like, it tends to bend its own rules
and habits in order to attract such things.   Competition with other fields opens it to try or accept things that, left on its own, it would comfort-
ably ignore.   Thus competition with other fields fosters wider and more risky variation in contributions to a field.  

Fields, like Kabuki, that are organized in traditional and hierarchical ways, die thoroughly, continuing to exist only with central government
subsidies.   They die because the tightness of central control by authorities within the field cuts variation more and more till mere repetition of
past “greats” is all that is left.   More open polity arrangements within a field invite disagreeing plural centers of power and resource to take
chances that the other centers would not.   In effect, competition within the field supplants or enhances competition between different fields.  

Field:  zeitgeist and environment:  combination:

46 cross-discipline projects, funding, prize competitions; 47 major whole society multi-discipline joint project opportunities;

Fields that are part of societies that have cross-discipline projects, funding, or prize competitions end up competing with and cooperating with
other fields on projects.   Inevitably such close work with other fields results in combination of views, values, people, methods, and topics.   

Sometimes societies undertake massive long term projects that involve a great number of different fields over a long period of time.   Great
economies tend to eventually spawn great collective celebrations, imaginations, and competitions among wealthy sponsors.   As a result, inde-
pendent fields end up woven with each other as one tapestry on project after project, ever grander in scale.   The result is exponential increase
in new ideas from ideas across fields combining on such projects, time after time.  However, this is a self-limiting process because it gradually,
by combining, produces excess homogeneity.  

Field:  zeitgeist and environment:  selection:

48 competition to obtain leading critic positions; 49 generation change among critics and display/publicity/media means; 50 change of funda-
mental infrastructures; 51 autonomy of a field from other fields via codification opaque to other fields;

When people compete to obtain critic positions in a field, the quality of selecting of what is great and what is not great by critics improves.
When there is little or no competition for critic positions, the quality of selection in a field goes down.  

Tastes, fashions, and buying patterns all over the world return every twenty years, reviving past patterns.  This is due to generation change as
children reach the age of twenty, leaders of a field reach the age of 80, and so forth.  Change of generation is a primary opener of fields to new
criteria of selection as people with different world views and experiences suddenly have the power and influence to do the selecting.   

Similarly, when infrastructures of society change, fields that feel the pressure of responding must re-look at their creative works for how to
deploy them on new media, in new venues, to new audiences.   This is a lot of new selecting work with old criteria of selecting not automati-
cally viable or safe.  

Fields that are too cooperative and collaborative with other fields eventually become a soup with the other fields, each field losing its identity
and distinctive visions.   To prevent this fields codify what they do and how they do it, with learning the code becoming a barrier hindering
invasion by values and views of other fields.   Such new codification work changes and sharpens selection of what is creative and what is not
in a field, according to the biases inherent in the new codes deployed.  

Field:  zeitgeist and environment:  reproduction:

52 one field inspired by accomplishments in another field; 53 documenting an entire age and era; 54 social supersaturation (example: due to
end of empire, suddenly freeing simultaneous dammed up forces for change)

When the accomplishments of one field lead to people in other fields being inspired by those accomplishments, the creative accomplishments
of the first field tend to influence, spawn, and create extensions in their own field and others.   

When major efforts to document an entire field or era are undertaken, small little known parts of a field can get wider and more systematic
exposure, inspiring more attention to them and extensions of them.   

When empires collapse (the fall of the Soviet Union for example), dammed up forces get unleashed resulting in a wealth of extensions of past
creative models and invention of entirely new models.   Also, informal canon works, hidden from authorities during prior years of oppression,
come to public light and wider audiences, inspiring extensions and further development.  

Field:  lifespan:  variation:

55 over-educating field members avoided yet training in canon widely available

Fields looking after the lifespans of their creative contributors can foster more and better variation by making lifestyles available with partial
and unconventional education in the field, rather than draconianly imposing some uniform, exceptionless route into the field via much educa-
tion.  In doing this the field needs to be aware of creativity research results indicating that it is easy to over-educate people in a field, with
excess education harming creativity.   

Fields that make education in the canons of famous works widely available, without over-educating people or ruling out partial and unusual
educational routes into the field, improve variations by exposing newcomers to the entire panorama of what the field has imagined and accom-
plished, broadening newcomer imagination from their beginnings in the field.  

Field:  lifespan:  combination:
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56 events of the field joining the field’s misfits with its leaders; 57 reorganizations that combine distant subdisciplines of the field; 58 attract-
ing people from other domains using the centrality of the field’s values/results in society;

If a field can sustain much disagreement and contention while maintaining enough civility of discourse to permit events joining factions, ins,
outs, leaders, with rebels, then combination of ideas and blending of incompatible frameworks can occur.   

Reorganizations of a field that bring distant subdisciplines together under various guises and in various venues and events help ideas com-
bine in a field.  

If a field attracts people from other fields due the centrality of the ideas and results of the field in society at large, then ideas combine.  

Field:  lifespan:  selection:

59 circulation of critics into achievers and achievers into critic positions;

If those who judge what is creative are also creative producers themselves, so that critics are former creative contributors and creative con-
tributors now may have been critics of the field earlier, the quality of selecting of creative works is enhanced.   When a professional class of
critics having no creation experience themselves, develops, and becomes closed to participation of former creative contributors of the field,
the criteria of what is “creative” can drift from social forces in more and more abstract directions, divorced from the forces and tools devel-
oping in the creator community of the field.   Such drift away from each other of selectors and creators is at times fruitful, if overcoming
incestuous past overly close inter-relations.  However, it is harmful if not overcoming such past over closeness.

Field:  lifespan:  reproduction:

60 degree of cumulativeness of results or methods encouraged; 61 institutions teaching the canon and how to improve it;

Fields can encourage acclaim and influence of works judged to be creative by encouraging people to relate new creative contributions to the
history of previous creative contributions that went before.   If works contributed to the domain cumulate, building towards some vision or
direction, then each new work can be appreciated as a proper extension of works that went before.  

Fields usually teach the history of themselves and the creative works that constitute them.   Such canons of best works, if used in training,
widely exhibited and respected, and used as a basis for appreciating new works contributed to the domain, help reproduce creative contribu-
tions, extending their influence by relating them to all that went before and all that comes after.  Fields without such canons of best works, or
that, having them, do not do much with them, miss this, turning creative contributions into one-time things perhaps soon forgotten.  

Domain:  cognitive process:  variation:

62 use plural representations

Domains that permit or encourage plural ways to represent problems or solutions encourage variation.   Each representation highlights differ-
ent aspects of situations, allowing different things to be noticed as problematic or as partial solutions.  

Domain:  cognitive process:  combination:

63 express itself in a symbol system with many symbols for types of relations among things

Domains that have a symbol system rich in representing inter-relations among things, allow more combinations when a new element or con-
cept is added to the domain, increasing combinations available due to the large number of inter-relations representable in the domain’s sym-
bolic language.

Domain:  cognitive process:  selection:

64 standard expression vocabulary and standards of work that make excellence clearly visible; 65 build up of failure indexes of history of
failed efforts in the field till solution breakthroughs occur

Domains that have a standard symbolic language for expressing relations among things in the domain and domains that have standards of
work that make excellence clearly visible, help selection of creative contributions to get done.  You can see this by comparing fields lacking
such tools--literary criticism, for example, with fields having well developed such tools, math for example.   In math, the standard language
of symbols used makes it faster, easier, and somewhat more accurate to evaluate the creativity of any particular contribution.   In literary crit-
icism, the lack of such a standard language makes one person’s opinion about as good as anyone else’s.   There are no clear standards of
expression or accomplishment for people to consense on and apply.   This greatly slows downs and lowers the quality of selections of cre-
ative contributions.   

Domain:  cognitive process:  reproduction:

66 a vehicle for achieving immortality in the domain via publishings, awards, and events

Domains that have vehicles for remembering and honoring the entire history of best contributions they have received, reproduce creative
results better than domains lacking such vehicles.  

Domain:  zeitgeist and environment:  variation:

67 domains that take up the themes and enthusiasms of their eras

Domains that take up the themes and enthusiasms of the era they are now in, promote variation by allowing evanescent time-linked elements
to make contributions unique to the era they came from and the viewpoints it represents.  Domains immune to the themes and enthusiasms of
their own era, tend to lose this uniqueness of each time period and to, thereby, suffer from homogeneous timeless contributions, losing vari-
ation chances.

Domain:  zeitgeist and environment:  combination:

68 the domain has plural symbolic languages or flexible ones or none
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Domains with single, inflexible symbolic languages find that such languages are a barrier to cooperation with other fields, the work of re-
expressing in the code of the domain slowing or preventing easy collaboration.  

Domain:  zeitgeist and environment:  selection:

69 domain becomes metaphor for an era

The early 21st century was a biologic time, wherein mechanical commonsense gave way in domain after domain to biologic evolutionary com-
monsense.   Such intellectual flavors of the times, if they invade domains successfully, foster systematic changes in what gets selected as cre-
ative, inviting in, suddenly, works slighted before and slighting, suddenly, works easily accepted before.  Such shifts in selection criteria
heighten sensitivity to selecting creative works.  

Domain:  zeitgeist and environment:  reproduction:

70 Canon of best works taught in universities

Academic departments that teach the canon of a domain to newcomers, reproduce creative works in relation to all that went before and all that
come after.   

Domain:  lifespan:  variation:

71 normal science versus paradigm change science

Domains that move from an old paradigm breaking down to possible new replacement paradigms, are fecund with variation.   Everyone offers
their version of what should replace the old failed paradigm.  

Domain:  lifespan:  combination:

72 inevitable inventions as myriad efforts converge on same set of problem approaches and prerequisite knowledge accumulates

Domains that cumulate results, so new contributions add onto past ones, often converge on solutions as prerequisite knowledge accumulates.
Domains that do not cumulate results, dissipate contributions so knowledge, even if it accumulates, is dispersed, not focussed into critical
masses for breakthroughs.  

Domain:  lifespan:  selection:

73 creativity critics that compare relative creativity of various domains

Domains, if judged by creativity critics that compare the creativity of one domain to that of others, learn the strengths and weaknesses of their
own selection processes, and possibly improve them.  

Domain:  lifespan:  reproduction:

74 domains that are useless in some sense last longer than domains that are useful--for example abstract science outlasts particular engineering
principles;  75 on the contrary, domains that have transformed conditions of life for all of civilization repeatedly, like medicine or physics, also
reproduce their innovations lastingly and well

Useless domains achieve reproduction of best works easily, compared to domains that are useful.   Their judgements for selecting and repro-
ducing best works are not clouded by application and the social forces that influence it.  

Extremely useful domains, like physics and medicine, that have greatly impacted the lives of many, reproduce their best work canons well due
to the widespread influence and respect (hence resources) they command.  
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TABLE 1. A Model of Creativity Systems Model Dynamics [from all references listed at end of this article]

Natural Selection Steps 
versus Dimensions of 

Creation
Variation
(divergence)

Combination/composition 
(advergence)

Selection
(convergence)

Reproduction

Person cogni-
tive pro-
cess

What cognitive process
generates variation in
creative  people?

• network of enterprises

• immune to social conformist pres-
sures

• de-rutting by deliberate radical 
change of environment 

What cognitive process
generates combinations
in creative people?

• images of wide scope

• selective combination

• use of unusual metaphors

• simultaneous presence of contradic-
tions without choosing one pole as 
right

• abstracting features of a problem suf-
ficiently to see relations to other fields 
and problems and scan past experi-
ences/cases

What cognitive process
selects combination in
creative people?

• select problems to work on for high 
leverage

• selective encoding (relevance) and 
selective comparison

• building up failure indices as tries 
fail that further specify features of 
possible solutions

What cognitive process
reproduces selected items in
creative people?

• excite network with works

• marketing by the person throughout their 
career

• wide distribution of one’s works then net-
working with holders of them to arrange 
higher market salience and value for them

• selection of visibility gaining innovation 
devices over subtler ones

environ-
ment and
zeitgeist

What environment and
zeitgeist of creative peo-
ple generate variations?

• end of empire

• borderline metropoli

• self-built “crafted world” of tools 
and images

What environment and
zeitgeist of creative peo-
ple  generate combina-
tions?

• competition among disciplines

• venues wherein different disciplines 
are co-exhibited/co-evaluated

What environment and
zeitgeist of creative peo-
ple select combinations?

• intrinsic motivation 

• lack of direct supervision

• local informal  meeting places for 
multiple arts or disciplines where new 
ideas can be improvised and tried out 
safely

What environment and zeit-
geist of creative people
reproduce selected items?

• discipline districts wherein word spreads 
fast and inexpensively

lifespan What lifespan character-
istics of creative people
generate variation?

• immigration

• cross-discipline work

• lasting experience of two or more 
cultures

• being new to a field

• being self taught

• being very young

• having changed fields

What lifespan character-
istics of creative people
generate combinations?

• exposure to creative adults as child

• great personal productivity

What lifespan character-
istics of creative people
select combinations?

• being new to the field/domain

• applying techniques from other 
fields within the field

What lifespan characteris-
tics of creative people
reproduce selected items?

• self promotion activity during or after 
production 

• having formed new organizations with 
peers before withdrawing into mid-career 
competitive isolation
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insight model

The insight model below presents 25 steps in any insight process.  There are five columns each dealing with a different operation on frame-
works.  There are five rows each dealing with a different smaller scale operation of frameworks.   Insights result from trying things that fail.
Insights are built on whatever it is that accumulates with more and more accumulated failed solution attempts (yes, even frustration that accu-
mulates is a material for building insight, an essential material).   

Careful examination of the model below, shows the columns alternate between an engagement step and a detachment step.   Creative people
engage intensely then pull back and drop effort.   Creative people rationally engage intensely then drop out into semi-conscious unrelated rev-

Field cogni-
tive pro-
cess

What cognitive process
of creative fields gener-
ates variations?

• tire of own methods or subjects

• turn on or foster own cannon

• training by abstract principles versus 
training by cases or master-disciple 
relationship

What cognitive process
of creative fields gener-
ates combinations?

• compose cannon representing history 
of best of the domain

• factionalization of the field (division 
into competing schools)

What cognitive process
of creative fields selects
combinations?

• select boundary challenges to 
applaud or discard

• build failure indices as funders of 
efforts till accumulated failed tries 
specify solution enough that someone 
succeeds

What cognitive process of
creative fields reproduces
selected items?

• solicit emulators of best performers/per-
formances directly or indirectly by acclaim

• training by master-disciple relationship

environ-
ment and
zeitgeist

What environment and
zeitgeists of creative
fields  generate varia-
tions?

• offer better rewards than other fields 
so as to attract the best people

• have to compete with other fields for 
growing rewards/opportunities/peo-
ple (photos destroying realistic paint-
ing in early 1900s)

• openness of the field fosters variant 
solicitation and acceptance (hierarchi-
cal fields tend to resist variants till 
they are approved)

What environment and
zeitgeists of creative
fields  generate combina-
tions?

• cross-discipline projects, funding, and 
prize competitions

• major society multi-discipline project 
opportunities

What environment and
zeitgeists of creative
fields  select combina-
tions?

• competition to obtain leading critic 
positions

• generation change among critics and 
display/publicity means

• change of fundamental infrastructure

• autonomy of field from other fields 
for evaluating its own results (= 
degree of codification,  codification = 
autonomy)

What environment and zeit-
geists of creative fields
reproduce selected items?

• cross-inspiration achieved of one disci-
pline by accomplishments of others

• documenting era and age in entirety

• social supersaturation (example: due to 
end of empire,  suddenly freeing simulta-
neous dammed up forces for change)

lifespan What lifespan character-
istics of creative fields
generate variations?

• not over-educate own field members 
yet make cannon methods training 
widely available

What lifespan character-
istics of creative fields
generate combinations?

• events joining misfits of field with 
leading figures

• reorganizations that combine distant 
subdisciplines

• value centrality attracts people from 
many other domains

What lifespan character-
istics of creative fields
select combinations? 

• circulation from achievers to critic 
positions and vice versa

What lifespan characteris-
tics of creative fields repro-
duce selected items?

• degree of cumulativeness of technique or 
results required/encouraged

• institutions for teaching the canon in the 
context of improvements to be made in it

Domain cogni-
tive pro-
cess

What cognitive pro-
cesses of creative
domains generate varia-
tions?

• lend itself to plural representations

What cognitive processes
of creative domains gen-
erate combinations?

• express itself in symbol system sup-
porting many inter-relations among 
symbols

What cognitive pro-
cesses of creative
domains select combina-
tions?  

• standard expression vocabulary and 
standards of work making excellence 
visible

• build up of failure indices in history 
of efforts in a field till solution break-
throughs

What cognitive processes of
creative domains reproduce
selected items?

• an immortality vehicle of awards, events, 
publishings that bring the best to attention 
of entire field

environ-
ment and
zeitgeist

What environments and
zeitgeists of creative
domains generate varia-
tions?

• takes up and extends themes of the 
era/zeit

What environments and
zeitgeists of creative
domains generate combi-
nations?

• collaborates with other disciplines in 
holistic projects

What environments and
zeitgeists of creative
domains select combina-
tions?

• finds analogous creations to express 
era’s issues, concerns, contradictions 
= domain becomes metaphor for era

What environments and
zeitgeists of creative
domains reproduce selected
items?

• academic departments teaching the canon 
of the field to novices

lifespan What lifespan character-
istics of creative
domains generate varia-
tions?

• normal science versus paradigm 
change science

What lifespan character-
istics of creative domains
generate combinations?

• inevitable inventions as myriad 
efforts converge on same set of prob-
lem approaches and prerequisite 
knowledge accumulates

What lifespan character-
istics of creative
domains select combina-
tions?

• creativity critics that compare and 
contrast output quality of various 
fields

What lifespan characteris-
tics of creative domains
reproduce selected items?

• domains that are useless in some sense 
last longer than domains that are useful--for 
example abstract science outlasts particular 
engineering principles

• on the contrary, domains that have trans-
formed conditions of life for all of civiliza-
tion repeatedly, like medicine or physics, 
also reproduce their innovations lastingly 
and well

TABLE 1. A Model of Creativity Systems Model Dynamics [from all references listed at end of this article]

Natural Selection Steps 
versus Dimensions of 

Creation
Variation
(divergence)

Combination/composition 
(advergence)

Selection
(convergence)

Reproduction
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erie.   It is the alternation of these periods of engagement and detachment that produce insight.  While alternating thusly, there is a progres-
sion achieved.  Creative people move from concrete aspects of the situation they consider to more and more abstract aspects.   This is
represented in the model below as five successively more focussing rows.  Each row tightens the net, increases focus, but in more and more
abstract ways.  

The model says insight is produced by alternating engagement with detachment on successively more abstractly focussed representations of
the situation one is dealing with.   As failed solution attempts accumulate and as partial solutions are gradually found, indexing becomes
essential.   Similarities and differences among failed attempts and partial solutions are noted and grouped into hierarchical models, indexes.
These become, if enough failed attempts are attempted and enough partial solutions are found, indirect, possibly inverse, specifications of
what eventual solutions must handle or be like.   It is the often unconscious accumulation of these ever tighter more elaborated specifica-
tions-by-inverting indexes of accumulated failures and partial solutions, that spawns insights.   Eventually, what the failures and partial suc-
cesses are saying becomes, in an instant, operative, unified, pregnant. 

Each row of the model below can foster sub-insights, that combined, amount to the overall insight into a solution.  The alternation of engage-
ment with detachment across each row can lead to insights as the fifth step in each row.   The specification of a new frame in the third col-
umn, followed by specifying where it works better and where it works worse than the previous frame in column four, can cause insight to
emerge in column five as such hints are combined into attempted partial solutions.  

Each column of the model below can foster sub-insights too, that combined, amount to the overall insight into a solution.   The successive
abstractions that lead to more and more focus when moving down each column, can reveal relations among situation elements that are hid-
den by apparent features of the situation.  In particular, the fourth row--straying--and the second row--abstracting are both detachment steps,
while the first, third, and fifth rows are engagement steps.   Thus, movement across rows as alternating periods of engagement and detach-
ment is somewhat matched by movement down columns as alternating periods of engagement and detachment of a somewhat less heavy-
handed obvious sort.  

 Insight is an intimate process within individual minds.  It is somewhat of an exaggeration to present a step by step 25 step model of it.  Such
systematic regularity seems a bit too regular and imposing for the variety and idiosyncrasies of humankind, but the model below merely
groups and organizes what dozens of researchers have found across hundreds of detailed case studies of insight.  It also embodies results
from the few researchers who have studied inside the mind process steps of inventing, creating, and having insights.  Some of the 25 steps
can be done in the blink of an eye.  Others may take minutes or months.   It is likely, however, that the great majority of creative people go
through nearly all the 25 steps in the model, when insights occur.  It is useful to keep in mind that most of the 25 steps are frustrating accu-
mulations of failed solution attempts.   Only the ends of the rows and ends of the columns are sub-insight locations in this model with step 25
being the location of the overall eventual solution revealing insight.  

TABLE 2. The Insight Process from Reviewed Literature 

Exhausting First Impressions Depth Struggle Insight as Victory

The 
Insight 
Process

Try Existing Frame Stop Existing Frame Specify New Frame Generate Candidate 
Solution Components

Reduce and Test

Represent the Problem Unrepresent the Problem Represent Points of Failure
Generate Alternative Partial 

Solutions and Solution 
Components

Recognize and Combine 
Solution Components

Engagement, Inductive 
Model Building, this 
problem consists of X

Detachment, Model 
Breaking and Expanding, 
things that are X have not 

been tried yet

Engagement, Inductive 
Model Building (of Failure 
Points), things that are X 

don’t work

Detachment, Model 
Breaking and Expanding, 

what about trying X

Engagement, Inductive Model 
Building (of best solution 

combination), things that are 
X help in way Y

Select 1. Select Problem
both problem and features of 
the problem to attend to

6. Select Assumptions
 (Implicit in the problem, 
you, your background)

11. Select Solution Attempts
 that failed thus far

16. Select Parallel Project 
Involvements
multi-task in wildly different 
projects to refresh frames, 
contexts, morale, images

21. Select Combinations 

of partial solutions and solution 
elements gained from  analogies 
with other domains

Abstract 2. Abstract Features
 from problem descriptions 
of others and new descrip-
tions you generate

7. Abstract Constraints
 (witting and unwitting)

12. Abstract Failed Hypoth-
eses
abstract hypotheses from 
failed solution attempts

17. Abstract Analogies in 
Other Domains 

to find what is common about 
problems across domains and 
potential solutions across them

22. Abstract Patterns from 
combinations and analogies to 
try

Index 3. Case Index--Match 
Cases find past problems 
similar to current one

8. Context Index--Switch 
Contexts
 and activities

13. Failure Index--Specify 
Causes of Failure
state why and how each 
hypothesis failed

18. Discourse Index--Seek 
Out New Discourse Partners 
and discuss your stuck-nesses 
with them

23. Partial Solution Index--

separate helpful from unhelpful 
patterns among solution ele-
ments

Stray 4. Represent Problem
in multiple ways, as many 
ways as possible, both care-
ful and playful

9. Apply Outside of Field
 knowledge, images, tech-
niques

14. Reverse Failure Causes
reverse causes of failure to 
find what each tells you about 
nature of eventual solution

19. Apply Out-of-Field Solu-
tions Components 
inside your own field

24. Specify What Part of Each 
Pattern Works 

and does not work

Invari-
ants

5. Find Representation 
Invariants
to problem across various 
representations, these will be 
rather abstract

10. Find Representation 
Variants
what varies as you change 
ways to represent the prob-
lem

15. Find Eventual Solution 
Attribute Invariants
find invariants in all solutions 
tries that failed and all reverse 
specifications of eventual 
solution

20. Find Invariants in 
Aspects of Partial Solutions
 that work partially

25. Find Invariants Among 
Working Patterns 

as your overall solution
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Exhausting First Impressions
Try Existing Frame

Represent the Problem

Engagement, Inductive Model Building, this problem consists of X

1. Select Problem
both problem and features of the problem to attend to

2. Abstract Features
 from problem descriptions of others and new descriptions you generate

3. Case Index--Match Cases find past problems similar to current one

4. Represent Problem
in multiple ways, as many ways as possible, both careful and playful

5. Find Representation Invariants
to problem across various representations, these will be rather abstract

The first column in the insight model is where people get rid of their first impressions, where they exhaust them.   It is a matter of stripping
them bare.   You try all that you know.  If you are lucky and the problem is simple, this column is all you need.  At step 5, find what does not
vary as you vary representations you know of for the problem.  There is where solution occurs if the problem is easy.  

Key here is a case index, matching aspects of the problem to past cases you and others have experienced.  Care in building this index is impor-
tant.  The quality of past cases you know about and the quality of your index of features in them that may match features in your present case
are important.  

Stop Existing Frame

Unrepresent the Problem

Detachment, Model Breaking and Expanding, things that are X have not been tried yet
6. Select Assumptions
 (Implicit in the problem, you, your background)

7. Abstract Constraints
 (witting and unwitting)

8. Context Index--Switch Contexts
 and activities

9. Apply Outside of Field
 knowledge, images, techniques

10. Find Representation Variants
what varies as you change ways to represent the problem

The second column is where people give up on all they already know and detach from it, trying to imagine approaches they have never person-
ally tried before or imagined before.   This is not easy or pleasant work.  It comes only when your frustration with finding that all you already
know does not work is high.   The morale for going beyond all you now know comes from conviction that all you now know is not enough.   If
there is even a hint that somewhere in the back of your mind is something you already know that is adequate to solve the situation, you cannot
make progress in this column.  Progress in this column comes only when you give up, utterly, on all you already know.   

Key here is recognizing what contexts you have been operating in, during efforts to solve this problem, and during your entire life thus far.
Building an index of contexts thus known and tried by you and imagining new contexts beyond all that is a key step in this column.  Identify-
ing unconsciously used past such contexts and identifying alternatives for all the contexts you have known and used thus far are not easy.
They are hard work.   

Depth Struggle
Specify New Frame

Represent Points of Failure

Engagement, Inductive Model Building (of Failure Points), things that are X don’t work

11. Select Solution Attempts
 that failed thus far

12. Abstract Failed Hypotheses
abstract hypotheses from failed solution attempts

13. Failure Index--Specify Causes of Failure
state why and how each hypothesis failed

14. Reverse Failure Causes
reverse causes of failure to find what each tells you about nature of eventual solution

15. Find Eventual Solution Attribute Invariants
find invariants in all solutions tries that failed and all reverse specifications of eventual solution

The third column is where, during each insight process, invention of the utterly new takes place, not as the insight itself, but in the form of new
frameworks, not part of what one already knows and uses, invented here to fill the void created in column one when all the frameworks that
one already knew were found inadequate.  Not just one new framework gets invented here, but one after another, as each is found, somehow
wanting.  
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Key here is the failure index--what is similar and different among failed cases.  This failure index is developed, failure by failure.   Only peo-
ple who are curious about and interested in their own failures can build it.  People who abhor their own failures cannot build it.   They do not
examine their failures in loving detail enough.  As the failure index is gradually built up, creators notice patterns in what fails.  It is these pat-
terns, inverted, that begin to specify what an eventual solution must be like.  It is these patterns that prepare the way for the overall insight. 

Generate Candidate Solution Components
Generate Alternative Partial Solutions and Solution Components

Detachment, Model Breaking and Expanding, what about trying X

16. Select Parallel Project Involvements
multi-task in wildly different projects to refresh frames, contexts, morale, images

17. Abstract Analogies in Other Domains 

to find what is common about problems across domains and potential solutions across them

18. Discourse Index--Seek Out New Discourse Partners 
and discuss your stuck-nesses with them

19. Apply Out-of-Field Solutions Components 
inside your own field

20. Find Invariants in Aspects of Partial Solutions
 that work partially

The fourth column is where solution components are accumulated from partially successful new frameworks the last column produced.
This requires patience.  You want desperately your eventual solution, but you cannot get it.  Instead you get fragments--this one works in this
way, but not that way, this other one works in this other way but not in these ways.  By accumulating such fragments larger and larger por-
tions of your eventual solution appear before you, however, often requiring you to completely reorganize how your fragments fit with each
other, dropping some, emphasizing others.  

Key here is a discourse index you build with outsiders through casual or intense conversation.   By discussing what is lacking, not working,
and how you are stuck with other people, you discover what you would much much later, if ever, discover by talking with yourself.
Describing what frustrates and stymies you mobilizes your emotions for reorganizing partial solution components.   It is the discourse with
strangers that frees up present arrangements among solution components for rearrangement.   Such conversations with strangers can take the
form of face to face talk, or reading good books.  

Insight as Victory
Reduce and Test

Recognize and Combine Solution Components

Engagement, Inductive Model Building (of best solution combination), things that are X help in way Y
21. Select Combinations 

of partial solutions and solution elements gained from  analogies with other domains

22. Abstract Patterns from combinations and analogies to try

23. Partial Solution Index--

separate helpful from unhelpful patterns among solution elements

24. Specify What Part of Each Pattern Works 

and does not work

25. Find Invariants Among Working Patterns 

as your overall solution

The fifth column is where creators learn from accumulated configurations of partial solution components.   As such attempted compositions
of solution components are tried, patterns among them are noticed.  An index built of what works and does not work among such patterns
results in detecting attributes of eventual solution to the overall problem.  Insights, the big ones, come in the midst of conscious or uncon-
scious recognition of patterns among tried compositions of partial solution components.  

The Population Automaton Model

Many people see something very similar about how insights, creative works, creator lives, new domains, emerge.   They are not designed but
seem to self-organize from amid much activity.   This self organizing nature to the various emergent phenomena in creativity suggests, to
some researchers, that creativity is simply a part of the universe.  Non-linear open systems, naturally everywhere, give rise to increases in
complexity and order.   “Order for free” it has been called.   The spontaneous, unpredictable sudden emergence of order and pattern that no
one directly designed or planned or intended, astonishes and is a large part of what humans consider to be creative about anything.  If all non-
linear systems are rife with this phenomena, then the nature of the universe itself is creative.   Thus, however, attributions of creativity as
properties of special sorts of people--creators--or specially fecund societies--Renaissance Italy, for example--are wrong in some fundamental
way.   

This model is included in the 4 Cycle model to represent the best of various models of creativity as non-linear system.   Each individual com-
ponent of the model, as presented in the matrix immediately below, is discussed below.   Note that most of the remarks below on this model
come, word for word, from a previous article I wrote (Greene, 2000).
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There are eleven dimensions of this model (refer to the table above “The Population Automaton Model of Creativity” before going over this
list):  

1. population automaton--the great number of populations of different things that interact in creativity, enhanced by complexity theory use of
intelligent agent theory from artificial intelligence research 

2. genetic automaton--the specific type of population automaton involved in creativity, enhanced by complexity theory use of genetic algo-
rithms from artificial intelligence research

3. generative automatons--four levels of populations of things that interact genetically to generate creative outcomes,  the levels come from an
analysis of the paradoxes within a survey of an extended image of creative dynamics in society (presented in the article cited above)

4. paradox generators--four aspects of human life that generate paradoxes found in the interactions of the populations involved in creativity,
these aspects come from an analysis of the paradoxes within a survey of an extended image of creative dynamics in society (presented in the
article cited above)

5. application automatons--four aspects of human life, corresponding to the aspects that generate paradoxes, that, when creativity dynamics are
applied to them, result in whole new domains we think of as outside creativity yet they are creativity dynamics at work

6. application areas--the particular new fields and domains, generated in the last 20 years in business and society, that result when creativity
dynamics are applied to the four aspects of life that are called application automatons above
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7. explosive re-interpretation as the punch-line effect of the humor connection--the point where humor research and creativity research inter-
sect--the effect of a creative work on a field evaluating it, the punch-line effect, of causing explosive (lots, quickly) re-interpretation of
aspects of the domain that the field works in, caused by the creative work

8. insight as a phenomenon that emerges from interactions of populations involved in creativity--the emergence dynamics of population
automatons in complexity theory applied to how insight emerges from the interactions of persons, works, fields, and domains in creativity;
insight as a “avalanche” event in complexity theory terms

9. the sociological levels: person, work, field, domain--Csikszentmihalyi’s categories from his systems model of creativity

10. the population levels:  thought, emotion, performance, organization--the four aspects of persons wherein genetic  population dynamics
take place, generating creativity dynamics

11. the twelve paradoxes (of 16) where population levels intersect sociological levels--the paradoxes within creative performance generated
where sociological levels and population levels intersect.

Below I discuss each of the above model dimensions in turn, showing what new parameters for understanding creativity and for generating
more creativity and more creative outcomes each model dimension produces.  

1. POPULATION AUTOMATON.  Creativity is most fundamentally populations of things interacting.   That means to understand 
or influence creativity you must adjust the parameters of populations of things interacting.   This has been previously done in complexity 
theory models and simulations.   Such parameters as the following are important:

AUTOMATON PARAMETERS:

number and types of basic units in the population

number and types of states/behaviors per basic unit type

number and types of abstract neighborhoods shared by basic units types

number and types of interactions among units sharing a neighborhood type

number and types of interactions between neighborhoods of the same and different type

POPULATION PARAMETERS:

connectedness parameters--how connected (communicativeness of link and number of links)

diversity parameters--how many types

patchings parameter--how many centers of initiative (of various types) in the population

COMPLEXITY AMOUNT PARAMETERS: (Kauffman’s “adjacent beyond”)

niches created per new niche created

subsystems created by combining previous subsystems

new processes created by combining previous processes

REFLEXIVITY PARAMETERS:

distributedness achieved of emergent pattern recognizer function

distributedness achieved of purpose setter function

distributedness achieved of fittest pattern recognizer function

2. GENETIC AUTOMATON.  Creativity is not just any way of interacting of a population of things.  The populations of things 
involved in creativity interact in a genetic way.   That means things compete for some attention, resource, investment, or application.   
There are constraints against which the things are tested.  Those fittest at meeting these tests are somehow reproduced more widely in the 
population.  This happens in such a way that the population rapidly, almost instantly, becomes many variants of what was just one suc-
cessful variant instants ago.   It is like this, in some cases--the creator thinks of various ways to solve or do something.  He tries them, 
finding a variant that works, partly.   Instantly, he drops all other variants and concentrates on that one, refining it into a population of 
variations in it, which are tried against more refined expressions of the constraints.   This genetic algorithm within the various popula-
tions of creativity produces the following parameters:

NATURAL SELECTION PARAMETERS:

variant generation

random mutation

heuristic mutation

variant combination

proximate combination

distant combination

diffusive combination
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variant selection

levels of selection--selection of trait codes, selection of trait controlling codes, selection of codes that control trait controls

variant reproduction

NATURAL SELECTION SELECTIONS:

natural selection processes selected for (natural selection process type selection)--embedded fractal natural selection processes within natural selec-
tion processes in creation

faster/slower mutation selected for (mutation rate selection)

invented new forms of sexuality (combination) selected for (sexuality type selection)

environment preferences selected for (environment type selection).

3. GENERATIVE AUTOMATONS.  Creativity involves populations of things interacting.  There are four primary populations of 
things interacting in any creative performance.   Each of these suggests different parameters:

THE COGNITION AUTOMATON, OF POPULATIONS OF THOUGHTS IN MINDS

precision of count of main points

precision of naming of main points

precision of ordering of main points

clarity of ordering of main points

recall/retrievability of ordering of main points

fractality of branch factor in ordering of main points

THE INSIGHT AUTOMATON, OF POPULATIONS OF FAILED SOLUTION ATTEMPTS IN MINDS

number and unobviousness of features abstracted 

number and unobviousness of frames selected

number and unobviousness of problem representations selected

number and unobviousness of solution attempts tried that failed

number and unobviousness of cross-domain analogies seen and attempted

number and unobviousness of reasons identified of why failed attempts failed

thoroughness of indexing of features, frames, representations, failed attempts, domain analogies, reasons for failure

recall/retrievability of indexing of features, frames, representations, failed attempts, domain analogies, and reasons for failure

THE SOCIAL AUTOMATON, OF POPULATIONS OF VOICES IN THE FIELD OR WORKS IN THE DOMAIN

the commitment to marketing of the creator

the inherent visibility of the creative work itself, independently of its worth or eventual destiny

the hunger of the field for further developments in present incipient trends

the creative explosive re-interpretation in audience minds when particular creative works in a domain are combined

the interplay of person, personae, and work in a field/domain

THE DOMAIN AUTOMATON, OF POPULATIONS OF DOMAINS INTERACTING IN A SOCIETY

the rigidity and clarity of the status hierarchy among domains

the plurality of sources of judgement and funding within and among domains

the number of domains sharing the same technical symbol systems

the hunger of particular domains for new methods

the hunger of particular domains for new objects of study

the analogy types among domains:

number of circumstantial analogies and elaborateness of feature matches--things facing same environment develop similar responses

number of mimicry analogies and elaborateness of feature matches--things that copy other things end up similar

number of recruitment analogies and elaborateness of feature matches--finding another use of a thing once it is found of use in one place and 
way

number of building block analogies and elaborateness of feature matches--finding all the possible uses of a thing once it is found of use in one 
place and way.  
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4. PARADOX GENERATORS.  Creativity is paradox in many ways, it seems, but careful collection, analysis, and comparison of 
such paradoxes within creativity, reveals four levels of things that generate all the other paradoxes.   This results in parameters like the 
below:

NEGATION: simultaneous opposites generated by negation in the mind (so-called Jansian thinking)

degree of oppositeness achieved

equality of investment in both ends of various polarities

capability of performing both ends of various polarities

HUBRIS: broken illusions, as attempts fail, generated by hubris

degree of disappointment at failed attempts tolerated without stopping the generation of new attempts

degree of emotional detachment (skepticalness) maintained about own solution attempts so that failure does not provoke stopping the pro-
cess of solving

degree to which the constraints and frustrations of the world are embedded in the creator’s model of the world as a trying place without cre-
ating image of the world as impossible or undesirable place

FEEDBACKS: chicken and egg dilemmas, generated by positive feedback loops

speed of feedback effects and size of them, provoked by new features of some creative work in a domain

disposition of creator to invest in chicken and egg dilemma type situations

PARALLEL PROJECTS: fanatical focus, generated by investment in plural simultaneous projects

number of parallel projects

number of different domains represented by the parallel projects

intellectual and social distance of the different domains represented by the parallel projects

number of blocked times in one domain where creator switches to work on problems in other domains.

5. APPLICATION AUTOMATONS.  Creativity dynamics go on in many domains of life that are not generally thought of as 
such.   When we examine just several recent new domains that have been invented in management practice and the economy in the last 
twenty years, we find that application of creativity dynamics to just a few specific aspects of people and society explain them and sum-
marize well their individual dynamics.   This re-understanding of entire domains as creativity dynamics at work on specific parts of peo-
ple and society promises to greatly simplify our understanding of our world.   It leads to parameters like the following;

THOUGHT LEVEL:  creativity dynamics applied to thoughts in the mind

what sort of thoughts are targetted

how many thoughts of that type are in the population

EMOTIONAL REACTION LEVEL:  creativity dynamics applied to emotional reactions to persons and situations

what sort of reactions are targetted

how many potential reactions to a situation are in the population

PERFORMANCE LEVEL:  creativity dynamics applied to moves and improvisations within performances

what sort of moves or improvs are targetted

how many such possible moves or improvs are in the population

ORGANIZATION LEVEL:  creativity dynamics applied to parts of and aspects of organizations of people

what aspects of organizations are targetted

how many such possible aspects are in the population

6. APPLICATION AREAS.   There are nearly an uncountable number of areas of life that creativity dynamics can be applied to and 
tens of thousands of domains that can be understood more simply as the same set of creativity dynamics applied to one fundamentally 
different aspect of people or life at a time.   Below I list, not parameters, but sample such areas, the understanding of which can be sim-
plified by seeing them as the same set of creativity dynamics applied to different parts of persons or societies.  

STRUCTURAL COGNITION:  regularizing the structure of mental contents to aid retrieval, generation, comparison, and indexing

creativity dynamics applied to thoughts in the mind

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE:  managing your emotional reactions to situations

creativity dynamics applied to emotional reactions to situations

GROUP DYNAMICS:  managing the emotional life of groups

creativity dynamics applied to aspects of personal identities that come from group memberships of individuals
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INNOVATION:  inserting changes into the world and its organizations and systems

creativity dynamics applied to gaps in corporate performance as skunkworks 

LEADERSHIP:  getting a particular set of people to accomplish a particular accomplishment

creativity dynamics applied to followers to make them into leaders

HIGH PERFORMANCE:  getting a particular set of people to perform at a certain level or to defeat a particular competitor

creativity dynamics applied to moves in a team performance

ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING:  getting organizations capable of responding differently to similar stimuli/situations

creativity dynamics established among parts of organizations

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT:  getting organizations to measure, increase, and deploy what they know, to know what they know

creativity dynamics established among types of knowledge in organizations

NETWORK ECONOMICS:  getting explosive growth from positive feedbacks between product/service niches and the new niches they gener-
ate

creativity dynamics established among product/service niches in an economic ecosystem.

7. EXPLOSIVE RE-INTERPRETATION.   Creative works cause explosive re-interpretations of previous works in the domain.   
This is the punch-line effect within creative performance--the work stimulating self-reorganization on all size scales of mental structures 
in audience minds, and appreciations of previous works in the domain.  The punch-line effect is the link between creativity and humor.   
Non-linear systems dynamics math has made precise this possibility in any complex adaptive system of populations of things interacting.  
From sand piles to Los Angeles traffic, a single slight change in input, just like thousands of similar such changes, can, unlike the previous 
ones, stimulate an “avalanche event” of whole system state change on all size scales.   Creative works are avalanche events for the fields 
that recognize them.   Insights are avalanche events for the creator minds that recognize them.   The creative work and the insight are the 
same dynamics applied to slightly different parts of the world--to a domain of works in the creative work case and to a population of failed 
solution attempts in the case of insight.   

NON-LINEAR SYSTEM DYNAMICS PARAMETERS:

degree of system supercriticality

size of avalanche events

fractality of  system changes

degree of self organized criticality in the system before and after the avalanche

AVALANCHE EFFECT PARAMETERS, FOR CREATIVE WORKS AS AVALANCHES:

the number of previous works re-interpreted

the unobviousness of the re-interpretations generated

the amount of elapsed time of the re-interpretation of the works of the domain

AVALANCHE EFFECT PARAMETERS, FOR INSIGHTS AS AVALANCHES:

the number of previous solution attempts re-interpreted by a particular insight

the unobviousness of the re-interpretation generated

the amount of elapsed time of the re-interpretation of those solution attempts in a particular insight event

8. INSIGHTS AS EMERGENT PHENOMENA.  Creative works re-organizing whole domains resemble particular insights re-
organizing mental contents in particular creators.   Insights are not planned, intended, or designed.  They emerge from a population of pos-
sibilities interacting.   This type of emergent pattern has been found in non-linear systems, in reality and in computer simulations of such 
systems.   It is remarkable to see a system state, spontaneously change at an arbitrary time, from chaos or quiescence to complicated pat-
tern in an instant.   This emergence of “order for free” without any agent in the system planning, intending, or designing the pattern that 
emerges is exactly the story of insight in the minds of creators.   This leads to parameters such as the following.  The list immediately 
below is suggestive not complete.  A more complete model follows in a later section of this article.

OBVIOUSNESS PARAMETERS:

the unobviousness of when the insight avalanche occurs

the unobviousness of the contents of the particular insight

the unobviousness of the re-interpretation of failed solution attempts produced by a particular insight

INTERACTION PARAMETERS:

what parts of the population interacted to produce the insight

what degree or type of interaction led to the insight

what re-organization of the domain results from the insight
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9. THE SOCIOLOGICAL LEVELS.   Creativity involves interactions among items in populations.   It also involves interaction 
among a person, their work, a field, and a domain.    The person creates a work that affects people who judge such works in a particular 
domain, the field.   This is Csikszentmihalyi’s “systems” model of creativity.  These four areas constitute the sociological levels of cre-
ativity.   The question arises--what makes a field more creative than others, what attributes of a domain foster more creativity in it than in 
other domains.  The result is parameters such as the following (a more complete list is given in a subsequent model of creativity, later in 
this article; the list below is suggestive not complete.)

PERSON PARAMETERS:

life history event types that foster creative dispositional elements like personal productivity, non-conformism, and so on

social support configuration that makes a particular creator isolated enough to break boundaries yet connected enough that those breakings
contribute to others

WORK PARAMETERS:

attentional properties of the work, independent of its initial or final worth and destiny

semiotic properties of the work, linking it to trends in the field

opportunistic properties of the work, creating appeal in particular configurations of people, funders, and critics at particular times facing par-
ticular exigencies

FIELD PARAMETERS:

salience of a field among others in competing for best people, works, methods

connectedness, diversity, and patchings parameter settings of a field relative to others for fostering many variants and many frames for posi-
tively evaluating variants

DOMAIN PARAMETERS:

presence of standard symbolic language across the domain, making judgements of worth of contribution more easily evaluated

recent history of previous struggles in the domain and the disposition towards radicality or conservative evolution it fosters

10. THE POPULATION LEVELS.   Creativity involves at least four levels--thoughts, emotions, social relations, and organized 
domains.   These are also different populations that generate creative outcomes (thoughts, failed solution attempts, voices and works in a 
field, and different domains interacting through metaphor).   These are also different application levels (thoughts, emotional reactions, 
moves in performances, and organization aspects inter-connected).   The parameters for these levels were give above in item 3

11. THE TWELVE PARADOXES.  Creativity paradoxes are generated by four levels of human condition aspects as presented 
above in item 4.  However, paradoxes are rife within creativity.   The four levels intersect Csikszentmihalyi’s four dimensions, making 
sixteen boxes of a matrix, with four of those boxes, the column under Csikszentmihalyi’s “work” category, being blank because we can-
not generalize across all creative works for paradox purposes.  That leaves twelve boxes where we can identify paradoxes generated (by 
the paradox generators) for that particular Csikzentmilahyi category--person, field, or domain.   These twelve paradoxes, in turn, sub-
sume many others.   That leaves parameters such as the following (again a suggestive rather than complete list):

FLEXIBLE BRICOLAGE, ASSOCIATIONS PARAMETERS:

how rich is the creator’s environment in variety of things opportunistically usable in different contexts

how flexible is the creator’s imagination at putting things to use in frames other than their standard use ones

how unobvious and intellectually/emotionally distant are the associations the creator makes to any stimulus

TOLERANCE FOR FAILURE PARAMETERS:

how disposed to preserver in the face of failure and difficulty is the creator

how many failures of what type does it take to reduce the commitment of the creator to a particular line of attack

how does the creator balance need for perserverence with need for flexibility of approach

MARGINALITY, INGENUE, IN BUT NOT OF, SUPPORTED LONER PARAMETERS:

how much commitment to and mastery of existing technique and knowledge of a domain does it take to reduce ability to innovate a certain
amount

what single link of what level of quality does it take to remove just enough of the loner-ness of the creator to make him/her impact a field

METHOD, PROCESS, APPROACH, SIMILIARITY METAPHOR PARAMETERS:

how many different domains furnish possible analogies for a situation in a particular domain

how widely read is the creator

how diverse are the person’s with whom the creator speaks on a regular basis

how many different domains can the creator easily converse with someone in, when need arises
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how specific is the mapping of parts of any one analogy from one domain to parts of another domain

COMPETING AUTHORITY PARAMETERS:

how many different authorities are funded and respected in the field at any one time

how different are the approaches and values of the different authorities tolerated in the field at any one time

how easy is access to these authorities by newcomers, novices, and mediocre contributors of the field

PLAYFULNESS, REGRESSION IN SERVICE OF THE EGO PARAMETERS:

how much is the childhood mind’s over-connectedness preserved in the adult mind

how essential is such over-connectedness preservation to creative performance

how well does the mind professionally and disinterestedly use its more emotive, associatively rich, childish capabilities

DISINTERESTED SELF PROMOTION PARAMETERS:

how assiduously did the creator learn and link him/herself to the social substructures of his/her field

what minimum amount and quality of links suffices to create possibility of impacting a field

what properties of the person and his/her work make such linkages work well in creating impact and work poorly

PERSONAL PRODUCTIVITY PARAMETERS:

how much more productive than normal persons not contributing creatively in a domain is the creative person

can creative contribution take place by someone not more productive than usual persons in the domain

is what makes the creator more productive the same as what makes him/her more creative or different

TAKING POINTS AS TRENDS PARAMETERS:

what points that others take as points does the creator take as places within trends

how much interpolation does the creator use

how much extrapolation does the creator use

RE-CONNECTING TO SPONSORS/AUDIENCES PARAMETERS:

the degree of frustration of audiences in the field and in society supporting the field with outputs of the field

the degree of satisfaction of audiences/sponsors in the field with the present outputs of the field

CANON AS BUILDING BLOCK PARAMETERS:

the degree to which particular creations re-configure parts of the canon/tradition 

the number and salience of items in the canon that are reconfigured by any one creation

DOMAIN/TRADITION INVENTION PARAMETERS:

the degree of idea-richness and sponsor-richness attained (and required to cause a single creation or insight to become a new domain)

the supercriticality of a domain that causes it to be a likely sponsor of spin-off new domains.

subcreations model

The subcreations model is one of my favorite models.   It is a purity type.   That means it is quite simple, with very few components compared
to the earlier models presented in this article.   Basically it can be completely and accurately summarized in just one statement--creative people
before or while they create their creative works, create creative styles of life and workspaces and arrangements that prepare the way and enable
the production of the creative works they become famous for.   If you remove or stunt these smaller preceding inventions of lifestyle and work-
style, life space and work space, you prevent creativity from emerging.   Creativity is not some one thing that happens, but it is a gradual accu-
mulation of many small inventions that help one make a major overall invention.   

This model is very very simple yet extremely powerful.   An example will help.   Mr. X was an upper level manager at a famous US corpora-
tion who had his employees workshop together to design their own jobs, work mission, daily schedule and bonus system.   The final design
these employees came up with had one desk per project, not one desk per person, with people multi-taking on several projects per day at times,
crowded around a few desks/projects, leaving others vacant, and dispersed at other times.   The corporation, however, could not tolerate buy-
ing one desk per project (41 projects being done by 12 employees in this case, a gap of 29 desks).  So the manager found a retrenching part of
the corporation and scarfed desks from them at minimal cost.   Managers visiting this group were again and again astonished at the productiv-
ity and work arrangements before them.   They saw large numbers of empty desks and people hovering around only a few desks--their “visual”
sense of “productivity” was offended.   However, this group was, on a financial and software output basis, the top group in the overall corpo-
ration.      

This set up of a desk per project with employees multi-tasking among projects was a form of subcreation.  Upper management, if they had suc-
ceeded in preventing extra desks per project being obtained, would have killed much productivity and creativity.   Killing the subcreation
inventions of workstyle and lifestyle also kills the final creative product that was possible.   In exactly this way, nearly all companies in the
world are preventing much employee creativity by blindly and foolishly holding to the norm that there should be one desk per person, not one
per project.   To paraphrase Ralph Waldo Emerson, such foolish consistencies are the hobgoblins of little minds.  There are numerous other
such consistencies in corporations:  one job one firm per person, one job repeated 5 days per week, and so forth; all these restrict employee
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subcreations, reduce creativity, and have no ultimate justification other than upper manager imagination-less-ness and desire to keep things
easy for small brains to encompass.  

Thus understood the subcreations model has a close connection with workstyle variables in the 4 Cycle Model of creativity that this paper
presents.  Variables measuring various dimensions of workstyle there also capture data on subcreations attempted or forbidden.   

Above is a brief model of types of subcreations that creators invent on
their road to their major creative works.  The spaces in which creators
make things are often unusual and specially designed.   A vice presi-
dent of strategy had one long wall of his office covered with 200 shoe
boxes into which he put video tapes, CD-ROMs, notes, books, and
other data as he encountered visitors to his office or as he read things at
his desk.   Each shoe box had a label on its end, giving the topic of
things to be put into it.   

The spaces for making and for combining are often separate and differ-
ent for creators.   Combination spaces draw from storage or plural
spaces for making.  A novelist, when his fifth novel sold well used the
money to buy a warehouse, along the inside perimeter of which he put
40 desks, with a computer on each plus files and shelves.   He arranged
possible book projects on each desk and laid out the empty middle of

the room as a kind of workplace/living room combination for doing work or hosting guests.   His combination space was that middle area of
long curved table tops and elegant chairs (with coffee machines, aquariums, and other luxuries).  His making spaces were the individual
desks.  He would gather selected materials from several disconnected desks, put them onto space on a central table, and rearrange them, get-
ting ideas combined across projects.  

Creators learn the best times to produce.  Since creativity involves alternating intense periods of engagement with periods of semi-conscious
reverie, the best times to create are of two very different types.  A painter developed two different spaces.   In the first, urban loft space, he
sketched roughly his initial ideas, often moving among several different canvases in any given day.   When initial sketching was finished, he
moved the canvas to his rural lodge by the lake.  There, without distraction from other painting projects, people, and neighbors, he concen-
trated fully on realizing the potentials of his initial vision.   These two spaces were also two different times and two different types of time.
Other creators develop very particular rhythms of work.   A physicist throws away Monday and Tuesday each week, concentrating teaching,
administration, family errands, on those two days.   On Wednesdays he retreats to his home-office, where he works without phones, TV,
internet and all other communication means, on his current intellectual project.   He usually continues such work Thursday, then on Friday he
does something outrageously different each week--mountain climbs, Tango lessons, visiting old high school friends, museum tours, photo-
graphing the local harbor, and the like.   Saturday he returns to his home-office for quiet work on his current intellectual project.  He has been
following this schedule for over fifteen years.

Many creators have to be thoroughly isolated at some phases of their work.  They devise places or rooms or homes or offices that isolate
them.   It varies what they need isolation from.  Some creators want isolation from family matters; others want isolation from errands and
administration work; others want isolation from friends and pleasures; others want literal quiet, a lack of all noise.   A flutist in Manhattan
showed us his room within a room within a room.  Inside a large 40 by 30 foot loft room he had constructed two successively smaller sets of
walls, to block light and sound from the city, so he could develop music without noise.   

Most creators, maybe all, invent special tools to further their work.  For many types of creativity, such tools are cognitive, that is, mental
tools--certain types of diagram, certain mental images or models, certain visualization spaces or drawing facilities, and the like.  A musician
showed us the wall of his home-studio.  One of the four walls was covered with 600 buttons.  When he pointed a handheld laser device to
any button, one of his all time favorite melodies was played on the room stereo.   When he pointed the handheld laser on a sequence of but-
tons in succession, a sequence of melodies played.   This tool allowed him to instantly challenge his current mood and standard of play with
the best examples from his own lifetime of listening and playing.  

It is not just spaces, rooms, and lodges that creators invent for supporting their work.  They turn rooms and spaces into particular environ-
ments.  You can see a great deal of the nature of each creator from what populates such environments.  One creator puts morale related things
all over his rural office.  Another creator puts best competitor recent works all over his urban flat.   Another creator puts living things, pets,
and family reminders, and science fiction fantasy images, blown up to poster size, in his studio.   Another creator puts rings of concept
phrases around the ceiling of his office, updating them monthly to keep him reminded of the newest thoughts in his readings and professional
environment.  

The living spaces of creators tend to be invented environments as well.   A well known Nobel prize winning chemist designed a dream house
for him and his wife.   It was a diagonal upward row of rooms, each on top of the other but slightly displaced to the left, the final, ninth room
supported at a height of over 10 meters in the air by a large metal column.  An escalator took guests and family members upward and down-
ward along each of the nine rooms.   He explained that he had always wanted a high-above-ground house with a good view of the nearby
ocean but the view was blocked on three sides of his land by other buildings.  He got the idea of a tall tilted house as a way to make the top-
most “living room” have a full ocean view, not possible if he built a nine-story, one-room-per-story tall and narrow house straight up.   In
addition, by displacing each room to the left, he freed up half of the roof of each room to become individual gardens and terraces.   The
inventor of a series of medical devices showed us his home in Milwaukee.   He had a seventy foot by thirty foot first floor living room built
on three levels with three different small streams of water flowing through marble channels cut into the floor.   As each steam fell from one
level to the next lower one, it made a small waterfall, brilliantly lit by underlying colored lights.  The dome ceiling of this huge room was
covered with reflective mylar, turning the waterfall lights into a ceiling light show.   Another type of space belonged to a prize winning poet.
He had bought a very small lot in downtown Manhattan, and built a one room house there.  He had no furniture in the house, and the walls
and ceiling were all made of glass.  He used Japanese tatami mats for flooring.   At night he sat with drapes all open, surrounded on all sides
by city sights and sounds, and wrote his poetry.   People passing by on the sidewalks peered in, interestedly, and their faces and expressions
inspired many of his poems.  

Spaces for making
Spaces for combining
Schedule & rhythm
Space without distractions

Mental tools
Work environments
Living environments
Presence to audiences

Students
Peers
Recruits
Schools

Canon operations
Question finding
Alternative generation
Breakthrus and impact

SUBCREATION TYPES:
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Creators invent ways to be present to audiences that are important to them personally for making creations or that are important for valuing
and evaluating their work.  Poets, for example, have academic, publisher, coffee house, bookstore, and museum audiences.   A major poet
teamed up with a photographer, who took photos of audience member faces during the reading of key parts of his poems, when he read at
museums, coffee shops, or university classes.   He then published CD-ROM versions of his poems, that had sequences of audience face reac-
tions timed to the reading of each poem.  He built his audience connections and network in part by including his audience members as parts of
his works of art.  A physicist wrote small three line poems about the intellectually most impressive point of the recent publishings of his peers.
His poems were widely spoken of and proudly mounted on the walls of not a few of his peers and competitors.  In this way he maintained pres-
ence to them as an important professional audience for his own publishings.  

Many creators are merely the focal points of networks of collaborators.   Lone creators multiply their powers using other people around them.
This can take the form of students.  Some creators invent entirely surprising ways to collect students of their work.  Ed Shils, the famous soci-
ologist, taught by writing letters to distant people, recommending readings then correcting essays they wrote based on those readings.   He
maintained a large network of such students, entirely unrelated to whatever college he was teaching at.  He felt it was a scholar’s moral respon-
sibility to correspond and correct readings of any interested person willing to learn.  Later, half a dozen of these informal students became
leading figures in sociology overall.  

Peers and colleagues are an important multiplier for some creators.  It is wonderful how some creators can befriend and collaborate with peers
that others fear and only compete with.   Some creators invent new forms of collaboration and friendship.  A mathematician invited peers to
dinners with he and his wife.  At these dinners he posted on the walls, recent work he was in the midst of, that had subtle and not so subtle mis-
takes in them.   During the dinner he challenged his visitors to find mistakes beyond the ones he had found.   Half a dozen times, over the
course of years, such guests got major insights or solved major math problems as a result of these dinner challenges.   He helped make his
guests famous while getting their help in improving his own work.  

Where do creative people find understudies to further their work, if they are not professors or otherwise near institutionally available under-
studies?  A painter who specialized in murals on the sides of large buildings needed people who would follow a design yet who would bril-
liantly improvise around problems using real artistic intuition.  He tried using nearby art college students, but they lacked the discipline he
needed.  He tried using volunteers but they lacked artistic vision.  He invented, therefore, a new form of artist community.   He recruited peers,
found paid mural jobs for them, on the condition that they would each help out on each other’s projects, for at least one project per year.
These five mural artists have grown into one of the world’s most famous “group artists”.  

Creators also invent new types of schools.  A physicist, frustrated at how colleges delayed exposure to current problems while presenting cut
and dried versions of past problems, created a “sweat equity” school--no tuition, just weekly presentations of solutions as the tuition.  If a stu-
dent solved his problem this week, he got to participate in next week’s lesson; if he failed he repeated last week’s lesson and forever missed
this week’s lesson.  The lessons were unusual.  He took past discoveries in physics, and, as best he could, reproduced what intelligent people in
the field at that time knew, wondered about, and supposed.   In that context, he posed the problem, asking students today to re-invent the solu-
tions of the past or to surpass them with new solutions.  He ended up with fifty such problems in a sequence.  Students who solved all fifty
problems within 18 months were then given scholarships to advanced college courses by the professor and his peers.  Another example of cre-
ative schools invented by creators is the structural reading “college auxiliary”.   It is a two month school between high school graduation and
the first year of college or between the freshman and sophomore years of college (in the summer vacation period).  In it students practice a
structural form of reading on the fifty hardest graduate textbooks of college (covering twenty different academic fields), while hearing lectures
summarizing the five most profound unanswered questions in each of twenty academic fields.   It is a school on “how to go to college”.  It
includes in its first week a parents school on “how to support your kid while they are in college”.  It is the invention of a college president.   He
wanted a school that “introduced’ college via immense work loads, structural cognition methods, and mapping of challenges for the next gen-
eration of thinkers to solve.  His mini college “university auxiliary” trained people in how to be college students and trained parents in how to
parent such students.  He created colleges then he created people trained to use them well.  

Creative people have the task of mastering creative works that went before them in their chosen fields.  That can be a few years of work or cen-
turies, depending on the field chosen.  It usually takes six days a week, 12 hours a day, for ten years to master a well established field well
enough to make major contributions to its history.  Creative people have often invented clever ways of mastering their fields.   Some work in
museums or conferences where their field’s best works are presented.   Some write new books surveying the history of fields they enter.   Some
interview all the leading figures in a field while working on professional publications.   

Finding good questions to answer is a key point of leverage in any creator’s career.   Immense talent and effort expended on poor questions,
produces nothing.  Creators invent clever ways of finding such questions.   One researcher in the new field of artificial intelligence computing
attended conferences casually meeting leading figures in the field (having studied their recent papers before attending the conference).  He told
each person he met how impressed he was with particular thoughts in their most recent paper, but he had one point in the paper he did not
understand fully.  He then asked them a question about it.  After the encounter he wrote down notes on what they had said.  A week later he
sent letters with a summary of the encounter and a statement about how grateful he was both for the person’s work and for their elaborations
during his conference conversation with them.  In this way, in a period of two years, he built a personal, professional relationship with the top
fifty scholars in the field.  He then worked up their answers to his remaining questions into a two page abstract of a research paper he might
write in the future.  He sent the two page proposals to these fifty “friends”, got their feedback, turned that into papers, and got fifty papers pub-
lished in a three year period, becoming the most productive scholar on a citation basis in the field, within five years of entering the field.  In
this case, building a personal network and carefully orchestrating information exchanges with its members, produced fifty “questions” worth
finding in the field.

Creative people have to find alternatives--lots of different types of them.  They find alternative problems to work on, alternative representa-
tions of any one problem, alternative approaches to solving those problems, alternative aspects of a problem to work on.  Many creators have
invented interesting ways and tools for generating such alternatives.  One product designer has fifty theories, seven key concepts each, posted
on the walls of his office.  When looking for alternatives he scans them all choosing two or three.  By applying their key concepts to his present
situations he often can generate unexpected alternatives.   A poet has made cards of the twenty best expressions of each of 100 emotions, found
over the years in his reading of the poetry of the world.  When he writes, trying to come up with alternative expressions to trite or well trodden
ones for capturing some emotion, he peruses his card set for the emotion, reviewing the world’s best expressions of it, thus far.   This inspires
him in two ways, by combining some of them he gets new expression ideas and by seeing weaknesses or period biases in them all, he gets
clues about how to go beyond them.
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Creators also invent ways to get impact from their work and ways to get breakthroughs.  Part of this comes from the type of questions they
choose to work on.  Part of this comes from the approaches they use.  Part of this comes from the timing and packaging they give to what
they produce.   An economist told me about making a list of the fifty best people in his field, and the topics they had published on during
recent years.  He grouped and organized those topics till he had a map of what the field’s best’s interests were.  He spotted, on that map, top-
ics and methods, that were missing, unpopular, or otherwise overlooked.  He chose traditional well accepted economic methods and spent his
next twenty years simply applying them to unusual topic areas, ignored by the fifty best people in the field.  Automatically, without much
effort, he said, he got a Nobel Prize for this work.   It was a matter of “inventing” at the beginning  an approach to contributing to his field
that would build on what others did but tackle questions they ignored.   By combining traditional methods but applying them to unconven-
tional topics he established understandability while surprising his field.  

culture mix model.

The culture mix model holds that people whose lives combine many different cultures automatically become very creative or very confused.
The variety in and around them either dissipates their energy or it multiplies it.  To make yourself or something you make more creative, add
more and more different cultures.  This is the essence of this model.  Another dimension of the model is how cultures can be mixed.   A third
dimension is what it is within any culture that interacts with components of other cultures to provoke creativity.   I explain a bit of this model
below.  

The first hint that later was developed into this model was androgyny..   Creative females had more than usual male characteristics; creative
males have more than usual female characteristics.   Genders in recent research have been viewed as separate cultures of talk, behavior, and
value.  Recently, indeed, hormones early in pregnancy have been found to set a maleness degree in babies, from normal to psychopathic to
autistic.   The progression is in insensitivity and disinterest in human relationships--normal males are less sensitive than females, psycho-
paths are unable to relate to other people as equals or having needs of their own, and autistic people lack the internal brain regions for auto-
matic “neural hardware” responding to other people as people like ourselves (mind blindness it has been called).  Creative people are on the
border between male and female, along this hormonal set continuum, perhaps.  An environmental equivalent explanation would have each
gender learning from the patterns, views, values, and actions of the other--to the same end result--androgyny.  

Jewish people have consistently tested higher in intellect and creativity to quite a few other ethnic groups.   Their history of persecution in
Christian Europe has been so long and unfair that almost 2000 years, for environment to affect genetic make up and vice versa, genetics to
affect environments, have resulted.  Jewish people are by definition bi-cultural--they lacked a historical society and place of their own for
thousands of years.  Children were taught how to be Jewish and how to be X--with X one of thirty different nations or more.  Add to this fre-
quent immigrations resulting from persecutions and many Jewish people were Jews in Spain having just fled from Germany, for example.
That is three cultures seriously encountered.   

Entrepreneurial diasporas exist worldwide--Indians in East Africa, Chinese all over South East Asia, Japanese in Brazil, Jewish people in
New York and Amsterdam.   In each case, the immigrants outperform by substantial margins native peoples in business success and venture-
someness.  Similar arguments for homosexuals, and other subgroups of differing cultural contents can be made.  

These cases are suggestive without proving anything.  What is it that happens in people living cross-culturally that increases creativity?

We must be careful here to not jump to conclusions.  Hence, I offer the following list of possibilities:

1) expanded repertoires--inventories of alternative ways of doing various things, each culture has different ways of doing common things

2) creative “surprises” from incompatible frameworks--coherent systems of values that are integrated yet inconsistent with other such coher-
ent systems from different cultures

3) external quietude--the absolute quiet of non-response and non-understanding and dis-interest in one’s own ideas, worries, and potentials;
this draws inner potential out by a kind of Lao-Tsu vacuum power

4) available emotion--overt display and use of emotions hidden, suppressed, unadmitted in one’s own contexts

5) relativization of values--contact with incompatible systems of value that work without conforming to any of one’s own preferences and
assumptions loosens one’s belief in and support of one’s own thoughts in general

6) practice mapping differences--constant seeing what in the other culture/environment corresponds with X in one’s own culture/environ-
ment forces mental distinctions more precise and subtle than otherwise are made

7) metaphor for discovery--the discovery daily of the expanses and conundrums of the “other” culture one is in, and one’s growing mapping
of that other culture as a coherent system of otherness, become a metaphor for “the solution” as another worldview, another world, another
different coherent system of value.

These are by no means all the dimensions that collide when cultures mix and clash but they are sufficient in number for the purposes of the
present article.  

How might each of the above seven clashing components of different cultures generate creativity in people and societies?  

1) expanded repertoires of ways to do things--suggest alternatives and variants not imaginable in one culture

2) creative surprises from incompatible frameworks--train and rehearse people in the creativity inherent in people who invent civilizations
and ways of living and unique selves while getting them used to and expecting surprise

3) external quietude--like vacuum power, shuts down the constant bombardment of one’s own culture (mostly from seeing and hearing mes-
sages in its language, but also repetition of the same attitudes and tastes, daily) in the resultant quiet thus produced, one’s own internal
visions and imaginings grow without prejudice, external evaluation, or opinions of others

4) available emotion--renews the heart and mind with feeling richness that, on a daily basis, was never experienced before; the experience of
living itself simply becomes fuller
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5) relativization of values--seeing two cultures totally incompatible with each other yet each wholly believing it is right and natural, makes one
doubt all values, beliefs, and relicts of how one was born and raised, lubricating the change of values, making it easier to change values

6) practice mapping differences--done dozens of times per day or hour, practices the mind in making slight, subtle distinctions not made by
people comfortably living within a culture they unconsciously imbibed while growing up

7) metaphor for discovery--quotidian discovery of the other culture as a metaphor for the eventual solution as a similar discovery of a coherent
other world of meaning.  

These are seven powerful ways in which all culture mixes and clashes foster creativity.   They are powerful, always present, indeed, unavoid-
able wherever cultures mix.   

Imagine now the months and years of intense engagement with a major conundrum that some creator invests.   The problem itself and one’s
own accumulated failed solutions become another culture, at first encountered as irrational bits and pieces that do not add up.   As one pre-
cedes, however, a dream of somehow making sense of all the pieces, somehow finding the leverage point, the summit viewpoint, the key to fit-
ting all the other pieces together, arises.  The insight or eventual solution is the discovery of the other culture of the problem as a coherent other
culture, not pieces.  In this way, creative discovery and insight is always the discovery of another culture, the solution culture, from the hints
and bits and pieces of failed solution approaches and attempts.  This, if extended a bit, gives rise to a new model of creativity--solution culture
discovery--evolved from the culture mixing model.   

There are well researched stages people go through when penetrating another culture.   These stages bear strong relation to insight processes in
creativity.   Remembering the above insight model of creativity, we notice that penetrating other cultures involves alternate periods of excess
attachment and excess detachment.  It also involves at each stage building indexes of failed attempts, patterns common to partly successful
adaptations, and the like.   Indeed, successful penetration of other cultures, is the invention of, the creation of, a self that works well in two
incompatible environments.   It is an insight process.   

Introduction via Flowchart to the 4 Cycle Model of Creativity
Any one of the above models would suffice to make a serious contribution to creativity research.   Why bother combining all of them into one
overall 4 Cycle Model?  

The first reason is I want to let creative people, by filling out an elaborate questionnaire, to tell us which of the huge number of creativity
dynamics in the models above are ones they use and recognize, and which are ones they use a lot.  I want to get this reduction from many
many variables to a reasonable few done not by researchers but by creative people themselves, reviewing lists of possible components of their
creative work.  

The second reason is I want to test the relative power of all the above models of creativity for predicting overall creativity of persons, career
creativity production, and like outcomes.   Which of the above models relates (correlates) the strongest with creative outcomes of concern to
us?  

The third reason is there are very powerful feedback relationships between the most obvious and well trodden (by research) creativity vari-
ables that are omitted from much research and publishing.  I want to measure the presence, strength, and effects of such feedback loops within
the creative process.  To do that I need the intermediate stages along each loop, requiring a number of models of creativity of different types.  

The fourth reason is rather abstract--there are seven types of creativity models.  It would be “conceptually nice” to create a model having one
sub-model from each of those types.   

Flowchart:

The flowchart below shows thirteen types of creativity variables, organized into three big creativity loops.  The fourth loop is between mental
flexibility and subcreations--subcreations increase mental flexibility which increased flexibility helps people invent better subcreations to
support their main creative work.  

Self type, socio-economic background, and culture are long term background factors.   Career, work environment, and workstyle are short
term background factors.  They change faster and more easily than the long term background factors.  Cognitive flexibility, subcreations, cre-
ative process, creative dynamics, creative output, question finding dynamics are creativity factors.   In a way they are a micro-cosm of the
entire model.   You can view cognitive flexibility and subcreations as long term background factors, question finding dynamics as shorter
term background factors, and creative process, creation dynamics, and creative outputs are creativity factors.   

The core of this model is the subcreations model of creativity.  It is at the center and participates in three of the four loops.  It mediates the
influence of both the short term and long term background factors on creative process.  A feature of this model is creative process, creativity
dynamics, creative output, and question finding dynamics.  These form a loop.  Creative outputs, once achieved, change what questions you
find (what question finding dynamics you use), what creation process you use or invent, and which creativity dynamics you populate steps in
that process with.  This loop is not directly influenced by long term background or short term background factors.   They directly influence
subcreations, which, in turn, directly influence creative process.  Think about me going into a painter’s studio to interview them for this
research.   The unusual environment of that studio revealed a lot of the painter’s personality and approach.  Indeed, the process that painter
used was impossible without that place--the studio.  The subcreations there supported, encouraged, and inspired the particular processes into
which that painter organized various question finding, creativity dynamics, and outputs.  This is a core hypothesis.  
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Career and work environment act, in the 4 Cycle Model, through workstyle onto subcreations.  This relationship comes from observing
innovations in corporations that forbid so many types of subcreations.  With the linchpin, subcreations, stifled, much fostering of career con-
ditions and work conditions, and workstyle conditions to promote creativity, produces little improvement overall.   The very marginal
improvements in research that have been found inside real organizations working hard to promote creativity suggests that some linchpin is
omitted in much past research.  I am suggesting here, in this 4 Cycle Model, that that missing linchpin is subcreations.   Before bad environ-
ment, career, or workstyle conditions destroy creative processes they destroy subcreation invention that prepares for major creative work.
Hannah Arendt’s observation that creation, like all babies, needs the dark and quiet to grow in, to become strong enough to enter the tumult
of public exposure and examination, explains why skunk works and hidden/disguised work arounds often characterize innovation efforts
inside large organizations.   They are ways of hiding departure, variation, rebellion from public exposure, perhaps.  Here, I am suggesting
instead, they are ways of hiding subcreations from public censure.  It is not just contents of work that need disguise and hiding but ways of
work, in particular the peculiarities and irrationalities of subcreations that allow creative people to do amazing things.  

Where, in the 4 Cycle Model, are the various models of creativity mentioned above in this article, the reader may wonder.   I answer there
below:

traits model--they are in the 4 Cycle model as creation dynamics (cycle B)

question finding model--these are in the 4 Cycle model as question finding dynamics (cycle B)

darwinian system model--these are scattered throughout the model in culture, socio-economic background, self type, career dynamics, envi-
ronment, workstyle, creation dynamics, question finding dynamics

insight model--these are in the environment area in the form of questions about how the environment affects each of the ten basic insight
model row and column functions

population automaton model--this model is in the environment area too in the form of how environment affects each of the variable types in
the population automaton model

subcreations model--this is the linchpin of the above model, through which long term and short term background factors influence the cre-
ative process (represented as cycle B)

culture (48) 

subcreations (22) 
(as 22 10-point scales)

(as 48 10-point scales)

workstyle (14) 
(dept-proc-event select one; workspace locale choice list;   

career (9)
(obstacles, choice list; 
career types fill ins;

self type (11)
(fill in strengths, weaknesses;
my typical functions, choice list;
my life is choice list creativity dynamics (32)

(16 of the select one lists; 16 of the select several lists;

question finding functions (16)
(16 of the select one lists)

environment influence (80)
(20 5-point scales for help/hinder; present env.t support quality choice list;
20 5-point scales for control me/I control;
16 10-point scales for E helps/hinders 16 
     population automaton creativity functions;
16 10-point scales for how 16 social process types help/hinder creativity

   

cognitive flex and breadth (5)
(kite 3 steps fill in, 

philosophy fill ins, change life fill in;

creative output (4)
(best in world fill ins,

creativity obstacles fill ins; environment relation to creativity choice list pairs; 

 

recognition choice list;
hot topics (3)
(best books, ideas, 

daily/weekly lifestyle balance choice list;

upbringing richness choice list;

creativity process (3)
(steps fill ins;

needed work changes fill ins; time periods challenge to being creative fill ins;
best work situations fill ins; like/dislike aspects fill ins;

general data (11)
(age, gender, output type,
health, days outside, 
family, 
number of homes/jobs/nations/mentors;
individuality of work)

tea cup choice list & fill in;
association fill ins; 
Galileo similarities fill ins, 

and people fill ins)

functions having friend choice list; intrinsic motive choice list;
workspace types rankings--importance & satisfaction 6 items; 
arch-furn-apparel modifications choice lists
social indexing--interests/needs/ ability per cents;
power source design/emerge choice list;
collections-library contents counts & rankings; 
mind extensions choice list; virtuality types ranking;

type of day choice list; file contents choice list;

cross domain fill ins; analogies type ranking among 6)

evidence fill in; creativity of 

Variables & Scales in the Creativity Self Assessment

Some Questions We Can Ask (Analyses We Can Do):
1. who is most creative, what is their relation to birth culture
2. who is most “Japanese”, what is their creativity ranking
3. what culture is most creative in culture X
4. what attributes of culture X drop away when people in culture X become more creative
5. what attributes of particular self types drop away when people become more creative
6. does more creativity dynamics used equals greater creativity
7. does use of certain creativity dynamics equals greater creativity

8. what environments produce the most creative people,  creative outputs (quality), creative outputs (quantity)
9. what aspects of any particular environment produce creative outcomes or hinder creative outcomes
10. what creativity subcreations and process steps do particular envirnonment aspects hinder/help
11. what career contents are necessary in order for certain creativity/question-finding dynamics to be used
12. are people using more or better question-finding dynamics more 

Missing, Possible
   Items to Add:
kinds of ideas that now fascinate you;
tell the story of one of your innovations;
what do you love, hate, leave alone,
     and improve;
what role does beauty play in your
      inventing:
what processes of work did you use
     early in your career, in mid-career,
       now;
what resources play a major role
        now in your work;
what people encounters play major
        roles in your creativity work now;
does adaptation to difficulty and reduced
         resources improve your 
          creativity, how:
NOTE:  in general, the above sorts of 
things are naturally gotten by interviews
not assessments

What Measures
(Scales) are Weak?

What Models of 
Creativity are 
Unexamined in this
Assessment?
Do we need them now or do we use
them later in an “advanced” 
assessment?   
Amabile check--motivation? 
creativity skills?  domain skills?

   Cycle Dynamics:
A. your creative outputs include particular environments and career types you

.
B.  what questions you tackle determines what creativity dynamics you need which
influence what questions you choose to tackle
C:  your creative outputs influence your own culture and self development which,
in turn, determine what your creative outputs end up being 

14. is creativity achieved in output product terms matched/surpassed/enabled/followed by creative environment/career/culture invention
13. are people doing more subcreations more creative than people doing less of them
      creative than people using more or better creativity dynamics

Cycle A

Cycle B

Cycle C

move into or create in order to move into them, they in turn influence your work
style and that influences what tools, environments, work conditions you invent as
subcreations that support your particular creation processes, leading to creative
outputs that start the cycle all over again Models Included:

traits and opportunities, Gardner
question finding,, Runco
population automaton, Greene
subcreations,Greene
darwinian, Simonton
paradox management, May
systems model, Csikszentmihalyi
tacit knowledge (practical intelligence),
       Nonaka, Sternberg, Robinson

images and networks of wide scope
intrinsic motives, Amabile

        Gruber

career dynamics choice lists;
career improvements needed fill ins;
sources of help in career choice list;
why blocked choice list;

life purpose choice list; how change life fill in;

group not improve creativity reason fill ins)

work characteristics
     choice list pairs;

borrowed concept fill ins)

overcome in life choice list;

people who help your creativity fill ins)

how treat others choice list)

situations in which you 
     feel fill ins)

becoming more creative org parts fill ins;

useful in career choice list;
career event contents choice list)

present work quality choice list)

(plus social process &  culture models)
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Cycle D

D:  mental flexibility increases subcreations which increase mental flexibility 
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culture mix model--this is in the culture section of the 4 Cycle model and in the socio-economic background section in terms of questions
about how many places, homes, professions, cultures, and the like the respondent has been exposed to.

  Explanation of Each of the Four Cycles

The name of the 4 Cycle model suggests that the four cycles in it are important.  Indeed, a major reason for the model is to capture feedback
relationships within creativity.   Cycle A is creative outputs changing the work environment and career, hence, workstyle of the creator.
Changes in them, in turn, change the creative outputs the creator produces.   Cycle B is creative outputs changing the questions the creator
next tackles which change, in turn, which creativity dynamics get included in the creator’s creative process, which changes change the cre-
ative outputs produced.  Cycle C is creative outputs changing the culture, socio-economic background, and self image of the creator, which
changes, in turn, change mental flexibility and breadth, and subcreations.  Those changes, in turn, change the creative process with its ques-
tion finding and creation dynamics.  Changes in that change creative outputs achieved.   Cycle D is subcreations changing the mental flexibil-
ity and breadth exercised by the creator, which in turn, change the subcreations the creator invents.   

Feedbacks, in this case positive ones--increases in variable one produce increases in variable two--lead to exponential, non-linear dynamics in
a system--system wide avalanches from slight changes in inputs, the butterfly effect of two very similar inputs producing entirely different
outputs, and fractal growth patterns of various sorts.  In this sense, the 4 Cycle model could be called, not only a garbage can type model but
also a non-linear system type model in the model of 42 models of creativity that started this article.  To measure the presence of such feed-
backs you need to find not only co-variation but also these exponential growth phenomena.  

As mentioned in the system models description at the beginning of this article, self emergence of insights from failed solution attempts accu-
mulated, creative works from failed attempted creative works, and creator lives from attempted conformist lives is a non-linear avalanche
event (system trajectories switching from one system attractor to another, Rene Thom’s catastrophes).  

Input Variables Models Used by the 4 Cycle Model of Creativity
The creativity models within the 4 Cycle model of creativity have now been explained.  There remains a number of non-creativity models in
the 4 Cycle model.  They are listed below and each one explained.   It is common, due to specialization of scholars, for creativity scholars to
use quite good models of creativity while sometimes using quite poor models of other related phenomena.   I took a little care to keep the
quality of models of other phenomena within the 4 Cycle model on par with the creativity models it subsumes.  

  The Culture Comparison Dimensions Model

One of the most interesting models included in the 4 Cycle model of creativity is the below model of dimensions for comparing different cul-
tures.   It combines four very different approaches to characterizing culture in the research literature (rather than defaulting to one as “correct”
as many studies now do, to save work and time, I believe).  Having four rather different models of culture dimensions measured allows con-
sistency measures missing from other work on culture.  It also allows very interesting measures of the degree to which a person exhibits ste-
reotypical values and norms of his or her own culture.  We can calculate a Japanese-ness index or a male-ness index or an old-old index of
culture values (as well as such measures for the cultures that sets of business practices have like total quality management, re-engineering,
supply chain management ERP, and so forth).  That is, we can ask whether Japanese who are more Japanese than other Japanese are also more
or less creative than them.   
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The most common dimensions for comparing cultures are the famous Hofstede IBM study factor analysis-derived dimensions (Hofstede,
1980, 1991), amplified by Hampden-Turner and Tropenaars (Hampden-Turner and Tropenaars, 1993).  They are really basic social psychol-
ogy categories, long researched in that domain.  In the above model, they are labeled social psych.  

Less common because more recent are gender style categories for comparing cultures.   It turns out that men and women, world wide, differ
in consistent ways (Tannen, 1990).   It also turns out that different social roles and institutions take on one or the other of these gender per-
sonalities.  So you find within-group relations among Japanese very feminine while between-group relations are very masculine.  For Amer-
icans it is the opposite--within group relations are very masculine while between group relations are rather feminine.  Recognizing
masculine culture elements considered now by people as national culture elements is very useful, for one example.  These gender role cul-
ture dimensions are the gender style twelve in the above model.  

Philosophers and theologians have, over centuries, identified anxieties all people and societies share and build ways of handling, containing,
channelling, or avoiding.  Neurotic, obsessive, and character disorder behavior derives from avoiding or hiding from these anxieties.
Ecstasy, sublime elegance, and excellence come from befriending and deriving energy from daily dialog with these anxieties.   How each
culture chooses to handle each anxiety type is another set of twelve dimensions in the above model, called existential questions (Cannon,
1994; Greene, Journal, March, 2000).  

Finally, the style of engagement of a community provides another twelve dimensions in the above model.   Groups engage in life and they
inevitably stylize that engagement (Douglas, 1982, 1984; Cowan, 1994; Taylor, 1998).   The dimensions by which engagement are stylized
are called community in the above model.  Community has secular, sacred, invention, and non-linear complexity components.  

The model above of 48 dimensions for comparing cultures contains a polar pair of opposites in each box.   These are extremes.  Some cul-
tures fall on one pole, others on the other pole, most fall in the middle somewhere.  Japan and the US are opposites on all 48 dimensions
though neither Japan nor the US is the most extreme country for most of the 48 dimensions.  Therefore, Japanese values on each dimension
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are a nice contrast with US values and help people to recognize what the rather abstract dimensions are talking about.  I use, therefore, US and
Japanese values on each dimension in the above model to help people deal with the abstractness of those dimensions.  In the questionnaire
that this research on the 4 Cycle model of creativity produced, each polar opposite is measured as a ten point scale, allowing degrees of con-
formance with dimension values/behaviors to be ascertained and compared. 

Note, there is a profound ambiguity with all models of culture.  Not only are “cultures” not unitary (not all Japanese act Japanese-ly) but they
evolve over time (Taishyo Japanese made it Japanese to compete individually; recent Japanese made it un-Japanese to compete individually),
and people espouse values counter-acted by how they actually behave, and they use cultures as excuses to get competitive advantage from
others.  Naive scholars have again and again taken “norms” betrayed in any of these four ways as if the norms, not the betrayals in actual
behavior, were real.   That is an error, a fatal error.  You have to say--the following values are believed by nearly everyone in this culture to
characterize this culture’s actual behaviors and beliefs and people in this culture are either conforming to these values or are highly affected
by the belief that most people in this culture conform to such values.   This is a complicated proviso but it simply means that even if the cul-
ture’s values are not entirely “real” they act as a powerful force merely by being so widely believed to be real.  In effect, values are somewhat,
not entirely, a self-fulfilling prophesy.   If I believe good Japanese are quiet and passive, even if I am loud and think I am justified in being
loud, I will carry worry, guilt, or other costs of being loud when I know that I and others believe good Japanese are not loud.  The norm may
not dictate reality but it may dictate costs of not thusly being dictated to.    

Social Psych Dimensions:

People differ in their preference for equality or for differences in rank.  They differ in whether personal closeness helps them exert power in a
relationship or whether closeness reduces their ability to exert power.  They differ in whether rank comes from personal achievement or
whether it comes from structures of situations and society, transmitted to persons through history.   These three are social psychology dimen-
sions of handling rank in society.  

People differ in their preference for individuals as causes of action or groups as causes of action.   People differ in whether they see principles
that carry over from one case to others or whether they see each case they meet as entirely unique.   People differ in whether they see them-
selves determining their fates or whether they see situations determining their fates.   These three are group participation dimensions in social
psychology.  

People differ in their mental styles--some preferring breaking things apart and other preferring combining things into wholes.   People differ
in the relations to order--some preferring sequences of things one at a time and others preferring simultaneous parallel engagement in plural
initiatives.  People differ in whether mistakes are feared and avoided or whether mistakes are welcomed and tolerated.  The former have one
chance lives, one mistake condemns you forever, while the latter have several chance lives, one or two mistakes do not doom you.  These are
time dimensions in social psychology.  

People differ in whether friendships have priority over principled doing of what is right or whether doing what is right has priority over per-
sonal relations with others.  People differ in respect for other forms of life--some see humans as primary, superior to other forms of life, and
others see humans as equal to other forms of life.  Some people see being moral as a matter of doing what is right in situations; other people
see being moral as investigating ambiguous right-versus-right, wrong-versus-wrong situations, to find what a particular case requires/allows.
These are social psychology categories of relating to others.  

Gender Style Dimensions:

Some people talk to establish connection with others; other people talk to establish status differences among people.  Some people talk in
order to exclude ideas or other people; other people talk to include ideas or other people.  Some people primarily tell others things; other peo-
ple primarily listen to what others say.  These are input/output dimension of gender style.  

Some people are embarrassed by feelings, minimizing exposure to them; other people are interested in feelings, seeking them out.  Some peo-
ple feel lonely when misunderstood; other people feel dis-respected when misunderstood.  Some people when treated harshly take it as a sign
of being rejected by others; other people when treated harshly take is as a sign of respect.  These are emotion management dimensions of gen-
der style.  

For some people, communication is a matter of information being transmitted from mind to mind (interrupting is fine); for other people, com-
munication is a matter of relation-building via self disclosures transmitted person to person (interrupting is rude).  Some people talk in order
to share the feelings that others have; other people talk in order to solve the problems of others.  Some people drive to get details exactly right;
others people drive to get all the relevant details.  These are the communication purpose dimensions of gender style.  

Some people relate to others in order to become more independent; other people relate to others in order to establish dependencies among
people.  For some people relating is a contest among people; for others relating is a community built with others.  Some people argue over
points; other people apologize over points.  These are the conflict dimensions of gender style.  

Existential Question Dimensions:

Every person must come up against mystery--why is there something instead of nothing.  People handle this worry by clinging to their indi-
vidual existence as fundamental or clinging to the existence of institutions in their society as fundamental.  Life is fragile but at least my exist-
ence is certain, or at least my society’s existence is certain--this feels like.  Asserting any existence, whether self or other, is exaggerated and
denial of mystery in this sense.  Mature responses are constant daily recognition that my existence and my society’s existence is mysterious,
unanswered, an open nagging question.  

Every person must come up against arbitraryiness--why am I born here and now, why am I male not female, why am I poor not rich.  People
handle their worry about this by clinging to their function in life and situations as fundamental or by clinging to the group they are in as fun-
damental.   What and who I am is arbitrary but the functions I do are not arbitrary, people insist, or but the group I belong to is not arbitrary,
they insist.  Asserting any identity basis as fundamental is exaggerated and denial of arbitrariness in this sense.  Mature responses are constant
daily recognition that my identity’s basis is arbitrary, unreasonable, and fundamentally unjustified (something I did not choose, earn, cannot
justify, or escape).  

Every person must come up against emptiness--lack of meaning, I am meaningless, the world has no meaning.  People handle their worry
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about meaning by making the meaning of their lives by themselves or by finding meaning in the world and people around them.  I and the
world may come to me now as without meaning of any sort but I will shortly create meaning for my life and world or I will shortly find
somewhere around me meaning to depend on, people insist.  Making meaning yourself or finding it in the world and people around you are
both exaggerations, denials of the emptiness that really is there in life, in this sense.  Mature responses are constant daily recognition that the
meaning of my life is not given to me when born or when awakening each day.  Each day I have the same problem--how to generate mean-
ing to replace the emptiness of self and world I wake to.  

These are the response to existential situation questions.

Every person must come up against freedom--you and situations cannot define me, only I determine myself by how I choose to relate to the
limits, opportunities, situations of my life.  Freedom is a burden because it removes forever all excuses, all ability to blame others, situa-
tions, my background for what I now am and do.  I choose to let my bad relationship with my father from thirty years ago, determine my
emotions now.  I choose that by not investing the effort and time of breaking the emotional-reaction habits I developed when relating badly
to my father all those years ago.  Being adult means discovering excuselessness--discovering that I can never be honest to myself while
blaming my present reactions and situation on anything at all--my past, my future, my situation.  People avoid their freedom by clinging to
personal projects as who they are or by clinging to social roles they play as who they are.   I am, instead of awesome excuse-less freedom,
my projects, my projections of myself into imagined futures I can create.  I am, instead of awesome excuse-less freedom, my social roles,
the value society as a whole chooses to invest in my existence.   Both of these--identity from projects and from roles--are exaggerations,
ways to avoid the ineradicable relentless pressure of being free to determine my self.  Mature responses are constant daily lifting of the bur-
den of having no excuses for who we are and what we do.  

Every person must come up against loneliness--love dying, again and again, in relation after relation.   People handle their worry about love
dying by clinging to the intimate person underneath all functions and roles or by clinging to the role I play in that person’s life or that they
play in my life.  You can clearly find people doing both of these--clinging to a continual intimate disclosure of the other person that eventu-
ally becomes a burdensome continual search for intimacy and disclosure that cannot be manufactured fast enough to satisfy the anxiety the
lover has for more disclosure, more intimacy, more nakedness, and, clinging to a role that one person plays in the  other’s life so an abusive
husband is clung to as love of the “having a husband” role is essential to the woman.   Both of these, clinging to disclosure and clinging to
role are exaggerations, denials of the fundamental loneliness in life.  That loneliness is fundamental, not situational, because we are con-
scious beings who desire to have the reliability, stability, and solidity of non-conscious thing-like beings.   We continually are driven to turn
other people we relate to into being as reliable, stable, and solid as the tables and chairs and walls of our lives.  We continually want to trans-
form the fundamental un-thing-ness, unpredictability--indeed, the fundamental freedom that other people are--into less freedom to depart
from us, differ from us, lose interest in us.  We have a drive to turn other people into thing-like dependables, minus the freedom that makes
them excite us.  Mature response is constant daily discovery of new ways we have tried to reduce or enslave the freedom that the other per-
sons we relate to are, in order to “have” love or “non-loneliness” or “relationships”.  

Every person must come up against their own inauthenticity--they own tendency to possess others, hence, their own tendency to become an
object that others possess.  People handle their worry about mistreating others by clinging to adaptation as a way of regaining authentic
relating or by clinging to revolutionary overturning of relationships as a way of regaining authentic relating.   We can see people every day
cleverly adapting and changing and re-relating as their attempt to escape the inescapable loss of authenticity in relationships.   We can also
see every day people overthrowing relationships and entire social structures in search of more authentic ways of relating to people and the
world.   Both continual adaptation and punctuating-equilibrium revolutions are exaggerations, denials of the inevitability of us possessing
others till they are things, lacking freedom, and others possessing us, till we are things to them, lacking freedom.   Our inability to stop,
avoid, or prevent inauthentic treatment of self and others causes us despair.  We despair because we can do nothing today to prevent new
inauthenticity coming from us and to us tomorrow.  Mature response is constant daily discovery of new forms of inauthenticity in relating by
us to others and by others to us.  

These are the response to existential choice questions.  

Every person must come up against their own mortality--why do I die, when do I die, why can’t I live forever.  People handle their anxiety
over dying by clinging to death as more real or by clinging to birth as more real.   I will surely die and become worm food but life did not
really matter at all because death is fundamental, life is a detail, or, I will surely die and become worm food but death does not really matter
because birth is what is important, death is a trivial detail, perhaps handled by a god.   Both of these are exaggerations, denials of the rapidly
approaching moment when we suddenly abandon loved ones, and lifetimes of projects, to disappear from this world.  Mature response is
constant daily operation out of the certainty that our lives are very very short, though perhaps unnecessarily so, so we better manage our
brief time as if it were brief.   Similarly, we had better relate to other lives around us as the evanescent, brief, utterly unique beings that will
never be in the world again that they are, not as solid, long standing opponents.  Mature response is recognizing how the brevity of our lives
causes weaker people to compete, kill, step on other people in their anxiety to fit into their brief lives all they can desire, as if getting
involved in life will hide them from the death rapidly approaching them.  

Every person must come up against the ugliness of life itself, as handed to people once they are born.  Babies too young to have hurt anyone
have swollen faces huge chunks of which are cut out as bone cancers wrack their young bodies with unbelievable pain.   Young girls are
picked up in a stranger’s car and tortured to death over a period of weeks in some pit in a forest by crazed people.   We vomit whenever we
allow ourselves to actually survey how ugly life and the world really are for all people.   If you care about people, you have to hate the way
the world is designed to treat them.   Nausea is the inevitable response to life’s ugliness.  There are not a few days in which most people
refuse to get up and engage the world, its ugliness temporarily overwhelming them.  Why should I get up to engage a world that ugly (Ham-
let’s problem in Shakespeare’s play of that name)?  People handle their disgust over the ugliness of life and the world by clinging to ingrati-
tude as their image of flaws in people or by clinging to their image of unfreedom as their image of flaws in people.   People say to
themselves--this world is so ugly--however I should be grateful to my parents for giving me a life in a world at all, even if it is such an ugly
world.  Or, people say to themselves--this world is so ugly--however, I am free to make any sort of relationship to this ugly world that I
choose to make.   Either way is an exaggeration, denial of the ugliness that is always there.   Mature response is constant daily recognition of
how much the world disgusts us and how never in our wildest dreams would we have created a world so faulty and ugly.  Constant daily rec-
ognition of the nicer micro-worlds we build with our identities and lifestyles and careers and how these are really ways to hide the overall
nature of the world, its ugliness, from ourselves so we do not spend our lives, nauseatedly dealing with it, is also a mature response to this
existential reality.  

Every person must come up against the contingency of their own life--we cannot make the overall meaning and story of our lives by our
selves.   What our lives mean and meant is determined by other people’s view and judgements of us, whether we like it or not.  We are free,
always, to determine our relation to life but that freedom does not extend to make us free to determine what our lives means for us and oth-
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ers.  We are contingent.  We determine our selves but not the meaning our selves have for others.  We remain contingent.   We handle our anx-
iety over being contingent by clinging to not bothering others or by clinging to not bothering my self.   Some people go through all of life
avoiding bothering others, in order to hide from or deny that others co-participate in determining what our lives mean.   Other people go
through all of life avoiding bothering themselves, in order to hide from or deny that others co-participate in determining what their lives
mean.   Both of these are exaggerations and denials of the contingency really there in our lives.   Mature response is constant daily recognition
of our inability to determine the final meaning of our selves and lives without influence from others.   Mature response is constant daily shiv-
ering before the awesome way that others become a mirror distorting how we see and value ourselves, a mirror we can never escape from.  

These are the response to existential impact questions.  

Every person must come up against tragedy--our inability to know or predict the consequences of our actions.   We handle our anxiety over
this by clinging to work (by making our life lack all spontaneity and action we think we can avoid anxiety over unforeseen consequences of
our actions, by turning our activity into sheer design and craft) or by clinging to action (by making our lives entirely action we hope to drown
our anxiety over unforeseen consequences by generating so chaotically many of them that any one fails to hold our sympathy or concern).
Both of these are exaggerations and denial of our anxiety over not being in control over the consequences of our lives.   Mature response is
constant daily recognition of and taking responsibility for consequences we did not plan, intend, or could not have prevented while others
deny such responsibility.  For example, a small child runs in front of my car while city driving.  I had no time to turn or save the child.  I can-
not be “blamed”, yet I am responsible for the death of the child and for respectfully sacrificing days of my life to help the parents of the child
come to terms with that child’s death.   Even though I did not plan, intend and could not have prevented the accident, I am still responsible for
consequences of my driving.   We all hate government and company officials so much because they almost never exhibit this sort of elemental
human responsibility.   They refuse all responsibility for unforeseen consequences of their actions.  They are evil, in this sense, less than min-
imal humans are expected to be.  

Every person must come up against sin--why we continually fail to carry out our own intentions and plans.   We handle our anxiety over this
by clinging to our selves as excuses--I am bad so I did not do X--or by clinging to our situations as excuses--that big bad situation X made me
do it.  The gap between what we espouse and what we actually do never goes away.  It is always there for us.  Also, it is there in others--they
never fully do what they promise or say.   Some people hate this, and end up hating themselves, or hating all others.   Others accept this as part
of the nature of existence--it does no good to hate self or others or situations.   Both reactions, blaming our selves or blaming our situations are
exaggerations and denials of the eternal gap between words and deed, intent and implementation.   Mature response is constant daily recogni-
tion of the gap between idea and reality, between intent and implementation, between word and deed, between self and other and refusal to
paint our selves ugly or others as ugly or situations as ugly just because we are constantly frustrated by our lack of automatic full realization
of our ideas.   

Every person must come up against no escape--the lack of exits from responsibility.   To not choose to do something is also a choice.   If Hitler
appears in our society and we choose to let others handle him and they fail to handle him well, allowing him dictatorial power, we face our
own inability to escape, not from Hitler, but from our own responsibility for putting him into power by choosing not to oppose him, by choos-
ing to not deal with the ambiguity of whether he will come to power if we do not actively oppose him.  Choosing to wait, choosing to not
choose is a choice that makes us fully responsible for consequences, foreseen and unforeseen, of our choice.  We handle our anxiety over this
by clinging to ourselves as actors or by clinging to groups as actors.   Some people say--I could not have done anything alone against Hitler, I
depended, rightly, on my group to do something.   Other people say--I could not have contributed anything against Hitler by joining that
group, only individual action would have been effective.   Both are exaggerations, denials of our inability to escape responsibility for situa-
tions that happen to us.  Mature response is constant daily recognition of our trappedness by responsibility for what happens around us,
whether we started it, or wanted it, or foresaw it or not.  We are born into a prison of responsibility.  

These are the response to existential flaw questions.  

Community Dimensions:

People differ in whether they see seniors are caring for juniors or competitive with juniors.  People differ in whether work is seen by them as
a pleasant end in life or whether it is seen as an unpleasant means to better things in life.   People differ in whether they think results come
from effort or from talent.  These are the secular work aspects of community.  

People differ in whether they believe gods are immanent, within all things in the world, or transcendent, above and beyond all things in the
world.  This is also a difference in whether the things of this world are divine or whether divinity comes from somewhere outside of and dis-
tant from this world.  This also becomes a difference between whether daily life is an important thing of great value or whether something you
use daily life to accomplish is important and of great value.  People differ in whether the fact of life is primary or whether the quality of life is
primary.  This is also a difference in whether a general principle of life is primary or whether actual case circumstances of a life are primary.
People differ in whether the world is sacred to them or is sinful and fallen to them.   These are the sacred aspects of community.  

People differ in whether they have a drive toward centers or whether they have a drive toward margins.  People differ in whether they exhibit
self indulgent asceticism (indulging much then denying much) or whether they exhibit careful normalcy of life and lifestyle.  People differ in
whether they achieve focus from single projects, that is, by cutting engagements or whether they achieve focus from simultaneous engage-
ment in parallel projects, that is by multi-tasking among projects.   These are creation aspects of community.  

People differ in whether they aim for gradual changes or giant sudden avalanches of change.  People differ in whether they seek homogenous
circumstances or diverse ones.  People differ in whether they design results or whether they arrange it so that wanted results self emerge from
myriad things interacting.  These are the complexity aspects of community.  
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  The Workstyle Dimensions Model

Many of the usual ways of characterizing workplaces
in research are too conventional and too tied to exist-
ing institutional forms for my taste. I have often
longed for more abstract dimensions for characteriz-
ing workstyles that captured regularities in past prac-
tices while at the same time suggesting radical new
forms, for the same functions, as infrastructures, like
the internet, come along.  

The structure and purpose of work (Applebaum,
1992), the structure and purpose of spaces (Schrage,
1995, 2000; Hendersen, 1998; Zelinsky, 1998; Duffy,
1997; Horgen et al, 1999), the extensions to our
minds that make us intelligent (Sternberg and Wag-
ner, 1994; Schrage, 1995, 2000; Dertouzos, 2001;
Greene, Journal, Sept, 1998, Feb. 1999), and the
degree to which we are socially indexed as groups
and persons (Greene, Journal, Sept. 1998; Cowan et
al, 1994; Watts, 1999) are four such abstract dimen-
sions for characterizing workstyle.  Our style of work
comes from these four:  task, space, mind, and group.

Work Type

Our style of work starts with the form of output our
work produces.   There is a control dimension from
designing what we do or produce to letting it emerge

from various efforts.   We structure our work in terms of degree of routine/unpredictability to it and in terms of degree of dynamic change
through time.  The non-work aspects of our life form an environment that determines our workstyle:  the ecosystem of social roles of which
work is one, the sociological network of contacts with others of which work is either a link or a hole, the evolutionary dynamics as we grow
and change goals that change continually the meaning and future vision we have of our work.   

Space Type

Our style of work starts with the types of space available for each of our primary work functions.  How space is allocated is an important
dimension of workstyle.  Space can be allocated by person, output, social role or rank, events, tasks, or partners.   Subcreativity is the
invented spaces and add ons to spaces that make people more creative.   Images, tools, locales, and tasks are types of such subcreations of
spaces.  How spaces link or isolate us, the topology of contact and communication fostered by them are an important dimension of work-
style.  

Mind Extensions

Places, tools, human organizations, funds and schedules are extensions of our minds that make us more intelligent or more stupid, more cre-
ative or more robot-like, more human or more object-like.  Indeed, many researchers insist that it is the tools outside our minds that make us
intelligent more than processes we can do inside our skulls.   The personal mind extensions are our personal libraries, file systems, and net-
works of friends who perform cognitive functions for us (giving us news, editing our work, challenging our ideas, for example).  The cogni-
tive mind extensions are the cognitive functions embedded and enabled by what we wear, by the furniture we use, and by the architecture of
rooms around us with their walls, ceilings, and so forth.   Event mind extensions are informal encounter times and spaces, including devices
and social drugs to lower inhibitions, collaboration spaces and times, and designed events and conferences.   The penetration mind exten-
sions are extensions of our selves by what we perform, make, create, exhibit, and get awarded.   

Social Indexing

Most people operate at abysmal levels of social indexing.  A few people, so-called connectors, operate at higher but still not great levels
compared to what is possible.  New technologies affect the cost and ease of social indexing without addressing people’s motives and drive
to do it well.  Much of our style of work is best characterized by the type and degree of social indexing it is based on or produces.   Social
indexing of persons involves how many of the interests, needs, and capabilities of people we are nearby or naturally associated with do we
know and act on.   Social indexing of roles involves being able to send messages not to persons’ names,but to whoever plays a particular
type of social role in processes or in events.  Social indexing can be affected by and can amplify technical parameters.  The connectedness in
a system, the degree of diversity in it, and the configuration of initiative-taking authority deployed throughout it are system parameters that
can be set, tuned, and affected by new technical systems in the social system.  The social automata process is a way of designing systems
that lead themselves.   It achieves this paradoxical effect by getting leaders to design a social automaton, the interactions of the members of
which cause wanted results to self organize.   It is a form of leading by tuning social indexing within groups.  

Workstyle assessed by the above categories is expected to relate more strongly to creativity and be more useful for understanding creativity
than usual workstyle assessment instruments. Usual workstyle assessment instruments tend to come from organization research, particularly
on business organizations.  They capture bureaucratic and uncreative work entirely without subcreations (they are forbidden in most corpo-
rations).  My interviews with creative people over the years made me more and more dissatisfied with them.  I found my respondents living
in weird creative, unimaginable arrangements nowhere captured by usual workstyle assessment questions and variables.  I needed much
more abstract dimensions of theory than existing assessment instruments provided.  A number of recent theories of work have been used to
develop the above model:  mind extension theory, social indexing theory, social automata theory, social virtuality theory, general empirical
computation theory, space type theory, theory of democracy, subcreation theory, information ecology theory, social network theory (see
Greene, Journal, Sept. 1998).  
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  The Career Dynamics Model

The model of career dynamics below comes from the Orthogonal Disciplines Research Project study of 150 people famed for having “inter-
esting” careers, and it was used to generate questionnaire items for research on the 4 Cycle Model of creativity. Though the individual ques-
tionnaire or interview items are simple, they are derived from and correspond to the abstract concepts on the below model.  Again, existing
career assessment instruments were too tied to businesses and bureaucracies and much too concrete to capture the absurd, ridiculous, vivid,
and powerful career events and processes my creator interview respondents were involved in.  

The model below has types of careers (Eikelberry, 1999; Young and Collin, 1992; Young and Burgen, 1990), rules about reality (Egan, 1994),
methods of career building (Greene, Book, 1999), and emerging new constraints on careers (Sternberg and Wagner, 1994; Creighton and
Adams, 1988; Gould et al, 1997; Schrage, 1995).   I am interested in how creative careers have either less or more constraints than usual
careers.   I am also interested in sensitivity of creative careers to new emerging constraints compared to usual careers.   The rules of career
building capture blocks and obstacles that most normal people repeatedly encounter during career building;  do creative people encounter the
same blocks as frequently or do they somehow “create” their way around them, ignoring them somehow or bypassing them in order to create?
In short, is a creative career distinct in dynamics and things overcome from normal careers or rather like normal ones?  Finally, there are many
people in “creative” occupations (singers for example) who, in my past interviews showed no evidence of creativity at all (even allowing for
inarticulateness, performance locus of creation, and the like).   I need career items that capture the differences of such people from truly cre-
ative contributors.

Interviews with creative people over the years have led me to see creative people, quite a few of them anyway, as quite canny about career
building.  Many an interviewee claimed surprise at the reception of their work, while showing detailed evidence of prior marketing efforts on
many levels, that were quite cleverly supported by indirect social network supports.   

Note, in the model description below, where the word
“company” or “organization” appears you can think “field”,
the people who judge, in a domain, which works are cre-
ative and which are not.   The career moves expressed
below as if you are in a big organization work when you are
a creative person in a big field.   

Career types:  cultivate:

These are the first four of sixteen types of careers presented
in this model.  The cultivate types involve cultivating one
organization, profession, opportunity or the like in some
depth.  It is career building via a kind of focus.   One
depends on intensity of effort and connection to build up a
critical mass of something that breaks into success.  You
cultivate these areas, like a farmer tends his or her fields.  

Networking within one profession or organization involves
ignoring the work and mission and functions of the organi-
zation and viewing it entirely as as community of people.
You distort everything you do and are assigned to as to use
them for meeting people and putting them in contact with
appropriate other people.  Year by year you build your own
sub-communities within the organization till in ten or so
years, you know everyone and continually organize services
and cooperations among them all.  Though in some official
sense you have particular jobs and assigned roles, you use
each of them, bending them as much as possible, so they
optimize the people you meet and put into contact with oth-
ers.  You are a community builder pure and simple, pretend-
ing to be a job holder moving up the career ladder by doing
“a good job”.  

Public speaking circuits are a way to build a career while in
any profession without depending on your main work orga-
nization in any way.   It is ideal for people who end up with

bad jobs that they dislike in professions they are uninterested in.  It is  matter of doing after hours research one two nights a week, finding con-
ferences needing speakers and submitting abstracts or applications for talks you are willing to design and give, then reading carefully evalua-
tions of your presentations, responding thoroughly to the advice your audiences give you on how to improve and where to improve.  Three
years of thusly doing a presentation every two months (six a year) with evaluations by audiences, will, if you respond to audience advice, suf-
fice to move you from being the worst rated speaker at such events to being the best.   At that point you can make one speech a week for about
US$1000 or $52,000 a year from speeches alone.  That is the time to switch to the professional speakers circuit and get an agent to arrange
bookings. In five years from start you should be able to make US$2000 a week for two speeches a week (a five day weekend every week).
There are now about 2000 people in the US working at this level.  It is as simple as listening to your audience-customers and obeying their
opinions about how you need to improve.  It is as simple as practice, regular evaluated practice.   Public speaking is not equal to other skills in
this regard.  It is a major part of all careers (the quiet chemist who wins the Nobel prize and suddenly has to speak before the world for years,
for one example).  Sales and persuasion are part of all jobs and careers, and public speaking is a major avenue toward customer understanding
and contact.   

Inventing is a lifestyle.  If you study patent applications, in particular areas, and put into categories each new patent in that area, when you get
about 30 categories, you will find yourself repeating.   There are about 30 modifications types of an idea that generate 95% of all patent appli-
cations.  It really does not matter much which product or service area you choose, the 30 modification types are the same.  If, as an inventor,
you master these 30 modifications, you can generate invention after invention on a systematic basis.  If, in addition, you specialize in a partic-
ular set of customers or in particular need types shared by several types of customers, for years, you will also multiply your career productiv-
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ity.  Critical mass in a field opens up publishing, speaking, teaching and other occupations to you.  

Hot spot connections are enough to establish great careers for people.  You do not latch onto a skill, a profession, or even an industry.
Instead, you latch onto a “hot spot” in the world’s economy or polity or cultures.  You ride that hot spot as it wildly develops.  If you manage
to hold on, you will find more and more opportunities appearing to you.  People entering Silicon Valley California in the early 1980s rode
that hot spot to wealth.  

Career types:  distribute:

These are the second four of sixteen types of careers presented in this model.  The distribute types involve distributing time and effort
among a variety of career-investments.   One takes a chance not on one investment but on one of several diverse ones turning out successful.
It is the distributedness of one’s invested effort that gives power to this.  This is career building by a kind of betting on what will grow
important in the future.  

Three subfields within one profession is a way of betting on one profession but spreading your risks by betting on three very different sub-
fields within that one profession.  Most well known professions are huge, anyway, containing many more interesting and unlikely roles than
young people entering them realize.  It almost does not matter which profession you choose, there are so many subfields within any one that
any kind of life or work you want--art, speaking, performing, calculating, organizing, selling, venturing, inventing, and so on--already has
an organized subfield for you to latch onto.  

Latching onto 3 baby fields and riding them as they wildly grow is another career approach.  In this case you have to find baby fields--new
areas of high future promise that now have less than 50 people in the world interested in and aware of them.  You can find such baby fields
in certain types of sessions at major conferences.  The number 3 is important because not all baby fields grow to adulthood.  Some develop
for a while but never amount to anything important.  It is a risk choosing baby fields, therefore, so you should choose 3 baby fields each
rather different than the others, diversifying your investments of time and effort.  

Another way to build careers via distribution is to spend five years in each of eight entirely different fields or parts of the world (for example
government civil servant, elected politician, think tank analyst, journalist, publisher, social movement leader).  It is surprising the number of
people who actually have such careers.  Five years is long enough to make a contribution in each field and get some visibility while building
personal networks in them that carry over to help you in the next field you choose.  It helps, sometimes, if the organization you worked for
in your past field is a customer of the new organization of your new field (or a supplier).  

The best known distribution career type is the Silicon Valley entrepreneur type.  This involves five different venture businesses tried, with
an equity stake, between the ages of 20 and 40.  The idea is to get a “hit” with one of them letting it propel you to riches.   

Career types:  root:

These are the third four of sixteen types of careers presented in this model.  The root types are parasitical.  You latch onto some source of
power and hope to ride it to success.  It is your stubborn loyalty to your own path that gives you power here.  This is career building by risk-
ing all on one bet.   Because most people shy away from that, there is not much competition for these types of career building.  

Climbing a role ladder in one profession or organization is the standard “organization man” career path type.   The organization has well
structured hierarchies with fewer and fewer roles as you climb upward toward greater pay, privilege, and responsibility.  Organizations man-
age themselves so as to get most employees to envision themselves rising through this hierarchy, though in fact, most employees move lat-
erally for a decade or more before realizing they will never get a chance at the good spots on top.  Keeping up this illusion among masses of
employees is the major function of human resource (personnel) functions in most organizations.  Since there are fewer and fewer good roles
as you climb higher, competition intensifies till you are quickly competing with people as smart as or much smart than you.   This is where
you stop progressing.  

Another root type is the one-venture one-career type.  This is a major risk.   People choose this career type when they are convinced their
venture idea far surpasses the ideas around them or when they realize their own motive power is a large multiple of the staying power of
those they compete with.  If you think your way and idea are best, this is the path you follow.

You can root yourself in one great person, too.  This involves finding a person so great that nothing would be worth more than hanging
around them and seeing daily how they do what they do.  You can get unpaid jobs, volunteering to be a messenger, janitor, nurse, baby-sitter,
secretary, or the like, just to get near enough to the great person to observe how they really work.   Many great careers have been born this
way.   It generally is much more powerful than going to the world’s greatest graduate schools. 

You can choose a field that is overlooked, that no one thinks about seriously, where there is next to no competition and revive it.  Finding
abandoned fields is not hard.  What is hard is seeing potential there that others fail to see.  Reviving them is often rather easy--you merely
apply techniques, standards, and goals from other booming fields, to define better quality outstanding problems in the abandoned field.  

Career types:  alternate:  

These are the fourth four of sixteen types of careers presented in this model.  The alternative types involve building bridges by alternative
positions or roles among two or so different entities.   One uses the connections and knowledge one builds up in both communities to expand
into consulting, diplomacy, investing or like bridges between them.   This is career building by turning relationships into ventures.  

Customer consultant alternation is one of the most common career types.  You work at a company doing innovative things.  Then you use
that experience to join a consultancy helping other similar firms do that same innovation.   Then via a firm you meet as a consultant, you get
a job offer to manage at a high level similar such innovations at a major firm in your industry.  Then you get a job as a managing director
consultant selling to other major firms in related industries.  

Work school alternation is another common career type.  You work for three or four years, till work bores then go to graduate school in a
critical skill area, discovered needed in the world of work.  Upon graduation you interview with a better firm and go to work for them for
three or four years, till work, again, bores.  You then go to graduate school in a prestigious highly paid professional area.   You then inter-
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view for major positions in major firms.  

Nation one nation two consulting alternation is less well known but still quite common in the world.  People choose an industry, say for exam-
ple, the drug industry.  They work for a leading firm in it in the US for 8 years or so.  Then they work to get transferred to Japan in that same
industry.   They work for that industry in Japan for 8 or so years.  If they build good people networks in that industry in both nations, they are
now ready to create a consulting business helping firms in nation one find joint venture partners or investment or research partners in nation
two and vice versa.  

Work exploration-vacation alternation is a rare but powerful career type.   It is for people who want to make a fundamental change of career
direction.   You work for a firm of some sort, then you save up the maximum amount of vacation time, plus sick leave, plus unpaid sabbatical
time allowed and take one hell of a vacation--two months to six months long, in a really outrageous or exotic location.  There you get
involved, take up part-time work, and build social networks so that in later years, after you go back to your firm to work, you can take shorter
vacations that involve part-time work and getting better established in the vacation community.   You keep using vacations there to build up
businesses and homes and friends and entre to good medical and other needed services.   Eventually there comes a point where your vacation
job competes well with your regular job.  

Rules:  situations:

These are the first four of sixteen rule types in career building.  Career building is constrained by how the world is organized and works.  A
great deal of the insight needed in career building concerns finding unstated and hidden constraints.  There are few wonderful roles and jobs
in this world and the people who already have such luxuries defend them mightily, even paranoidly, using every trick in the book to keep oth-
ers ignorant of them, unqualified for them, and interrogated at them.  Learning the tactic constraints beyond the overt ones, the tacit knowl-
edge underneath the formal knowledge, the tacit social dynamics beyond the official ones, is a key part of career building.  

Life is best lived backwards--that is one of the reality rules; we understand how to live after life is nearly over for us.   Hence, interviewing
people near the end of their lives provides powerful advice in terms of what they regret the most about how they lived their lives.   Because
people experience their lives as short, they cut corners and hurt other people in their frantic efforts to look important, get ahead, before death
cuts it all short.   This is a design flaw in life itself, from the point of view of people planning their lives.   You can count on weaker types of
people living life more ruthlessly than stronger types, because weak men, in particular, get more and more neurotic about pushing other peo-
ple around now, quickly, in their anxiety to “get ahead”.  This is another reality rule.   There are lots of these, and careers built without them,
fail.

Between age 22 and 32 you are invisible in any large organization.  No one will notice anything you do however good (though bad things will,
because they make others feel superior to you, get wide circulation).  However, when you become 32 to 35 years old, suddenly old people in
the organization who hold real power will take an interest in what you have been doing the previous ten years.   This feels unfair--for ten years
they completely ignored your existence, then, suddenly they pay a lot of attention to what you did during ten years.   If you have wisely spent
those ten years, you are invited onto the personal team of various vice presidents--such teams run things in large organizations.  If you have
spent those ten years in an average or sloppy manner, you are not invited onto anyone’s team.   Thus, your fate at 42 (whether you are invited
onto the top management track or not) is really determined when you are 32 (whether any vice president invites you onto his or her personal
team).   This is a management rule.  Careers built in ignorance of such rules, fail. 

Visibility is 9/10s of all promotion and success.   This is a society rule.   There are endless examples--in Japan, the daughter of a terrorist is
given half a dozen TV interviews and a book contract simply because her mom was a well known criminal who helped blow up innocent peo-
ple in explosions.   In the US, a radical speaker and demonstration organizer, with communist beliefs, became visible on the nightly news
because of the violence that the demonstrations he organized led to.   Thirty years later he is on Wall Street as a successful investment bank
manager, hired because of the thousands of colleagues and friends he made during his street demonstration organizer days and the money they
now have to invest.   Professional wrestlers and porno movie stars with giant breasts are members of parliament in the US and Italy, for simi-
lar reasons.  Visibility, whether because of good or bad things you do, propels you to leadership and prominence in our modern industrial soci-
eties.   Why?  Because societies crave interest, entertainment, more than they crave value.   They want leaders who are interesting to see on
the news, not good leaders who have bland boring personalities when on the TV news.   Ignoring such society rules ruins your chances for a
good career.  

Companies are monkey like, not a few anthropologists say.  They are organized the same way that groups of chimpanzees are organized in the
wilds of various jungles in Sumatra.  There is a dominant male monkey who has sex with many women and who shares sexual resources with
some upper level partner males.  Then there are males lesser in the hierarchy who have nearly no sex but slave away being obedient to the
dominant males in the hope of being dominant males themselves some day.   Their collective illusion, given their numbers and the few num-
bers of actual leadership positions available, that they each will be top monkey is laughable were it not so pitiful to see them all spending
years being docile and obedient for no actual reward.   This is a company rule--that the number of good positions is much smaller than the
number of monkeys competing for them, so personnel departments who keep up the illusions that all the lesser monkeys should work hard
because they have a chance to be a top monkey, are basically lying to employees.   If you know this rule you see your real chances for promo-
tion, instead of taking part in the collective illusion your firm’s personnel department actively fosters.  Careers that ignore this rule die an
early and ugly death (when in one’s early 40s one discovers that 100 are competing for one “department chief” position and all think they are
likely to  be chosen in spite of all of them having roughly equal qualifications).  

Rules:  transitions: 

These are the second four of sixteen rule types in career building.  These rules concern how you make transitions from one job to another in
your chosen career path.  The processes of transition are highly constrained.   To be successful you must learn what those constraints actually
are.  

There are two capabilities people look for in resumes--your own capabilities for contributing and your own capabilities for contributing.   Bad
resumes emphasize your capabilities and prove you can do a lot of things.  Bad resumes emphasize your willingness to fit in, accept some-
times unexpected hard assignments, and really help an organization with its needs, even when those organization needs to do well fit your
own requirements.   Good resumes balance both of these perfectly--they prove you have personal capability and they prove in the past you
have used it to greatly help those around you, even at some sacrifice to your own goals and preferences.   In other words good resumes have a
service and self balance.  This is just one of several resume rules, that, if ignored, hurt your career.  

Organizations (fields administrating creative domains you can say) will only hire you to do what you already have done well; you will only
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apply for jobs that grow you by asking you to do what you have never done before.   This is an interview rule, that, if slighted will hurt your
career.  It is one of many interview rules.  It is what makes interviews exciting for both sides.  Fundamentally in interviews, all of them, you
are make qualifications for a preparatory job to the one you want look like qualifications for the one you want and the interviewer is some-
times helping you sell that exaggeration and sometimes working against you.   If, during the interview, you can skillfully probe for what
prior candidates who were interviewed, lacked, it will guide you to how to sell yourself.   

Bad jobs are well advertised and good jobs are secret.  This is a job selection rule.   It reflects the truth that good jobs are highly valued and
hence even the planning of changes that might result in such jobs causes people involved in that planning to secretly line up their friends and
acquaintances for applying for them, before the jobs themselves are even specifically designated.   Thus to find good jobs you have to build
a network among people who participate in inventing new initiatives and institutional parts of organizations who can warn you months early
about positions being thought of and designed now.  This is one of several job selection rules that, if slighted, hinder your career.  

Promotion systems are designed by personnel departments to switch your job value on the open market for your job value on a within-firm
market that values you far below your open market value.   Fundamentally all promotion systems are for mice, not humans.   This is one of
several promotion rules, essential for career building.   If you know this rule, you explore your open market value and if necessary exercise
it by switching firms or negotiating much better deals than what your local personnel department calls “fair” “what other employees settle
for”.  

Rules:  power:

These are the third four rule types of sixteen in career building.  These rules concern learning the types of power and learning how to lever-
age them.   Most people cannot see various types of power, and ignore them, never learning to use them or defend themselves from them.
Career building requires gathering power and deploying power of all types in all its forms.  

Large organizations are nearly always dominated by men who organize themselves as monkeys do in the wild, into hierarchies, with author-
ity and power increasing as rank increases in the hierarchy.   Positional authority and power are fixed, stable, and well defined.   You do not
have to think much to do or exercise them.  That is their attractive point.  Their negative point is they are sitting, highly visible targets that
attract enormous numbers of people competing for them.   To try for positional power you have to become the enemy of nearly everyone
around you.   That cost, guarantees that when you get positional power you will have too little social power to be effective.   Positional
power, therefore, is always an illusion.  This is one of the positional power rules; ignoring it hurts your career.  

The opposite in many ways of positional power is idea power.  You invent roles and institutions and bring them into being by having ideas
that no one else around you can construct and selling those ideas to upper level positional power people, in a careful way so they cannot
steal the idea from you and use it themselves but instead have to increase their profile by being the one to spot you and your idea and pro-
vide the political and visibility resources necessary to bring your idea to fruition.  This is one of several idea power rules the ignoring of
which hurts careers.   

If you treat the organization you are in as a community, ignoring completely what it does and produces, and spend time networking till you
know nearly everybody (their needs, capabilities, and interests) better than anyone else, you become leader, given various positional power
positions though such positions never constitute your actual power base.  This is social power and one of the social power rules, the ignoring
of which is dangerous to careers.   

Power, in all its forms, starts as negative power, the power to make trouble.  It evolves from that into assertive power--getting your ideas
onto the group agenda--and from that into partnering then transforming power.   People too shy to make trouble for others, therefore, never
develop and manage any power at all in their work and lives.  All power begins with demonstrating your ability to cause trouble for others
whenever they do not first consult you and incorporate some of your needs into what generally is planned and going on.   This is one of the
power evolution rules that are essential for career building.   

Rules:  mysteries:

These are the fourth four rules of sixteen in career building.  These rules concern the unexpected, the anomalous and its use.  Being predict-
able means being an easy target.   Career building requires handling mystery created by others and creating mystery yourself.  

Innovations and creations are not welcomed, ever, by large organizations.  They disrupt existing power lines, threaten top monkeys, hence
develop enemies.   Hence, innovations and creations have to be disguised as less, far less than they are, till they have evident results and
powerful political and customer sponsors who can overpower all enemies and resistors.   The trick of career building, then, is to grow, in the
dark, hidden away, scarfing resources from other initiatives without notice, for months or years, initiatives till they are no longer babies eas-
ily killed by older stronger powers.   This is one of the secrets rules of career success.   Ignoring it kills careers.  

As your career progresses, in a large organization, people, more and more, study you and learn how to defeat you from your weaknesses and
omissions.  Everything that you concentrate on is also things you are thereby not concentrating on that can be used by others to defeat you.
Hence, you have to be surprises as well as dependables--you have to produce both what, obviously given what you were working on, you
promised, and some things that no one at all could have predicted you would produce.   You have to produce expectables and surprises, both,
if you are to defeat all those peers trying to get promoted ahead of you.  This is one of the surprise rules of career development, essential for
building good careers.  

In a hierarchy there are monkeys below you and monkeys above you, who, not infrequently are mentally ill, psychopaths, for whom other
people are not beings but tools for their own selfish worlds and imaginings.   When you find yourself sandwiched between people the con-
tinued cooperation with which will harm you and the firm, you have to play hardball.   That means you have to have skills for developing
traps and getting people to entice themselves into the traps you set for them.   Helping destructive people self destruct, hence, getting them
out of the way of you yourself and of your firm’s mission, is a powerful skill all leaders develop.   It is essential.  This is one of the trap rules
of career success.  People unable or unwilling to be this mean to other people allow mean psychopaths in the organization to be much
meaner than this to dozens or hundreds of other people, ruining lives and careers that could have meant much to the organization.   

Success over a 30 year career is based on successes over five year stretches during that career.  Those five year successes are based on yearly
successes.  Those yearly ones are based on quarterly successes which are based on weekly successes which are based on daily ones.   Suc-
cess is fractal--the same patterns appearing on multiple size scales--30 years, 5 years, one year, 3-months, one week, one day.   If you have
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visibility, innovation, social power tactics for building your success, you can expect to have to work on them simultaneously on all of these
size scales.   This is a fractal success rule, one of several essential for career building.  

Tools:  invention:

These are the first four tools of career building.  Nearly everyone in the best careers uses them at one time or another.  The invention tools are
ways to invent solutions and new initiatives beyond what others can imagine.   The nicest attribute of this is new solutions and initiatives add
to the power and capabilities of groups.  You do not have to fight over old already existing power.  Instead you can create new power of your
own invention, using such tools.  This reduces greatly the drag on your career from envy by others, competition of others, and backbiting by
others who are willing to be ugly and dishonest in the ways that they compete with you.  

Many successful people have used the solution culture method.  They sense a gap between customers and the organization sustained by the
culture of the organization.   They reverse these culture attributes in the part of the organization they manage and use that inverted culture to
imagine and produce entirely unexpected services or products to which customers strongly positively react, bringing themselves as the
authors of this work to the attention of the president and chairman of the company.   This is one of the most general keys to career success, the
solution culture method of getting success and visibility.  It is essential for career success.  

Many other successful people have studied a new market, gone into it, finding ridiculous products and service there that no other part of the
world would tolerate or make successful.   They use these extreme product examples to find abstract features of customers in this market that
make such products successful.  Those abstract features of customers become a model of what succeeds in this market, that they then use to
develop new products for their firm.   Again and again some of the world’s most famous people have used this method for extrapolating
extreme products.  

Many successful people have entered one field, then applied to it brand new concepts, methods, people, and resources that no one before ever
applied.   These are field weavers--they study fields outside their own and regularly borrow ideas from them to apply to their own, knowing
competitors within their own field will not have thus studied abroad and not thus borrowed, hence, will have no defenses against such new
methods.  This is the field weaving method of career success.  

Many of the world’s biggest business failures--costing companies billions for decades--have come from applying in one culture methods or
practice from another.  Even the most elemental analysis of differences in application area is not done in such cases.   Euro-Disney is one of
the most famous examples (structured to give Disney a larger share of profits than Tokyo Disneyland but instead Disney got a larger share of
immense losses, French lunches without wine, parking lots marked for California size cars not smaller European ones, and endless other faux
pas), as is Lincoln Electric’s extension of its piece-work pay system to Europe (where in many nations they suddenly found it to be illegal).
If, on the contrary, people look at what supports and hinders a set of business practices in the nation of origin of the practices and what sup-
ports and hinders them in the target new nation of application, and assign tactics to compensate (where origin supports but not target, where
origin hinders but not target, where target hinders but not origin,   where target supports but not origin) all goes well.  This is the transfer of
business practices across cultures method.  

Tools:  shadow leading:

These are the second four tools of career building.  Nearly everyone in the best careers uses them at one time or another.  People are chosen to
be leaders only after they have been successfully been leading groups for quite some time.  Hence, the only route to leadership is by doing it
without formal authorization, authority, or resources.  Only people able to lead anywhere, regardless of their rank or position, regardless of
their fame or power, can, by practicing such shadow leading for years, get noticed by others and respected enough to be later chosen to be for-
mal official leader.  Indeed, you can only be leader by having made those around you leaders for years.   Then they, having benefitted from
your past small informal leadership, which you used to make them leaders, wholly support anyone wanting to make you a more powerful offi-
cial leader.  

Imagine five people who all go to a library for two hours, wherein each person gets 20 journal articles on some area and extracts a list of the
50 most famous ideas and people/institutions in that area.   They combine their lists at lunch to get 75 good journal articles and lists of the 100
best ideas and the 100 best people/institutions in the area.   They divide those into sublists of 20 ideas and 20 best people/institutions.  After
lunch each person phones the 20 people on their lists, asking all about the 20 ideas on their list.   That night they compile results from the
afternoon’s call in the form of a 400 page book of all they have learned.  After dinner they make a list of the 200 questions they still need
answers to, carefully grouping similar questions, and groups of similar questions, until a question hierarchy results.  The next morning they
each call 20 people in order to get 40 of those questions (assigned to each person) answered.   This is a small quick simplified example of
phone research.  With it in two or three days people knowing nothing about a topic can become world experts.  It is intense but worthwhile.  It
is an essential tactic for leading by knowledge development.  

After any interesting or important meeting, phone everyone who attended the meeting, and showing real interest in their personal insights and
reactions, ask each of them what they thought about the meeting, how they reacted to particular ideas or people, and what they think is appro-
priate as next steps.   In this way, eliciting people’s reactions and feeding selectively to some people what other people also thought about the
meeting, you create a second “shadow” phone meeting after the meeting that changes how people value and react to the meeting, making you
leader of the overall process without having any formal leadership role.  You lead simply by asking people what they felt about something
they attended.  This is the phone meeting debriefing method.  

Generally there are no laws against publishing within any large organization.   Simply pick a topic nearly everyone is concerned about and, on
your own time, start a newsletter about it, summarizing key outside books and resources, then branching out into conducting interviews and
surveys of outsiders and competitors and eventually of people and projects within your own organization.   Involve others gradually as report-
ers, informally, for you and get them to author key articles making them look good and allowing them to bring ideas before more senior peo-
ple in the hierarchy.   Send the newsletter to intermediate level people till, after a few issues, you have “tuned” it so they react entirely
positively, then send it to all the upper level people in the organization.   Be careful to emphasize content not self praise or promotion.   This
is the spontaneous publishing method of career promotion.  Within a year it can bring your ideas to the attention of all the top people in the
organization without in any way bothering anyone.  

Turn your own office and or the hallways near it into information gathering workshops that people passing through are invited to contribute
to.   Put large questions on the wall and places below for people to write answers while reading what others have answered.  Change the walls
daily, summarizing the previous day’s contributions and evolving the question accordingly to go to the next cognitive step.   Then, after a
month, write up the contents as a 100 page book, authored by all the names of the wall contributors, and distribute it widely throughout your
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organization.  This is the idea rooms method of career building.  

Tools:  incremental leading:

These are the third four tools of career building.  Nearly everyone in the best careers uses them at one time or another.  These tools are ways
to lead all sorts of informal, transient, and personal processes so that entire communities of people grow up used to your leadership--all done
without formal authority or position.  You learn to train others in following your directions.  

There are usually no rules about who to eat lunch with in any large organization.  Hence, you can make a list of the 100 people you want
eventually to meet and then make a list of the 100 friends of them who are easier to meet, given your current low status in the organization.
Casually find out what the interests, background, hobbies, and current projects are of such people and casually arrange to have lunch with
them, being sure to say nearly nothing about yourself and instead asking question after question to get their wisdom and experience of
things.   After seeing all the friend-100, use your connection to them to have lunch with your main 100.   After every 10 such lunches sum-
marize ideas, project possibilities, and new initiatives for the organization that were mentioned or implicit in what those 10 lunches dis-
cussed.  Use them as the basis of a new set of questions to ask the next 10 people you lunch with.   This is a broad sketch of the lunch circuits
method of career building.  

Inventing study groups and using the members of such groups to regularly hold study events that involve many more people than are willing
to meet regularly in a study group, is a key method of career building.  For example, you can gather people interested in studying and
improving their own creativity and the creativity of the organization.   Once a month you can hold dinner meetings wherein members report
on key books they read, key people they interview, or questionnaires they give to parts of the organization.   Twice a year all day off-site
workshops involving study group members as workshop leaders and outsiders and others as participants can be held.   The results of these
workshops can then be written up as 50 page booklets and widely distributed within and outside the organization.  

Most large organizations are organized as the personal teams of vice presidents.   VPs begin choosing team members when they become 32
to 35 years old--old enough to have proven their value yet young enough to join a team and flexibly grow with it.  A major career boost hap-
pens when you are chosen by such a vice president for their team.  You can prepare for this by yourself choosing a vice president and team
to be later chosen by.  By loyally studying and working with that team before they choose you, you can make choice of you the “obvious
choice” years later.   This is the VP adoption method of career building.  

Imagine people who go on ski trips that you organize, who play tennis in tournaments you organize, who take their boyfriends or girlfriends
to cooking school events you organize, who live in dorms you administrate.   Without any formal position of authority in work you can yet
exert myriad other forms of authority in the organizations around work where people relax or live.   In these other organizations you can
train people to depend on you as a leader for years before formal leadership at work is available to you.  By that time you have hundreds or
thousands who have been trained dozens of times a year to depend on your organizing talents.  This is the leadership practice events method
for career development.  

Tools:  plurification:

These are the fourth four tools for career building.  These tools concern getting multiple benefits and profits out of any one activity that you
do.  By using successes as the basis of further successes and services you amplify small victories into much larger ones.  Practicing such
amplification is a major part of learning to amplify the sales, mission, success of large groups of people--much of the content of leadership.  

When you are in a large organization you will find yourself competing with people of inherited wealth who do not depend on any job for
financial security.  These people will play far uglier, without rules, in trying to ruin you and anyone else they compete with.   They play so
ugly because they do not fear losing their present job.  Their family’s wealth makes them utterly ruthless, willing to take awful risks that
you, depending on the company for financial security, are less willing to take.  To defeat such competitors you have to have instant ways to
get much better work if your present job disappears suddenly as a result of a risk you take fighting such ugly opponents.  One of the methods
for dealing with this is called dual simultaneous jobs.  This means applying for an outside-the-company job, continually while working in
the company, and collecting real job offers which you do not say yes to, unless you are forced to by problems with your present company.
By continually interviewing for good outside jobs you accomplish several things:  get well known in your field, learn what competitors are
interested in, learn weaknesses in your firm’s culture and outlook, learn what skills people are looking for.  

A bigger, better version of this method is called job/lifework/hobby/profession.  This method involves a person in successive jobs (done for
money and rank and training), along with a ultimate lifework project (doing your dream step by step), along with hobbies that you intensify
to the point that they make you wealthy and famous (extreme concentrations of action and interest), along with social roles within your pro-
fession that turn it from a part-time volunteer activity into a full time job (influencing research grants, opening museums or exhibitions, and
the like).  By developing all four of these dimensions of your life at once, every week and month, for years, you never depend on your
present job.  Your contacts in your profession building roles easily get new jobs for you; your hobby easily brings in money for you; your
lifework ultimately fulfills you and ultimately brings in money.  You play them all against each other to keep each other honest and useful to
you.  

Getting paid three ways for any good initiative you take is essential for good career building.  The invent/publish/teach method involves you
in doing some innovative thing at work, writing up your experience, methods, and result of that and publishing it, then using that publication
to develop seminars at conferences and in local hotels, where you teach what you invented.   In this way you get paid three ways for each
innovation you launch.  

Secret speaking circuits are a two phase method.   First, you practice public speaking six times or more a year at conferences where audi-
ences in detail write feedback on each speaker.  You do this for three or more years till you are the best rated speaker at such events, han-
dling 800 people all day alone without breaks yet with excellent evaluations on all dimensions.   (This takes even beginners no more than
about 3 years of 6 times a year practice.)  At this point you are ready for phase two:  selecting key professions or business groups (or NGO
groups) and making yourself a favorite speaker on their speaking circuit.   Here you build influence and personal contacts with all the inter-
esting supply organizations to your own and all the interesting customers of your own organization.  This two phase method allows you to
suddenly surprise within company opponents with your powerful outside-of-company support network.  

Alternative context customer contact is a method of developing strong relations with key customers of your own organization but doing so
outside of work, through hobby, volunteer, education, community, or social movement involvements.  You deliberately use such casual
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involvements to develop strong thorough networks in such organizations that are customers of your own, then use their endorsement and
power to help you with inside-the-company initiatives and competitors.  

Constraints: plurality:

These are the first four constraints the intermediate future is putting on career building.   What was simple, stable, and unitary in careers is
becoming complex, transient, and plural.   People are learning to simultaneously hold more than one job, to work for more than one organiza-
tion at a time, and to turn the daily results of any one job they hold into a business selling them on the side, for example. 

The future is one person working for several companies at the same time.   Jobs will be more and more defined by particular outputs per unit
time, allowing talented people who work fast to take more than one job at the same time.   Already many software and design jobs are struc-
tured this way.  

More of the time of most jobs is being spent on multi-company teams, instead of teams from one company.  The managers of such teams can-
not fire employees who they have trouble with, requiring good diplomatic skills to replace autocratic old managerial habits.  

Globality is increasing, causing business teams to combine people from a dozen nations, both genders, of all ages.  Managing such diversity is
not the same as managing people like yourself.  It requires an interior psychology journey inside yourself to find unconscious habits and val-
ues you use blindly just because of what you were born and raised.   

Waves of intellectual and method movements sweep over global organizations every eight years.   Many people remember total quality, then
re-engineering, then ecommerce, then other movements, that every organization eventually mastered and applied.   As companies and persons
accumulate experience of such waves of new ways, continual re-packaging of your self and your skills is required.   Also such movements
open up competitive opportunities for people who understand the real contribution of them at a much more profound level than most appliers.  

Constraints: softness:

These are the second four constraints the intermediate future is putting on career building.  Knowledge, software, and cultures are what people
now manage, not departments, processes, and people.  Organizations and business and art are becoming more cognitive, more intensely men-
tal.  This is making careers more abstract.  

Many a company discovered that all of their ideas and habits and structures were built when manufacturing was their primary value but today
the software they put into products is their primary value but they are not structured that way.   The softness of the entire economy is assured
as knowledge in the form of software gets embedded in socks, food packages, clothing, doors, and nearly everything.  The world is becoming
coated with knowledge, but most business organizations are structured for a different world.  

In a world where knowledge value in a product is most of the product’s value, the primary process in industry changes from production of
things to producing knowledge--that is, creativity.   Yet most organizations are structured to produce things not creativity.  

The biggest resource a company has when the knowledge embedded in products is the primary value, is talented people who can create new
ideas.   Yet companies are structured as if financial assets are the only ones worth accounting for and rewarding for.  

With multi-job persons, working on multi-company teams, with multi-nationalities, there are no common values or viewpoints you can count
on in business.   Companies respond two ways--some become more the past, they become more one homogenous race or type of person.
They thereby erase the entire world.   They lose the ability to attract the best people from a population of 6 billion and instead they attract the
best people from a population of 200 million.  Such odds are absolutely hopeless.  This approach is just fear and cowardice.   The other
approach is restructuring for diversity.   This requires inventing entirely new ways to lead and manage.  

Constraints:  competitive nets

These are the third four constraints that the intermediate future is putting on career building.  Individual people are being evaluated on how
well they increase the value of other people in collaborative networks, across companies, with them.  The measure of individual accomplish-
ment is group accomplishment fostered by individual contributions.   It is not enough to do a great version of your job.  You have to spot and
leverage the capabilities of entire groups.  Your competitiveness is their competitiveness and theirs is yours.  

A kind of schizo-phrenia is developing in organizations as what gets noticed and rewarded splits, into a traditional part that is shrinking and
dying, and a new part that is growing.  One such switch is from department power to initiative power being noticed and rewarded.   Another
is from knowledge  hoarding being noticed and rewarded to knowledge sharing.  A third is from companies being the unit of competitiveness
to clusters (Silicon Valleys of related company-spawning companies) being the unit of competitiveness.   A fourth is from totalizing quality so
all employees in an organization are responsible for it, to globalizing quality so that ten different types of quality--quality of product, quality
of the earth, quality of conflict, quality of knowledge, quality of learning etc.--become special tools sets that entire workforce sets, from
related firms in a cluster, master.  

Constraints:  virtuality

These are the fourth four constraints that the intermediate future is putting on career building.  New technical and social infrastructures are
arising.   They define the tools we use to get things done.  Physical spaces are partnering with electronic virtual spaces.   The two types of
spaces are weaving into each other.  This makes each more complex.  

It is clear that the internet is not replacing usual shopping or businesses.  It is becoming a partner, an amplifier of them instead.   A few special
functions will evolve into having only an electronic network form, but most functions will continue to have both face to face and ecommerce
forms, that are designed to complement each other.   Secondly, we are developing an ability to instantly create new companies as soon as new
process capabilities or new customer wants are detected.  The automation of venture business establishment is well along.   Third, companies
and suppliers have improved their quality.   The future is asking customers to improve their quality by making themselves better informed
about buying choices, using the internet as an information source, at least, is not a shopping venue.  Fourth, the management of emotions,
both by products and services that people buy, and by organizations and managers, is rising as a solution to the brittle materialism and selfish-
ness of industrial world people in the early 21st century.  
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  The Self Type Model

When starting this research, serious consideration was given to the question:  what do we need to know about the self, the personality, of
creative people?  First I reviewed literature on self development in post-modern societies (Brandstadter and Lerner, 1999; Kegan, 1991; Fer-
rari and Sternberg, 1998; Giddens, 1991).  Then I went back to interviews with creative people that I had done over the years.   Looking at
those transcripts I saw hits, places where the right question was asked, and misses, places where a good question should have been asked but
was not.   It was those hits and misses that first hinted at the dimensions in the model below:  identity, rationale, evaluation, neuroticism.
Each interviewee clearly had an identity of some sort, often unique.   They also were unusually articulate people, relative to the general pop-
ulation, hence, they readily gave us rationales for who and why they were certain ways.  These rationales, right or wrong, were not infre-
quently suspicious--they sounded like self praising recent re-interpretations of harder, more ambiguous, somewhat selfish past events.
Similarly, each person had a clear evaluation of himself or herself.   Some people wanted us to believe their own evaluation, or share it; oth-
ers were more objective, offering their own evaluation as if they themselves already doubted it, once stated.  Finally, each person was bent,
or missing key dynamics, in a way that interview questions could not successfully bring them to admit.  Each person was somehow partial
in ways that they wanted to or insisted on staying blind to (during the interview at least).  This neuroticism dimension dealt with very funda-
mental dimensions of life and the type of relations the person had developed with them.  

Identity, rationale, evaluation, and neuroticism are a sequence from objective to subjective.   It is instructive to see how much self realization
or self delusion underlies particular creator lives and creations.   When there is inconsistency between levels (identity, rationale, evaluation,
and neuroticism) then self delusion may be at work.  When there is easy consistency between levels it is perhaps less likely.   In this case it
is difficult to get questionnaire items that measure as reliably and validly as open-ended interview questions (an irony).   Though there is
much literature on the relation between various forms of mental illness and creativity, I am not much interested in that literature or that
topic.   I am, however, interested in the ups and downs of being creative itself, as there are often, in creative careers, long early periods of
mastery-building where one has little support or recognition, and is subject to depression, temporary or long-term.   Similarly, there are peri-
ods of ecstatic reception of accolades and recognition pouring in from the world, that can also lead to manic self satisfaction.  How creative
people handle such ups and downs is interesting.  You might say there are two hypotheses possible here: one, that the situation that creative
people are in (longitudinally) is manic-depressive; two, that the people who become creative are manic-depressive.  The latter hypothesis
seems to me to be a mistake made in the research literature.  It is telling that precisely those forms of creativity most subjective to judge--
novel writing for example--evoke the most mental illness on the part of their creators.   The situation of creating may be more illness-pro-
voking than the creators themselves are ill.  

The identity dimension of the below model is perhaps the most objective.  In modern psychology there are the “big five” factors , like opti-
mism/pessimism, that distinguish all known types of personality (though since “personality” is undefined this is a circular, at best, opera-
tion).   I have extended those types to include East Asian personality types (moving beyond anglo-culture biases in the English research
literature, somewhat).  For consistency I have measured life type, typical day type, and life purpose, looking for consistency and inconsis-
tency among them.   Key work functions gets at self identification through work.   This scale comes from prior interviews of creative people,
wherein people manifestly performing the same work functions differed greatly in what they thought and mentioned as work functions.
Obvious differences in orientation to the same work functions were apparent and also apparently important in the overall psychic scheme
that made each person creative.   Maturity stage models recently have been unified by several authors under a transition-between-stages
dynamic of learning to “have” what formerly you “were”.   Thus, people who “were” their ideas, run into more and more conflicts in relat-
ing till they realize something that they “are” is in the way of being effective in reaching their goals.   They then learn to “be” their opinions
less, and instead “have” opinions that “are not them”.   This is an example of one such stage transition.   Measuring which stage creative
people are in can be done by noting what obstacles they recognize and choose as accurately reflecting their own lives and concerns.  

The rationale dimension of the model
below is less objective.   It is the dif-
ference between enacted “identity”
and espoused “rationale”.  Most peo-
ple have gaps between what they say
they are and do and what they actu-
ally can be observed regularly saying
and doing.  The exact nature of such
gaps can be highly revealing about
underlying motives, fears, and future
prospects.  The life purposes people
have form a scale, invented here, that
distinguishes very fundamental dif-
ferences in how life as a whole is
being related to.  Personal philosophy
statements, collected in this research
in a fill in format, will be scaled dur-
ing data analysis and checked for
consistency against the life purpose
scale that is used here.   Statements of
what people had to overcome in life
are an indirect way at getting at the
same data, with one important ampli-
fication.   We get “had to overcome”
statements from general orientation
towards life itself and the exigencies,
the amount of reality, that intruded
and had to be dealt with.  This distin-
guishes easy road people from hard
road people, regardless of whether
their basic attitudes towards life
ended up highly similar.  Lost and

found dreams while living are a subjective way of checking life purpose statements.   They approach the same object in an emotional route
not a rational route.   

People continually evaluate their lives.   Such evaluations may or may not be consistent with their rationales for who they are and what they
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do in their lives, which both may or may not be consistent with their identities (as seen by others, or disclosed through well develop self mea-
surement scales).  Self evaluations are dynamic, perhaps a bit more dynamic than rationales and identities.   Strengths and weaknesses, that
are gained and lost, over various time periods from recent weeks to recent years, reveal directions of personal evolution better (more accu-
rately, validly) than overall personal assessments of progress, in many cases.   What changes people state they want to make in their lives cap-
ture instantaneous changes in self evaluation that fluctuate wildly month by month.  Assessing the balance there or not there among job (for
money work), family (no money), and lifework (work done for love not money) is a revealing item about the costs of being creative to family
or self or emotional life, as the case may be.  

Neuroticism is a measure of the partiality of all lives.  It captures blind spots--human dynamics that for whatever reason are completely miss-
ing from the talk or behavior or self conscious self imagery of one person though found in others.   We are all partial in this way, though we
each have different partialities.  We are, first of all, partial in which fundamental anxieties of life we handle well and which we flee from or
hide from.   We are, second, partial in which behaviors of our own gender we embody or avoid, and which of the other gender we embody or
avoid.   Third, we are partial in age-related behaviors--which youth behaviors we slough or perpetuate, which aged behaviors we welcome or
avoid or deny.  Fourth, we are partial in what we consider worth in our selves and others.   Whereas people can know their identities, ration-
ales, and self evaluations honestly and completely (not the usual case, however), they seldom know their neuroticisms as well.  Creative peo-
ple are often unusually self reflective and emotionally detached from self and others, making it likely that they know their neuroticisms better
than normal people.   On the other hand, a type of blind self optimism is reported in the research to characterize many creative people--that
blindness might be greater than normal hiding from the partial aspects of self and the costs associated with them.  

  The Environment Dimensions Model

The big money in creativity research is made by getting industries to pay you to assess which aspects, of the work environments they generate
help and hinder “being creative”.  The fault with such assessments, besides the great money they produce and the way that distorts academic
research of creativity somewhat, is both incomplete specifications of what parts of the environment to consider, and above all, incomplete
models of steps in the creative process that might be helped or hindered.  Some researchers in the past approached this issue by doing qualita-
tive interviews with creative people about successful and unsuccessful projects, gleaning from the transcripts factors mentioned as helping or
hindering.   The problem with this is people remember and name far fewer factors than actually influence them.   Those same researchers also
failed to specify the creative process in enough detail.   Thus a factor “hindered” being creative but which steps in the creation process it
affected positively and negatively were never determined (because never asked).  I wanted a model of environment dimensions, therefore, and
creative process dimensions, so the former’s influence of each of the latter could be ascertained.   Unfortunately if we have 20 environment
dimensions and 20 creative process step types that makes a matrix of 400 intersections, becoming a questionnaire (a rather boring homoge-
nous one) in itself.  A way to get such detailed interactions in a “sparse matrix” format, short enough for practical delivery in questionnaire
format was devised.  

The environment dimensions quadrant of the model below is based on a model of social processes in any society built by 1500 North Ameri-
cans funded by the Rockefellor Brothers Fund in 1970 then modified 8 years later by a conference of Koreans, Chinese, and Japanese in
Osaka, Japan.  It is discussed in detail in a later section of this article.   Added to it are social relationship types, from common social psych
scales, intellectual environment dimensions, and complexity dimensions of the work environment.   For each environment dimension we want
respondents to indicate whether it helps or hinders creative work.  

The creativity steps in the second quadrant of the below model come from four models of creativity--a simplistic 4 step model, plus the popu-
lation automaton model (presented in detail earlier in this paper), and the insight model (presented in detail earlier in this article).  Certain
morale conditions associated with creativity step in the 4 step model are also included.   For each creativity step here we want respondents to
indicate whether environment conditions hinder it or help it.  

More generally we want respondents to evaluate the overall supportiveness of their work environment of their creative work.   They are asked
to do this four ways.  First they indicate whether they control the aspect of their environment or whether it controls them (Sternberg and Kol-
ligian, 1990).  Second they state what they like and dislike about their work environment.  Third, they specify what blocks to their creativity
they get from their environment.  Fourth, they note parts of their organization that are becoming more creative.  
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Respondents are asked to suggest
improvements, the best single change
the environment needs, which envi-
ronment aspects cause particular cre-
ative work moods and progress types,
the biggest challenge facing them
being creative in their present envi-
ronment, and the reasons people are
not getting more creativity from peo-
ple in the present environment.   

  The Social Process Model

As was stated above, 1500 people in
1970 met for 30 days (ICA, 1970),
combining the contents of several
hundred books into a model of social
processes shared by every society and
social unit.  All these social processes
were found in individuals, small
groups, nations, corporations, or any
other social unit of human beings.  Of
course in some groups a particular
process was formal, well funded, and
official.  In others the same process
went on without formality, official
recognition, or any group funding.
So the model is a model of social pro-
cesses not institution types.  Hence
the “economic” dynamic means
“handling supply/demand balance in

any human activity”, for example, exchanging kisses among lovers, amounts of clay added/subtracted during sculpting, and the like.  It does
not mean “banks, corporations, government reserve banks, securities markets”.  

The original model was made by Caucasian suburbanites from North America.  To undo its racial and industrial biases a later conference
was held in Japan, where East Asian corrections and additions were added.  The model below is the result of that second conference
(Greene, 1979).   I discuss each of the sixteen third level boxes, starting in economy, then going to polity, culture, and social change (foun-
dation).  

Natural resources, human ones, technology (knowledge resources some would say) are obvious.  Time resources are puzzling.   Time
resources are called “windows of opportunity” in business magazines.   This means time itself opens windows and closes windows.   Being
able to change goals fast and implement new businesses fast, is a key to survival, as internet infrastructure lubricates and speeds communi-
cation and cooperation.   For a sculptor clay is a natural resource, his models or himself are human resources of his work, and studies of dif-
ferent clays or metals and techniques for fashioning them are his technology resources.   His time resources are when a certain type of
innovation by him will be new enough yet understandable enough to get positive reception by his field of fellow sculptors without diminish-
ing his work’s ultimate appeal to the history of sculpture.  

Production tools, forces (people trained appropriately), systems, and quality are fairly obvious.  A sculptor has production tools and he is his
own production force.  His production system is his unique way of work.  The quality of his work is its conformity to his requirements as a
primary customer of his finished work and the requirements of the history of sculpture on any new work trying to join the pantheon of works
remembered and taught throughout history.   

Distribution involves property, markets, consumption, and incentives.   This is distribution in a general large-scale sense of distributing clay
to sculpture, kissess to particular lovers, or whatever.   Kisses occur in a love market (other lovers possible, an intense reality when we were
teenagers), with greater sexual participation sometimes the incentive (or formal marriage and financial security a different incentive for
some).  A sculptor creates property that is valued in markets for sculptures and consumed by people who buy and display or commission
sculptures.   The sculptor operates in an environment of incentives with short term commercial rewards often being ignored in favor of a
unique artistic vision that promises someday to make his work famous throughout history.   

Productivity is a matter of resource productivity, variation producing productivity, measurement of productivity, and innovation productiv-
ity.  Given time and clay a sculptor has a certain productivity level.  The work of the sculptor exhibits a productivity of variation production
as well-- the number and quality of variations produced per work produced overall, for example.  The sculptor has a metric of his own pro-
ductivity (of things, and of interesting variation in his things) whether conscious or unconscious.   Finally the sculptor has a productivity of
his innovations--how innovative his variants are compared to his own past works and competitor works or demands of his customers.   

Polity refers to decision making by individuals or groups.  It is divided into peace, justice, welfare, and anticipation.   Peace is the mainte-
nance of structure and process (procedure) so that a society can “decide” rather than chaos “deciding”.   Justice is continual adaptations of
that structure and process to account for dissatisfied parts of society.   Welfare is society being responsible for people left behind by what the
society chooses to emphasize and believe.   Anticipation is society being responsible for people not yet born.  

Peace is a sculptor maintaining enough order in his workplace, lifestyle, and schedule to produce.   This means defense--defending himself
from taxes, administrative paperwork, family hassles, and the like.  This involves policing boundaries in his work and life--keeping the kids
out of the work studio, keeping the old college friends out of his summer intense work months.   This involves the sculptor in enforcing
behavior laws for himself--when to wake up, when to work hard, when to relax, when to consult others.   Inevitably the sculptor develops
norms about how to work as well as about what to create when working.  

Justice is the sculptor continually adapting his work structure and process to account for dissatisfaction of important constituencies of his
work, including himself.  When critics are right about certain ruttednesses appearing in his last three works, he legislates--makes a new law
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to himself, to change work materials in a long contemplated innovative way, to surprise such critics by breaking out of any past ruts he fell in.
When a friend questions a work he is in the midst of, he juridicates--considering carefully his own motives and means versus the friend’s
comments’ possible value and makes a decision about whether to listen to what he heard and implement it.   When tiredness is threatening to
overwhelm him he executes--pushing himself to do what he today set out to do, regardless of temporary pains.   When he disappoints himself
with the quality of work he produces yet each new effort does not seem to help, he mediates--he consults outsiders able to get him outside his
own past frameworks and habits.   

Welfare for a sculptor is the rest of the aesthetic values, other than those central innovations of any work, that the work has to have for general
acceptance and interest building in the field of sculpture as a whole.  The sculptor looks at values he might tend to slough entirely in his inten-
sity and onrush to do something innovative from his own personal vision.  He sees what his onrush is tending wrongly to slight or leave
behind.   This involves leaving space (physical, mental, schedule, or other) for values not central to his vision.  This involves the right of cer-
tain non-central values to stay in his sculpture.   It involves checks he implements to see that one value does not crush out other important val-
ues in his work.  This involves designing and evolving his work so that there is opportunity for various important values to get expressed in it.  

Anticipation is the sculptor looking beyond present reputation and work to his future ultimate destiny.   This can involve assessing himself
and his work relative to the powerful interests of others in his and related fields.  This can also involve adjustment plans he makes to evolve
his work in directions better directed toward ultimate fame or innovative reputation.   This can also involve changing the entire purpose of his
work as a sculptor, for example, letting go of remaining concerns about fame and concentrating on a powerful internal unique vision that is
worth more to him than judgements of others.   This also involves opening himself to inputs that hithertofore he ignored--taking a dance class,
for example so his own sense of body informs better the forms he sculpts.  

Culture is the process of creating meaning of things in society.   Meaning is created by developing and exercising: wisdom, style, symbol, and
diversity.  A sculptor develops wisdom by developing skills, knowledge, meaning of his own to his work, and exercising all the above till a
state of great mastery is achieved.   A sculptor develops style by recognizing and using his place in recent generations of sculptors, fashioning
an inspirational life from unique family arrangements, engaging the visions and stimulations of society via particular social structures, and
using his accomplishments and status as resources by helping others less accomplished and respected (benevolence).  A sculptor becomes a
symbol by how he talks about himself and his work, the art he achieves via innovations in his way or subjects of sculpting, the way his work
uses and interprets the structured accumulated meaning systems inherited by his society, and the impact of his work on popular imagination
and values of his time.  A sculptor manages diversity by seeing how his successes generate unplanned side-effects that defeat him, seeing how
his intents, plans, and designs sometimes blind him to better results that just self-organize and emerge, becoming aware of the non-linear
dynamics in his work, and developing a process to manage such dynamics by tuning system performance using certain general system-wide
parameters like the degree of connectedness of things in his sculpting production system, or the degree and types of diversity in that system.  

Foundation is social change that pro-
duces permanent new institutions in
the world.  For a sculptor foundation is
the process of making personal slight
(or large) changes that spawn perma-
nent institutional changes in the world
of sculpting.  This requires that the
sculptor liberate himself from per-
sonal habits and the past practices of
his field.  That he make promises to
new people and images that result in
entirely new forms of sculpture self
organizing in his work (freedom).
This involves people worldwide get-
ting excited about their own new possi-
bilities for creating based on the new
features that self emerge in his work.
Finally, this involves the sculptor
defending the novel content of his
inventions from forces well established
in his field and society that try continu-
ally to erode that novel content, inter-
preting it from past frameworks and
values.   

Liberty is the miracle of breaking with
the past yet still surviving with the
profit of new promise to one’s work
and life by no longer being hindered by
certain past practices.  Liberty thrusts
you into a no man’s land without overt
and familiar past supports where you
have only your own initiative as sup-
port.   A sculptor liberates himself
when he breaks with his field and its
priorities and preferences, at a risk of
never being respected in it again.

Freedom is the outbreak of public happiness in individual private work and lives.  Public happiness comes from finding yourself changing
history rather than just sprucing up your private profits and works.   People discover public happiness.  It breaks out in the midst of the pain
and suffering of liberating yourself from the tyrannies of your traditions, nations, and field.  It breaks out when you discover new colleagues,
you never suspected before, who are with you as you innovate beyond past tolerances and preferences.   The discovery of these new col-
leagues and their mutual work and inspiring with you of truly innovative history-changing works, becomes the action that unleashes the new
kind of happiness of public happiness, changing private profit into history change.  These new colleagues covenant with you to together
change the world.   In doing so all involved agree to leave behind personal profit for the greater good of changing the history of the field,
sculpting in the case of my example.   A sculptor frees himself when he discovers such new colleagues as he radically challenges past prac-
tices in sculpting.  
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Historic dream happens when people unrelated to the sculptor take notice of his innovation and get inspired to liberate themselves from the
things he already liberated himself from.  Some of them agree to covenant with him to change history with him.   Some of them are attracted
enough to come to him to work under him as disciples.  The drama of watching from afar the sculptor’s liberation struggle, his loneliness
and rejection by the field, gives way to admiration as he shows the way to a totally new way to sculpt.  In doing so he creates a haven, a safe
place for radical accomplishments not welcome in the field as a whole that attracts immigrants and disciples.  The result is fame--local
actions here and now changing people’s destinies there and then (in the future).  

Finally, innovations have to be protected from all those un-new things that have accumulated power and prestige and political connections
for years while the innovation was not around.   Innovations are babies attacked by adults.   Conserving novelty means doing this defensive
work.  Particularly, for a sculptor, the danger is re-interpretations of his work as consonant with abhorrent past practices, as the formerly
most visible and famous people in sculpting try to say that his new innovation is just a simple extension of their own “greater” past ideas.
The pain in all innovation is by definition an innovation makes former innovations look like past practice, non-innovations (as indeed they
now are after a new innovation is offered up).   Those people who created those past innovations, become, automatically, no longer innova-
tors but past heroes.  Many such people hate innovators, like themselves, because they become fat and complacent about parading around as
innovators themselves.   In my interviews of creative people it was striking how unfairly some of them evaluated other rising stars in their
field.  Some of them viciously attacked people troding paths very similar to the paths they trod before.

Note that liberty, freedom, the spontaneous emergence of public happiness, historic dreams, and conserving novelty represent the natural
selection style creativity process within social units on all scales from thoughts in minds to rising civilizations.  For more on this connection
see Greene, Journal, Sept. 1999. 

  The New Creativity Dynamics Model

In spite of all the theory and models presented above in this article, there are certain creativity dynamics interesting but missing.  Therefore
a catch-all model was added to this research to tackle some rather disorganized but interesting questions about creativity.  The model is dis-
cussed immediately below.  

The nature of the creation task includes design but also allowing things, ofttimes surprising, to self organize and emerge on their own.
Design versus emergence is a general intellectual topic in more than 20 fields.  It comes from non-linear system dynamics work that showed
institutions (banking) emerging from interacting simulated hunter-gatherers, without any one simulated software agent inventing, intending,
or planning them.  This result is percolating slowly through the social sciences much as chaos theory percolated through the physical sci-
ences showing that many physical situations were inherently unpredictable (destroying Einstein’s and Newton’s idea that god does not play
dice with the universe).  Elaborations on this design/emergence theme in the form of obstacles encountered at work,and balancing labor,
work, and action (the latter with its unpredictable consequences is where emergence arises) also are important to creativity.   

The nature of the environment in which creation takes place involves stability, interactivity, rewards, and risk.  Recent research has found a
lot of the elan and patina around “new careers” and “new styles of work” hurts creativity and productivity by trying to turn everything into
intuition and free association.   Finding the minimal required types and amounts of change, interaction, reward, and risk is important in
future creativity research.  For example computer network tools that connect everyone all the time with everyone were shown to reduce
greatly workgroup creativity, not assist it.  Isolation was an important requirement of creativity, it was found (Galegher et al,  1990).  

The nature of mind, in particular, tacit knowledge in practical forms of intelligence done in communities of practice, is recently a hot topic
(Sternberg and Horvath, 1999; Nonaka and Teece, 2001; Brown and Duguid, 2000), influencing creativity research.   Also structural cogni-
tion (Greene, Journal, March, 1997; Journal, Sept. 1998)--how people manage a dozen ideas as simply as they used to handle five or six is a
growing research topic in the study of high performers working within intense information flows.  The nature of persons, particularly abili-
ties, attitudes, purposes and resources not already explored in the creativity literature needs exploring.  
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developed.   

Over the next years, some 500 creative Japanese will be interviewed, as well as creative non-Japanese operating in Japan.  Each interviewed
person will be asked to complete the creativity questionnaire of this research.  Those types of data, creative process details in particular, that
are hard to obtain in questionnaire format are emphasized in the interviews.   

There are three kinds of scales involved in this research.   First, many different measures of creativity of output for each respondent have to be
combined into an overall creativity output score for each person, if we are to investigate the effects of many variables on such output.   There
are many ways of combining the various measures of creative output in the questionnaire.   Several selected such ways are described below.
Second, many fill in items were included in the questionnaire.  The responses to each fill in are used to create scales during data analysis,
resulting in a score of each respondent, relative to the answers given by other respondents, often as judged by panels of people unrelated to
this research.  Third, the 1000 elementary variables of this research can be combined into various composite variables.   A few of such com-
posite variables are very important parts of this research.  In particular, which of 64 creativity dynamics and 64 question finding dynamics are
actually used, how many are used by particular creators and how those dynamics used are distributed among all possible such dynamics can
all be measured.   Since the questionnaire includes several measures of such dynamics a consistency score, per dynamic used, can be calcu-
lated.   Thus, how many variables, how distributed, how consistently chosen are three composites of the more elemental which dynamics are
used variable.   

  Output variable--a composite variable measuring creative output

The questionnaire developed from the above models includes eleven measures of creative output.  Most of these are indirect.  In order to
assure us of valid results about variables that affect creative output, the sampling strategy for the questionnaire includes getting productive
and creative people, as nominated by leaders of particular organizations, to fill it in.   In addition, 500 of the most creative people in Japanese
society will be asked to fill it in.   Their answers to the eleven items that measure creative output will in all likelihood prove some of the
eleven more valid and reliable than others at measuring actual creative output achieved.  

To analyze the data we have a choice about how to combine the eleven measures below to come up with one overall most valid and reliable
measure of creative output.  This does not replace analysis of how valid and reliable each of the eleven items is.   There are three ways of
combining items used in data analysis, presented below.  The eleven items measuring creative output are listed immediately below. 

1) awards and recognition--4, 8 levels, circle all;

2) uniqueness--460, fill in;

3) evidence of recognition--461, fill in; 

4) evidence of recognition in 100 years--462, fill in;  

5) you best in world at what--707, fill in;

6) you best in world at something important--708, fill in;

7) creation you fail at--709, fill in;

8) you recently became good at--710, fill in;

9) you used to be good at, 711, fill in;

10) self ranking of present output creativeness--971 to 975, circle one;

11) what you create will become more, become less, in last year--994 to 995, 2 fill ins;
By far the first is the most objective and hence likely to be most reliable and valid.   Evidence of recognition, number 2, is next most objec-
tive, depending on the quality of evidence cited by respondents.  The other self report items are less solid as evidence because of their self
report nature.  Research has shown even highly creative people are unable to guess correctly which of their works will be hits and which
flops.  However, the other items tend to reveal mature versus delusional judgement in the creator.  In particular, the quality of a creator’s
awareness of competition, of historical feats in his or her own field, and the quality with which he scrutinizes his own work, can form a major
part, such judgements, of what makes them creative.   Some items reveal the creator’s impressions about the direction his work is trending in.  

One combination strategy combines item 1 and item 3 into a creative output score ranging from 1 to 8, with a panel of judges examining all
the other items and scoring them from zero to plus 2 (or something like that depending on how the first 2 items are combined).  In this way the
first two are most of the score with the others, together, making a marginal contribution.  

Another combination strategy combines item 1 and 2 into a creative output score ranging from 1 to 5, with a panel of judges examining all the
other items and scoring them from zero to 5.  In this way the first two are half the final score and all the others combined are the second half.      

A third combination strategy combines items 8 and 9 into one item, then counts the resulting 10 items items equally, adding them to get a
score between zero and ten for each respondent.    

  Scales developed from fill ins

There are a great number of fill ins in the questionnaire.   They are indicated in the section below listing all the elemental variables of this
research.   Each fill in during data analysis involves collecting answers from individual respondents, grouping similar items across respon-
dents, judging and ordering those groupings, then assigning scores on that invented implicit scale to each individual respondent’s answers.
The validity and reliability of these respondent-pro-offered scales compared to the scales in other questionnaire items can then be compared,
possibly resulting in discovery of better scales for future research.  

  Other Composite Variables--creation dynamics, question finding dynamics, 

Readers may very well wonder what in the world do I plan to do with the hundreds of individual factors for promoting/hindering creativity
mentioned in the above models this article presents.   One thing that others have done in the past is qualitative research interviews of creative
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people, asking for the stories of successful creative projects and unsuccessful less creative projects.   From transcript analysis, factors that
attend successful creative projects and factors that attend unsuccessful less creative projects are identified.   These are formed into a causal
model and quantitative research to confirm causal paths among these factors is then done.   My problem with this work in the past is the self
consciousness about factors that influence their work that this approach depends on.   Many creative people in my experience have never
thought of a great many factors that influence their work.   They simply are not that self conscious about how they work (in spite of being
rather self conscious people compared to normal folk) and they have never professionally, in most cases, read creativity research literature
or studied creativity dynamics.   Hence, when asked to tell stories about creative and uncreative efforts, what factors they mention cannot be
taken as true measures of what factors actually influenced them.  They were, in all likelihood, influenced by dozens or more factors not self
consciously recognized by them at the time of creation or at later times of retrospective story telling about such creation incidents.   How
might we fix this weakness of this research approach?

My idea, in this article and embodied in the 4 Cycle Model of creativity, is to put before creative people, in questionnaire form, hundreds of
individual variables thought to affect creativity, and put many of those variables before them repeatedly throughout the questionnaire.   We
might prompt recognition of factors, this way, that are not thought of or mentioned during interviews or story telling about past creative inci-
dents.   Hence, in the 4 Cycle Model I have composed several composite variables measuring how many of certain types of creativity
dynamics people mention, how consistently they recognize and select such dynamics, how well distributed those mentioned items are, and
the like.  Simple cross-tab analysis can them help us spot patterns such as:

do people using certain creativity dynamics (question finding dynamics, etc.) achieve more creativity than others

do people producing in certain domains systematically omit certain creativity dynamics

do people not using certain creativity dynamics, if exposed to them and trained in them, become more creative

do factions, sub-disciplines, and other divisions of a field correspond to distinct sets of creativity dynamics their members use that are less
used by other parts of the field

is there progression over the lifespan of creators from use of certain types of creative dynamics to others

if we train young creators in creative dynamics usually not used till later in lifespans do we improve creativity

which particular creativity dynamic do particular environment conditions hinder/help

creators who reuse the same creativity dynamic again and again are hurting creativity by being rutted or helping creativity by being produc-
tive

do creator creative works differ by type such that some types come from using some creativity dynamics and others come from using differ-
ent creativity dynamics

in which types of creativity dynamics are insights most likely to appear and use of what creativity dynamic types must precede such insight
bursts

if we know the creativity dynamics a particular creator now depends on, and we expose that creator to other field creators or creative works
that depend on different dynamics, now unused by that particular creator, does that creator’s creativity improve

do the most creative people in a field use different creativity dynamics than the somewhat creative people in that field

are creators who use more of the creativity dynamics available more creative than creators who use few of them
The Elemental Variables in the Questionnaire:

Below are listed all the elementary variables in the questionnaire grouped according to the overall variables in the 4 Cycle Model of creativ-
ity.

Culture
(all polar 10 levels)

ascribed/earned status--17, polar 10 levels
power distance--18,  polar 10 levels
ascribed/earned status--19,  polar 10 levels
individual vs communal--119, polar 10 levels
internal/external locus of control--120, polar 10 levels
analytic vs synthetic--121, polar 10 levels
simultaneous vs sequential--122, polar 10 levels
one chance vs many chance lives--123, polar 10 levels
rightness vs relationship--124, polar 10 levels
humans superior vs equal--221, polar 10 levels
right vs right vs right vs wrong morality--222, polar 10 levels
talk for status or for connection--223, polar 10 levels
talk to include to exclude--224, polar 10 levels
speak vs listen--225, polar 10 levels
feelings embarrass vs feelings interesting--226, polar 10 levels
error relation threat vs status threat--362, polar 10 levels;
harshness as respect vs relation--363, polar 10 levels;
mind to mind vs person to person--365, polar 10 levels;
talk to solve vs talk to feel--365, polar 10 levels;
specificness vs detail--366, polar 10 levels;
talk to depend vs talk to distinguish--367, polar 10 levels;
mind to mind vs person to person--509, polar 10 levels;
argue vs apologize--510, polar 10 levels;
institutions eternal vs people eternal--511;
anxiety of existence--512;
value from function or role--513;
value from function or role--514;
found vs made meaning--609;
found vs made--610;
value from role vs function--611;
situation vs I determine--612;
love role vs love person--613;
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love role vs love person--614;
value from role vs function--712;
internal vs external locus--713;
birth or death more real--714;
birth or death more real--715;
ingratitude vs unfreedom as sin--716;
nausea--717;
not bother self or others--809, 
self vs other determined--810;
design vs emergence--811;
know result vs not know--812;
internal vs external locus--813
internal vs external locus--814;
groups act vs individuals act--869;
ultimate responsible--870;
caring vs competitive seniors--871;
work pleasant vs unpleasant--872
results from effort vs talent--873;
one or many gods--874;
quality vs fact of life--916;
sacred vs fallen world--917;
centers vs edges--918;
extremes vs middles--919;
focus from isolation vs parallel--920;
gradual vs avalanche--921;
belonging vs distinction--922;
design vs emergence--923;

SES
education level--1, 10 levels, circle all
work experience--2, 7 levels, circle all
days outside nation--3, 6 levels, circle one
awards and recognition--4, 8 levels, circle all
family status--5, 8 levels, circle all
life house number--6, fill in
life job number--7, fill in
life nation number--8, fill in
life mentor number--9, fill 
health status--10, 5 levels, circle all
awards and recognition--4, 8 levels, circle all
work output form--12, 10 levels, circle all
age group--13, 5 levels, circle one
gender group--14, 5 levels, circle one
background, supports--988, circle all from 10;

Self type
typical day--57 to 64, circle one
strengths eventually lost--144, fill in
strengths recently lost---145, fill in
hurtful strengths--146, fill in
life type--171 to 179, circle one
life purpose--214 to 220, circle one
important to overcome in life--310 to 316, circle 3
weaknesses eventually overcome--349, fill in;
weaknesses recently overcome--350, fill in;
helpful weaknesses--351, fill in;
personal philosophy by decade--463 to 471, fill ins;
important functions of way of work--483 to 494, circle 3;
life purpose--572 to 579, circle one;
strengths continually, sometimes, reappearing, and saving career--600 to 602,  3 fill ins;
weaknesses continually, sometimes reappearing, dooming--640 to 642, 3 fill ins;
important to overcome--699 to 706, circle three;
what change about life--787,fill in from  and to;
important work functions--949 to 958, circle 3;
work/family balance--987, circle all (from 11)

Mental Flex and Breadth
crossdomain topics--92, fill in item and domain
crossdomain methods--93, fill in item and domain
process invention--157, 3 fill ins for steps;
crossdomain concepts--297, fill in item and domain;
crossdomain measures--298, fill in item and domain;
crossdomain images--299, fill in item and domain;
finding similarities--418 to 421, fill ins Galileo;
finding similarities--422 to 425, fill ins branching;
crossdomain results--569, fill in item and domain;
crossdomain questions--570, fill item and domain;
crossdomain works, 571, fill in item and domain;
associations--756 to 758, 3 fill ins what makes you think;
crossdomain people--765, fill in item and domain;
crossdomain styles--766, fill in item and domain;
analogy type importance--933 to 937, fill in rank 1 to 5;
teacup choice--998 to 1008, circle one;
teacup choice reason--1009, fill in reason;

Subcreations
general subcreations--16, fill in
subcreations specific--26 to 30, 5 polar 10 levels
subcreations specific--87 to 91, 5 polar 10 levels
subcreations specific--282 to 286, 5 polar 10 levels;
subcreations specific--767 to 771, polar 10 levels; 
subcreations specific--946 to 948, 3 polar 10 levels;

Creation Process
first, middle, last steps--989 to 991, 3 fill ins;
process become more, become less in last year--992 to 993,  2 fill ins;
key step--996, fill in;
hardest step--997, fill in;
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New Dynamics
definiteness--37-46, circle all:
definite process/improvisation;
definite goal/vague goal;
characteristics/circumstances;
helpful trends/ignored trends;
way of thinking helpful; way of thinking irrelevant;
obstacle-ness--147 to 156, circle all:
person fit task/not fit task; 
domain knowledge help/not help;
easy difficulties/hard difficulties;
had support/no support;
task fit me/ not fit me;
helpful abilities--272 to 281, circle one:
leading helped/working alone helped;
smooth working/facing conflict helped;
tacit knowledge helped/ did not help;
joining ideas helped/did not help;
tacit to explicit helped/did not help;
interactivity--343 to 348, circle all:
too much interaction/ too little;
stimulation distracted/ no stimulation helped;
stimulation helped/ no stimulation hurt;
nonaka sternberg tacit--389 to 394, circle all:
proceduralizing helped/did not help;
sharing tacit ideas helped/did not help;
work without rewards/ work for rewards;
detached engagement--652 to 656, circle one (of 5 levels);
Amabile extrinsics--662 to 667, circle all:
love of work/love of reward;
others pressured me/ did not pressure;
liked approach/liked results;
change vs stability--668 to 671, circle one (of 4 levels);
risk--718 to 720, circle one;
labor/work/action--788 to 793, circle one;
mental processes--821 to 830, circle all:
historical inspiration;
hunch to concept critical/not;
arguing critical/not;
model building critical/ not;
equipment need/ not;
had just enough interaction;

Creation Dynamics
impossible problems attempted--47 to 49, circle one 
problems of high leverage attempted--50 to 52, circle one
problem representation changes--53 to 56, circle one
problem finding--65 to 68, circle one
violation--83 to 86, circle one
ingenue--94 to 98, circle one
bricolage--103 to 106, circle one
challenge commonsense ideas--158 to 160, circle one
seek out minority views and dissent--161 to 165,  circle all
network of enterprises--166 to 170, circle one
index events--188 to 191, circle one
index  events 4 multiple worlds 4--199 to 206,  circle one
multiple worlds--227 to 231, circle one
metaphor--253 to 258, circle one
items in one domain used in another--287 to 290, circle one;
wildly change contexts and activities--300 to 303, circle one;
counter intuition--321 to 324, circle one
abstraction--332 to 335, circle one;
articulation--352 to 355, circle one;
self taught or very young--356 to 361, circle one;
counterintuition 4 articulation 4--374 to 381, circle two;
tool and frame inventions--395 to 398, circle one
violate boundaries--399 to 402, circle one
use others--403 to 409, circle one;
faustian bargain--410 to 423, circle one;
stay on margins--414 to 417, circle one;
problem finding 4 bricolage 4--426 to 433, circle one;
explanatory power 4 tool frame invent 4--434 to 441, circle two
aesthetics--456 to 459; circle one;
explanatory power--505 to 508, circle one;
stay on margins--542 to 544, circle one;
immigrants--545 to 550, circle one;
new to a discipline--551 to 553, circle one;
metaphor 4 abstraction 4--557 to 564, circle one;
question invention--565, circle one;
zeitgeist--587 to 590, circle one;
2 culture 2 field experience--634 to 639, circle one;
aesthetics 4 saturated fields 4--643 to 650, circle two;
self taught or very young--672 to 677, circle one;
violation 4 and ingenue 4--678 to 685, circle one;
cross-discipline metaphor--772 to 775, circle one;
question invention 4 zeitgeist 4--779 to 786, circle 2;
mappings of metaphors--794 to 799, circle one;
selective encoding and comparison--831 to 834, circle one;
abstracted features 4 and operations/constraints 4--835 to 842, circle all;
mental models and simulations--843 to 846, circle one;
model directed search--847 to 850, circle one;
images of wide scope--864 to 868, circle one;
case index--882 to 885, circle one;
failure index--886 to 889, circle one;
multitasking --890 to 893, circle one;
discourse events--894 to 897, circle 1;
simul contradict image--912 to 915, c 1;
partial solutions index--929,932, c 1;
disunite associated things--938 to 941, circle 1;
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unimagine combinations--942 to 945, circle 1;

Question Finding
unify 2 cross fields 4--107 to 112, circle all
reverse 4 depersonalize 3--137 to 143, circle all;
depersonalize 1, undo successes 4, expand models 2--265 to 271  circle all;
expand models 2 fully represent 4 socially index 1--382 to 388, circle all;
change measures 4 change scales 2--627 to 633, circle all;
change scales 2 change adjustments 4 change models 2--738 to 744, circle all;
change models 2, relate 4 imply 1--875 to 881, circle all;
imply 3 unify 2--924 to 928, circle one;

Creative Work
awards and recognition--4, 8 levels, circle all;
uniqueness--460, fill in;
evidence of recognition--461, fill in; 
evidence of recognition in 100 years--462, fill in;  
you best in world as what--707, fill in;
you best in world at something important--708, fill in;
creation you fail at--709, fill in;
you recently became good at--710, fill in;
you used to be good at, 711, fill in;
self ranking of present output creativeness--971 to 975, circle one;
what create become more, become less, in last year--994 to 995, 2 fill ins;

Career
awards and recognition--4, 8 levels, circle all
contend withs--20 to 25, circle all, double circle most difficult one
come to terms withs--31 to 36,  circle all
looks best now type--99,  number from 1 to 8, fill in reason
resembles best type--100, number from 1 to 8, fill in how same, how different
almost followed--101, number from 1 to 8, fill in when, fill in why, fill in why not
like now to follow--102, number from 1 to 8, fill in why
learn to handle--125 to 130, circle all
sources of help--192 to 198, circle all
vulnerabilities--207 to 213, circle all
contentions--241 to 246, circle all, double circle single most difficult;
helpful tactics--259 to 264, circle all
helpful tactics--368 to 373, circle all;
type that looks best now--442,  fill in number from 9 to 16, fill in why;
type that best resembles now--443, fill in number from 9 to 16, fill in how same, how differ;
type almost followed--444, fill in number from 9 to 16, fill in when, why, why not;
type like to follow now--445, fill in umber from 9 to 16, fill in why;
contentions--472 to 479, circle all, double circle hardest one;
useful tactics--515 to 520; circle all;
index and intersect--521 to 527, circle all; 
had to use tactics--603 to 608; circle all;
useful tactics--615 to 620, circle all;
event contents--693 to 698, circle all;
useful tactics--721 to 726,  circle all;
tools--800 to 805, circle all;
work/family balance--987, circle all (from 11)

Environment
dynamics it helps--113 to 118,  6 polar 10 .levels
single changes--131 to 136, fill ins for creativity, productivity, and impact improvement means;
dynamics that help being creative--232 to 235, polar 10 levels
most like--236, fill ins
most dislike--237, fill ins
helps work most--238, fill ins
hinders work most--239, fill ins
most improving single change--240, fill in
dynamics it helps--247 to 252, polar 10 levels;
dynamics it helps--304 to 309, polar 10 levels;
member creativity block--317, fill in;
ineffective tactics--318, fill in;
creativity from you block--319, fill in;
next 2 years block--320,  fill in;
inspiring situation what--452, fill in;
give up situation what--453, fill in;
leave group situation what--454, fill in;
feel gratitude for beauty what--455, fill in
org part becoming creative, week, 6 months, 2 years--480 to 482, fill ins;
dynamics that help being creative--495 to 498, polar 10 levels;
dynamics that help being creative--528 to 531, polar 10 levels;
treated me how--532 to 541, circle all;
treated me how--532 to 541, circle all:
left free to pursue/ not free;
free to work as wanted/ not free;
sloppy with slack/too right; 
others knew/ I alone knew;
rich contributed/ not contribute;
biggest challenge past week, 6 months, 2 years--591 to 593, 3v fill ins;
dynamics it helps--594 to 599, polar 10 levels;
dynamics that help being creative--733 to 737, polar 10 levels;
general--745 to 755, circle all;
dynamics it helps--759 to 764, polar 10 levels;
ranking present environment--959 to 963, circle one (of 5 pt scale);
dynamics it helps--964 to 970, polar 10 levels;
dynamics that help being creative--979 to 983, polar 10 levels;
20 environment aspects--helping 5 levels, controlling 5 levels, for first and fourth creation stages--1010 to 1090, 5 level choice lists;

Workstyle
work output form--12, 10 levels, circle all
work externality/internality--15, 10 levels, circle all
mind extensions, library--69 to 76, number of each, importance from 1 to 8 of each;
mind extensions, general--77 to 82, circle one or more;
mind extensions, library--180 to 187, circle all
social index of interests--231, 20 fill ins plus one per cent fill in;
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cognitive apparel--291 to 296, circle all
mind extensions, cognitive friends--325 to 332, circle all; 
cognitive architecture--336 to 342, circle all;
mind extensions, cognitive furniture--446 to 451, circle all
mind extensions, library--499 to 504, circle one;
mind extensions, cognitive friends--554-556, 3 fill ins of 3 each:  relation, how met, how help;
mind extensions, cognitive apparel--580 to 585, circle all;
social index of needs--586, 20 fill ins plus fill in percent;
mind extensions, cognitive architecture--621 to 626, circle all;
social index of capabilities--651, 20 fill ins plus fill in percent;
mind extensions, cognitive furniture--657 to 661, circle all; 
mind extensions, cognitive friends--686 to 692, circle all;
mind extensions, library--727 to 732, circle all;
dept./process/event--776 to 778, circle one;
labor/work/action--788 to 793, circle one;
dept/process/events--806 to 808, circle one;
space types needed--815 to 820, circle one;
place of work by virtuality is--851 to 857, circle one;
ranking of space types--858 to 863, fill in 1 to 6; 
space type satisfactoryness--898 to 903, fill in 1 to 6;
connectedness virtuality--904 to 907, circle one;
virtuality types importance--908 to 911, fill in 1 to 4;
work/family balance--987, circle all (from 11)

Hot Topics
best book past week, 6 months, 2 years--976 to 978, 3 fill ins;
best ideas heard, past week, 6 months, 2 years--984 to 986, 3 fill ins;

Research Questions and Hypotheses of This Study
Any database with 1000 largely independent variables in it supports an immense number of hypothetical causal relations among those vari-
ables.   The entire point of theory is to point us to regions of interest in that immense search space.   Existing creative theory, while a base for
such winnowing of combinatorial question possibilities, cannot be our sole approach.  Existing creativity theory is very partial and incom-
plete, especially on certain key matters like creative process types, components, and ordering principles.  Therefore, below I use existing
theory to suggest hypotheses and I also go beyond existing creativity theory to other theories to suggest hypotheses.  The hypotheses are
organized by variable type from the 4 Cycle Flowchart Model above.   In the presentation below I build a sequence of questions in each sec-
tion, with causal hypotheses near the ends.

  Culture

1. How much of his own nation’s culture does any particular creator exhibit?
2. Does exhibiting less of one’s own nation’s culture make one more creative or less?

3. Does exhibiting more of one’s own nations’ culture make one more creative or less?
4. Does exhibiting particular parts of one’s own nation’s culture make one more or less creative?

5. Does exhibiting the culture of particular nations make one more creative or less?
6. Does exhibiting more or less of one’s own nation’s culture in certain professions make one more or less creative?

7. Which of the 4 submodels of culture--social psych, gender, existential questions, and community--correlates the strongest with creative 
achievement?  Why?

There have been few systematic studies of culture’s impact on creativity.   In general, non-Western scholars have at times bitterly com-
plained that the Descartian conceptually rich in abstractions type of creativity so respected in the West is not more creative than craft tradi-
tions for religious ceremonies in more traditional non-industrial societies.   I am not sure such ideological questions can be readily answered
by any type of data and I do not wish to enter into discussion of such matters.  Nearly all the interesting questions about culture’s relation to
creativity have, therefore, not received systematic research (ideological bickering is not research).  

One would suppose, given that nonconformism is a hallmark of creative people and works, that creative people reveal more alienation or
detachment from their own cultures  (whether gender cultures, national cultures, religious cultures, or organization ones).  On the other
hand, given that creative people research and use details of their own cultures more thoroughly than many non-creative people, that they end
up liking their own cultures (gender, national, etc.) more than less researched persons.   Which of these thinkable tendencies wins?  I have
not been able to find studies that clarify such matters, hence the above research questions for this study.  

  Socio-Economic Status

8. How much diversity, in types experienced terms does this creator exhibit?
9. Which types of diversity are found in the most creative people?

10. How much of those types of diversity are found in the most creative people? 
11. Do positive effects of diversity on creative accomplishment vary by type of field or creativity?

12. Do creators with more severe and challenging childhoods create more than those with less severe ones?
The well known inverted U function for education--too little reduces creativity, too much reduces it too--need not be replicated in this study.
Instead, I focus on diversity in terms of nations experienced, homes experienced, jobs experienced, mentors experienced.  Also, I look at the
ease or challenge of childhood situations as an influence on later creativity (wealth, stimulation, emotional warmth, educatedness, hard or
easy times).  Though research already has indicated that more challenging childhoods, up to a point, foster creativity (early death of parents
for example), I am examining less gigantic challenges.  
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  Self Type

13. Are the ways creative people deal with the nine existential anxieties different from the ways non-creative or less creative but effective peo-
ple deal with them?

14. Are the ways creative people deal with the nine existential anxieties different from the ways people sharing their culture(s) deal with 
them?

15. Are there consistent differences in personality type components between creative and non-creative people of similar richness of back-
ground?

16. Are the strengths and weaknesses that creative people experience more similar than such strengths and weaknesses by non-creative peo-
ple?

17. Are type of day categories, type of life categories, and type of life purpose categories consistent or inconsistent for particular creative per-
sons and creative people in general?

18. Do some personality types, within the same domain, result in more creativity than others?

19. Do creative people face more challenges and things to overcome in life that less creative or non-creative people?
20. Are there consistent differences in what creative people versus less creative or non-creative people choose as what most needs changing in 

their lives?

21. Are the mental illness aspects exhibited by creative people’s personalities a cause of being creative or a result of the stresses of the ups and 
downs inherent in the creative process?

22. Does greater personality strength or maturity of stage foster greater creativity or does the reverse, less personality strength or more naivete 
(regression in service of the ego) foster greater creativity?  

The ambiguity in self type relationships to creativity is which causes which--do particular personality aspects make people more creative or
do creative people because they are subjected to the up and down stresses of creating in often hostile social reception environments driven to
mental illnesses.  Since this research’s questionnaire has detailed information on environmental stresses during creation and information on
personality type and strength, some provisional answers can be gotten.  Also, strength of personality characteristics and maturity stage can be
ascertained in this research’s questionnaire allowing their influence on creativity of output to be determined.  

  Mental Flexibility and Breadth

23. Do people who borrow more from other domains become more creative?

24. Do people who borrow from more distant and different domains become more creative?
25. What is it that, if borrowed from other domains, makes a person more creative?

26. Do people more flexible about handling outrageous unfamiliar problems or finding distant unlikely associations of a pattern become more 
creative?

27. What aesthetic criteria that a creator applies to decide that something is creative, correspond with greater creative output?

28. What are a creator’s implicit definitions of what kind of output is creative for them? for works in other fields by others?
The mental flexibility and breadth of association measures in many common creativity tests have not shown much if any validity.   One expla-
nation for this is they concern emotionless, courageless types of flexibility and breadth of association.  In privacy on a test that produces only
a score, to show flexibility is quite different than changing your family, possibly via divorce and ugly custody battles in order to get more time
to focus on your creative work or putting elements into your work guaranteed to mightily irritate the most famous people in your field, who
have the power to destroy your reputation for years.   The flexing in test situations is without emotion and courage; the associative breadth
there is also lacking emotion and courage.   The elements flexed there are mere cognitive contents, not lifestyles, workspaces, who you asso-
ciate with, how you spend time, who you insult or slight, and like actual forms of creator “flexibility” and “associative breadth”.   The creativ-
ity tests measure a very wimpy effete pale rendition of disembodied “Descartian” flexing and associating.   The subcreations category below
measures embodied, robust, emotion and courage requiring forms of flexing and associative breadth.   

I include, therefore, in this section measures of the wimpy forms of disembodied flexing and associating common to creativity tests, merely in
order to compare their predictive power (on creativity of output) with the much more robust embodied measures in the subcreations section
below.  

  Subcreations

29. If the work environment forbids or makes difficult/expensive the achievement of certain types of subcreations, does that reduce creative 
output significantly?

30. What subcreations do creative people spontaneously mention, when asked about “subcreations--creations that precede and prepare the 
way for principal work creations”?

31. Which of 16 types of subcreations do the least creative people invent, the moderately creative people invent, the most creative people 
invent?

32. How many of the 16 types of subcreations do the least creative people, the moderately creative people, and the most creative people 
invent?

33. Do creative people further along in their careers or in chronological age employ more or different subcreations than less experienced cre-
ators?

34. Which is a stronger measure of the flexibility essential to creating--measures of cognitive flexing of ideas or measures of social and 
applied flexing of living and work arrangements?

35. Which is a stronger measure of the associative breadth essential to creating--measures of associating ideas broadly or measures of building 
resource, contact means, visitation systems, and long term collaborative relations with others as subcreations preparatory to main creative 
work?
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36. Do career, workstyle, and environment impacts on creativity act directly on creative processes or always mediated by subcreations of the 
creator?

37. Do culture, socio-economic status, and self type act directly on creative processes or always mediated by subcreations of the creator?
The subcreations model of creativity is a new model that suggests many inventions prior to any creator’s main inventions--inventions of lif-
estyle, workstyle, social relations, and scheduling, among others.   It is the cumulation of these little inventions that eventually overwhelms
resistance to invention in the problems the creator tackles.   Subcreations are the baby steps of genius, this model holds.  Subcreations
resolve the creativity test problem of measuring disembodied emotionless and courageless forms of flexing and associating.   Subcreations
are real parts of life and work arrangements, the flexing or associative enriching of which provokes heated, deep emotional pain and reac-
tion on many people around the creator as well as on the creator him or herself.  

  Creation Process

38. Which subcreations play the biggest role in the creator’s actual creation process?

39. Are subcreations which play a role in the most difficult or important step in the creator’s creation process more correlated with creative 
outcomes than other subcreations?

40. At which step of the creator’s creative process do the major personality strengths of the creator and weaknesses have the most impact 
and effect on creative outcome?

41. How much innovation, change, and invention goes on in the creator’s creative process from project to project?
42. Which steps of the creator’s creative process change the most and the least over time, with success, with recent failure?

43. What aspects of the environment have the strongest helping and hindering effects on each step in the creator’s creative process (see the 
environment section below)?

44. What must be flexed and what gets broad associations during each step of the creator’s creative process and in which steps are such flex-
ing and breadth of association critical factors impacting creative results greatly?

45. Which steps of the creator’s creative process are must influenced by culture elements?  Do different culture elements affect entirely dif-
ferent steps in the creator’s process?

46. Are they types of creative process, within any one domain, and do those types line up with, correspond with particular creator personal-
ity types?

47. What, in creative processes, provokes revising the problem or question you are tackling?  What in creative processes, provokes revising 
the creativity dynamics applied to generate variations, combinations, selection, or to reproduce a creative outcome?  

48. What precedes insight events and what follows them?  
49. Are there subinsights preceding insights like there are subcreations preceding creation?
We know little of creative processes, whether there are types of them, the degree to which individual creators repeat or elaborate them, how
they evolve as creators move into their “best” periods of work and out of such periods.   Our knowledge of the weave of social, psychic,
spiritual, material, conceptual work in them is either entirely imprecise or hopelessly muddled.  We know a good bit about insight and flow
parts of such processes (the 1% inspiration amid the 99% perspiration some would say), how for many creators creation happens to them
(like the actions of a muse with a will of its own).  We need such basic information about what precedes insight and what follows it that
nearly any knowledge here would improve the current state of research.   

Many creators describe open ended wandering processes as productive of creativity while directed search efforts fail to produce anything.
How much of creative processes is such open wandering and how much is directed search?   Does the ratio of these vary by type of creation,
profession, period of career?    

  New Creation Dynamics

50. How does intentional design prepare the way for self emergence of insight and creativity?  

51. How does self emergence of insight and creativity prepare the way for intentional design?
52. Do greater obstacles increase creativity or reduce it?

53. Does tacit knowledge do more for producing creativity than explicit knowledge or vice versa?
54. When in creative processes does further isolation help and when does it hinder?

55. When in creative processes does further interaction help and when does it hinder?
56. When in creative processes does thought of reward help and when does it hinder?

57. What role does arguing with self and others play in creative processes?
The study of non-linear system dynamics and complex adaptive systems fill many fields in the early 21st century and therefore spill into
creativity studies.  Defining the marriage of intentional design and self emergent flow in creativity is one such spill.  It defines similar dis-
tinctions--tacit versus explicit knowledge, obstacles versus “mu ge” no obstacles (a Zen buddhist Japanese word for no obstruction of the
spirit by ego), isolation versus interaction, reward versus love of work.  Underneath these all is the paradox of non-linear systems avalanch-
ing from the slightest of interventions, the most infinitesimal of slights, creativity’s tipping points.  

  Creation Dynamics

58. Which of the 64 dynamics does a particular creative person use?
59. If that creative person were trained in some or all of the dynamics he does not now use would his creativity increase?

60. Does use of some of the 64 produce greater creativity than use of others?
61. What is the pattern of distribution of the dynamics of the 64 that any particular creator uses?
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62. What pattern of distribution of dynamics used, of the 64, produces the most creative outcomes?

63. If a creator were trained to so that the pattern of dynamics he uses were altered to be nearer the pattern of optimal creative outcome, would 
that person’s creative outcomes increase?

64. How consistent are any one creator’s choices of dynamics used?
In addition, in an above section I listed the below questions:

65.do people using certain creativity dynamics (question finding dynamics, etc.) achieve more creativity than others
66.do people producing in certain domains systematically omit certain creativity dynamics

67.do people not using certain creativity dynamics, if exposed to them and trained in them, become more creative
68.do factions, sub-disciplines, and other divisions of a field correspond to distinct sets of creativity dynamics their members use that 

are less used by other parts of the field

69.is there progression over the lifespan of creators from use of certain types of creative dynamics to others
70.if we train young creators in creative dynamics usually not used till later in lifespans do we improve creativity

71.which particular creativity dynamic do particular environment conditions hinder/help
72.creators who reuse the same creativity dynamic again and again are hurting creativity by being rutted or helping creativity by 

being productive

73.do creator creative works differ by type such that some types come from using some creativity dynamics and others come from 
using different creativity dynamics

74.in which types of creativity dynamics are insights most likely to appear and use of what creativity dynamic types must precede 
such insight bursts

75.if we know the creativity dynamics a particular creator now depends on, and we expose that creator to other field creators or cre-
ative works that depend on different dynamics, now unused by that particular creator, does that creator’s creativity improve

76.do the most creative people in a field use different creativity dynamics than the somewhat creative people in that field

77.are creators who use more of the creativity dynamics available more creative than creators who use few of them
This is frankly a mapping exercise of letting creators tell researchers which of myriad creativity dynamics they recognize, use, and value.
This differs from a researcher using theory to reduce variable numbers to a small cogent set.   We are interested in three things:  what dynam-
ics creators use and do not use, how those used dynamics are distributed over the categories in our models, and how consistent are a creator’s
choices of dynamics used.   At a minimum this defines, via dynamics not recognized and chosen by the creators, lots of creation dynamics
that, if that person were trained in them, might improve their creativity.   This is a very practical result.   It also gives us a chance via cross-tab,
factor analysis and other techniques to define types of creators within one field and across fields--types defined by which creativity dynamics
are used or omitted or patterns of distribution across dynamic categories.  

  Question Finding:

78. Which of the 64 question finding dynamics does a particular creative person use?

79. If that creative person were trained in some or all of the question finding dynamics he does not now use would his creativity increase?
80. Does use of some of the 64 produce greater creativity than use of others?

81. What is the pattern of distribution of the dynamics of the 64 that any particular creator uses?
82. What pattern of distribution of dynamics used, of the 64, produces the most creative outcomes?

83. If a creator were trained to so that the pattern of dynamics he uses were altered to be nearer the pattern of optimal creative outcome, would 
that person’s creative outcomes increase?

84. How consistent are any one creator’s choices of dynamics used?
In addition, in an above section I listed the below questions:

85.do people using certain question finding dynamics achieve more creativity than others
86.do people producing in certain domains systematically omit certain question finding dynamics

87.do people not using certain question finding dynamics, if exposed to them and trained in them, become more creative
88.do factions, sub-disciplines, and other divisions of a field correspond to distinct sets of question finding dynamics their members 

use that are less used by other parts of the field

89.is there progression over the lifespan of creators from use of certain types of question finding dynamics to others
90.if we train young creators in question finding dynamics usually not used till later in lifespans do we improve creativity

91.which particular question finding dynamic do particular environment conditions hinder/help
92.creators who reuse the same question finding dynamics again and again are hurting creativity by being rutted or helping creativity 

by being productive

93.do creator creative works differ by type such that some types come from using some question finding dynamics and others come 
from using different creativity dynamics

94.in which types of question finding dynamics are insights most likely to appear and use of what question finding dynamic types 
must precede such insight bursts

95.if we know the question finding dynamics a particular creator now depends on, and we expose that creator to other field creators 
or creative works that depend on different dynamics, now unused by that particular creator, does that creator’s creativity improve

96.do the most creative people in a field use different question finding dynamics than the somewhat creative people in that field
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97.are creators who use more of the question finding dynamics available more creative than creators who use few of them
This is also a mapping exercise of letting creators tell researchers which of myriad question finding dynamics they recognize, use, and
value.  This differs from a researcher using theory to reduce variable numbers to a small cogent set.   We are interested in three things:  what
dynamics creators use and do not use, how those used dynamics are distributed over the categories in our models, and how consistent are a
creator’s choices of dynamics used.   At a minimum this defines, via dynamics not recognized and chosen by the creators, lots of question
finding dynamics that, if that person were trained in them, might improve their creativity.   This is a very practical result.   It also gives us a
chance via cross-tab, factor analysis and other techniques to define types of creators within one field and across fields--types defined by
which question finding dynamics are used or omitted or patterns of distribution across dynamic categories.  

  Creative Work Outcome:

This is the outcome measure of this study.  Eleven measures of it are included in the questionnaire, most of them subjective, all of them self
reports, though two use rather objective scales.  Three ways of combining these into one overall creative output score were listed in a section
above in this article.   

  Career:

98. Which of 16 career pattern types do the most creative, moderate creative, and least creative people have?
99. Which of 16 career rules do the most creative, moderate creative, and least creative people follow and disobey?

100.Which of 16 career methods are most used by creative people, moderately creative people, and the least creative people?
101.Which of 16 emerging constraints on creativity are dealt with by the most creative, moderately creative, and least creative people?

102.Which of 16 career obstacle types have the most creative, moderately creative, and least creative people handled?
103.Are their career--pattern types, rule types, methods, emerging constraints, or obstacles--that hinder creativity, that greatly increase it?

104.Which career types do creative people see for their futures?
How normal are the career paths that creative people take?  How eccentric are they?  Do creative people somehow bypass a lot of the suffer-
ing and hassles that the rest of us undergo during our careers, and hence, increase their creativity relative to us?  Or is it the contrary, that
creative people undergo more suffering and obstacles than the rest of us and that intensified struggle makes them somehow end up more cre-
ative.   Does career path eccentricity precede creativity and cause it or does creativity precede career path eccentricity and cause it?   These
are some of the questions about career and creativity in this research study.  

  Environment:

105.What aspects (of 64 or so) help creative processes the most and hinder them the most?
106.What steps of the creative process (from three different models) are greatly helped or hindered by the creator’s work environment?

107.What changes in work environment would most improve creativity of a person or of a type of creativity work?
108.What changes in creative process structure or contents would minimize environmental harms to creativity that cannot be removed for 

one reason or another from the environment?

109.What social process type has the most helpful effects on certain types of creative processes?
110.What social process type has the most hindering effects on certain types of creative processes?

111.Are the environment aspects that people think they control the same as the environment aspects that people say help their creative pro-
cesses?

112.Which environment type--intellectual, psychological, social, complexity, economic, political, cultural, or social change--helps creative 
processes the most, hinders them the most?

The commercial impact of creativity research largely comes from studies of how to change work environments so as to foster more creativ-
ity.  This kind of research often comes from studies of businesses and corporations, wherein interventions that are part of research studies
are slight, and comfortable fits to local organizations.   There are remarkably few studies where major difficult and painful changes are made
in work environments to see effects on creative outcomes.   The operation of research, any research, within client comfort zones invalidates
it intellectually in many (but not all) ways.   In this study, I would like to get specifications of needed changes from respondents that go
beyond comfortable change levels.   One way to promote that is to ask about a great number of environment aspects in some detail, prompt-
ing respondents into more comprehensive consideration than, on their own, unprompted, they would do.  

  Workstyle:

113.What extensions of the mind are most promotive of creative outcomes?
114.What extensions of the mind are not promotive of creative outcomes?

115.What space and subcreation types are most essential for high creative outputs?
116.Is good social indexing necessary for high levels of creative output?
In this study I want to find kinds of workstyle that correlate with creative outcomes.   I also want to see if certain workstyles generate certain
types of subcreations.  

  Cycle One Questions and Hypotheses:  From Output to Changed Long Term Background to More Creative Output

117.Does increased creativity of outputs change the culture, socio-economic background, and self type of creators in such ways that their 
creativity is increased or decreased?  

118.What changes in culture, socio-economic background, or self type produce increased creativity of outcomes?
This is the first cycle.   We do not have longitudinal data with which to test it yet so in this study we have to approach study of it.   Our
approach is questionnaire items that capture recent changes in long term background factors as well as changes in creative outcomes.   We
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can then find correlations among them.  

  Cycle Two Questions and Hypotheses:  From Output to Changed Short Term Background to More Creative Output

119.Does increased creativity of outputs change the career dynamics, environment of work, and workstyle of creators in such ways that their 
creativity is increased or decreased?

120.What changes in career dynamics, environment of work, and workstyle produce increased creativity of outcomes?
This is the second cycle.  We use items measuring recent changes in career dynamics, environment, workstyle, and creative outcomes to see if
causal feedback linkages are feasible here.

  Cycle Three Questions and Hypotheses:  From Output to Changed Question Finding or Creativity Dynamics or 
Creative Process Step Order to More Creative Output

121.Does increased creativity of outputs change the question finding dynamics and/or creativity dynamics, or order of creative process steps 
in such ways that creativity of outcomes is increased or decreased?

122.What changes in question finding dynamics, creativity dynamics, and order of creative process steps produce increased creativity of out-
comes?

This is the third cycle.   Again, items measuring recent changes in creativity dynamics, question finding dynamics, and creative process step
order along with creativity of outcomes can tell us whether this feedback loop of causation is feasible.  

  Cycle Four Questions and Hypotheses:  From Subcreations Invented to New Embodied Flexing and Embodied Breadth 
of Associating to New Subcreations Invented

123.Do new subcreations increase flexibility of thought or breadth of association so as to increase subcreations?
124.Which changes in flexibility or associative breadth of thought produce the most new subcreations?

125.Which new subcreations produce the most improvements in flexibility and associative breadth of thought?
We do not have data, in the current questionnaire (in the appendix to this article), on recent changes in flexibility of thought or changes in
associative breadth, so we cannot investigate these question in depth in the present study. 

  All Cycles:

126.Which cycle is fastest in cyclying back feedbacks?
127.Which cycle is heftiest in terms of how much it changes creative outputs per one cycle?

128.Which cycles grow more important with time and which grow less important?
129.Which cycles are most self-consciously recognized and intervened in by creators?

130.Can decreased creative outputs in one or more such cycles be counteracted by creator intervention in others of these cycles?

131.Does the relative emphasis and intervention of a creator in these four cycles, does that pattern, distinguish types of creator, types of cre-
ative output, types of creativity dynamics?

Sampling Strategy of This Study
I have chosen a stratified regional sample of 63 parts of society for this research.   The regions chosen are the greater Tokyo metropolitan area
(of approximately 35 million people) and the Kinki region of Japan (the cities of Osaka, Nara, Kyoto, and Kobe, of approximately 20 million
people).   The 63 parts of these regions that will be sampled are distributed three ways--by type of knowledge (science, art, humanities, etc.
below), by parts of society (economy, polity, culture, social change below), and by degree of establishedness (traditional, establishment, and
emerging below).   Within each of the 63 intersections of these categories on the matrix below are put one or more distinct fields of creative
contribution.   Both individuals and organizations will be approached for filling in the questionnaire, followed by interviewing.  For organiza-
tions we will seek 35 “creative” people and 35 “productive, excellent” people, as chosen by management to administer the questionnaire and
interview to.  Over the course of the next few years approximately 100 organizations will be thus approached.  Both creative Japanese operat-
ing in Japan and creative non-Japanese operating in Japan and elsewhere will be included.  Our goal is about 500 individual people assessed
and interviewed during the next several years.  This sampling strategy accomplishes the following:

it allows patterns of which creativity dynamics are used to be correlated with type of field, part of society, and degree of establishedness;

it captures brand new trends and fields as well as easier to find and phone well establish and well structured ones, thereby avoiding certain
types of institutionalization-caused bias

it allows graduate students to pursue very particular forms of community while contributing their result to a whole research design that covers
all of society

it reduces contamination of research results from “creative fields” only like performing arts, and instead, by including many non-creative
sounding fields, reveals perhaps that many people in “creative” fields may not be acting all that creatively while many people in non-creative
fields may indeed be acting very creatively
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it avoids the difficulty of true random samples of an entire national population for creativity research, namely, that such samples have to be
very very large (hence, expensive) if they are to contain enough truly creative people to reveal much about creativity. 

Research Instruments:  The Questionnaire and Interview Formats of This Study
A 44 page questionnaire based on the above, has been constructed and tested on 40 individuals, some creative and some not creative from a
dozen different professions and organizations.   The response burden is 3 hours to 5 hours per respondent.   Approximately a third of people
approached fail to complete the questionnaire even partially, most complaining that it requires far too much thinking.   Respondents used to
opinion questionnaires are put off by questionnaires asking highly reflective questions about respondent mental processes.   This is a neces-
sary cost of doing research in this area, most likely.   A two thirds fulfillment rate is not bad for a research instrument this long and difficult.   

We have noticed that people in obviously creative professions or with strong reputations for creativity like the questionnaire and say that
they learned from filling it in.   To the contrary, many business executives, expected to score modestly on most items given that creativity is
not central to their work, have become irate and extremely frustrated by it, refusing to deal with more than five or ten pages before giving up
entirely.   Only the example of some of their superiors happily filling it all in, apparently causes some to reconsider and request another copy
of the questionnaire a few days after initially giving up.  

Also, managers from a few companies famed for innovativity have been found much more likely to fill the entire questionnaire in without
complaint.  

We have thus far not found a single Japanese scholar who believes we can get anyone to fill in such a difficult questionnaire.  That we, in a
couple of weeks, without real preparation, got 40 people to fill it in completely belies scholar claims that such research is impossible to con-
duct in Japan.   
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Appendix One:  The English Version of the Questionnaire
Creativity Self Assessment 

1. Please indicate your level of education by circling all the below that correctly apply to you:

2. Please indicate your level of work experience by circling all the below that correctly apply to you:

3. Please indicate the total number of days you spent out of your home country last year (the twelve months prior to filling in this question-
naire) by circling the one item below that is most correct for you:

4. Please indicate your accomplishments, awards, and recognition of your work by circling all the below that apply to you:

5. Please indicate your family situation by circling all the below that correctly apply to you:

6. How many different houses have you lived in thus far in your life, approximately:  __________

7. How many different jobs have you been paid for at one point in your life or another, approximately:  ______________
8. How many different nations have you lived in for a month or more, thus far in your life, approximately:  ____________

9. How many different accomplished people in your field have you worked with thus far in your life: ______________

  

middle 
school

high 
school

profes-
sional 
school

2 year 
college

4 year 
college

masters 
degree

doctoral 
degree

post-doc research 
position

publications in 
lesser journals

publications in 
primary jour-
nals of a field

  

part-time job full-time com-
pany work

supervising a 
few employ-
ees

founding a 
small shop or 
business

managing 
lower level 
managers

managing high 
level managers

managing a large 
organization

  

zero days one to four days five to fourteen 
days

fourteen days to 
one month

one month to 
three months

more than three months

  

work I showed 
to my peers 
and freinds 
elicited praise 
and respect

won awards/
competitions 
in school 
classes

publically 
published or 
displayed my 
work

had articles 
on my work 
published or 
media shows 
on it

was nominated or 
competed for one 
or more major 
prizes in my field

won one or 
more major 
prizes in my 
field

international 
publishing or 
display of my 
work‘

won interna-
tional prizes or 
competitions in 
my field

single married with-
out children

married with 
children

divorced 
without chil-
dren

divorced 
with children

twice married 
without chil-
dren

twice married 
with children 
from one 
spouse

twice married 
with children 
from both 
spouses
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10. Please indicate your health situation by circling all the below that correctly apply to you:

11. Please indicate the social or individual nature of your work situation by circling all the below that correctly apply to you:

12. The primary output of my work is (circle all the below that apply correctly to you):

13. Please indicate below your age by circling one of the below:
0 to 20                                20 to 40                              40 to 60                            60 to 80                           older than 80

14. Indicate your gender by circling one or more of the following;
male                           female                     was male now female             was female now male               mixture of male and female

15. Circle all of the following that accurately portray you and your power to create:

16. What devices or inventions have you made in order to improve your creativity, in order to make it easier for you to be more creative than 
you used to be:______________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

17. I think status differences are useful and important.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....I think status differences distort our fundamental equal-
ity 

18. Being close to people makes me powerful.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10....Being close to people reduces my power with them

19. People who achieve a rank deserve it.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....People who inherit or are appointed a rank deserve it

Circle the numbers of all of the following with which you have had to contend during your career thus far (put a double circle around the sin-
gle most difficult one that you experienced):

20. dishonest authorities

21. disloyal friends
22. bad choice of lovers

23. bad choice of mentors
24. bad choice of friends

  

have been and now 
am generally healthy

have had one or more 
severe illnesses

have now one or more 
long term non-severe on-
going health problems

have sufferred from sev-
eral severe illnesses

have generally deteriorating 
health condition

  

I do all my work alone The most important parts 
of my work I do alone but 
other parts I do with oth-
ers

Some important parts of my 
work I do alone and some 
important parts I do with oth-
ers

Most important parts of my 
work I do with others but 
other parts of my work I do 
alone

I do all my work with others

  

a physical 
object 
(sculpture, 
drawing, 
fluid, book, 
movie, etc.)

a 

perfor-
mance

an 
event I 
design 
or hold

a changed 
set of per-
sonal rela-
tions among 
particular 
people

the estab-
lishment 
of a new 
organiza-
tion

the estab-
lishment 
of new 
fads, 
fashions 
or move-
ments

a new 
device, 
inven-
tion, or 
design for 
some-
thing

a new 
idea or 
new 
knowl-
edge in a 
field

the assembly 
of new knowl-
edge and put-
ting it into 
new struc-
tures and 
forms

new 
frame-
works for 
viewing or 
handling 
parts of the 
world

my 
power 
(to cre-
ate) 
comes 
from 
great 
focus

my 
power 
comes 
from 
great 
flexibil-
ity and 
breadth

my 
power 
comes 
from 
disci-
pline

my power 
comes 
from an 
intuitive 
and easy 
touch in 
my work

my power 
comes 
from dom-
inating my 
tasks and 
tools

my power 
comes from 
following 
my tasks 
and tools

my power 
comes 
from 
inside me

my power 
comes 
from things 
outside me

my power 
comes 
when I 
want it to

my power 
comes 
when it 
chooses to 
make itself 
available to 
me
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25. bad choice of opportunities to work towards

Circle the number of all of the following that have been useful at one time or another in your career:

31. coming to terms with the harshness of reality

32. coming to terms with the powers of leaders in your field
33. coming to terms with the nature of social and human relationships

34. coming to terms with the illusions and nature of organizations of people
35. rewriting your resume again and again to clarify to you who you are

36. mastering the process of being interviewed by others for opportunities

Z Circle the number of all of the following that are nearly correct as characterizations of your work environment when you were doing your
very best creative work:

37. I was following a well defined process of work
38. I was inventing what to do next from moment to moment

39. I was working towards a clear product of my work
40. I was not completely aware of where I was heading till late in the process

41. I was doing well at that point because of special characteristics I have
42. I was doing well at that point because of special circumstances I was in

43. Trends and issues in my field set the stage for my significant accomplishments
44. Trends and issues in my field played little role in my accomplishments

45. The way I think and certain mental skills I have helped me succeed at this point
46. The way I think and my mental skills while helpful were not key to my success

641 Many of your accomplishments as a person and professional have come from (circle one):

47. solving well known problems no one else could solve
48. solving well chosen problems neither too difficult nor too easy

49. solving problems most others judged it impossible to solve
642  When you select what to work on next (circle one)

50. you seek obscure topics that yet pertain, and might possibly influence, many non-obscure things

51. you select topics that people in your field are barely beginning to recognize as important
52. you select topics where a little work might have disproportionate impacts
643 Which of the following statements best characterizes you (circle one):

53. if someone considers something a problem you tend to agree

26. Important concepts, images, styles, or 
thought experiments that I invented 
years ago still help me greatly in my 
work

1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10 Concepts, images, styles, or thought 
experiments that I made and used 
earlier do not now play much of a 
role in my work

27. I have developed quite a unique envi-
ronment of work that I perform well 
in

1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10 There is nothing very special about 
my work environment

28. I have developed quite a unique living 
environment that I go to when not 
working

1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10 There is nothing very special about 
my living environment

29. For the kind of product my work pro-
duces, I have developed very particu-
lar audiences that I direct that work at

1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10 For the kind of product my work pro-
duces, I use rather usual audiences 
that anyone making that kind of 
product would use

30. I have worked at developing my liv-
ing environment so that it furnishes 
me with special forms of peace and 
relaxation without which I could not 
work as well as I do

1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10 My living environment furnishes no 
very special forms of peace or relax-
ation beyond what any ordinary per-
son’ living environment furnishes 
them with
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54. if someone considers something a problem you tend to see something else as the problem

55. if someone considers something a problem you tend to see that same problem from different frameworks so something else in the situation 
is the real problem

56. if someone considers something a problem you tend to view that same problem from a more detached viewpoint thereby seeing that what 
appears to be a problem is not really a problem at all

NI1 Which of the following images best describes the type of day that is typical for you now (circle one):

57. each day the slow contemplation of things by an isolated hermit away from the hustle and bustle of the world  
58. each day filled with wheeling and dealing 

59. each day a gradually put together work of art combining all profound dimensions of life
60. each day a totally unexpected event discontinuous from yesterday and tomorrow

61. each day a well done plan executed expertly and with finesse
62.  each day a beautiful choreograph of idea streams and work flows woven into a rich tapestry of blending tones, colors, and sensations

63.  each day a return to the altar of one work, slowly emerging from quotidian daily attentions from you
64.  each day a dreadful challenge you must heroically meet or overcome

161 Circle the one statement below that best (most accurately) characterizes your work:

65. I attempt impossible things

66. I select problems the solutions of which may influence many other things
67. I translate problems into new terms that reveal deeper things to tackle

68. I challenge commonsense and customary ideas in my field
Put beside each item below, how many of it you have in your personal library, then a number from 1 to 8 indicating (by 1) the most important
to (by 8) the least important type of item in your library:

69. books____________; _______

70. magazines_____________; _______
71. journals____________; _______

72. video tapes or disk____________; _______
73. audio tapes or dis____________; _______

74. letters____________; _______
75. email messages___________; _______

76. photos or film slides____________; _______
Which of the following makes you more intelligent (circle one or more numbers below):

77. what questions you can answer now

78. what questions you can answer tomorrow
79. what questions you can answer in ten years

80. the number of friends you have
81. the number of ideas you have

82. the number of books in your personal library

163 Circle the number of the one statement below that most accurately characterizes your work:

83. I violate the boundaries of my field and the conformity within it

84. I violate other people at time in order to make progress
85. I have traded away personal ease and gentleness for the sake of effective work performance in many ways

86. I get uncomfortable when praised or looked up to and tend to leave the center of attention for the margins of my field 

87. I have developed one or more of my 
hobbies: in unusual directions, to 
unusual extremes, using unusual 
methods, or producing results unusual 
to the hobby involved

1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10 I get involved in my hobbies just as 
anybody else involved in them gets 
involves, producing just what others 
involved in them produce
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Examine the list below and try to find an example in your own work for each listed item:

92. topics from another domain that I used/applied in my domain____________________from_________________________

93. methods from another domain that I used/applied in my domain__________________from________________________

164 Circle the number of the one statement below that most accurately characterizes you:

94. I was born and raised in one culture but do my work in another
95. I was trained in one field but now work in another

96. I bring to bear two or more cultures or fields of knowledge in my work
97. I was self taught in this field

98. I am younger than the other people making similar contributions to my field

99. Which of the following career types (see list from a1 to a8 below) looks best to you now (put the number here)? ___ why?-
__________________________________________________________________________________________

100.Which of the following career types (a1 to a8) most closely resembles your actual career thus far (put the number here)?  How is it the 
same? _________________________________ How is it different? ___________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

101.Which of the following career types (a1 to a8) did you almost follow (put the number here)?  When?________________________  
Why? _______________________________________________ 

Why not?______________________________________________________________________________________

102.Which of the following career types (a1 to a8) would you like to follow from now (put the number here)?  
Why?_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________  

a1 gradual promotion within one profession

a2 public speaking circuits that grow into major sources of income

a3 come up with a key invention and spend decades, if necessary, developing it

a4 get yourself associated with a major hot spot and opportunistically grow with it

a5 invest periods of several years in each of three or so subfields within one field

a6 invest periods of several years in each of three very different baby fields that later may grow into something important

88. I have developed relationships with 
unusual people and/or developed 
unusual relationship types with peo-
ple I know, in part, because it helps 
my work to do so

1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10 I have rather conventional relations 
with people and relate to a set of peo-
ple not all that different from the 
groups of people that others relate to

89. I have developed special distractions 
that I use while working or at time to 
take a break from work, without 
which I would produce significantly 
less

1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10 I have pretty ordinary distractions, not 
much different from ones other people 
use during or after work

90. I have gathered and developed a com-
munity of people that  I relax with and 
that has remained with me for years 
and is an important stable component 
in my life

1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10 I relax with various people but have 
not worked to develop any special 
community of such people that 
remains the same for years

91. I have invented one or more tools to 
help me manage the number and vari-
ety of projects that I get involved with 
at any one time

1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10 I have not needed to invent any special 
tools to help me manage the number 
or variety of projects I get involved 
with
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a7 completely change type of job every six to eight years so you have charity, educator, government, politician, artist, and similarly different
jobs overall

a8 found four or five different venture businesses in a twenty year period till one takes off and reaches success

162 Circle the number of the one statement below that most accurately characterizes your work:

103.I seek out minority views and dissent
104.I engage in a network of parallel projects in many different areas

105.I take items in one domain and use them in another
106.I wildly change contexts and activities at points in my work process

Circle the number of each of the following statements that is an activity found in your work and career and not insignificant entirely to it:

107.find invariants in changes of perspective or representation 

108.find invariants when different operations are applied to something
109.apply problem from one field to another

110.apply method from one field to another
111.apply solution from one field to another

112.apply result from one field to another

Consider your current work environment, then select a number from 1 to 10 for each of the below creativity functions that your environment
helps or hinders:

113. For combining and imagining new combinations of ideas:

 it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

114. For examining failed solution attempts and figuring out what each tells me about eventual solutions: 

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

115. For hearing and interacting with other opinions, persons, and works in my field:  

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

116. For perusing the entire gamut of problems and opportunities in my field in order  to select what I work on:  

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

117. For exposing me to significant ideas, persons, works, and methods of other fields I might borrow from:  

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

118. For me managing entire populations of ideas, alternatives, and constraints:  

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

119.I prefer acting as an individual.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....I prefer acting in a group

120.I usually see situations causing things.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....I usually see myself causing things

121.My thinking breaks things into parts.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....My thinking joins parts into wholes

122.I tend to do actions one after another.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....I tend to do actions simultaneously

123.I think we have one chance to get life right.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....I think we have many chances in life to be right

124.Loyalty to friends outweighs rightness.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....Rightness outweighs loyalty to friends

Circle the number of all of the following that have been useful at one time or another in your career:

125.using initial jobs or projects to study and prepare proposals for much better work
126.generating entirely new functions or activities rather than competing for involvement in old already established ones

127.learning to handle the power of role and social position
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128.learning to handle the power of single well-chosen ideas
129.learning to handle the power of personal relations and social closeness

130.learning to handle the power of systems and people to evolve into something quite different than they now are

What single change at work would most:

131.improve your creativity now_____________________________________________________________________

132.improve your eventual creative output in two years time________________________________________________
133.improve your productivity now___________________________________________________________________

134.improve your productivity in two years time__________________________________________________________
135.improve the impact and effectiveness of what you produce now___________________________________________

136.improve the impact and effectiveness of what you produce two years from now_______________________________ 

Circle the number of each of the following statements that is an activity found in your work and career and not insignificant entirely to it:

137.reversing trends in your field

138.reversing salient questions in your field
139.reversing priorities of your field

140.reversing biases of your field
141.removing personal reaction effects when viewing competitor approaches

142.removing personal reaction effects when viewing personal limitations of people

143.removing personal reaction effects when viewing the interests of organized groups

List an example of each of the following:

144.personal strengths of you that you eventually lost entirely______________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

145.personal strengths of you that you recently lost______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

146.personal strengths of you that ironically have at times hurt you and your work_______________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________

Circle all of the following that are nearly correct as characterizations of your work environment when you were doing your very best cre-
ative work:

147.My kind of person fitted well the task I had to accomplish at the time
148.My kind of person was not a good fit for the task I had at the time

149.At key points in my process of creation my knowledge of the domain led to me do the right thing
150.At key points in my process of creation my lack of knowledge of the domain led me to do the right thing

151.I faced difficulties that either had already stopped others or that were hard for me to overcome
152.I faced difficulties that did not seriously threaten to stop me or others from creative accomplishment

153.When everyone was doubting me or against me yet there was someone whose support meant a great deal to me
154.When everyone was doubting me or against me I had no one whose support helped me out

155.The kind of task needed for my accompllishment fit me well
156.The kind of task needed for my accomplishment did not fit me well

What are the first three steps you would take, in order to approach well the following task:

Making a kite that is the size of an entire baseball  field yet that a few dozen people can fly and manage

157.Step 1_________________________Step 2___________________________Step 3__________________________ 
644 Which one of the following actions is most like the way you typically act:

158.I master the basic ideas and methods of my field till I can play with them yet accomplish more than most 
159.I focus on a key matter or two till I develop single items that become candidates for new basic elemental ideas of my field

160.I challenge one or more elemental ideas of my field struggling for years with the rest of my profession to get them to admit the value of 
changing that elemental idea

Z 645 Whose views do you seek out and build on (circle all that apply):
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161.the authorities in my field

162.the masters who went before me in this field
163.the marginal figures in my field

164.the dissenters in my field
165. the current leaders of my field
646 Which of the following best characterizes your way of work (circle one):

166.I work on one thing at a time
167.I work on one new thing while finishing one or more older works

168.I work on several new things at the same time
169.I work on several new things of rather diverse sorts at once

170.I work on several new things each in a different field at once

NI2 Which of the following images best describes the type of life that you are gradually becoming (circle one):

171.the life of a historically famous world figure

172.the life of a quiet genius appreciated gradually more and more by future ages
173.the life of a boisterous rebel, busting up dead wood and vapid styles in his own locales and times

174.the life of a member of a collection of forward-thinking people who gradually change the flavor and capabilities of their age and world
175.the life of a casual observer who by chance happens on a amazing insight or deed that transforms himself and his/her world in unplanned 

directions

176.the life of visionary seeing far beyond others around him/her
177.the life of a realist who gets done what many others merely contemplated

178.the life of a broker who puts together people and forces that no one else thought of combining, to produce unexpected results
179.the life of a leader, pointing the way for many others who follow

 Circle the number of any items below that are included in your present personal files: 

180.various completed works you have created, written, composed

181.good articles or books chapters for you to read in the future
182.people who might want to read something you have already written

183.conferences or events at which you might in the future present your work
184.new topics or fields that are just being born, hence, you have to act fast to join

185.details on publications to subscribe to, events to join or present at, organizations to get work from
186.new words you find each week

187.new ideas for your own life and future doings

167 Circle the number of the one statement below that most accurately characterizes your work:

188.seeing what is shared among cases I deal with and what is unique to each case is key to my success

189.seeing what is shared among mistakes I make and what is unique to each mistake is key to my success
190.I talk with others in order to stimulate new thinking in me

191.seeing what is shared among partial solutions of mine and what is unique to each partial solution is key to my success
Z Where in your career have you found good quality help when you needed it (circle all that apply):

192.from family

193.from friends
194.from colleagues

195.from bosses
196.from retired members of your field

197.from mentors still active in your field
198.from organizations in your field
NI5 If you seriously tried now to create a better way of work for yourself,  which of the following ways of getting good combinations of vari-
ations in ways of work most appeal to you (circle the most appealing one):

199.index all the cases of interest in your field by what is similar and different among them
200.index all the attempted solutions that failed by what is similar about why and how they failed 
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201.get involved in serious discussions with bright people interested in topics related to what you are working on
202.index partial solutions by what is similar about why they work and what is similar about why they fail

203.maintain simultaneous contradictory images
204. find ways of associating disunited unsimilar unrelated things

205.engage in several very different projects at the same time and freely trade and borrow among them
206.imagine unthinkable combinations and try them out
The people in your career who have blocked, slowed down, mis-directed or otherwise hurt your career, were able to do so because (circle all
that apply):

207.they held formal positions of power
208.they gossiped in informal networks of relationships

209.they controlled resources you needed
210.they felt competitive with you and your accomplishments

211.you were naive so easy to take advantage of
212.you were brash and visible so easily offended others

213.you were pushing new ideas that implied criticism of their already established work
The purpose of being alive, for you now, is closest to which statement below (circle one):

214.life is an entertainment for me

215.life is a puzzle or challenge to overcome for me
216.life is an unfolding mystery to me that never quite becomes clear

217.life is an ugly threat that one overcomes by sheer survival
218.life is a tragic comedy story that one “write” with one’s own acts

219.life is a serious enterprise informed and enlivened by fantasies and imaginings one adds
220.life is continual sexual contact with others around which swirls essential and distracting activities

221.Humans are the epitome of life forms.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....Humans are just one more type of life form

222.Morality is choosing right over wrong.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....Morality is choosing right versus right

223.I talk to establish status.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....I talk to develop connection with people

224.I talk to include others.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....I talk to exclude others

225.I tend to speak more than listen.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....I tend to listen more than speak

226.Feelings embarrass me often.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....Feelings interest me often

168 Circle the number of the one statement below that most accurately characterizes your work:

227.I develop simultaneous contradictory images toward a solution
228.I dis-unite things commonly thought of or treated together as I move toward a solution

229.I work on several very different projects in parallel, freely borrowing things from one to benefit another and move it toward solution
230.I combine things that other find unthinkable as a combination

231. List four people you regularly work with (hourly, daily, weekly, or monthly).   For each person list their four most powerful interests at 
present.  Count how many of the four people you were unable to list more than one interest for.   Subtract the second number from four.   
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Put the result over four as numerator over denominator of a fraction.   Express that fraction as a percent.  This is your social index of inter-
ests rating.  

Consider the environment in which you now work, then circle the number in each set of 10 below indicating how much help or hindering of
being creative that you get from the aspect of your environment mentioned below:

232. the ways we make things fair around here, 

hinder me being creative...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10..help me to be creative

233.the ways we make decisions about things around here, 

hinder me being creative...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10..help me to be creative

234.the ways we take care of people around here, 

hinder me being creative...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10..help me to be creative

235. the ways we insure all people have opportunity around here, 

hinder me being creative...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10..help me to be creative

236.What do you like the most about your current work environment?_____________________________________________
237.What do you dislike the most about your current work environment?___________________________________________

238.What aspect of your current work environment helps your work the most?______________________________________
239.What aspect of your current work environment hinders your work the most?_____________________________________

240.What single change in your work environment would most improve your work?___________________________________
Circle the numbers of all of the following with which you have had to contend during your career thus far (put a double circle around the sin-
gle most difficult one that you experienced):

241.powerful others hurting your career
242.poor or no acceptance of your work by important audiences

243.colleagues nearly as good as you or better
244.colleagues willing to hurt you in order to make themselves look better

245.failure of your field to understand your first accomplishments
246.refusal of your field to understand your first accomplishments
Consider your current work environment, then select a number from 1 to 10 for each of the below creativity functions that your environment
helps or hinders:

247. For me connecting to significant audiences: 

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

248. For me rearranging the cannonical works in my field to come up with something entirely new: 

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

249. For me inventing entirely new domains:

 it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

250. For me imanaging populations of thoughts: 

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

251. For me managing populations of emotional reactions:

 it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

252. For me managing populations of improvisations in a performance: 

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me
165 Circle the number of the one statement below that most accurately characterizes your work:

253.I see how things in my domain are like things in entirely different domains
254.I come up with images that have extremely wide associations and relationships

255.I find features of something in one domain that are like features of something different in my domain

TABLE 3. Interest Map [put your per cent social index of interest number here ______________________________]

category name interest 1 interest 2 interest 3 interest 4

regularly work with
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256.I find operations on something in one domain that are like operations on other things in my domain
257.I examine metaphors and resemblances in detail to map out exactly what in one domain is like what in another and exactly how it resem-

bles it and how it does not

258.I see how things in entirely different domains are like things in my domain
Circle the number of all of the following that have been useful at one time or another in your career:

259.hiding your ideas and initiatives from others
260.launching sudden surprises on others

261.setting traps for others
262.working at the same time on several time and size scales to get success on each

263.determining the gap between organizations and their customers’ needs
264.learning from extreme products or events the nature of markets or audiences and how to please them

Circle the number of each of the following statements that is an activity found in your work and career and not insignificant entirely to it:

265.removing personal reaction effects when viewing publishing in your field

266.undoing the effects of your personal successes
267.undoing the effects of your organization’s successes

268.undoing the effects of your domain’s successes
269.undoing the effects of your era’s successes

270.add smaller or larger size scales to existing models in your field
271.interpolate between size scales in models of your field

Circle the numbers of all of the following that are nearly correct as characterizations of your work environment when you were doing your
very best creative work:

272.My ability to inspire and lead a group played a major role in my accomplishment

273.My ability to work alone without enrolling others in my efforts played a major role in my accomplishment
274.My ability to work with others smoothly without conflict assisted me in my accomplishment

275.My ability to not shrink from conflict assisted me in my accompllishment
276.Certain tacit hunches, ideas, and skills I had built up over the years were critical to my success

277.Tacit hunches, ideas, and skills built up over the years were not critical to my success
278.The joining or combining of disperate clearly articulated or visualized ideas was critical to my sucess

279.The joining or combining of disperate clearly articulated or visualized ideas played little role in my success
280.My ability to turn tacit ideas into articulate or clearly visualized ones was critical to my success

281.My ability to turn tacit ideas into articulate or clearly visualized ones was not critical to my success

282.I regularly review my past work and combine 
some of it to come up with new ideas or con-
tents for my present work

1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10 I tend to forget my past work 
once it is done, and move on, 
in my mind and work, to new 
things not involving it

283.I have developed a daily rhythm and time 
schedule that contains just the right mix of 
engagement and detachment at just the right 
times to make me productive

1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10 I have no particular rhythm of 
work or time schedule that I 
keep to in order to work bet-
ter

284.I have worked to develop knowledge and 
exposure to domains outside the domain of my 
main work, from which I borrow, from time to 
time, concepts, methods, or results to assist 
work in my primary domain

1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10 I have not found much in 
domains other than my pri-
mary domain of work, that 
helps my work greatly

285.I have worked successfully to develop ways to 
buffer myself from intrusions and distractions 
and hassles from such real world areas as 
taxes, appointment making, administrative 
paperwork and the like

1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10 I have invented no special 
ways to protect myself from 
the hassles, distractions, and 
intrusions of various real 
world areas
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647 Which of the following best characterizes your work (circle one):

287.I take items in one part of my domain and apply them to other parts of my domain

288.I take items in extremely different unrelated parts of my domain and apply them to other parts of my domain
289.I take items from related domains and apply them in my domain

290.I take items in extremely diverse domains and apply them in my domain
Which of the following modifications in your apparel have you made to make it better support your work (circle all that apply):

291.belts of many compartments or pockets you hang around your waist or shoulders to organize the devices, files, and notes you need

292.coats with specially designed rows of inner or outer pockets for organizing information or devices by type that you use
293.different coats/jackets/pocket belts that you keep each dedicated to a different project, customer, or type of work

294.several different sets of bags each dedicated to a different project, customer, or type of work
295.shirts with rows of pockets for organizing devices, files, and notes for your work

296.several different such shirts, each dedicated to a different project, customer, or type of work
Examine the list below and try to find an example in your own work for each listed item:

297.key concepts from another domain that I used/applied in my domain_________________from______________________
298.measures from another domain that I used/applied in my domain____________________from______________________

299.imagination or images from another domain that I used/applied in my domain.______________from__________________

648 When you get stuck, making no immediate progress with an issue in your work, your most usual response is which of the following (cir-
cle one):

300.marshal more of your effort and force and try harder
301.persevere far beyond what others in your field would attempt

302.completely drop the project for a while and do something totally unrelated to it
303.reduce effort and concentrate on a related other project that might throw light on the one that has you stuck

Consider your current work environment, then select a number from 1 to 10 for each of the below creativity functions that your environment
helps or hinders:

304. For me staying marginal, out of the mainstream, and in creative somewhat ascetic tension 

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

305. For me getting embedded enough in the field to know what to do but not so embedded I become traditional and uncreative: 

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

306. For me getting just enough social contact to keep my hopes up without so much contact as to distract me 

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

307. For me finding similar problems in other fields 

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

308.For me finding similar methods in other fields 

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

309. For me finding similar solutions in other fields 

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me
NI3 Which of the following is it most important to you to overcome in life (circle the most important three):

310.the petty, repetitive, triviality of popular culture

311.the casual disrespect and failure to perceive profundity latent in daily lives and popular culture
312.the frightening anxieties in all lives put there by death, disease, failed love and other eternal aspects of the human condition

313.the corrupt, selfish, and self-serving ways of life and treating others widespread in those around you, your times, and your community
314.boredom

315.the petty burdens, chores, and irritations of physical existence, taxes, rules, and daily life in a bureaucratic world and society
316.the dangerous ideas, blindnesses, and biases of ordinary people and their leaders
What is the most important reason that the group you are in:

286.I have developed a series of students who spe-
cialize in my work

1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10 I have not developed a series 
of students who specialize in 
my work
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317.is not getting more creativity from its members_______________________________________________________
318.is not getting increases in creativity from the tactics it now applies in order to try to get more creativity____________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

319.is not getting more creativity from you now_________________________________________________________

320.is not likely during the next two years to get more creativity from its members_______________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

169 Circle the number of the one statement below that most accurately characterizes your work:

321.I operate on size scales that others ignore
322.I see patterns that others miss

323.I combine things that no one else would think of combining
324.I use analogies that no one else sees

For which of the following functions do you have a good friend you go to regularly to achieve that function better in your thinking or life
(circle the number of  all the items below  having one or more persons helping you do them):

325.lifting you up when you are down

326.distracting or entertaining you when you are down with troubles
327.editing your work

328.challenging your ideas
329.providing you with news

330.arranging contacts with relevant people for you
331.introducing new ideas or approaches to you
166 Circle the number of the one statement below that most accurately characterizes your work:

332.I select aspects of situations unobvious to others and I interpret those aspects from viewpoints that others lack
333.I see what abstract things are shared by sets of features, operations, and constraints in situations

334.I build mental models of the forces at play in situations and run “simulations” in my mind to predict outcomes and ways to go
335.I build mental models of the forces at play in situations and use them to tell me where to search for key concepts, features, operations, or 

constraints
Z Which of the following modifications of the architecture of where you are, have you made in order to make your environment support bet-
ter what you do (circle the number below of each modification you have made):

336.marking progress on projects or scheduled work on wall, ceiling, or floor displays at regular intervals
337.creating “idea rooms” besides any offices you use, that have wall displays asking important questions that anyone visiting you can 

browse and write down helpful information for

338.having sets of wall/ceiling/floor displays, each dedicated to a different project, that you switch among at regular intervals
339.having moveable partial walls you can rearrange within one room of fixed walls, that you use to reconfigure your office space into sub-

spaces at regular intervals, each subspace dedicated to a different project or different aspect of one big project

340.collections of books/tools/software/works, each collection representing a different project, that you segregate into piles and switch 
among

341.having offices in more than one location, each representing a fundamentally different aspect of your work, that you switch among daily, 
weekly, monthly, etc.

342.having electronic displays (or computer monitors) connected to other people and offices that bring them into your room as participants 
while you discuss or work, at times

Circle all of the following that are nearly correct as characterizations of your work environment when you were doing your very best cre-
ative work:

343.I had more interaction with others and management guidance than I really needed
344.I had less interaction with others and management guidance than I really needed

345.Stimulation and rich variety in my environment at the time distracted me from my work
346.An absence of stimulation and lack of variety in my environment at the time helped me concentrate on my work

347.Stimulation and rich variety in my environment at the time helped me concentrate on my work
348. An absence of stimulation and lack of variety in my environment hurt the quality of my work

List an example of each of the following:
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349.personal weaknesses that you eventually overcame completely___________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________

350.personal weaknesses that you recently overcame______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________

351.personal weaknesses that ironically have at times helped you do better_____________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________

1610 Circle the number of the one statement below that most accurately characterizes your work:

352.I find precisely what works in each partial solution
353.I find precisely what does not work in each partial solution

354.I find precisely what prevents each partial solution from solving the situation entirely
355.I find precisely what is missing from each partial solution

6416 Which one of the following best describes you:

356.I learned the basics of this field just as most people in this field do
357.I learned the basics of this field a little less well than most people in this field do

358.I learned the basics of this field a little better than most people in this field do
359.I was taught the basics of this field by experts and masters in it

360.I was taught the basics of this field by people only partly masters of it
361.I taught myself the basics of this field

362.Mistakes make me fear isolation.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....Mistakes make me fear being embarrassed

363.Harshness makes me feel rejected.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....Harshness makes me feel respected

364.I talk mind to mind.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....I talk person to person

365.When I hear problems I solve them.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....When I hear problems I feel their effect on others

366.Getting details right is important to me.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....Getting all the details is important to me

367.I talk to establish dependency.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....I talk to establish my independence from people and situations

Circle the number of all of the following that have been useful at one time or another in your career:

368.blending two or more different fields together

369.taking particular procedures from one domain and applying them in an entirely different domain
370.contacting the best people in the world in some area by phone and getting detailed information from them

371.contacting everyone in a meeting or committee regularly by phone or face-to-face to debrief them on what happened in particular events 
and what they think about it

372.creating new publications, without profit or permission, and sending them to key people to get known by them and share context with 
them

373.setting up entire rooms as places for others to browse and contribute information to one some theme
NI6 If you are asked to invent a new way of work for yourself, and you have already come up with many interesting variations from your cur-
rent way of work and combinations of such variations, then the remaining task is to select, wisely, a combination or several that turn out to be
powerful creative innovations in your existing way of work.   Which of the following means of creatively selecting combinations of variants
most appeal to you (circle the two most appealing ones):

374.select an unlikely scale of operating on or viewing your way of work

375.select an unlikely pattern of elements within you way of work or among new elements in a new way of work
376.select an unlikely combination possible variants in your way of work

377.select an unlikely analogy of something outside your way of work with something within your way of work
378.identify what works in each partial solution “combination” you consider
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379.identify what does not work in each partial solution “combination” you consider
380.identify what prevents each partial solution “combination” from working perfectly a your new way of work

381.identify what is missing from each partial solution “combination” that prevents it working perfectly as you new way of work

Circle the number of each of the following statements that is an activity found in your work and career and not insignificant entirely to it:

382.extrapolate along scale difference dimensions in models of your field

383.add new items/concepts simultaneously at every level of models in your field
384.completely survey and represent customer needs

385.completely survey and represent methods in your field
386.completely survey and represent questions tackled thus far in your field

387.completely survey and represent published results in your field
388.build an index showing the types of needs of everyone you are acquainted with

Circle all of the following that are nearly correct as characterizations of your work environment when you were doing your very best cre-
ative work:

389.My ability to turn articulate or clearly visualized ideas into habits and procedures of work was critical to my success

390.My ability to turn articulate or clearly visualized ideas into habits and procedures of work was not critical to my success
391.The ability of me and someone supportive of me to share tacit, not clearly articulated or visualized hunches or ideas was critical to my 

success

392.The ability of me and someone supportive of me to share tacit, not clearly articulated or visualized hunches or ideas was not critical to 
my success

393.I worked without much thought about any eventual rewards

394.I worked hard in order to get rewards that were available

1614 Circle the number of the one statement below that most accurately characterizes your work:

395.my work made distinctions not generally made in my field
396.my work joined things not usually joined in my field

397.my work discovered phenomena not before known or seen in my field
398.my work invented new tools not used before in my field
649 Which of the following statements most accurately describes how you treat the boundaries, rules, and social norms in your field (circle
one):

399.I am a good citizen, respecting them
400.I am a bit of a vagabond, sometimes violating them

401.I am a rebel, constantly ignoring them or trying to ruin them
402.I am a revolutionary operating completely beyond them

6410 Think, for a moment, about how you would characterize how you treat the people closest to you.   Now, indicate below, which one of
the following statements best characterizes how the people closest to you characterize how you treat them:

403.gentle quiet treatment

404.harsh cold treatment
405.fresh warm treatment

406.destructive conflictual treatment
407.constructive conflictual treatment

408.inspiring treatment
409.exploratory experimental treatment
6411  How would you best characterize the relations between your life as a creator and your life as an ordinary person: (circle one)

410.I may be unusual as a creator but my personal life is completely ordinary
411.my creator role has caused me to develop a somewhat unusual personal role

412.my creator role dominates my role as a person and distorts it in some ways
413.my creator role has consumed my role as person so there is little left of it
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1612 Circle the number of the one statement below that most accurately characterizes your work:

414.I participate in a community of people who are simultaneously discovering related things
415.I participate in a community of people who are pivotal to important trends and on-going bodies of thought or work

416.I participate in developing a seed discovery that is unleashing powerful hidden forces and possibilities
417.I participate in developing contributions that interact in unpredictable ways with other contributions to spawn self-organizing patterns in 

my field

What are the various similarities between each of the following pairs of items:

the discoveries of Galileo and the holes in certain types of cheese

418.similarity 1:_____________________________________________________________________________________

419.similarity 2:_____________________________________________________________________________________
420.similarity 3:_____________________________________________________________________________________

421.similarity 4:_____________________________________________________________________________________
the branching shape of the vegetable brocolli and water

422.similarity 1:_____________________________________________________________________________________
423.similarity 2:_____________________________________________________________________________________

424.similarity 3:_____________________________________________________________________________________
425.similarity 4:_____________________________________________________________________________________

NI4 If you now try seriously to invent a better way of work for yourself,   which of the following ways to imagine variations in how you do
your work most appeal to you as good avenues for truly making creative improvements in how you now work (circle the most appealing one):

426. redirect your efforts towards more impossible problems/opportunities

427.find key points that link with many unsuspected other problems/opportunities
428.change what you view as a problem or opportunity

429.violate or ignore some of the most basic rules or norms of your field
430.find people and positions ignored by you and your field thus far and turn them into something great

431.involve yourself in several other parallel projects each rather different than the others

432.borrow problems/method/results from another field and apply them to your own field
433.wildly change contexts and activities
NI7 When you finally develop a design or solution that might be good enough to constitute a final outcome of your creative work on some
project, you select it because of which of the following  (circle the two most appealing ones):

434.you install it because it elaborates a currently powerful paradigm of how things are
435.you install it because it challenges a currently powerful paradigm of how things are

436.you install it because it overthrows a currently powerful paradigm of how things are
437.you install it because it institutes a new paradigm to replace the currently powerful one

438.you install it because it distinguishes phenomena in your field others do not 
439.you install it because it fuses/synthesizes phenomena in your field others do not

440.you install it because it discovers new phenomena in your field
441.you install it because it invents new tools for your field

442.Which of the following career types looks best to you now (put the number here)?______  why?-
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

443.Which of the following career types most closely resembles your actual career thus far (put the number here)?  _______How is it the 
same? _________________________________ ________________________How is it differ-
ent?_________________________________________________________________________________________

444.Which of the following career types did you almost follow (put the number here)? ________ 
When?____________________________________________  Why? _______________________________________ Why 
not?___________________________________________

445.Which of the following career types would you like to follow from now (put the number here)? 
___________________Why?____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________  

a9 fight for major roles in one profession
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a10 develop one great idea into one great venture business

a11 associate yourself with or next to one great person and learn from them

a12 find one overlooked field that you can grow into something major

a13 alternate between consulting work and work for major customer’s of that consulting work

a14 alternate between work and graduate school degree work

a15 alternate between nation one and nation two and consulting between them

a16 alternate between work and exploration vacations that develop new work

Mark which of the following modifications of the furniture in your life you have made to support your work (circle the number below of
each modification you made):

446.obtaining several different desks, each of which you dedicate to a different type of work or different project
447.obtaining several different filling cabinets, each of which you dedicate to a different type of work or different project

448.obtaining different types of desk and table to support personal work, group work, greeting important guests, and other functions
449.obtaining several different computer systems each dedicated to support a different project or type of work

450.obtaining several moveable walls or white board displays, each of which supports a different project or type of work
451.obtaining several different types of chairs, each of which supports a different type of work you perform

In what type of situation (describe it below) do you feel:

452.inspired to do your very best work__________________________________________________________________

453.like giving up your present work and career and doing something else_______________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

454.like changing your current organization or friends and starting your work somewhere else____________________________-
_____________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

455.deep gratitude for the tremendous beauty and interestingness of your life and work________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

1611 Circle the number of the one statement below that most accurately characterizes your work:

456.I reach my objective by selecting beautifully simple solutions
457.I reach my objective by selecting beautifully inter-connected ideas or components

458.I reach my objective by selecting things that are beautifully unlikely
459.I reach my objective by selecting things that are beautifully competitive

460.What makes your creative work different than the work of anyone else in your field? _____________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________

461.What evidence do you have that others are now recognizing the creativity of your work?__________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________

462.What information, events, reactions, etc. indicate to you that people 100 years from now will still recognize the value of your work and 
be interested in it?_________________________________________________________________________

List below your philosophy of living at each of the indicated stages in your life:

463. up till age 22--__________________________________________________________________________________
464.from 22 to 32--__________________________________________________________________________________

465.from 32 to 42--__________________________________________________________________________________
466.from 42 to 52--__________________________________________________________________________________

467.from 52 to 62--__________________________________________________________________________________
468.from 62 to 72--__________________________________________________________________________________

469.from 72 to 82--__________________________________________________________________________________
470.from 82 to 92--__________________________________________________________________________________

471.from 92 to 102--__________________________________________________________________________________
Circle the numbers of all of the following with which you have had to contend during your career thus far (put a double circle around the
single most difficult one that you experienced):
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472.your own failing to make initial accomplishments as good as needed

473.lapses of effort
474.lapses of morale to go on

475.lapses of interest in your chosen field
476.extended vacations from your chosen field and possibilities there

477.family or other personal crises that removed important time periods from your work and career
478.historical or whole society events that interrupted your career and cost you productivity or accomplishment for a while

479.invasions of other priorities into your mind, reducing your motivation in your chosen field 

What part of your organzation was becoming much more creative:

480.during the past week?__________________________________________________________________________

481.during the past six months?______________________________________________________________________
482.during the past two years?_______________________________________________________________________

Circle three of the functions below that are most important components of your way of work:

483.fire fighter (solve immediate problems fast), 

484.strategist, 
485.knowledge concentrator, 

486.knowledge distributor, 
487.knowledge developer, 

488.knowledge inventor, 
489.knowledge organizer, 

490.procedure enforcer, 
491.procedure inventor, 

492.procedure improver, 
493.salesperson, 

494.technician, 

Consider the environment in which you now work, then circle the number in each set of 10 below indicating how much help or hindering of
being creative that you get from the aspect of your environment mentioned below:

495.the ways we balance demand and supply for things around here, 

hinder me being creative...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10..help me to be creative

496.the ways we make decisions about things around here, 

hinder me being creative...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10..help me to be creative

497.the ways we make work meaningful for people around here, 

hinder me being creative...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10..help me to be creative

498.the ways we change our systems of work around here, 

hinder me being creative...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10..help me to be creative

Circle the number of each of the items below that is included in your present personal files: 

499.new sources of good information
500.new ways for you to present sets of related concepts

501.new audiences for possible/planned/actual products of your work
502.possible future collaborators

503.feelings you need to remember and come back to again and again
504.images you need to remember and come back to again and again
1613 Circle the number of the one statement below that most accurately characterizes your work:

505.my work has been the elaboration of an existing paradigm
506.my work has been the challenging of an existing paradigm

507.my work has been the overthrowing of an existing paradigm
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508.my work has been the installing of an entirely new paradigm

509.I talk to contest truths.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....I talk to form community with others

510.I tend to argue a lot.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....I tend to apologize a lot

511.I view institutions as eternal.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....I view people as eternal

512.I wonder why anything exists.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....I could not care less why things exist

513.My worth comes from my group.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....My worth comes from my functioning in life

514.My gender and nationality have irritated me at times.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....They have never irritated me much

Circle the number of all of the following that have been useful at one time or another in your career:

515.systematically eating lunch with a set of key people

516.setting up study groups with colleagues and followers

517.selecting key important leaders and aligning your work with their interests
518.practicing social roles, skills, and ideas in various casual groups and clubs you belong to, till they are ready for more serious deployment

519.splitting your imagination and effort into job, lifework, and hobby domains
520.getting paid for inventing new things, publishing that story, and teaching in seminars how to do that kind of inventing

Circle the number of each of the following statements that is an activity found in your work and career and not insignificant entirely to it:

521.build an index showing the types of interests of everyone you are acquainted with
522.build an index showing the types of side-discoveries of everyone you are acquainted with

523.build an index showing the types of problems-tackled/solutions-obtained for everyone you are acquainted with
524.seek where various problems intrersect

525.seek where various causes intersect
526.seek where various solutions intersect

527. seek where various constraints intersect

Consider the environment in which you now work, then circle the number in each set of 10 below indicating how much help or hindering of
being creative that you get from the aspect of your environment mentioned below:

528.the ways we anticipate the future around here, 

hinder me being creative...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10..help me to be creative

529.the ways we develop skill and knowledge around here, 

hinder me being creative...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10..help me to be creative

530.the ways we make human relations respectful and mutually beneficial around here, 

hinder me being creative...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10..help me to be creative

531.the ways we encourage each other and give meaning to what we do around here, 

hinder me being creative...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10..help me to be creative

Circle all of the following that are nearly correct as characterizations of your work environment when you were doing your very best cre-
ative work:

532.The environment wherein I worked left me nearly totally free to pursue things I wanted to pursue

533.The environment wherein I worked left me not so free to pursue things I wanted to pursue
534.The environment wherein I worked left me totally free to work as I wanted

535.The environment wherein I worked left me not so free to work as I wanted
536.My environment of work was messy and busy enough that I found slack time and resources critical to my work
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537.My environment of work was ordered and well paced enough that I found it hard to obtain needed resources critical to my work when I 
needed them

538.A lot of people around me knew what I knew and I borrowed from their ideas and progress at times to achieve my result
539.Few people around me knew what I was working on and therefore I borrowed little from them that helped me achieve my result

540.The rich variety in my environment significantly contributed to my eventual success
541.The rich variety in my environment did not significantly contribute to my success

6412 When, in the past, you succeeded, you created something special, you later, as a result of that success, found yourself doing which of the
following (circle one):

542.embracing your success happily and building on it

543.distancing yourself from your success and moving on
544.withdrawing from success, recognition, and trying something rather different and less respected and visible
6413 Which one of the following best characterizes you (circle one):

545. I was born and raised and live entirely within one nation and that nation’s one culture
546.I was born and raised and live entirely within one nation but I explore its various different subcultures

547.I was born and raised and live entirely within one nation but I deeply study and engage people of other nations that are also here so as to 
see my own nation and its culture differently

548.I was born and raised in one nation but I live in two or more that I regularly alternate among or visit

549.I was born and raised in one nation but I live in an entirely different one
550.I was born and raised in one nation but I live in no nation, not getting absorbed by the beliefs or norms of the one nation I happen to phys-

ically live in.
6414 Which one of the following statements most accurately characterizes you:

551.I “paid my dues” in this field by working for years on the basics 

552.I was early at spotting a major trend in my field and by following it early rose with the success of trend
553.I skipped many of the basic of this field in order to take a new approach to it

Who are the three people most helpful to you when you try to come up with something really creative at work, and exactly how does each
such person help you act creatively:

554.person 1: relation to you___________________________how you met them_____________________________
how they help you be creative_____________________________________________________________________

555.person 2: relation to you___________________________how you met them_____________________________
how they help you be creative_____________________________________________________________________

556.person 3: relation to you___________________________how you met them_____________________________
how they help you be creative_____________________________________________________________________

NI5 If you seriously tried now to create a better way of work for yourself,  which of the following ways of getting good combinations of vari-
ations in ways of work most appeal to you (circle the most appealing one):

557.invent a metaphor that unites items in a field other than your own and key items in your field
558.invent an image that unites many problems/opportunities/solutions in disparate parts of your field

559.find analogs of key operations or features in your field
560.build a precise mapping of what in one field, mentioned in a metaphor, corresponds with what else in your own field

561.apply abstract frameworks that allow you to see things as related in your situation that others do not notice
562.see features, operations, and constraints in your field abstractly so similarities or complementarities with other items appear

563.compose disparate items into an integrated mental model and simulate operations on or with that model
564.compose a model that unites key concepts and use it to search for other components that fit it well in some sense

1615 Circle the number of the one statement below that most accurately characterizes your work:

565.I use already known facts but view them in a new way
566.I use already known viewpoints but apply them to new facts

567.I combine facts with frames that are not usually applied to them
568.I separate facts and frames that are usually taken together
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Examine the list below and try to find an example in your own work for each listed item:

569.results from another domain that I used/applied in my domain___________________from_________________________

570.questions from another domain that I used/applied in my domain___________________from_______________________
571.works from another domain that I used/applied in my domain____________________from_________________________

The purpose of being alive, for you now, is closest to which statement below (circle one):

572.life is continual labors some of which suddenly unleash larger forces from one’s environment, propelling one forward beyond dreams or 
hopes

573.life is a beautiful flower whose dimensions one explores

574.life is a gradual closing sunset suddenly ended in an explosion of brilliantly sparkling stars
575.life is a continual fight and battle to make one’s place among contending forces

576.life is a test given to us by higher powers who are divine
577.life is an illusion we sometimes see beyond, releasing us from much suffering

578.life is continual distraction from an exquisite beautiful core we can choose to live in
579.life is temptation that sometimes succeeds in ruining us

Which of the following modifications in your apparel have you made to make it better support your work (circle all that apply):

580.special bags with compartments for all your devices, portable files, and notes

581.special coat pockets dedicated to devices, files, and notes
582.special wallet compartments for devices, portable files, and notes

583.several small bags, each with a different content and purpose, you carry with you for business travel
584.one portable computing device onto which you put all the information, notes, scanned papers, etc. you need for business when traveling

585.special vests with pockets that hold all the devices, files, notes you need

586.List four people you regularly work with (hourly, daily, weekly, or monthly).  For each person list their four most powerful needs at 
present.   Count the number (of those 4 people) for whom you were unable to list more than one need.   Subtract the second number from 
four.   Put the result over four as numerator over denominator of a fraction.   Express that fraction as a percent.  This is your social index 
of needs rating.  

1616 Circle the number of the one statement below that most accurately characterizes your work:

587.I operate in an environment where many different fields, cultures, and ideas are inter-mingling

588.I operate in an environment where there are many viable marginal lifestyles for people
589.I operate in an environment where there are many sources of funding and recognition that compete with each other

590.I operate in an environment where there are many widely separated competing authorities who do not agree with each other on what is 
good work

What is the single biggest difficulty or challenge to being creative at work that you faced:

591.during the past week?__________________________________________________________________________
592.during the past six months?______________________________________________________________________

593.during the past two years?_______________________________________________________________________
Consider your current work environment, then select a number from 1 to 10 for each of the below creativity functions that your environment
helps or hinders:

TABLE 4. Need Map [put your per cent social index of needs number here __________________________________]

category name need 1 need 2 need 3 need 4

regularly work with
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594. For me creatively bridging unbridgable opposites and polar tensions: 

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

595. For rigorously shaking me out of my illusions and self serving tendencies from time to time:  

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

596. For me to breaking viscious circles and freeing myself from waiting for conditions I might as well create myself: 

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

597. For me engaging in simultaneous parallel projects:  

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

598. For furnishing me with abundant unexpected devices and ideas that I opportunistically can combine into what I need 

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

599. For me failing without getting overly concerned by those failures 

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

List an example of each of the following:

600.personal strengths of you that have appeared again and again throughout your career___________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

601.personal strengths of you that have appeared occasionally throughout your career_____________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

602.personal strengths of you that at least once saved your entire career________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________

Which of the following tactics have you several times had to use (circle all that apply):

603.expressing intention to do one thing while secretly doing something quite different
604.expressing support for someone whom you really never supported at all

605.working intensely on some project that you worked hard to let no one find out about
606.overtly doing a lot of work on one project while your only meaningful work was on something quite different and unannounced

607.expressing dislike for someone’s work while actually learning quite a lot from it
608.sincerely understanding why you should not do something, yet determinedly doing exactly that anyway to further your work

609.I find meaning in life around me.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....I make the meaning in my life everyday

610.Life is often empty for me.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....Life is almost never empty for me

611.Who I am comes from my social role.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....Who I am comes from my intentions

612.Whatever you think I am has some truth to it.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....I am free to not be what you think I am

613.I seek people to love the real me inside.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....I seek people to love the ways I treat them

614.What kills love is too much intimacy.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....What kills love is too much formality
Circle the number of all of the following that have been useful at one time or another in your career:

615.practicing public speaking, on the side of any of your main activities, till you become quite good at moving audiences and selling ideas
616.finding informal ways to contact the key customers of your work and organizations to better learn their evaluation of your work and their 

needs

617.working for two different organizations, masters, people, etc. at the same time in case one goes sour on you
618.working on teams of people each from a different organization, group, or culture

619.working with people from several different nationalities or cultures on one team
620.turning each contact with diverse persons, cultures, or tools into a repertoire of new capabilities for you to deploy

Which of the following modifications of the architecture of where you are, have you made in order to make your environment support better
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what you do (circle the number below of each modification you have made):

621. posting information or theme reminders on your walls
622.using more than one room as your workspace, putting a different project in each room

623.using a different wall of one room as different workspaces, each with a desk and some files and displays to support their own project
624.putting up certain wall displays that you change at regular intervals

625.hanging certain displays from your ceiling
626.putting displays on the floor of your room that hold important themes or information for projects you are engaged in

Circle the number of each of the following statements that is an activity found in your work and career and not insignificant entirely to it:

627.measure unmeasured things in your field

628.measure things considered unmeasurable in your field
629.make subtle effects easily observable

630.make main effect of some change much less salient
631.operate on a larger size scale than others do

632.operate on a smaller size scale than others do
633.form hypotheses simultaneously on several size scales
6415 Which of the following most accurately describes you (circle all that apply):

634.I spent my entire life and career in this one field I now am in

635.I spent the early part of my life and career in one field then I moved into a new field that I now am in

636.I spent the early part of my life and career in one field, then I moved into a new field, and now I am in a third field
637.My creativity comes in significant part from staying deeply within one field

638.My creativity comes in significant part from switching regularly between two fields
639.My creativity comes in significant part from switching regularly between three or more fields
List an example of each of the following:

640.personal weaknesses of you that have appeared again and again throughout your career________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________

641.personal weaknesses of you that have appeared occasionally throughout your career___________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________

642.personal weaknesses of you that at least once threatened to doom your career________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________

NI6 If you are asked to invent a new way of work for yourself, and you have already come up with many interesting variations from your
current way of work and combinations of such variations, then the remaining task is to select, wisely, a combination or several that turn out
to be powerful creative innovations in your existing way of work.   Which of the following means of creatively selecting combinations of
variants most appeal to you (circle the two most appealing ones):

643.select beautifully simple combinations
644.select beautifully inter-connected combinations of elements of a possible new way of work

645.select beautifully unlikely combinations of elements in a possible new way of work
646.select beautifully competitive combinations of elements in a possible new way of work

647.engage a number of people other than yourself in simultaneous activity resulting in invention of a new way of work for you and others 
connected with you

648.find great historic or organizational tasks your community of acquaintances and colleagues is pivotal to and use them to select combina-
tions

649.find the super-saturated aspects of the field of work you operate in and seed them till sudden avalanches of change result in a new way 
of work

650.generate a population of new ways of work modular elements that can be combined in many fluid configurations that become a self 
emergent self evolving new way of work for you

651.List four people you regularly work with (hourly, daily, weekly, or monthly).   For each person list their four most powerful capabilities 
at present.  Count the number (of the four) for whom you were unable to list more than one capability.   Subtract the second number from 
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four.   Put the result over the four as numerator over denominator of a fraction.   Express that fraction as a percent.  This is your social 
index of capabilities rating.

Circle the one statement below that is most true as a characterization of how you work: 

652.I succeed by applying more of myself more intensely to my work than others do

653.I succeed partly by applying more of myself more intensely to my work than others do
654.I succeed by applying more of myself more intensely to my work and by being more disengaged from the essentials of my work than oth-

ers are

655.I succeed partly by being more disengaged from the essentials of my work than others are
656.I succeed by being more disengaged from the essentials of my work than others are
Mark which of the following modifications of the furniture in your life you have made to support your work (circle the number below of each
modification you made):

657.equipping your office with stand up workspaces, sit down workspaces, active movement workspaces, and electronic media workspaces, 
each of which support a different aspect of your work

658.embedding electronic controls in chairs to control media, networks, computers, displays or the like

659.embedding electronic controls in tables to control media, networks, computers, displays or the like
660.integrating various electronic devices and displays, within your office, to serve as an intergrated environment for composition, display, or 

presentations of your work

661.integrating various electronic devices and displays in your office with others in the offices or buildings of other people to allow you and 
them to collaborate

Circle all of the following that are nearly correct as characterizations of your work environment when you were doing your very best creative
work:

662.I worked because I loved what I was working on

663.I worked highly motivated by eventual rewards for my work
664.Those around me put pressure on me to achieve good results

665.Those around me put little or no pressure on me to achieve good results
666.I was working on this accomplishment this way because I really liked this task and approach to doing it

667.I was working on this accomplishment this way because, though I did not like working this way, I thought it would bring fast or important 
results

Circle the number of the one statement below that best characterizes your style of work:

668.though people constantly write and talk about how everything is changing more and faster, I find things in my work are nicely stable and 
only slowly evolving if changing at all

669.I find things in my work are just slightly unstable and they evolve at a manageable pace

670.I find things in my work are rather unstable and evolving at a fast pace
671.I find things in my work are tremendously unstable and their pace of evolution is hard to manage

6416 Which of the following best describes you (circle one):

672.I am younger than others in my field who have similar levels of accomplishment in it

673.I am the same age as others in my field who have similar levels of accomplishment in it
674.I am older than others in my field who have similar levels of accomplishment in it

675.I am younger in this field than others who have similar levels of accomplishment in it
676.I am the same age in this field as those who have similar levels of accomplishment in it

677.I am older in this field than those who have similar levels of accomplishment in it
NI4 If you now try seriously to invent a better way of work for yourself,   which of the following ways to imagine variations in how you do
your work most appeal to you as good avenues for truly making creative improvements in how you now work (circle the most appealing one):

678.violate the boundaries of your field and its social norms

TABLE 5. Capability Map [put your per cent social index of capabilities number here __________________________________]

category name capability 1 capability 2 capability 3 capability 4

regularly work with
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679.use others ruthlessly
680.trade a peaceful beautiful personal life for a life of immense creative impact on others and the world

681.whenever you have a victory and get acclaim move away, abandon it, and seek the dark, hidden, unnoticed margins of your field
682.move to a different nation, culture, or community 

683.switch to work in a new discipline or field
684.alternate living in two or more cultures, nations, or disciplines

685.skip basic education or methods in your field or teach yourself what others learn from schools and curricula
For which of the following functions do you have a good friend you go to regularly to achieve that function better in your thinking or life
(circle the number of  each item below  having one or more persons helping you do it):

686.helping you test the possible reactions of particular audiences to your work

687.introducing you to venues for presenting your work
688.putting you into contact with good possible collaborators

689.being skeptical of your enthusiams and new ideas
690.making you present your self and ideas in a more organized fashion

691.making you present your self and ideas in a more logical fashion
692.making you present your self and ideas in a more attractive fashion
Which of the following events or happenings have occurred in your career thus far (circle all that apply):

693.collapse after a recent victory
694.victory after a recent collapse

695.success beyond your dreams
696.success disappointingly less than you dreamed

697.sudden take-off where a work or deed unleashed forces propelling you beyond your past level of renown and accomplishment
698.sudden collapse where a work or deed unleashed hostile forces that hindered your further progress for quite some time
NI3 Which of the following is it most important to you to overcome in life (circle the most important three):

699.your own character faults
700.the norms and conventions of your community and age

701.the weaknesses and faults in humans in general
702.the limitations of imagination and nerve of your peers and field

703.the subtle limitations of theme and method encouraged in people by the history of your field
704.the limitations inherent in how the human mind operates

705.the tendency of human consciousness to be a string of moments each of which misses and omits most of what previous moments 
noticed, learned, and created

706.the pettiness and backbiting of family, firm, and groups of people in general
Give an example of each of the following:

707.something you do better than anyone in the world____________________________________________________

708.something important that you do better than anyone in the world_________________________________________
709.something that you should be good at but you do it worse than nearly everyone in your field____________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________

710.something you recently became good at____________________________________________________________
711.something you used to be good at but now have lost that ability_________________________________________

712.I tend to accept others’ images of me.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....I tend to radically reject images of me from others
713.I like to control others and situations.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....I like to trouble others and situations

714.Birth is more real than death to me.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....Death is more real to me than birth

715.Death is a profound part of my life.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....Death is a probably unnecessary detail in my life

716.The worst thing in life is ingratitude.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....The worst thing in life is unfreedom

717.The ugliness of life overwhelms me sometimes.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....The ugliness of life never bothers me

Circle the number of the one statement below that best characterizes your style of work:

718.the major risk of how I work is boredom due to the laborious repetitious activities involved in it
719.the major risk of how I work is error of judgement in choosing what part of my result to fashion and how to fashion it at the moment
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720.the major risk of how I work is all the unpredictable consequences of my work that I will inevitably be held responsible for
Circle the number of all of the following that have been useful at one time or another in your career:

721.learning to manage software as part of your work
722.learning to manage inventing as part of your work

723.learning to attract and hold the interest of talented people as part of your work
724.learning to get diverse people and ideas to interact constructively as part of your work

725.replacing contributing to organization departments with leading new initiatives in your organization
726.replacing hoarding and conserving your knowledge with working to widely share it

Circle the number all of the items below that are included in your present personal files: 

727.“wows” powerful creative accomplishments or ideas of others that inspire you to become dissatisfied with your present skills and ambi-
tions

728.life stories that might guide or inspire you

729.good drawings, structurings, or organizings of ideas by others
730.key figures in some field you are in or getting in to

731.resources organized by which of your primary weaknesses they might help you overcome
732.all the topics that currently interest you

Z Consider the environment in which you now work, then circle the number in each set of 10 below indicating how much help or hindering of
being creative that you get from the aspect of your environment mentioned below:

733.the ways we achieve diversity of person, idea, method, and thinking around here, 

hinder me being creative...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10..help me to be creative

734.the ways we liberate ourselves from past practices around here, 

hinder me being creative...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10..help me to be creative

735.the ways we get people to freely combine with each other to invent new things around here, 

hinder me being creative...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10..help me to be creative

736.the ways we allow people to join and participate in new initiatives and successes around here,

hinder me being creative...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10..help me to be creative

737.theways we protect new initiatives from conservative and past-looking forces and powers around here, 

hinder me being creative...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10..help me to be creative

Circle the number of each of the following statements that is an activity found in your work and career and not insignificant entirely to it:

738.find what varies and does not vary when you change size scale with a phenomenon
739.combine several different functions into one device

740.find easy variables for changing the main effect in a system of things interacting
741.find which component is causing the effect

742.discover an effect never seen before
743.categorize all the phenomena in a field

744.build a model that reproduces system behavior

Circle the numbers of all of the following that are nearly correct as characterizations of your work environment when you were doing your
very best creative work:

745.The rich variety of my education and way of life significantly contributed to my eventual success
746.The rich variety of my education and way of life did not contribute significantly to my eventual success.

747.I worked in a hierarchical organization under the command of others
748.I worked in a colleagial organization under only nominal command of others

749.I worked in no organization
750.The atmosphere and values of the place where I did my best work were highly encouraging of non-conformity and innovation

751.The atmosphere and values of the place where I did my best work were not highly encouraging of non-conformity and innovation
752.I did not settle for shallower, more superficial, easier-to-get results because the environment in which I worked tolerated indefinate, long 

term efforts without sure results
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753.I did not settle for shallower, more superficial, easier-to-get results because I overcame the tendencies of the environment in which I 
worked to be satisfied with them or encourage them

754.I was inspired by the work of colleagues around me

755.I struggled to overcome the mediocre level of work of those around me

What do each of the images below cause you to immediately see, feel, or think of:

756.a painting of Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris made entirely of human blood: makes me think of______________________

757.the curved paths of two birds soaring in the air together: make me think of____________________________________
758.the point in time when nothing in the universe existed except a highly compressed point that exploded, during the Big Bang, into the 

universe you and I are now in: makes me think of_____________________________________________
Consider your current work environment, then select a number from 1 to 10 for each of the below creativity functions that your environment
helps or hinders:

759. For me finding other fields with ideas I can borrow for my own task in my own field 

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

760. For me having competing authorities I can go to any of for support or recognition 

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

761. For me to act childish and flippant in the midst of my work rather than forcing a conformist seriousness on me: 

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

762. For me having a chance to powerfully promote my creativity and creative works to the right others 

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

763. For furnishing me with what I need in order to maintain high personal productivity: 

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

764. For encouraging me to take the accomplishments of others not as endpoints but as mid-points in on-going trends: 

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

Examine the list below and try to find an example in your own work for each listed item:

765.people from another domain that I used/applied in my domain____________________from________________________

766.styles from another domain that I used/applied in my domain____________________from_________________________

767.I have cultivated relations with key peers who, together 
with me, try to impact my domain in certain similar or 
cooperative ways

1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10 I have not cultivated any 
special group of peers for 
similar impact on my 
domain

768.I have actively recruited good people to get involved in 
the kind of work I am doing in my domain

1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10 I have not actively 
recruited special people for 
involvement in my kind of 
work

769.I have established special training, certificates, or 
schools for those interested in mastering my kind of 
work

1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10 I have not established any 
special training, certifi-
cates, or schools in my 
kind of work

770.I have learned and summarized the major findings and 
developments in my field in unusual ways that contrib-
ute to my current productivity in this field

1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10 I have learned and summa-
rized the major findings 
and developments in my 
field in ways quite usual 
for others in my field

771.I have worked to develop new, unusual questions to 
answer, that others in my field either were not aware of 
or not interested in

1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10 I have worked on questions 
in my field that many in 
my field also considered 
and atttempted answers for
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6417 Which of the following most contributes to your work (circle one):

772.metaphors of how one aspect of your domain is like another
773.metaphors of how one aspect of a different domain is like one aspect of your domain

774.metaphors of how one aspect of your domain is like one aspect of another domain
775.metaphors of how one domain is like another domain

Circle the number of the one statement below that best characterizes your style of work:

776.the major way I organize things is by different functions I have to perform in order to do my work
777.the major way I organize things is by different processes I have to play roles in in order to get my work done

778.the major way I organize things is by different events I have to sponsor in order to get my work done

NI7 When you finally develop a design or solution that might be good enough to constitute a final outcome of your creative work on some
project, you select it because of which of the following  (circle the two most appealing ones):

779.you install it because it presents already known facts from the view of a different context or frame
780.you install it because it finds new facts for supporting existing contexts or frames

781.you install it because it unites facts and frames that used to be separated
782.you install it because it distinguishes and separates facts and frames that used to be united

783.you install it because there are  inter-mingling different fields, cultures, and domains that make it interesting
784.you install it because there are viable marginal lifestyles that allow you to pursue it

785.you install it because there are competing sources of funding and recognition that make finding support possible for it
786.you install it because there are widely distributed competing authorities whose different ways of evaluating things make positive evalua-

tion of your work possible

If you were able to live life all over again, on an entirely different start and basis, what would you change about your life:

787.from ______________________________________________________________________________in my present life I 

would change to _______________________________________________________________in my next life
Circle the number of the one statement below that best characterizes your style of work:

788.I put in many hours and much effort each hour doing mundane tasks essential for my overall result

789.I judiciously engage and disengage to form a work that is my overall result
790.I launch something radically new the consequences of which neither I nor anyone else can predict

791.I repeat the same actions laboriously over and over
792.I craft different aspects of my result step by step so that it gradually takes form before me

793.I strategically act in a dramatic way that launches many unpredictable results
6420 When an image or metaphor catches your interest or fascinates you, ultimately contributing in some way to your work, which of the fol-
lowing is the main reason it does so (circle one of the below):

794. some object in the domain it comes from is insightfully similar to an object you overlooked in your domain
795.some object in the domain it comes from is insightfully different than an object you have looked at in your domain

796.some relation among objects in the domain it comes from is insightfully similar to a relation among objects in your domain
797.some relation among objects in the domain it comes from is insightfully different than a relation among objects in your domain

798.some pattern of relationships among several objects in the domain it comes from is insightfully similar to the pattern of relationships 
among several objects in your domain

799.some pattern of relationships among several objects in the domain it comes from is insightfully different than the pattern of relationships 
among several objects in your domain

Circle the number of all of the following that have been useful at one time or another in your career:

800.replacing yourself or your organization as what makes you competitive with the entire region of organizations you work in as what makes 
you competitive

801.replacing efforts to improve the quality of your work with efforts to blend different types of quality together in your work
802.using face-to-face and virtual software worlds as partners in your work

803.letting interactions on the net self organize into what you work on and who you work with
804.letting customers lead you in improving the quality of your work

805.learning to manage and improve the emotional impact your work creates
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Circle the number of the one statement below that best characterizes your style of work:

806.I move between different groups of people each doing different functions
807.I move between different processes each producing different outputs

808.I move between different events each producing different effects

809.It is important to not bother others in life.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....It is important to not bother myself in life

810.I feel that I can determine my life’s meaning.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9....10...I feel others finally determine my life’s meaning

811.I like acts that make unknowable consequences.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....I like designs that work out as planned

812.We cannot know results of our actions I feel.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....We usually know results of our actions I feel

813.I prevent me from doing what I want often.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....Situations prevent me from doing what I want

814.I choose to not do what I intend sometimes.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....Situations prevent me doing my intent often

Circle the number of the one statement below that best characterizes your style of work:

815.I need space in which to be alone and think deeply

816.I need space in which to take action
817.I need space in which to meet and greet people

818.I need space in which to collaborate with others
819.I need space in which to recognize and celebrate happenings, accomplishments, and important people

820.I need space in which to refresh and repair myself and other things and people

Circle all of the following that are nearly correct as characterizations of your work environment when you were doing your very best cre-
ative work:

821.I was inspired by the work of great historical figures in my field
822.Going from hunch to clear concept was critical to my success

823.Going from hunch to clear concept was not critical to my success
824.Arguing about and justifying particular concepts was critical to my success

825.Arguing about and justifying particular concepts was not critical to my success
826.Building models joining diverse concepts was critical to my success

827.Building models joining diverse concepts was not critical to my success
828.The environment in which I worked, if it had been richer or better equipped in certain ways, would have better supported my success

829.A richer environment or one with better equipment would not have significantly better supported my success
830.I had just enough interaction with others and management guidance to succeed

6421 When you succeed in doing or creating something that others failed at or that you failed at repeatedly in the past, which of the follow-
ing is most likely to have played a role in your doing that (circle one):

831.you survey all parts of the situation/problem/opportunity

832.you focus on the right one or two parts of the situation/problem/opportunity
833.you apply abstract frameworks each of which highlights different aspects of the situation/problem/opportunity

834.you find a viewpoint that sees highly unobvious possibly abstract parts of the situation/problem/opportunity
6422 Which of the following plays a major role in your work (circle all that apply):

835.seeing the details unique to a case

836.seeing the features unique to a case
837.seeing the operations unique to a case

838.seeing the constraints on operations unique to a case
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839.abstracting a concept from details of the case

840.abstracting a concept from features of the case
841.abstracting a concept from operations of the case

842.abstracting a concept from constraints on operations in a case
6423 When you do something outstanding, in your opinion, which of the following is most likely to have been a contributor to it (circle one):

843.you selected the important parts of the situation correctly

844.you combined just the right aspects of the situation correctly
845.you built a mental model of aspects of the situation and simulated with it

846.you avoided obvious, easy, and likely areas that others stayed in
6424 When you are being your creative best, which one of the following best characterizes your process of work:

847.I notice things in the situation that others do not
848.I view the situation from more abstract frameworks than others use

849.I build models of the situation in my mind then simulate results using them
850.I build models of the situation in my mind then use them to tell me where to search for answers
Z Circle the number of the one statement below that best characterizes your style of work:

851.my workplace is wherever I happen to be
852.my workplace is my home

853.my workplace is my office
854.my workplace is my computer’s network-connected environment

855.my workplace is wherever I have my special set of electronic and information and other tools
856.my workplace is wherever I happen to meet the key people I interact with

857.my workplace is whenever I happen to hold or participate in the key events of my worklife
Rank the following from 1 = most important to your work to 6 = least important to your work (put a number beside each item):

858._____space for thinking deeply

859._____space for taking action
860._____space for meeting and greeting people

861._____space for collaborating with people
862._____space for recognizing and celebrating people and accomplishments

863._____space for refreshing and repairing self, others, and things

6418 When you are working on a project and achieve a kind of breakthrough which of the following kinds of images or metaphors play a role
in that breakthrough (circle one):

864.metaphors of great detail and precision
865.metaphors that unite related ideas

866.metaphors that unite widely separated domains or ideas
867.metaphors that distinguish closely related ideas of domains

868.metaphors that unite separate ways of viewing an idea or object

869.Things do not change till groups act.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....Things do not change till individuals act

870.Not choosing is a kind of choice.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....Not choosing is a kind of freedom from choice

871.Seniors should take good care of juniors.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....Seniors should compete with juniors

872.Work is a pleasant part of life.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....Work is a disagreeable means to good things in life
873.Results come mostly from talent.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....Results come mostly from effort

874.God is one and beyond all else.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....Gods are many and among us everywhere

Circle the number of each of the following statements that is an activity found in your work and career and not insignificant entirely to it:

875.automate tedious research processes
876.make serial situations parallel

877.discover unexplainable phenomena
878.turn side-effect into main effect

879.disprove assumed causal relation
880.prove the existence of unsuspected causal relation
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881.find contradictory implications of a goal
6425 When you examine a number of cases in the course of solving a problem or taking advantage of some opportunity, which of the fol-
lowing treatments of those cases is most important for ultimate success in your work (circle one):

882.surveying the cases and separating them into categories

883.prioritizing the cases by relevance to the issue at hand
884.comparing and contrasting the cases thoroughly

885.building an index of features shared by cases and unique to each of them
6426 When you repeatedly fail at a problem or opportunity, which of the following is key to overcoming that initial set of failures (circle
one):

886.forgetting those failures, keeping attitude positive, and moving on

887.searching over those failures for clues and information they contain
888.finding what is common and unique among failures

889.studying patterns among failures for how they specify eventual solution
6431 Circle the number of the one statement below that best characterizes your work:

890.I strip away distractions till I am totally focussed on what I am doing

891.I seek distractions from time to time as I get near a solution or creation
892.I work on one thing at a time, making sure I do it well

893.I work on many different things at the same time, sometimes finding insightful relations among them
6427 When you get stuck and can make no progress on a problem or opportunity, you benefit most from which of the following (circle one):

894.letting go of the issue and taking a break 

895.redoubling your effort and intensity towards the issue
896.scouring your world, environment, tools, and ideas for new candidate solution components

897.engaging in talk with interesting others which stimulates new thinking in you

Rank the following from 1 = the most satisfactory to you now to 6 = the least satisfactory to you now:

898._____my current space for thinking

899._____my current space for taking action
900._____my current space for meeting and greeting people

901._____my current space for collaborating with people
902._____my current space for recognizing and celebrating people and achievements

903._____my current space for refreshing and repairing myself, others, and things
Circle the number of the one statement below that best characterizes your style of work:

904.I need to be always reachable anytime anywhere by certain others

905.I need to operate in an environment of intelligent tools that remember things and automatically do certain functions
906.I need to operate in unusual worlds impossible in physical reality but achievable in computer software virtual form

907.I need to operate in thorough nearly continuous connection with a global community of internet participant people and organizations
Rank the following from 1 = most important to your work to 4 = least important to it:

908._____being always reachable anywhere by certain others

909._____operating in an environment of intelligent tools that remember things and automatically do certain functions
910._____operating in unusual worlds not physically possible but realizable in computer software virtual form

911._____operating in nearly continuous connection with a global internet community of persons and groups

6429 Circle the number of the one following statement that best characterizes your work:

912.one vivid dominating image informs me when I near solution 

913.I leave behind the dominating image I have formed in order to reach eventual solution
914.several images, each separately developed but holding partial truth, unite to form my eventual solution

915.my solution comes from fusing several mutually contradictory images

916.Life is worth more than quality of life.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....Quality of life is worth more than life often
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917.The world as is, is sacred.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....The world, as is, is fallen and sinful

918.I tend to drift away from centers to edges.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....I tend to drift from edges towards centers

919.I indulge myself or severely restrict myself.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....I maintain myself in a kind of moderate middle

920.I achieve focus by simultaneous engagements.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....I achieve focus by doing one thing at a time

921.Changes come gradually for me.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....Changes come suddenly as immense happenings for me

922.I like being like others.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....I like being different than others

923.I prefer designs that work out.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10.....I prefer chaotic interacting from which things emerge

Circle the number of the one following statement that is an activity found in your work and career and not insignificant entirely to it:

924.find implications of a goal
925.find unusual implications of a theory

926.find contradictory implications of a theory
927.show how plural relations are specializations of one

928.unify incompatible theories

6428 When you are near victory in a project or effort, having accumulated several partial solutions that are closing in on total solution, which
of the following next steps most characterizes your work (circle one):

929.taking one of those partial solutions and extrapolating further along its line of development
930.combining two or more of those partial solutions

931.analyzing what is common across and unique to each partial solution to specify eventual solution needed components

932.grouping partial solutions by type, then identifying for each type what approach abstractly is common to its members, then extrapolating 
along that abstract dimension

6419 Rank the items below in order from most useful and important in your work (give a 1) to least useful and important (give a 5):

933._____analogies between an object in one domain and an object in yours
934._____analogies between an operation performed on a object on one domain and an operation performed on an object in yours

935._____analogies between a pattern appearing in one domain and a pattern appearing in yours
936. _____analogies between a feature of an object in one domain and a feature of an object in yours

937._____analogies between a structure of causal relationships among objects in one domain and a structure of causal relationships among 
objects in yours

6430 Circle the number of the one statement below that best characterizes your work:

938.I focus on the right thing

939.I unite unlikely things
940.I separate previously united things

941.I undo conventional and past foci
6432 Circle the number of the one  statement below that best characterizes your work:

942.I single out key things and focus on them

943.I combine several things opportunistically
944.I find highly unlikely things to combine

945.I break apart and find distinctions in combinations that are customary to my field

946.I have worked to develop ways to 
come up with unusual alternatives 
and possibilities for things I am 
thinking about in my field

1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10 I develop alternatives and possibilities 
for things I am thinking about in my 
field in pretty much the same ways that 
others in my field do
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Circle three of the functions below that are most important components of your way of work:

949.broker, 

950.lone visionary, 
951.commander, 

952.organizer, 
953.rouser, 

954.penetrator, 
955.builder, 

956.assembler, 
957.combiner, 

958.leader,

Your present environment of work now can be accurately characterized how (circle one):

959. very much better than any work environment I have ever had before in terms of how it supports me being creative
960.somewhat better than any work environment I have ever had before in terms of how it suppors me being creative

961. about the same as any work environment I have had before in terms of how it supports me being creative
962. somewhat worse than all the work environments I have had before in terms of how it supports me being creative

963. very much worse than all the work environments I have had before in terms of how it supports me being creative
Consider your current work environment, then select a number from 1 to 10 for each of the below creativity functions that your environment
helps or hinders:

964. For me managing populations of parts of organizations: 

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

965. For me developing intense interactions among ideas until insights explode into existence: 

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

966. For me developing intense interactions among ideas until entire new creative works appear: 

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

967. For me finding interesting variants to try out: 

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

968. For me finding interesting combinations of things to try out:

 it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

969. For me selecting the right combinations of things: 

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me

970. For me not trying too hard, pressing too hard, but instead staying semi-consciously loose and having wide fluid associations:  

it assists me...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...it hinders me
The creativity of your present work compared to the creativity of your most creative previous work is (circle the one of the following that is
most accurate):

971. it is significantly more creative than anything I have done before
972.it is somewhat more creative than anything I have done before

973.it is as creative as the most creative work I have done before
974.it is slightly less creative than the most creative work I have done before

975.it is significantly less creative than the most creative work I have done before

947.I have developed ways to challenge 
and test my own ideas in ways 
beyond what is usual by others in 
my field

1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10 I test and challenge my own ideas in 
pretty much similar ways to those used 
by others in my field

948.I have invested much time and 
effort in selecting just the right type 
and time of contribution to my field 
that is likely to have major repercus-
sions and effects

1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10 I have not worked to make the contribu-
tions I make to my field especially full 
of major repercussions or effects
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What is the best book you have read:

976.during the past week?__________________________________________________________________________
977.during the past six months?______________________________________________________________________

978.during the past two years?_______________________________________________________________________

Consider the environment in which you now work, then circle the number in each set of 10 below indicating how much help or hindering of
being creative that you get from the aspect of your environment mentioned below:

979.the resources available in my environment, 

hinder me being creative...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10..help me to be creative

980.the processes by which we produce things around here, 

hinder me being creative...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10..help me to be creative

981.the ways we distribute things around here, 

hinder me being creative...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10..help me to be creative

982.the ways we achieve productivity around here, 

hinder me being creative...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10..help me to be creative

983.the ways we keep things well organized and working orderly around here, 

hinder me being creative...0...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10..help me to be creative

What is the best idea you have heard or read while at work:

984.during the past week?__________________________________________________________________________

985.during the past six months?______________________________________________________________________
986.during the past two years?_______________________________________________________________________

987.Circle all the below that accurately describe you and your present work situation:

988.Circle all the following that accurately portray you and your life:

989.The first step in my process of creation is usually to_______________________________________________________

990.The middle steps in my process of creation involve me doing  _________________________________________

991.The last steps in my process of creation usually involve me doing ____________________________________________

992.In the last year, my process of creating has become more __________________________________________________

993.In the last year, my process of creating has become less ___________________________________________________

994. In the past year, what I create has become more ________________________________________________________

  

I spend 
quality 
time at 
home 
nearly 
every day

I spend 
quality 
time at 
my work-
place 
nearly 
every day

I spend 
quality 
time with 
my 
friends 
nearly 
every 
week

I spend 
quality time 
exploring in 
places I 
have never 
been before 
nearly every 
week

I spend 
quality time 
with cus-
tomers and 
admirers of 
my work 
nearly every 
week

I spend qual-
ity time with 
business 
partners and 
organiza-
tions nearly 
every week

I spend 
quality 
time in 
nature 
nearly 
every week

I spend qual-
ity time 
assisting 
those need-
ing care 
nearly every 
week

I spend qual-
ity time with 
pets nearly 
every week

I spend qual-
ity time with 
acquaintan-
ces from my 
past nearly 
every month

I spend qual-
ity time 
doing sports 
of some sort 
nearly every 
week

I grew up 
in a warm 
and lov-
ing fam-
ily 

I grew up 
in a trou-
bled and 
unpleas-
ant family

I grew up 
in an envi-
ronment 
rich in 
stimuli

I grew up in 
an environ-
ment devoid 
of stimula-
tion

I grew up in 
an educated 
family

I grew up in 
an unedu-
cated family

I grew up 
in a 
wealthy 
family

I grew up in 
a non-
wealthy fam-
ily

I grew up 
during hard 
times in my 
society 

I grew up 
during easy 
times in my 
society
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995.In the past year, what I create has become less _________________________________________________________

996. The key or most essential step in my process of creating is _______________________________________________

997.The step in my process of creating where I often have my hardest difficulty and struggles is the step wherein I do _______
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Which of the following is the most creative (circle one of the below):

998.a teacup made of hardened noodles wound around and around
999.a teacup having carved images inside its ceramic sides that appear when held up to light

1000.a teacup of elastic material that changes shape as you drink from it
1001.a teacup that is composed of blended bands of neon, brightly lit electrically while you drink

1002.a teacup that tells you when it is hot, cold, and losing temperature quickly
1003.a teacup that displays different photo-like images on its suface from moment to moment

1004.a teacup of images of exquisite beauty formed a thousand years ago in Ming Dynasty China
1005.a teacup version of the greatest masterworks of painting

1006.a teacup whose sides have slits throughout but somehow liquid does not leak out through them
1007.a teacup that makes whatever is poured into it disappear

1008.a teacup that disappears when liquids are poured into it
1009.Why did you choose the one of the above that you chose (it is most creative because of 

what)?_____________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

  20 aspects of your environment are listed below, as well as the contents of one particular stage in creative production.  In the 
lefthand column put a circle to indicate whether a particular environment aspect helps or hinders that creativity step’s work.   
In the righthand column put a circle to indicate whether a particular environment aspect controls your work in this creativity 

stage or is controlled by you in this stage of work.  

 helps or  hinders Creativity Stage One: Curiosity I control it or it 
controls me
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When I select problems/opportunities to 
work on;

 explore the nature of a challenge; 
and try out my usual initial approaches I m

os
tly

 c
on
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ol

 it

I s
om

ew
ha

t c
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tr
ol

 it
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m
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1. physical environment:  room, furniture, weather, city, etc

2. social environment:  relations to colleagues and peers

3. social environment:  relations to bosses and leaders

4. social environment:  relations to subordinates or followers

5. social environment: relations to evaluators and critics and customers

6. social environment:  the structure of the organization I work in

7. psychological environment:  rewards offerred

8. psychological environment:  stress or tension level

9. psychological environment:  amount and variety of hassles

10. intellectual environment:  access to new ideas
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11. intellectual environment:  receptivity to radical attempts

12. intellectual environment:  tolerance for risk and failure

13. complexity environment:  how well connected I am to people and resources I need

14. complexity environment:  how many diverse types of things I have access to

15. complexity environment:  how many types of initiative I can easily take on my own

16. culture:  the dominant values where I work

17. polity:  the way things get decided in my work

18. economy:  the way scarce resources get focussed on my needs

19. change:  the ability of me to change my work environment when and as I need

20. change:  the ability of my work environment to change me when and as needed

  20 aspects of your environment are listed below, as well as the contents of one particular stage in creative production.  In the 
lefthand column put a circle to indicate whether a particular environment aspect helps or hinders that creativity step’s work.   In 
the righthand column put a circle to indicate whether a particular environment aspect controls your work in this creativity stage 

or is controlled by you in this stage of work.  

helps or hinders Creativity Stage Four: Breakthrough I control it or it 
controls me

he
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When I break out into success after much frustrating 

effort and failed attempts; 
completely revise my approach and find new exciting possibili-

ties in the situation; 
and make a major breakthrough or get the single key insight I 

need to complete my work I m
os

tly
 c
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1. physical environment:  room, furniture, weather, city, etc

2. social environment:  relations to colleagues and peers

3. social environment:  relations to bosses and leaders

4. social environment:  relations to subordinates or followers

5. social environment: relations to evaluators and critics and customers

6. social environment:  the structure of the organization I work in

7. psychological environment:  rewards offerred

8. psychological environment:  stress or tension level

9. psychological environment: amount and variety of hassles

10. intellectual environment:  access to new ideas

11. intellectual environment:  receptivity to radical attempts

12. intellectual environment:  tolerance for risk and failure

13. complexity environment:  how well connected I am to people and resources I need

14. complexity environment:  how many diverse types of things I have access to

15. complexity environment:  how many types of initiative I can easily take on my own

  20 aspects of your environment are listed below, as well as the contents of one particular stage in creative production.  In the 
lefthand column put a circle to indicate whether a particular environment aspect helps or hinders that creativity step’s work.   
In the righthand column put a circle to indicate whether a particular environment aspect controls your work in this creativity 

stage or is controlled by you in this stage of work.  
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When You Finish:

Please tell us, now that you have finished this questionnaire:

1. What did you learn about yourself while filling out the above questionnaire:

2. What do you wish to do as a result of having filled out this questionnaire:

3. What mood are you in at the end of filling out this questionnaire:

4. What do you feel more positive about as a result of filling in this questionnaire:

5. What do you feel more negative about as a result of filling in this questionnaire:

6. What further training, consulting, advice, or tools would you now like to have that you did not want before filling in this questionnaire:

7. Are you more or less committed to being creative as a result of filling in this questionnaire and why?

8. What did this questionnaire leave out, that is, fail to ask you that it should have asked you, in order to understand your relation to creativ-
ity?

9. What single change would most improve this questionnaire in the future?

16. culture:  the dominant values where I work

17. polity:  the way things get decided in my work

18. economy:  the way scarce resources get focussed on my needs

19. change:  the ability of me to change my work environment when and as I need

20. change:  the ability of my work environment to change me when and as needed

  20 aspects of your environment are listed below, as well as the contents of one particular stage in creative production.  In the 
lefthand column put a circle to indicate whether a particular environment aspect helps or hinders that creativity step’s work.   In 
the righthand column put a circle to indicate whether a particular environment aspect controls your work in this creativity stage 

or is controlled by you in this stage of work.  


